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SENATOR WALTER RAND (Chairman): Good morning, ladies and 
. . 

gentlemen. My name is Senator Walt~r Rand, and I am Chairman of the 

Sentate Transportation and Communications Committee. I would like to 

welcome you here this morning. 

At this time, I would like to introduce Senator Tom Gagliano, 

here on my left, who is also a member of this Committee. I think we 

will be joined·a little bit later on by some of our other members. 

If any_ of you have written testimony, or wish to be added to 

the witness list, please contact Peter Manoogian, our Staff Aide here, 

after the opening remarks have been concluded • 

. I hereby call this public hearing to order, for the purpose 

of hearing testimony concerning bus transportation in New Jersey. The 

. subJects which we would like to. consider at this hearing are ·such 

matters as: the relation of· New Jersey Transit to subsidized and 

nonsubsidized bus .carriers; the role of New Jersey Transit. in various 

~reas, such as charter bus services and the accountability. of· New 

Jersey Transit for its activities; bus routes; fare determination; 

· implementation of the Senior Citizen and Disabled Resident 

Transportation Act; transportatiOn problems of those working in the 

Atlantic City and Route 1 areas; and, the relationship of the Toll Road 

Authority to bus service. 

After the other- members of the Committee have concluded any 

opening remarks they may· wish . to make, we will be . happy to hear the 

testimony of those scheduled to appear before us. today. I want to 

thank everyone for coming and, certainly, we intend to hear everyone 

who wishes to testify before this Committee today. Senator Gagliano? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Thank you very much, M_r. Chairman. I am 

pleased that we are here today • I think sometimes we take too much 

time between sessions and, therefore, we do not stay current with what 

is happening in the State. from time to time, those of us on the 

Transportation and Communications Committee hear con1plaints from 

private carriers and, of course, .. we are constantly hearing complaints 

from some of our commuters, and some of the peopie who use the system, 

whether it is private or public. I think it is good for us to get 

together on this issue •. 
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As you know, the bus transportation system has been a problem 

in the State for 'many years. New Jersey Transit was created by us to 

deal with the matter of rationalization of routes and subs-idization of 

the bus systems. In recent years, the scope of New Jersey· Transit's 

bus operations and its relations with. the private bus carriers has 

become somewhat controversial. I guess one of the questions we always 

have to try to answer is, what is the relationship between private and 

public carriers, especially with respect to buses? That is the most 

important. 

I am concerned,· also, about our bill ~- Tom Cowan's and mine 

.... -the Senior Citizen andDisabled Resident Transportation Act, and the 

implementation of that Act, because the Governor has put $10 million in 

our budget for the next fiscal year, and we want to be sure that the 

money goes to the purposes for which it was intended. It is certainly 

not intended to be a suppl,ement to any county transportation system. 

As I said, we are talking about competition between New Jersey Transit 

and private carriers ·and, of course, the issue of preferential 

treatment for· commuter buses on toll roads, which is also a resolution 
r' 

that I have in. 

These are. only some of the issues, and I'm sure ·Jerry · P.remo 

will lead off with the answers to all of them.. At any rate, we are 

here to listen, and we're here to. help. If a need for legislation 

comes out of this, I'm sure th~ members .of the Committee will respond. 

Thank you very much. I see Senator Jim Hurley is here. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you, Senator G~gliano. We have been 

joined by ·senator Hurley. We would like to introduce him, and have him 

make some remarks. 

SENATOR HURLEY:. No, that's . fine, Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR RAND: You're just ready to listen to the testimony? 

SENATOR HURLEY: Yes. 

SENATOR RANb: Okay. This public hearing today is a result 

of many of the members of the -Committee beim~ visited· by those from . 

"big bus" and those from· .. little bus,": and some of the bus operators, 

regarding some of the. problems which. have. occurred throughout the 
. . : ' . 

State. We are very happy to have this hearing today at least to clear 
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the air, and, if we can't clear the air, then, certainly, to address 
those problems which we will hear ab9ut today. 

The first witness will be Mr. Jerome Premo., Executive 

Director of the· New J~rsey Tr~nsit Corpor~tion. 

have yay~ and happy to have you start off the day. 

JEROME C. PREMO: Good morning, Mr • Chairman, 

Senator Hurley. I think it is opportune that we 

after the creation of· New Jersey Transit, 

Jerry, we're glad to 

Senator Gagliano and 

pull back, four years 
and reflect on the 

extraordinary development which has occurred in these four years. The 

improvement for the day-to-day bus user, I think, has been quite 

· substantial during this period, whether that rider happens to be on a 

private bus or a ~ubli~ bus. 

The environment in which we are operating, though, has 

changed substantially, largely throu9h deregulation, which occurred as 

part of an act of · Congress a couple of years ago.· Some of the 

pressure, Mr. ChairQlan, that you cited in your remarks, relates in part 

to that deregulated environment under which the ICC is less involved in 

. daily, or regular reviews and activities. 

I want to offer these introductory comments to some testimony 

I would like to go through, and then briefly touch on some charts 

which, in a way, portray some pf the commitment we have at New Jersey 

Transit to a healthy public/private part~er~hip in public 

transportation. 

I would like to try to put this hearing, or at least NJT 's 

perspective of the issue, into some .historical context. Back in 1969, 

a temporary bus subsidy program was put into place, largely in order to 

prevent the imminent cessation of service -- essential public service 

-- by some of our regular .route carri~rs. A more comprehensive master 

. plan was to be developed subsequent to the enactment of that temporary 

legislation, but that temporary program continued through the 1970's, 

with often disastrous results. 

Between 1969 and a decade later, 1979, larger and larger sums 

of public money were put into the subsidy program, largely to keep 

private carriers afloat, but without a clean enough definition of the 

public requirement or need in passing across the table public dollars 
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for public service. There were growing problems among private 

carriers, and they included problems: our riders experienced. The lack 

of service coorc:Unation made it difficult for the public to understand 

or use the system. Obviously, during this period, not only here in New 

Jersey, but in many other places in the country, we suffered a . very 

sizeable ridership loss. 

Inherent in this system was a rising frustration, not only 

among the carriers, but certainly among our commuters. There 

was a need to replace older buses in our State, but we did not have an 

adequate statutory framework within which to make the decisions. The 

subsidy program which existed at that time was based on the concept of 

. bottom-line funding. It r~ally did not give the State an adequate 

opportunity to implement priorities available to the State, or inherent 

in the State's investment in this service; for example, the service 

coordinati6n between carriers on the priv~te prog~am. 

It seems to me that the bus· problems that confronted · the 

State were the result · of several different factors. Obviously, a 

decline in public transit nationally was occurring during that period·; 

and we were seeing some decentralization and some problems in our 

cities in this. State which· are inherent in public transit. But, some 

of them reflected serious problems with the State's subsidy ·program 

itself~ Having said that, many carriers not on the subsidy program

were doing well during this timeperiod, and continue to do well. 

With this as background, the Legislature, in 1979, acted to 

dramatically alter the organizational framework for this State's 

involvement in public transit. . By your enactment of the New Jer.sey 

Public Transportation Act of 1919,. you created New Jersey Transit, and 

directed us to be in control of the service for which we were paying. 

Since you created New Jersey Transit, we have moved aggressively, and I 

think positively, to improve the lot of the public transit user. in the 

State. We acquired, in 1980·,_ in an arrangement which cost no dollars 

whatsoever to the taxpayers . of this State directly, the Maplewood 

Equipment Company and Transport of New Jersey. We did that after 

securing from Public Service Ele.ctric and Gas a fully-funded annuity so 

as to protect the unfunded· pen-sions,·_ at. that point, of the workers of 
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the private bus company. 

responsibility for several 

Since then, 

additional 

we have assumed operating 

carriers which decided to 

terminate service, including Lincoln Transit, T_rackless Transit, and 

Somerset. 

We have been confronted with an enormous agenda during this 

very short time period. I am proud to report that. we have been 

successful in achieving many of· our immediate objectives, including 

making· an equitable and understandable fare structure for. the users~ 

and improving rider information. One need look no further than the 

Port Authority bus terminal and reflect on the problems and lack of 

information in years past, contrasted with the upgraded ·information 

now, to see the improvement we've made. We have worked hard to 

rationalize service throughout this State, starting in South Jersey in 

1980, and continuing, for example, as recently as our Board Meeting of 

February, when we authorized route restructurings in Ocean and Monmouth 

Counties. 

We have done a very major job to upgtade our bus fleet. When 

you created New Jersey Transit, we had the dubious distinction of 

having the oldest average age of any bus. fleet in regular commuter 

service in America -- over 12 ye·ars old. Around the country, people 

traditionally replace buses at age ; 12. But, our average age, I 

underscore, was over 12. It translated into the kind of problems that 

each of you gentlemen brought to my attention, often on a daily basis. 

Why? . Because the commuters were right, our buses were too old, they 

were too cold and drafty in the winter, and too hot in the summer. It 

wasn't just for New Jersey Transit that that . condition existed. It 

existed for private carriers as well. 

We att~cked that problem, attacked it through the purchase of 

hundreds . of city transit . buses, and near 1 y 1 , 000 commuter buses. We 

have succeeded in redueing that average age from 12.3 years, when you 

created New Jersey Transit, to 6.8 years now. The results are 

appreciated on ~ daily basis by New Jersey Transit users, and by the 

users of private companies. l say it as a fact, and that is why you 

set us up. It is exactly what we should have been. doing. 
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·Now, as we have gone about this, we have tried to· keep a 

couple of factors iM ··mind which are very difficult for us to deal 

with·. we a·ren't going ·to compromise quality service to our riders; 

but, having said that, we need to balance out keeping the public in 

public transit, the service c.omponent on the one hand,, and on the 

other, operating in · a bwsinesslike · fashion. That is where the rub 

occurs, because· sometimes as we try, for example, in the charter 

business, ·to operate in a businesslike fashion so we can make a few 

dollars to heip offset the need for State subsidies or higher fares, we 

run into problems with both perception and, perhaps, fact, in our 

dealings with private carriers. What I do know is, the private 

business management mentality, which we have· tried to bring to this 

operation, has caused us to p~t our costs under control, and to have 

about a 3% increase in total budget. cost for the fiscal year which 

begins this coming July 1. With this_, assuming positive enactment of 

the Governor's request for only an $11 million increase in New Jersey 

Transit a.ld for this upcoming . year, there will be no fare increase. 

What we hope to d6 is increas~ ridership .on NJT, generate additional 

revenue from that ridership and, with it, reduce the need to either 

turn to the Legislature, or to·our riders, for added revenue. 

To go back to our context .of a p.Ublic/private relationship 

specifically, we have tried to forge a partnership with the private 

sector and, to a degree, in the eye of the beholder, it can either be 

success fu 1 , questionable, or unsuccessful. But; in any event, we have 

tried to carry out this program, keeping in mind the needs of the 

riders of public transit. I- have to conclude that one of the reasons 

we have a numbe.r of heal thy bus . companies in New Jersey today; is 

because of the favorable climate that we at New Jersey Transit have 

tried to create -- the favorable set of steps we have taken to provide 

this climate. 

To the extent that public funds are used, either as direct 

capital support of private· enterprise, or· as operating· subsidies which 

prrivide a benefit to · private carriers, their. financial health is 

strengthened. You can't,. as we have just concluded doing, make 220 

brand-new buses available at no cost to the private carriers -- make 
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220 buses available for regular route service, and not realize that we 

have been acting in a positive way to· aid the:financial health of those 

private carriers. These investments permit the private companies to 

balance their revenues and costs; reduce · the pressure of· increasing 

fares to the riders; offer better service to the riders; increase 

reliability and efficiency; and, generally provide an environment more 

conducive to their profitability. 

To date, 826 buses have been leased by New Jersey Transit at 

no cost to private carriers. The public fundl.ng for these 826 buses . 

exceeds $77 million in .capital. In addition, NJT's private carrier 

capital program provides public funding to private carriers from the 

Federal Urban Mass Transportation Administration, our partners in 

progress for public transit .i,.n New Jersey. Formula grant funds, 

matched by New Jersey Transit, will provide assistance for such 

important items as radios, . fare boxes, and bus washers. Through 1987, 

we intend to pledge and .commit $52 rnillion in additional funds for 

.private carriers from this program. 

Now, I want to emphasize as a footnote that we assume the 

availability of non~Federal matching dollars to supplement funds 

available to us from the Federal Urban Mass Transportation 

Administration. ' The Governor Is transportation funding proposal would 

do just that for us. 

1987? 

SENATOR RAND: Is that $52 million for 1984, 1985, 1986, and 

MR. PREMO: Yes, ~it. 

SENATOR RAND: That's the four years? 

MR. PREMO: Yes. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Jerry, with respect to-the_~ availability of 

those buses, can the private companies use them for charter if they so 

desire?· 

MR. PREMO: They can use them for charter, consistent with 

the regulations issued by the Urban Mass Transportation 

Administration. Those regulations . preclude the use of buses for 

charter during peak hours. Just as New Jersey Transit is not allowed 

.to use buses ·bought with Federal money in the a.m •. and p.m., the 
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private carriers who receive the,826 buses are not allowed to use those 

buses.either. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO:· Do-you mean other than commuter? 

MR. PREMO: 1They can use buses that. they have bought with 

their own money for charter anytime they want, but- ifyou play the game 

and get a Federally-bought bus, you cannot use them for charter at rush 

hours. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Okay. 

SENATOR RAND: Let me just return to the $52 million. How 

much State money do you need to attract that $52 million? 

MR. PREMO: It's an 80/20 match, so it is about--

SENATOR RAND: (interrupting) So, y6u need approximately _$10 

million or $11 million? 

MR. PREMO: Yes, sir. I am proud that New Jersey Transit has 

led the nation in helping private bus companies. It may not appear 

that way. to some of the people with whom we do business, but I believe 

sincerely th~t that is the case~ · Our private carrier capital 

impr·ovement program is unique in the col,Jiitry. It is as a result of 

intense advocacy by New Jersey Transit that UMTA accepted this 

proposal. In a nutshell, tiet·e is what happened. UMTA said, "We' 11 

increase ·the. pot of capital formula grant money that is available to 

you by counting the mileage that private carriers run in regular route 

service -- in commuter service -- in local transit service." So, we 

worked with the private companies. We made a case before UMTA, and 

they approved an extra chunk of money, roughly $10 million or $11 

mi Ilion a year, in the formula fund that came to New Jersey. That was 

good news, but unlike eome other states, which then immediately pumped 

that money directly into the public agencies' own capital improvement 

programs ~- which we could h~ve done -- ~e did the right thing. We set 

up a private carrier capital im~rovement progr~m. We have been working 

with the carriers to set ·up a continuing capital program, ·not just for 

buses, but for the other things I have mentioned. 

We have ·relationships which go beyond the capital side with 

private carriers; ·for. example, the Student Fare Program, the Senior ·and 

Disabled Citizen Reduction· Program, our bus. card, the Bus Shelter 
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·.Program, and the Park and Ride Program. These are sam~ examples of our 

efforts to do the right thing. 

Senator Rand, · I would like to pick up on what you just ·said 

about the need · for matching money, because it is important to us, and 

it i$ important to the private carriers as well. We need to be in a 
position to take advantage of the funding that is available to New 

Jersey, and to other states, as a result of the enactment of the 

one-cent Transit Trust fund, which was included in the five-cent 

increase in the gas tax passed by the Congress. That program sets 

aside money that we go after each year in New Jersey. It is part of a 

broader program that delivers to us, and to other states, formula funds 

for both capital and operating. We would hate to leave dollars on the 

table, but the fact of the matter is that during fiscal Year 1985, we 

are going to run out of match money. The combination of TRANSPAC and 

the 1979 bond issue is going to lead us to improvements in our transit 

system in a positive sense, but because we have committed funds in a 

timely fashion, they are going to have dried up. Some fill-in is going 

to be needed. 

SENATOR GAGLlANO: · How much are we short? 

MR. PREMO: We· are going to need :$50 million ~ year on a 

continuing basis • 

. SENATOR GAGLIANO: Just for transit? 

MR. PREMO:. Yes, in order to match transit dollars available 

to us from Uncle Sam. Now, that is the range ~f ·the program which has 

existed for these past few years. 

SENATOR RAND: Are· you· saying then, Mr. Premo, that we c·an 

anticipate a draw-down from 1984 to 1987? If you are talking about. $50 

million on a 20% match, are· you talking about $1billion -- 10% of $500 

million? If we need $50 million a year on· a 20% match, 10% of $500 

million is $50 million. Are you talking . about $.1 billion a year that 

we're getting in tr~nsit? 

MR. PREMO: No. Over a four-year period, Senator, we will 

have a transit capital program that will be close to $1 billion. 

During that period we are going to need $200 million or ~o to match the 

$800 million in federal m.oney that we can attract·. to New Jersey. The 
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$200 million over a four-year period breaks- down to about $50 million a 

y~ar. 

SENATOR GAGLIANo:·: Jerry, can you give us a thumbnail sketch 

of what you are going to spend that on? 

MR. PREMO: We are going to spend about half of that money on 

the railroad, and about half of that money on the bus system. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: There are those of us who have been on the 

_Transportation_ Committee for quite a while, and that is a lot of 

money. !'would like to have just a thumbnail sketch of where that kind 

of money would go over this period of time. 

MR. PREMO: Roughly half of it would go to the railroad, and 

half of it would go to the bus system in our State. ·On the railroad, 

we have a major job of rebuilding bridges, fixing up track, and redoing 

signals. We have the extehsion of electrification on the North Jersey 

coastline to Long Branch, arid som·e connection between our Boonton line 

and the Montclair branch is important. We have bridges over the 

Hackensack and Passaic Rivers that will require massive funding. We 

have to do something there; I am not sure exactly what it will be. We 

have a connection between our broader M&E :line and the North Jersey 

coastline that is very important. We have maintenance facility-needs, 

including the full funding of our maint'enance shop, for Which we expect 

to break ground very shortly in Kearny. 

So, we have an· infrastructure renewal program, and very few 

new projects. This is in somewhat sharp contrast to the State's 

highway program, which has a number of new highway projects on line. 

Here we have -- to repeat myself -- some infrastructure rebuilding that 

is very important. In the bus system, we have a need to avoid the 

mistake of the past. The mistake of the past was not to buy. buses on a 

continuing basis. We have a bus fleet of around 3, 000 here, and we 

need to buy 200 or 250 buses a year. We really -have to do that if we 

are going to avoid finding ourselves with· the average- age moving up, 

and with it, the breakdowns and customer complaints increasing. So, we 

have to replace 250 or so buses every year. 

During this period, we have the need particularly in 1987 

and 1988 _;... to replace the 800 or so buses which the State bought- in 

- 1975 or 1976. 
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SENATOR GAGLIANO:. What is it going to cost to do that, 

Jerry? 

MR. PREMO: Well, we are now paying, on orders for our ·city 

transit buses, around $155,000 apiece roughly $155,000 . for a 

commuter or city bus. We can all make our guesses as to inflation. We 

have negotiated hard, for example, .on the add-on to our MC I order, in 

order to get the 245 added buses at the same cost as the original 455. 

We have maintenance faciiities that need repair, fare boxes and radios, 

and the like. We can provide for the record _..: particularly in light 

of the hearing nature of this get-together, Senator -- specifics on our 

capital program over the next few years. It is no doubt an aggressive 

program, but I would hate to think we have made the progress we've 

made, be this closeto establishing an excellent public transit system, 

;;lnd then start going down into the black hole again by delaying 

important improvements. 

What I would like to do, if I may, is just tick off so"!~ 

specifics as they relate to. the· private sector we have been involved 

in. 1 appreciate your· patience; Mr. Chairman and· members of the 

Committee, in allowing nie to try to show a full span of activity. 

Jim Crawford, Assistant Commissioner of the State's 

Department of Transportation; will speak later. We have been working 

with a number of private carriers. We have· been on John Sheridan's. 

Public/Private Task Force• As part of that effort, we have tried to 

work hard on a number of issues. Some _of what I am going to say will 

reflect those delibera.tions, and then there are . some speci fie 

initiatives by New Jersey Transit I would like to touch on. 

1. Territorial Integrity: Who runs buses where, and when? 

New Jersey Transit and the private carriers both support the concept of 

territorial integrity. We are committed to working with. private 

carriers to eliminate unnecessary and.destructive competition that will 

negatively affect both of us. 

2. Coordination: We need to expand our efforts to work with 

private carriers and coordi_nate our operations so that we· can come up 

with the rational and coordinated unified system the public wants and 

needs. We need to focus primarily on coordinating our routes and our 

timetables. 
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3. Capital Resources: As I have tried to indicate, we are 

committed to a continuing program of upgrading the State's bus fleet. 

The capital improvemerit prog;am for private carriers which I have 

described -- will be funded at roughly $12 million a year through 

1987. We started, out fn 1983 with a smaller amount, and then it is 

around $12 million a year for 1984 through 1987. New Jersey Tran~it is 

going to continue to push this program and be an advocate before UMTA, 

assuming, of course, we have the matching non-Federal funds to take 

advantage of these UMTA dollars. 

4. Procurement: We want to explore all the possibilities of 

having private carriers add on to our New .Jersey Ttansit procurements. 

We think the open and competitive way in which we go about our business 

is a healthy way. Particularly, it is a way in which minority and 

female-owned businesses have a chance at bat with us. The economy of 

scale could decrease certain cbsts to private carriers, and make 
I 

procurement more feasible. 

5. Equal Treatment: New Jersey Transit supports legislative 

and regulatory policies which render favorable treatment to private 
: . . . 

carriers who. are providing commuter and regular transit service, as 

this relates to taxes and registration fees. 

Along these lines, I would like to use the . occasion of this 

hearing, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, to endorse the 

resolutions Senator Gagliano sppnsored, calling for preferential 

treatment for commuter and transit ~buses at tollbooths. The resolution · 

sponsored by Senator Rand calls for relief from authority tolls for all 

carriers providing . commuter and transit services. Obviously, as we 

· try hard to control our costs, whatever can be done in the context of 

authority relationships is a plus for New Jer~ey Transit • 

. Finally; but not at all least, New Jersey Transit supports 

S-131 sponsored by Senator Rand, which would exempt transit and 

commuter bus operations from payment of State tax on motor fuels. Each 

of these bills and resolutions represents effective, reasonable 

measures for, promoting public transit in this State. 

6. Re~ulation: lhis p~st january, Governor Kean signed intd 

law legislation which will fre.e private carriers from unreasonable 
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delays which obstruct the implementation of needed fare increases, even 

in the most routine circumstances. NJT supports this and, obviously, 

is looking forward. to a "no fare increase spring" ourselves, for the 

first time sirice we have been established. 

We alsb support the concept of a New Jersey regulatory 

authority which would replace the ICC's role in overseeing bus 

transportation which is interstate in nature. It is ·important to 

consider this in the context of service from New Jersey into New York, 

and service from the southern part of our State into Philadelphia. NJT 

itself is willing to be subject to this New Jersey based interstate 

regulatory authority, insofar as it substitutes for existing ICC 

authority. 

As the manager -- for you and 

public funding, we think it is 

public dollars which would be 

We maintain the right to rleny 

participation to private. carriers in the capital· program, if they are 

enqaged in destructi~e competition. 

7. Destructive Competition: 

for the taxpayers of this State -- of 

important for us to manage the huge 

available to us or to private carriers. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: How do you determine that, Jerry? 

Seriously, you know, usually you have a third party -- a court, a 

judge, a hearing officer, or som~one ~- who makes a d~termination that 

one party or the other has overstepped his bounds. How do we determine 

in New Jersey what becomes destructive competition, vis-a-vis someone 

operating against the interest of New Jersey Transit, if you see what 

I'm saying o I think we put in the statute that we didn't want New 
Jersey Transit to destruttively compete with private carriers. How do 

we determine this? Who does it? Who is the referee? 
MR. PREMO: Right now, it is the New Jersey Transit Board of 

Directors. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: As far as the private carriers are 

concerned, is . that a situation where maybe they would feel the cards 

are stacked against them? 

MR. PREMO: Well, I'm not sure. I think they can address 

. that issue themselves. I can understand why some might feel that way o 

I 

We have had one instance since New Jersey Transit came into existenc~ 
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where someone lodged ~ complaint against us for operating destruct~vely 

only one inst-ance~ The manner in which we operate, I would argue, 

- is ~s opeh an operatic~ as e~i~ts in any public- agency in this State. 

The hearings are open hearings; the deliberations before our Board of 

Directors are, I believe, open. The openness of John Sheridan -- and 

the openness of his p~edecessors as Chairmen of New Jersey Transit -

is 'something to be proud of. I feel reasonably cofTifortable that the 

process is one that affords everyone a chance at bat. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I just wondered if you had any ideas that 

maybe legislation would be appropriate at some time, which would come 

· up with a forum where the private carriers and New Jersey Transit, when 

there are issues to be resolved, rather .than resorting to litigation or 

going to the New Jersey Transit Board, could·go to some group or body 

similar to your NJICC situation, where these thin~s could be aired and 

a decision made. 

MR. PREMO: What I would like to do, Senator, is ask Jim 

Crawford and others to address that, because as a direct participant in 

the process what I say-- I think it would be good to listen to the 

.full range of comments, and then, perh~ps, return to that later in the 

day. 

Let me wrap up here. It is clear that we haven't gained the 

full confidence and acceptance of all private carriers in the State. 

It is not for lack of significant effort, but as I reflect, both 

institutionally and· personally, on the effort I have made, maybe it 

wasn't enough. We have been busy with a whole lot of other things, 

and, I think, doing those other things fairly well. But, as we achieve 

a degree of stability in public transit in this State, as New· Jersey 

Transit has truly brought its costs under control, taken over the 

rail:road, and upgraded -the bus system, and since we're now fixing up 

_our infrastructure, both garages and the rest,· we ·need to continue to 

work on this. Your support and advice have been instrumental as we 

have made this progress. I'm proud of this progress, and we ate going 

to work hard to continue to merit your support and trust. 

What I would like to do, if 1 may, is just touch on some 

boards here which graphically p_ortr ay some of the progress we've made. 
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Then I can answer any questions, or try to answer any questions, you 

might have. (Mr. Premo moves to stand near Committee table to 

demonstrate with boards.) 

This is the first of these boards. What has been going on in 

the last few years with buses? If we look back ·to the early 1970's, we 

invested almost all our money in this State in . our railroad program. 

In the mid-1970's, a whole lot of buses were bought, and a number of 

these were leased to private carriers. We have had another big 

increase in New Jersey Transit, and we see an opportunity for more good 

with another 250 buses over the next handful of years. So, in terms of 

the bus lease program, this is some information. 

The next board ·-- and this is included as an attachment to 

the testimony I have offered -- will give you a sense of the number of 

carriers and the financial relationship which exists here in the 

State. Depending on your program, there are all sorts of private 

carriers involved, the most significant of which is the Senior Citizen 

Reduced Fare Program ~- $1 million a year to 65 carriers. We have our 

subsidy programs, and we break these down in a couple of ways. This is 

not during only one year. It is very important .that l emphasize that~ 

The bus-leasing dollar arnount is the aggregate over time, leading to 

the 826 buses. But, on an annual basis, we are in the order of 

magnitude of $16 million or $17 million in support -- reduced fares, 

bus cards, feeder fares, transfers, and the Student Program. That is a 

quick overview. It adds up to $100 million, but it is a little bit of 

apples and oranges. r want to be clear on that • 

. What is going to happen over the next few years? This is the 

program 1985 to 1989 (indicating next board). During this period 

reflecting a need to replace buses when they get old -- which uses 

common sense, because if you have an old bus, you have to find a way to 

get rid of it and get a new bus, or a less old bus for people · -- New 

Jersey Transit's bus profile is such that we are . going to need around 

675 in our bus. subsidiary, whereas some 865 would be available to both 

subsidized and private carriers during this time period. So, both in 

terms of numbers of buses and of dollars through the end of the decade, 

the majority of the financial commitment is going to be directed to 

other than New Jersey Transit b~s operations. 
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Finally, here is an example of so~e. ·,of the activities which, 

over the next four years or so, will be su~p~rted with the $50 miilion 
-

I touched on. So, this material is available as an attachment to my 

written statement. 

I have just a couple of final remarks, if I may, Mr. 

Chairman. You asked a couple of other questions. Charter is an 

important issue, and, occasionally, a passionate one. New Jersey 

Transit like the private carriers which have received buses 

supported by the Urban Mass Transportation Administration -- can and 

does participate in charter activities consistent with Federal 

guidelines. We are not running charter operations at rush hours -- we 

simply are not, with Federally-aided buses. We have leased 39 buses. 

We have a long-term lease, a five-year lease' on those 39 buses. We 

have set up a separate cost center. We did this two and a half years 

ago, in the throes of a financial crisis, during which everyone at the 

hundred public hearings I went to on our fare situation, and the 

Legislature and our Board of Directors said, "Jerry, operate in a 

businesslike fashion. Use ·imagination." So, we did. We leased 39 

buses at no cost to the taxpayers, and we are out seeking business 

opportunities so we can offset our deficit. But, those 39 buses are 

not costing the public anything, because we're paying the cost of 

leasing the buses out of charter revenues. 

What is our charter story over the last few years? It is a 

small charter operation. Our total aggregate has dropped since we 

acquired TNJ, over $8 million in ·charter and special services a year. 

In 1984, we are going to be less ~hen $4 million. We have 39 buses set 

aside for exclusive charter ope~ations, in a State that has literally 

1,500 or 2,000 buses in exclusive charter operations every day. So, we 

are no big story in charter. If we can pick_ up a charter ·on the 

weekend, consistent with Federal regulations which require us not to 

undercut privates, we are going to try to do that, because I do not 

take any joy in coming here and seeking money from you, or going to the 

riders and trying to sock it to those people. We are trying to balance 

out. We do not think the scale of our charter operation is out of line 

at all. In fact, it's a very, very minor operation in this State. 
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In terms ,of route rationalization, we have dealt in places 

throughout the Sta.te ~- Middlesex, Mercer, Monmouth, Morris and Passaic 

Counties, Atlantic City, Newark, Elizabeth, and·South Jersey. We now 

have to look at the area from Cumber land and Cape May ·Counties to 

Atlantic City. This is an area I have committed to examine this 

spring. 

routes. · 

So, it is an aggressive program of trying to rationalize 

Finally, we are trying to do this in a climate of positive 

relationships with our own workers. That is not easy to do. We are in 

labor negotiations right now. That creates a dilemma at this hearing, 

since our existing contract expires this Friday. I can say it is our 

commitment to remain competitive, or to the extent that we are not 

competitive, to be more competitive in terms of being able to control 

our costs. But, I . hope that competition will not be .-- and I am 

seeking to ~nsure this -- to the disadvantage of private carriers. 

You have been extremely. patient with ·this overview. Thank 

you for giving us this chance. We want to listen hard today, and 

learn. I hope we can answer questions that may come up during this 

hearing. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senators. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you very much, Mr. Premo. Senator 

Hurley, I am going to give you a chance to ask some questions first. 

SENATOR HURLEY: Mr. Premo, at what level would you consider 

your charter service to be a competitive problem? 

MR. PREMO: I'm not sure, Senator. I think that 39 buses, in 

the context of well over a thousand, is very minor. We do not intend 

to increase our dedicated charter bus fleet. 

SENATOR HURLEY: . I understand that, but you pointed to a $4 

million figure, and I wonder· if there ·is some way that could be 

increased without running face-to-face into competition with the 

private carriers. 

MR. PREMO: I'm not sure we are going to succeed in doing 

that. . If we aggressively try to market our charter service, some, 

including people who will testify later today, will claim that that is 

unfair. You know, if we can pick. up a few dollars on the weekend that 

will help keep fares down, we are trying to do that. It is a real 
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judgment call, Senator. ·. We do not see a major expansion at all of our 

charter service. In fact, if we are not going to be make money on that 

-charter. service, We at~ not going to remain in it •. 

SENATOR HURLEY: That's it. 

SENATOR RAND: Senator Gagliano? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Do you do any charters to Atlantic City? 

MR. PREMO: We do some charters to Atlantic City. During 

1982, we ran charter and special service buses. As opposed to regular 

route service, which we had been running, we ran 663 buses to Atlantic 

City. That is in the context of 300,826 charter buses that private 

carriers tiperated to Atlantic City. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Are there still over 1,000 charter buses a 

day running into Atlantic City, Jerry? 

MR. PREMO: Close to it. for example, the busiest month in 

1982 was October, during which time over 31,000 buses poured in. It 

v·aries according to month. Maybe Ian Jerome from Atlantic City, who is 

going to testify later, can update the numbers, but it is just an 

astonishing number of buses. We're running maybe two buses a day into 

Atlantic City out of the 1,000 that are charter buses. for example, 

we're running some buses from Camden and other· locations in southern 

New Jersey; and some from Philadelphia. We have, 1 believe, 34 buses a 

day on regular route service which run into Atlantic City. 

SENATOR RAND: Are they commuter buses? 

MR. PREMO: Yes, they're commuter buses which go to the bus 

terminal, as opposed to going directly to the casinos. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Let me ask this. Suppose the New Jersey 

Transit Board detided at its next meeting that they would like to go 

into the charter business, say to Atlantic City, fairly heavily on 

Satur_days and Sundays. Number one, could you make a profit and, number 

two, how much of a scream would there be from the private carriers 

where you would be substantially damaging their business? 

MR. PREMO: We could make a run for it; we could advertise 

for it; we could aggressively go after it. What kind of a response 

would we get? Somewhat less than warm. -(laughter) But, I am 

concerned that we haven't been making enough of an effort. This gets 
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to the balancing act which goes on every day'· the public and public 
. ' 

transit issue, and then in the private sector, the. business approach. 

We are going to be trying to serve people. We have had . a lot of 

customers who used to be with TNJ, ·who were disappointed by our old 

equipment, and by the fact that we didn't have ·any chatter buses 

available immediately following the takeover. If there was a decent 

bus around, I said, "It better be in regular route service, instead of 

in charter service." We lost a lot of customers during that time 

period. They were disappointed customers, and they went to other 

companies. At the same tirne, more companies were available because of 

a couple of factors. One was the extraordinary phenomenon of Atlantic 

City, and the second was the ICC deregulation. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Jerry, summing it up, because I think New 

Jersey Transit has done a lot of things -- I think probably compared to 

the rest of the country, you have done a lot of great things -- what 

would you say has been a disappointment in regard to what you haven't 

been able to accomplish? What haven't you done? This reminds me of 

the story of the school board which was going to build a school~ They 

put everything into the school they could think of, and then one of the 

board members said, "What did we forget?" If anything, what do you · 

feel uncomfortable about that you haven't been able to accomplish, or 

that you don't think you will be able to accomplish within a reasonable 

period of time? 

MR. PREMO: If I reflect on four years of work -- for me, it 

will be four years in June -- probably the biggest disappointment is 

the delay in opening the M&E. In terms of our capital program-

SENATOR GAGLIANO: (interrupting) How about on the bus side? 

MR. PREMO: On the bus side, it is the tone, the very tone of 

antagonism .and suspicion which seems to exist in the minds of a lot of 

people about how we operate.as an agency. I feel very comfortable with 

what I'm doing, on the one hand treating the private companies fairly, 

and on the other hand, treating New Jersey Transit bus operations 

fairly. I know what I do.· If we weren't tough from a corporate point 

of view on our t~o subsidiari~s, we wouldn't be avoiding a fare 

increase· this year.· ·What I . feel badly about, is the unbelievable 
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situation we went throljgh . for two and a half years in this agency of 

having increased fares, :knowing the capital improvement program was 

coming -- which you so strongly continue to support -- but, knowing our 

public couldn't see it yet. 

Disappointment? Cost control -- it took us too long to do as . 

good a job as we're doing. But, I feel pretty good now. I think that 

over the next two or three years, we are really going to be continuing 

to deliver on the initiatives we started two or three years ago. More 

th~n anything else, Senator, I am concerned about the tone of 

questioning,. and that sounds to me like a pretty good agenda to work on 

for the next couple of years. That is where th~s hearing itself fits 

right in with our shared agenda. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Okay. The last thing, Jerry, is the 

implementation of our bill which we passed last year, now that the 

Governor has called for the funding of $10 million. Where are we with 

respec~ to New Jersey Transit's role in this? 

MR. PREMO: We are in terrific shape, Senator. We 

communicated with all the counties. We will adopt, on Friday, March 

23, at our Board meeting, guidelines which will guide the distribution 

of the $3 million this year and the $10 million for next year. We have 

·already held wo.rkshops with involved· counties. On March 26, 27, and 

28, we will hold follow-up conferences in three parts of our State. We 

are moving and implementing that program. No funds will be rendered 

t,~nused. 

Having said that, we have declared in the guidelines, which 

have been worked out in concert with our Advisory Committee . of older 

people and handicapped people-- We have reached .agreement on the 

absolute necessity for avoiding the mistakes, or repeating the mistakes 

of ttae late 1960's and early 1970's. We cannot throw money at this 

problem; we have to coordinate specialized services, not only with 

other specialized services, but with regular route, long distance 

carriers. I feel very good about this. Your leadership in that 

program is going to pay dividends to tens of thousands of people daily 

who are going to be.nefit when this program starts carrying people 

fairly soon. 
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SENATOR GAGLIANO: Jerry, one last point. I would appreciate 

it -- and I'm sure the Chairman and Senator Hurley would too -- if you 

would, within the next two to three months, plan on being here to give 

us another update, which would be prior to the implementation of any of 

the systems into the next fiscal year. I have heard comments that some 

of the counties.are looking forward to this as a supplement to their 

transportation moneys, and I don't think that is intended at all. It 

is intended that we do this right, and coordinate it, and that we 

definitely have a handle on each county's plan. I would like to see 

a couple plans, and maybe have them discussed at a hearing sometime in 

the future. 

MR. PREMO: If I may, through you, Mr. Chairman, I think it 

is important that not only . New Jersey Transit be at that hearing, but 

also our 504 . Advisory Committee, John Del Colle, Steve Janick and 

others, people who have been so instrumental in forging this bill, and 

who will be working so carefully with us in implementing it. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Is there anything like this in any other 

state, Jerry? 

MR. PREMO: No. I was just at a meeting last week of the 

American Public Transit Association. I had an opportunity, Senator, to 

share the initiative with about 700 people from around the country. 

What I told those folks was that when they visit Atlantic City, they 

should feel 7 ~ 1/2% less bad about losing money there, because it is 

going to such a noble cause. (laoghter) 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Okay. Thank you very much. Thank you, 

Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR RAND: Jerry, I have just a few questions. Maybe I 

ought to get regional for a moment, before I ask any general 

questions • You spent a tremendous amount of money on electrification; 

I think somewhere around $100 million, or better. You ha~e no rail in 

South Jersey. I happen to believe we ought to have a more 

comprehensive system of bus routes,, but if you are going to draw down 

$100 million -- and we will come to that question in a moment -- isn't 

it time for us to pay a little bit of attention to PATCO' or to the 

beginning of the rejuvenation of the rail lines in South Jersey --
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Senator Hurley,. I am addressing this on . your behalf also -- both 

freight and passenger? 

MR. PREMO: I can't address the freight issue. I know that 

Commissioner Sheridan has made some initiatives in . the freight area, 

and ·perhaps others from the Department could address that. As ·it 

relates to investments in the public transit system of southern New 

Jersey, I feel pretty good about the work which has occurred to date • 

. This includes rejuvenation of an aging bus fleet; the commitment to 

rebuild the Newton Avenue garage, soon; the construction of a new 

garage in Turriersville; Park and Ride lots; bus shelters; restructuring 

of bus service; the Camden Transportation Center as a building; and, 

subject to a few more hoops, the rail line to Atlantic City will be 

reinstituted. 

So, that is an aggressive program in a very short period of 

time. What we have to do is. tailor transit solutions to transit 

problems. PATCO has had some problems, and that's why some capital 

·money has been made available out of our program from New Jersey 

Transit to PATCO, for the upgrading of some stations, and for some of 

the redecking work over the lJridge. I think there is a pretty good 

partnership that has worked so far. 

On the matter of rail lines, what we have to do in any kind 

of a. rail investment -- and I would note that the program I cited 

earlier was largely a reinvestment in our heavy d~nsity rail lin~s -

is keep in mind the fact that in most parts of the State, as in other 

states, bus transportation can meet the needs of the commuters. Rail 

is expensive, and there really needs to be a "show cause" as to why we 

would invest large dollars for each mile of rail, if in fact buses can 

do the job. That is why we went through such a careful examination on 

reinstituting service to Atlantic City. The conclusion of the parties 

involved was that it is a good bet, that it is worth trying. We are 

going to be pursuing it aggressively. 

SENATOR RAND: Regarding the STAA program for 1984 to 1988, 

you're talking about a draw down of $800 million, against $200 

million. Is the legislation so structured that we have to draw that 

money from 1984 to 1988, or can we carry any of that money over to 1989 

or 1990, and, do we lose any portion of it? 
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MR. PREMO: The funding comes from two pots of money. First, 

the formula grant program and, within the formula grant program,, is 

this $12 million a year for private carriers. The total on an annual 

basis is in the range of $100 million to $110 million, depending on 

some numbers, negotiatioris, and the like. But, it's around $100 

million to $110 million. In addition, there is a discretionary pot of 

money which is decided upon each year by the Secretary of 

Transportation, and by the Federal Urban Mass Transportation 

Administrator. The so-called ''Section 3 discretionary funds" are 

intensely competed for among states like ours, and among New York, 

Chicago, Los Angeles, Houston and other new-start cities that are 

trying to build rapid transit; also among other places which have 

extraordinary bus needs. 

We can never . really recapture moneys from the discretionary 

pot that we don't secure each year. No matter how. hard you try to 

catch up, since that is an annual program, if you don't make it, you 

roll over and you never quite catch up in subsequent years. 

In terms of the formula funds, those are available. We have 

to commit them within a couple of years. Now, obviously, we could 

stretch this program out a little bit, but we are so close to being in 

a position to secure these dollars. I think we have had a good 

partnership with the Feds. I think they feel reasonably comfortable, 

and are increasingly ·feeling ·more comfortable, with how we are 

implementing our program. What I don't want to do is create an 

environment that takes the heat off our Federal partners to provide us 

that $75 million or so a year if, in fact, we have real needs. The 

idea of for want of one dollar, of passing up four Federal dollars that 

could create jobs, put people to work, and get people jobs here in New 

Jersey, is something that would be discouraging to me. 

SENATOR RAND: I have one last question. You said your 

contract is up Friday. Is that of crisis proportion, or is that just 

a factual statement that the contract is up Friday? 

MR. PREMO: It is a factual statement, Senator. 

SENATOR RAND: Okay. Evidently then, some progress is 

being--

MR. PREMO: We're talking, yes sir. 
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SENATOR RAND: · Jerry, I thank you very, very much for your 

testimony. 

MR. PREMO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senators, for your 

courtesy. 

SENATOR RAND: I'm sure we will have you back. May we have 

Eleanor Stone, on behalf of the commuters on New Jersey Transit, line 

138. 

ELEANOR B. STONE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the 

Committee. This statement was prepared by Robert l. Stone, 13 

Meadowlark lane, East Brunswick, New Jersey, on behalf of commuters 

between southern Middlesex County townships and New York City, who ride 

on New Jersey Transit, Route 138. 

At a public hearing on February 28, 1984, chaired by Mr. Bert 

Hasbruck of New Jersey Transit, and largely attended by commuters on 

Route 138, New Jersey Transit presented proposals which would reduce 

its Route 138 service substantially, including modifications of various 

services which would eliminate certain areas now served entirely. For 

instance, one bus from Spotswood, one bus from Englishtown, and one bus 

from Old Bridge now pass through South River each business day. 

Service to South River would be eliminated entirely. 

Currently, many of the commuters on Route 138 use it because 

of the high quality professional service it provides, and because it 

comes directly through their neighborhoods without . requiring them to 

use an automobile to a centrally located Park and Ride facility. These 

points were voiced by the public at the hearing on February 28. 

A further proposed major change in Route 138 service is to 

temporarily continue service through Milltown, while·arranging to have 

a different nonsubsidized carrier, presumably Suburban Transit, take 

over the Milltown service. The public was advised that the new carrier 

. would guarantee to continue the service for at least six months. This 

was very disturbing to Milltown commuters, as a private nonsubsidized 

carrier could opt to discontinue the. service with minimum input from 

the public. 

There is a particular point regarding New Jersey Transit's 

Route 138 plans which merits legislative attention. In the Executive 
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Summary New Jersey Transit prepared for its directors, which was 

distributed at the February 28 meeting, it was stated that the 

proposals were based on a review of current ridership on each route and 

present operating costs, as well as long-range impacts on bus 

·operations of continued population growth along the Route 9 Corridor. 

New Jersey Transit has taken the position that the cutbacks 

in Route 138 service are needed because it is not making money on the 

route. In my view, and in the view other commuters expressed at the 

February 28 hearing, New Jersey Transit is ignoring its obligations as 

a subsidized bus line to provide service which would not be profitable 

to nonsubsidized carriers, and is thus seeking to avoid accountability 

for its activities. Moreover, by divesting itself of nonpro fi table 

but, nevertheless, important services, New Jersey Transit could be 

putting itself into a stronger position in which to compete against 

private nonsubsidized carriers, such as those participating in the 

United Bus Owners Survival Association, whose services New Jersey 

Transit is seeking to take over. When this was raised at the hearing 

and New Jersey Transit personnel were questioned for their reaction to 

this point, Mr. Hasbruck indicated he did not think it relevant, since 

most participants in. UBOSA are charter and not commuter carriers. 

However, an area private commuter carrier academy is currently 

threatened with destructive competition by New Jersey Transit. 

It is the feeling of commuters on Route 138 adversely 

affected by New Jersey Transit's charge to serve the people of New 

Jersey as a subsidized carrier, that permitting it to improve its 

financial position by cutting back on needed services as it uses that 

financial position to destructively compete with other carriers, is a 

violation of that charge. 

Two requests are made of the Committee: (1) Until the 

question· of whether New Jersey Transit is improving its ability ·to 

destructively compete with nonsubsidized carriers is resolved, in order 

to see that New Jersey Transit's charge to serve the public is not 

violated, New Jersey Transit should be prevented from, making the 

changes it is proposing on Route 138; it is important that this be done 

quickly,: since it is intended by New Jersey Transit to request its 
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Board of Directors to approve the changes on March 23, 1984; and, (2) 

Legislation should be enacted which would require that when New Jersey 

Transit transfers its service to a nonsubsidized carrier for only a 

short period of time, as is the case with the Milltown service, that in 

the event the nonsubsidized carrier does not continue the service, New 

Jersey Transit be required to resume. it. Six months is not a long 

period of time for communities to be built around. This would reduce 

the ability of New Jersey Transit to divest itself of service to 

commuters, with· little guarantee that the alternative would long 

continue, as New Jersey Transit places itself in a better position. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR RAND: Senator Gagliano? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I wonder if you can tell us, Ms. Stone, 

what is the situation with respect .to Route 138? How many people use 

it? Do they fill the bus? 

MS. STONE: There are three buses everyday. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Three buses -- do they fill all three 

buses? 
MS. STONE: They do not fill all three buses, but they fill 

each bus approximately two-thirds of the time. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: So, it wouldn't make sense to have only 

two buses? 
MS. STONE: It could, possibly; that could be a compromise 

position. 
SENATOR GAGLIANO: Has that been looked at? 

MS. STONE: I believe it is being looked at, yes. But, it 

has not been an alternative offered by New Jersey Transit. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: It hasn't been? 

MS. STONE: No. It has been a suggestion by the commuters. 

You have to also. understand that East Brunswick-- I' 11 .·just add a 

little bit of information. It's obvious that I am not a commuter; I 

work in Trenton, okay? I am not a commuter on this line to New York. 

But, this community was built around that bus l~ne. Almost every ad in 

the newspaper said, "Within·walking distance of the bus." In addition 

to that, with the new Mount Laurel decisions which were just approved 
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by the court, part of the approval was the fact that this bus existed. 

People would only need one car, and everything else. Transportation 

existed in the community. So, this is another instance of building 

with one hand, and maybe taking away with the other. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Did you say there are three buses now, 

each way, morning and evening? 

MS. STONE: No. There are three buses in the morning, and 

two in the afternoon. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: So, what you're saying is that the 

possibility exists to cut down on the number of buses, and fill them? 

MS. STONE: Yes, there is that possibility. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Okay. Thank you. 

SENATOR RAND: Did New Jersey Transit threaten to cut out the 

route entirely? 

MS. STONE: No. They threatened ·to advertise 'and bring in 

another provider, with only a six-month guarantee of service. 

SENATOR RAND: But, they did not threaten to close the route 

completely, except for the one through--

MS. STONE: (interrupting) Through South River. 

SENATOR RAND: What was that? 

MS. STONE: .Except for the one through South River, which is 

a working-class municipality within this community. There are 

factories, garment factories, and things like that, through that area. 

It is a working-class bus. Those riders usually ride earlier in the 

morning than a lot of others. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you very much. Senator Hurley? 

SENATOR HURLEY: No, thank you. I have nothing. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you very much. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Mr. Premo may be able to respond. 

MS. STONE: We would like that. 

SENATOR RAND: Mr. Premo, would you like to respond? We 

don't want to put you on a spot. This is not an interlocutory hearing, 

Senator. Gagliano. 
SENATOR GAGLIANO: Well, Jerry moved his. seat, and I thought 

he wanted to respond. 
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SENATOR RAND: Well, I think that would be taking unfair 

advantage, because this is not a debate here. 

SENATOR GAGL lAND: No, really, I just happened to see Mr. 

Premo get up. He was sitting back there next to Sue Kirk and he moved 

up. I thought he wanted to respond. 
SENATOR RAND: Jerry, if you wish to, you may. If you don~t, 

it is perfectly all right. 
MR. PREMO: I'll give you just a quick answer. My reason for 

moving was partly the ambience of Mr. Hasbruck' s company, not that it 

isn't pleasant to be with you, Susan. We think it makes more sense for 

Suburban Transit to run these buses; it would tie in with their 

operations a little bit better than with ours. We think there is some 

substance to territorial integrity, as well as my saying it on some 

paper here. I think the public has a good chance to vote, with their 

decision to ride good quality public transit. I'm confident that if 

the people get on those buses, Suburban will continue to run the two 

buses now proposed for operation. 
SENATOR RAND: Are there any other questions? (no response) 

Thank you, Ms. Stone. 
SENATOR GAGLIANO: I guess, Mr. Chairman, the best thing we 

.can do is just ask that they be watched. Ms. Stone, you will not lose 

service; surburbgn will take nver. 
MS. STONE: Part of this was, that if at the end of the six 

months this is not--
SENATOR GAGLIANO: (interrupting) Yes, we heard you. That's 

what I'm saying. We'll watch it, and we'll be in touch with Mr. Premo 

before the six months is up to find out whether or not this is working. 

_MS. STONE: Thank you. 
SENATOR RAND: Thank you very much.. Mr. Barnett Rukin, 

Member of the Board of Directors, New Jersey Motorbus Association. Do 

you have a copy of your statement, Mr. Rukin? 

BARNETT RUKIN: I have no prepared testimony. We're .here at the 

invitation of the Committee on matters we have discussed for the 

private sector, as represented by _the New 'Jersey Motorbus Association 

over quite a long period of time. 
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The number one item on this public hearing agenda is the 

relation of New Jersey Transit to subsidized and nonsubsidized 

carriers. Item "a" on destructive competition takes us back to the 

original statute, where the very minimal protection offered to the 

private sector in the legislation was concern for the pr i yate sector, 

and prohibition against destructive competition. With all the 

wonderful things that have been done in four and a half years·, we have 

yet to see, in regulation, a proper method for handling any complaints 

of destructive competition. Interestingly enough, that has now been 

turned around to where New Jersey Transit takes the position they are 

trying to protect themselves from the destructive competition of 

private carriers. The private carriers have, as yet, not had 

regulatory protection from the destructive competition of New Jersey 

Transit. 

You have to understand the difficulty I have, and our 

organization and all the private carriers in the State have, in even 

discussing the things we see as negatives in our relationship with New 

Jersey Transit, because the Commissioner of Transportation, as 

represented by his number one transit person here, Commissioner 

Crawford, and the Executive Director of New Jersey Transit and his able 

staff, are also our regulators, and the ~up~liers of the capital 

equipment that is supposed to come to benefit the users of the public 

transportation system in the State, whether the provision of the 

service is in the public sector or in the private sector. While we 

can complain about the things that are not done, and we hope that our 

complaints are objective and constructive, the fact is we are really at 

grave risk historically, in speaking out. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Buz, that is why I asked the question 

about whether or not there should be a third party forum, where you 

could go, other than to the New Jersey Transit ·Board as such," when you 

had a problem. 

MR. RUKIN: I appreciate that statement, because the first 

round of p_roposed regulations on this matter made it very clear that 

New Jersey Transit was the judge, jury, and hangman for the privates 

when they make_ any complaints. When we in the private sector protested 
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that, the regulations were pulled and submitted to the Attorney 

General's office for review, which review took nine months or a year, 

or whatever the normal process is. In the interim period of time, 

obviously there were no regulations we could deal with. There have 

been some instances we have raised in variol,ls forms that could be 

called destructive competition. You are aware of many of them -~ the 

Vince Lombardi Park and Ride situation, where New Jersey Transit made 

the highest bid, and the highest bidder would win the award for 

service. Obviously, the source of revenue for that bid came from the 

public Treasury. 

The Fair Fare Program, interestingly enough, lowered certain 

prices, but only in areas where there was competition from private 

carriers. There were programs for free fares during Christmas, and 

programs to take people back on New Year's Eve. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: You can't disagree with that, can you? 

MR. RUKIN: I don't disagree with it. I think the programs 

are terri fie. But, there is a transportation system in this State 

which provides service to· all the residents of the State, and 40'o of 

the interstate commuters are carried on buses owned and operated by the 

private sector -- not owned 'necessarily -- but operated by private 

sector companies. If those programs are good, and we think some of 

them are very good, we think they should be ·broad-based and . extend 

equitably to all users of the public transportation system. We do not 

think this is a public transportation system for the users of New 

Jersey Transit buses or trains. As a matter of fact, we have a bill 

prepared -- I don't believe it has a number or a sponsor yet -- and the 

statement relates to this specifically. It reads, "New Jersey Transit 

Corporation, which operates the State's commuter railroads and a ~ajar 

portion of the State's commuter bus service, has introduced a number of 

imaginative . reduced fare programs designed to encourage commuters to 

utilize public transportation. Many of these programs, however, apply 

only to the subsidized New· Jersey Transit operations, or to private 

companies also under public subsidy. · ·Some 40% of the interstate bus 

commuters in New Jersey are served by taxpaying unsubsidized carriers. 

A number of key cities and surrounding communities are also served by 
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unsubsidized intrastate carriers. The thousands of New Jerseyites who 

are dependent on these lines obtain few or no benefits from most of the 

New Jersey Transit promotional programs." 

This bill would require New Jersey Transit to include the 

users of unsubsidized bus companies in the promotional programs to the 

maximum extent feasible. A pattern for such inclusion has been 

well-established by the Senior Citizens' Discount Fare Program, which 

applies to unsubsidized lines, as well as to New Jersey Transit and the 

other tax-assisted companies. 

There are rumors about the Morris town line that when the 

electrification is completed, it will open with a very substantial cut 

in fares, to attract people back to the line. The impact on the. 

private sector of these kinds of things is grave. While the charts are 

interesting, that $50 million that will be forthcoming to the privates 

over the next four years, will actually be going backward one. The 

fact, in a billion dollar program over that same period of time, $500 

million goes to commuter rail, which carries about -- I don't know --

30% of the people; $450 million goes to New Jersey Transit bus 

operations; and, $50 million goes to the private sector. That money is 

generated by the miles the private sector's buses run in these 

essential services that UMTA agrees to. Without New Jersey Transit 

fighting the. battle with UMTA for us, we would have a very difficult 

time getting those funds. 

SENATOR RAND: Buzzy, I think that figure is around $200 

million. We're talking fifty some million each year. You took it out 

of context for one year, as against four years. 

MR. RUKIN: (Mr. Rukin confers with Mr. Premo at this point.) 

But, the bus program is $53 million in total -- I'm sorry,. the capital 

program. 

MR. PREMO: Exclusive of rolling stock--

MR. RUKIN: The capital program -- the $52 million we talked 

about before -- which is capital other than rolling stock, is the total 

over the five-year period. It is four years going forward, one year 

going backward. The total for the "privates" in that, which is 

non-rolling stock, is $50 million. Mr. Premo has indicated to me that 
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the rolling stock number is an additional .number, and we will see as 

time goes on how much that will be. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: So will all of us; none of us know that. 

MR. RUKIN: Right. One of the key things in what we call 

destructive competition, besides things like Vince Lombardi, half-fare 

programs, free-fare programs, and so forth, is, of course, the 

overwhelming benefit of State resources, capital and operating, to the 

railroads. They carry a very small portion of the total number of 

people who are carried. They carry no more, and probably less, people 

than the private buses carry, and they get an enormous amount of 

capital assistance, and an enormous amount of operating assistance. 

The real problem here is, if there is going to be a.change in 

climate, and it will be a change-- We are probably as responsi~le for 

an unpleasant tone as anyone perhaps, because we keep raising the 

issues. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: (interrupting) Not you, Buz. 

MR. RUKIN: I'll take the blame, if it belongs here. The 

private carriers have become more outspoken as to what the rights of 

their riders are, and how they should be taken care of, because we are 

fighting for our survival. As frank Gallagher has ~aid to you often, 

"Private bus carriers are an_ endangered species in New Jersey." We're 

probably entitled to environmental protection, or something of that 

sort. 

The New Jersey Transit allocation of buses, while we can talk 

about it factually-- I think Mr. Premo said that 220 buses have gone 

to the private sector. That is about 20% of the buses that have been 

delivered. The Bus Association objected to the initial allocation plan 

in concept, because the plan rewards a historical lack. of capital 

commitment by those people who operated the bus line. The Association 

has said that even though· a number of its members have been granted a 

very, very significant number of buses, and · have .had their fleets 

replaced, the concept of buying buses only for those who have allowed 

their fleets to age is one that· recon:tmends to a manager, or to an 

owner, that they should not make a capital investment in buses, thf;lt 

these things that help the riders stay with the system are really not 
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useful. One ought to sit on one's hands, do nothing, and then if it 

gets bad enough, the State will come in and bail one out. We do not 

think that is a reasonable goal. We came out with that publicly in 

TRANSPAC. That was in 1979 or 1980, I guess, and we have stayed with 

that position since. We don't know what the future plans are· for the 

allocation of buses, so we can't really comment on that aspect. 

With regard to New Jersey Transit providing charter bus 

service, I think you have asked the question of the right people. New 

. Jersey Transit has to · answer that for themselves. From our 

perspective, we think New .Jersey Transit, on a fully-allocated basis, 

probably loses money running their charters, and it probably does not, 

on a committed basis, make sense for them to be in the charter 

business. The UMTA regulations are the ones we have adopted. It has 

been that way for so long with the use of the buses that came from 

Federal allocations, that we have given up fighting that one because 

of any greater restrictions, although conceptually our group, if we 

were polled, would probably suggest that if they were never used for 

charter, that would be okay as well. 

On accountability for activities, we think that New Jersey 

Transit's commitment, or the State of New Jets~y ~s commitment through 

New Jersey Transit, to rail, has never been properly raised in a public 

forum. It has never been addressed properly. We talk about numbers, 

$50 million for the private sector. The electrification of the M&E 

alone is over $500 million, to our knowledge. It depends on who you 

talk to as to what that will be. The capital aspects of that, the 

payback provisions of that, if there are any, are just astounding. It 

couldn't make any economic sense. I shouldn't say that, but it would 

be hard for me to be convinced that they could ever make any economic 

sense out of it. 

In terms of the. support we get from New Jersey Transit, we 

have been working with the Public/Private Study Commission. It was 

supposed to have results in October; it is now March, and we aren't 

there yet. There has been some consensus., which was brought out 

earlier. Some of the other things that we talk about though, have not 

been resolved, and we do not know where they are going to lead us. We 
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are continuing to work and to put our best efforts forward in that 

area. 

Other than those situations which report on the factual 

involvement of the private sector that we represent, which is the 

majority of the regular-route local and commuter-transit carriers in 

the State, that is all I have to say. I am certainly available to talk 

to you about any questions you may have of us, including where we're 

going, and where we've been. 

SENATOR RAND: Senator Gagliano? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Yes. Buz, I have one question. For 

example, when New Jersey Transit said they would give free bus service 

on New Year's Eve -- whatever it was, between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m. -- I 

know there were complaints by private carriers who said that this was 

an unfair thing for New Jersey Transit to do• Rather than take that· 

approach, what about -- would the private carriers be able to come up. 

with something which would also indicate their concern in the matter? 

Maybe if the fare was supposed to be $1.50 a ride, they could do it for 

fifty cents or something. Then there could be some serious talk in 

terms of a subsidy during that period. What I'm saying is, just 

because New Jersey Transit came up with a promotion, I don't think the 

private carriers should immediately say, "Don't do that, because we 

can't." It seems to me that we ought to get together on this issue. 

For example, I have suggested to New Jetsey Transit that they give rail 

commuters, in areas where rail is available, a one-month free pass, if 

people can prove -- we would have to set up the guidelines -- they 

moved into an area for the first time and would like to try the 

railroad. l have suggested we give them a free pass, let's say, for 

the month of April. They would apply for it in March, and they would 

be able to commute for one month free. 

Now, the response, I presume, from the private carriers would 

·be, "You shouldn·•t do that, because we can't afford it." But, I'm 

·trying. to look at the big picture. I'm trying to get more people intri 

public transit. If you just say, . "No, don't do it because I can't 

afford it this month," we'll never do it. 
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MR. RUKIN: I hope we are not b~ing portrayed as the 

nay-sayers in this whole process. My complaint with New .Jersey Transit 

is not to turn around imaginative and clever promotional programs. I 

would adopt what you're saying totally. However, I would add one thing 

to it. There is no free lunch. If the railroad provides free service, 

and.there is a cost for providing that service, that cost is b~ing made 

up by your subsidy to New Jersey Transit rail. All of us in the 

private sector would be happy to join in any one of those programs, as 

long as we have that revenue loss made up to us. No problem 

whatsdever. We'd love it. 

SENATOR GAGL lAND: Revenue loss? Does that include profit 

for those that are profitable? What I'm saying is, isn't there ·some 

middle ground? 

MR. RUKIN: Oh, yes. We would participat~ in a promotional 

program. I don't think there is any question about it. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: You would? Okay. So, that is on the 

record. You and your people would cooperate in a promotional program, 

even though you might not get a hundred cents back on a dollar. You 

might get some portion of it. 

MR. RUKIN: Yes, but it would have to be realistic for us 

because we know that we do not have the luxury of being deficit 

financed. So, the company, ultimately, in order to buy its buses, 

rebuild its garages, keep the air conditioners running, have nice 

terminals, and all the things we all want, because really in truth -

although it has been bandied around that it is not true our goals 

are the same. We cannot get people to ride our services if we do not 

give complete, high-quality services. They won't stay with us. There 

are too many alternatives out there, including feet, bicycles, 

automobiles, competitiv~ trains, and competitive bus service. They are 

not ~oing to do it. So, we have tb giv~ that kind of quality. To give 

that kind of quality, we have to have a bottom line. We think we give 

that qu~li~y. · We think our total costs are lower than our 

publicly-subsidized competitors, and that we can participate in the 

same kinds of programs at a total lower cost, and make some money with 

them. We think we run more efficiently and, in some cases, it is 

because we have less constraints. 
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SENATOR GAGL lAND: I have just one last question. Are you 

suggesting, therefore, that when New Jersey Transit is considering any 

promotions, whatever they might be, that they bring your organization 

into it so you can approach this on a statewide basis, both public and 

private? 

MR. RUKIN: That would be fine. Organization is not 

necessarily key, but it is the providers of those same kinds of 

services who would qualify. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Obviously, we can't have every bus company 

at the meeting •. But, representatives of your companies could meet with 

New Jersey Transit prior to a promotional becoming effective, so that 

both sides could be heard on this issue, and on. whether or not it 

should go forward. 

MR~ RUKIN: Right. One of the problems there, of course, and. 

one of the things we · have harped on since prior to the public 

corporation law, ·is that we have a real problem .. when our regulator, 

policy-maker, and competitive operator are · all rolled up into the same 

management team. That is a real problem. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Thank you• 

SENATOR RAND: Buz, just a couple of questions. Aren't your 

labor costs substantially lower than New Jersey Transit's? · I mean, 

when we are talki~g about the destructive ~ompetition.situation, aren't 

you in a better competitive situation with labor costs than New Jersey 

Transit is? 

MR. RUKIN: Right. 

SENATOR RAND: They were burdened -- I don't w~nt to use the 

word "burdened" in a demeaning manner, but they were given a charge and 

they had to accept certain costs. . So, you certainly do not have to 

absorb the costs that they have to absorb. 

MR. RUKIN: To the extent that my company has been in 

business for 63 years, we have also been burdened by the accumulation, 

over 63 years, of operating practices, benefit packages~ working 

conditions, and wages. We have to deal with them in a particular way, 

because we have a responsibility to our stockholders in order for us to 

stay in business. 
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SENATOR RAND: I agree, and I would say that if the entire 

public bus service- had been at its peak of efflcienc·y~ we would not 
. . . 

have had to create New Jersey Transit. That is a question open to 

argument~ and I won't open it up now. But, the point is, we did create 

New Jersey Transit. It was a creation of the Legislatur~, and I don't 

suppose there is any way we are going to tear it apart. We are 

goingbest possible transportation. That doesn 1 t say that we can 1 t do 

certain things for you, in the sense of what we are trying to do now to 

ease the motor fuels tax for interstate commuter buses, which we think 

is correct. . There are things we can do for you, and there ·are things 

we can do for New Jersey Transit. 

What I'm saying is, there are no unanswerable questions, and 

no unanswerable problems. That is why we are having this hearing here 

today. Senator Hurley, do you have anything else? 

SENATOR HURLEY: Nothing further. Thank you, Buz .• 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you very much, Buz. Mr. · Ronald 

Faillace, President of the United Bu~ Owners Survival Association. 

Good morning, Mr. Faillace. 

RONALD R. fAILLACE: Good morning, Senators. My name is Ronald R. 

Faillace, and I would like to thank you for allowing us the opportunity 

to address this Committee. I am the Vice President of Saddle River 

Tours, a private bus company, and President of the United Bus Operators 

Survival Association, or UBOSA. Appearing· with me are Mt. Robert 

Lovito and Mr. Paul Goldman, who are members of the Board of Directors 

pf UBOSA. 

The Association is a voluntary nonprofit corporation 

comprised of nearly 200 members, including bus owners, parts suppliers, 

insurers, and garage owners. We are all profit-making competitive 

businesses. We have banded together because, while we are able to 

compete with each other, we have found that it is impossible for us to 

compete· with State-subsidized transportation. We are here because we 

believe our livelihood is endangered. 

In particular, I will address myself to· the problem of 

destructive, competition the private bus industry faces in regard to 

State-subsidized charter operations. Mr. Lovito will speak to you 
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about the current practices of destructive competition in line 

operations with State-subsidized carriers, and the effects of New 

Jersey Transit's freedom from financial accountability. · Mr. Goldman 

will speak to you about our proposed solutions to these problems. 

This morning we would like to talk to you about a subject 

that is of much concern to UBOSA -- the use of Federal and State 

taxpayers' moneys by subsidized carriers to run charter service in 

competition with private carriers. UBOSA supports competition in the 

bus industry. What UBOSA does object to is ·destructive competition 

against private carriers by subsidized carriers. This concern over 

destructive competition did not just begin recently. In 1979, at the 

Committee hearings before passage of ·the legislation creating New 

Jersey Transit, the following statement appeared on the record: "In 

order to make the salad more palatable to everyone, maybe we should try 

to crank in something which would be protective of those companies that 

are operating profit~bly and would like to remain so. We should do 

something about the moneymakers, that is, to protect them to allow them 

to keep making money." Senator Gagliano, when you uttered those words, 

did you intend to create a. monopoly in State transportation for New 

Jersey Transit? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I think obviously the answer would be no. 

MR. FAILLACE: Yes, I would agree with that. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I didn't know they were my words, by the. 

way. I remember saying something like that. 

· SENATOR RAND: You never know when your words are going to 

come back to haunt you. 

prophet. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Yes, right. 

MR. FAILLACE: Indeed you were. 

SENATOR RAND: Is that "ph" or "it?" 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Neither. 

Well, actually I was a 

MR. FAILLACE: Charter service is the bread and butter of the 

private bus industry. Money made from charter operations is used to 

fund less profitable operations which are run as a service to 

commuter$~ How~ver, private industry charter operations are in danger 
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from destructive co~petifidn from subsidized carriers. Now, what is 

destr~cti v~ competi tioh? ., 

Destructiv~·- ·c:ompe.titian· occurs when one carrier is able· to 

~rovide servic~ ~t ~riifi~ially low prices because of its subsidizing. 

No operator can afford to lose money · for · long without going bankrupt, 

unless it is • being suhsidized by taxpayers' dollars. The subsidized 

carrier can afford to lose money. All that carrier has to do is go 

back to the Legislature and ask for more money. 

Who stands to gain by destructive competition? In the short 

term, it would seem that the commuter would benefit, because of the 

artificially low fare. However, that fare is low at the expense of 

taxpayers' dollars,· which are being used to subsidize the operations. 
·;~ . 

In addition, the State is being depriv~d of tax revenue due tb the loss 

of the private operator. These ·are not the. only repercus'sions of 

subsidized ·charter service. The use of subsidized buses on charter 

means that they are not available for regular line service in mass 

transportaion, · which was their intended use. It also .means that the 

life of those buses has been diminished by the additional wear and tear 

which· charter ·Service engenders. The loss to the taxpaying and 

commuting public ·is obvious. Among the many examples of. abuses by 

subsidized carriers with regard to charters, is the sighting of 

subsidized buses in Florida, South Carolina, Pennsylvania, and 

Wa~hington, D.C~ To illustrate, I have here a picture of a Ne~ Jersey 

Transit bus at a well-known tourist attraction in South Carolina. It 

happens to be ·south of the border.. (Mr. Fail lace holds up picture 

taken from a newspaper.) Here is a picture of the bus, with its 

insignia on it, and what not. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Are you challenging the $4 million a year 

that Mr. Premo has s~id is their income, or don't you know? 

MR. FAILLACE: I'm challenging the use of buses, and I don't 

think you can distinguish . a fleet of 39 buses supposedly paying for 

itself, from any other bu~es in the New Jersey Transit fleet, for the 

simple reason that Fedetal and State money is being used to maintain 

those buses. When Mr. Ph~mo refers to this fleet of buses being used 

for char.ter service, he· forg~ts to tell you that the garages and all of 
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the related services that go into that the indirect costs -- are not 

computed when he figures the overhead on that, much the same way as he 

.reports other figures to tne Legislature, for example. 

SENATOR RAND: Just one moment, it's 49 buses, not 39, but 

that is · not the point. Do you mean to tell me that 49 buses out of 

1,500 -- and I'm go~ng back to 1979, when there were approximately 100 

charter buses into Atlantic City a day, and today there are. 1, 000 --

350,000 trips annually into Atlantic City alone -- does that have such 

a great influence on the ·entire charter system? I mean, let me get 

down to destructive competition. Do you mean to tell me that the 49 

buses-- If l really thought that the 49 buses created such a 

tremendous hardship on the charter bus industry of this State, I would 

be the first one to move that we withdraw those 49 buses. But, knowing 

Atlantic City as I know it, and knowing the problems they have with the 

tremendous charter bus trips into Atlantic City, 350,000 a year, are 

you telling me that these 49 buses are destructive competition? 

MR. FAILLACE: first of all, Senator, it is not just the 49 

·buses. 

SENATOR RAND: Let's stick to the 49 buses, out of 1,500. I 

have heard the other comments, but let me get to the 49 buses out of 

the 1,500, and the 350,000· trips just into Atlantic City. 

MR. FAILLACE: First off, the number of buses-.,... 

SENATOR RAND: (interrupting) Are they hurting you in the 

sense that you can't get all the charter bus operations? 

MR. FAILLACE: . Oh, absolu~ely. 

SENATOR RAND: Tell me in what way. 

MR. FAILLACE: We have actual sightings, and we are prepared 

to show you-,.. · I don't think this is the forum to do it, but we . would 

be glad to show you in our briefs. 

SENATOR RAND: And, they underbid you? 

MR. FAILLACE: We have sightings of New Jersey Transit buses 

that are being used at peak hours, where they should be us eo for 

transporting commuters. Okay? We have · sightings; we have 

documentation~ We also have sightings of New Jersey Trans~t buses that 

are obviously· on cross-co~ntry tr~ps. Now, those buses that are being 
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used -- whether it is 49 buses or whether it. is one bus -- can be used 

for , commuter operations, because Mr. Premo says he is interested in 

buiiding ·a strong commuter transportation system in the State of New 

Jersey. I don't see where the commuters in this State are being 

served when. a bus is in South Carolina. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Are you saying that at some point, if a 

bus went to South Carolina or Florida, it had to miss its mo~ning run? 

MR. FAILLACE: That is correct. Now, what Mr. Premo is going 

to say to you. is that that bus is one of those 49 buses that are 

·supposedly not subsidized. I maintain that every bus, everything in 

New Jersey Transit, is subsidized in one shape or form. I mean, let's 

face it. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I think the Committee agrees with that. 

MR. FAILLACt: Okay, fine; then we don't have to belabor that 

point. The important thing here is that for him to state that 49 buses 

are moneymakers, is totally ridiculous. We will get to that, in terms 

of accountability, later on in our statement. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. I guess I 

started this by saying, "Are you challenging .the issue of whether or 

not New Jersey Transit brings in $4 million a year from these charter 

operations?" I cannot remember the total budget for New Jersey 

Transit, but isn't it a half a billion? 

SENATOR RAND: It's $450 million. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: It's close to a half a billion dollars 

and, if they are doing $4 million a year in charter operations, number 

one, it is not a heavy number for them to try to live on and, number 

two, based on what the Chairman is talking about with respect to 

Atlantic City trips, it doesn't sound that substantial that it would 

hurt the private carriers. I mean, we want to strike a balance here 

too. Obviously, you quoted me from 1979, and I was concerned then. 

But, I can't see the seriousness of a $4 million gross operation in any 

one year. I can't -- at this point. 

MR. FAIL LACE: There are two very important points I would 

like to make. First, we are hung up on the New Jersey Transit idea,· 

and I'm not just saying New Jersey Transit. I'm saying all ~ubsidized 

bus~s, whether they be private operators, or New Jersey Transit. Okay? 
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·SENATOR GAGLIANO: I see what you mean. 

MR. FAILLACE: So, anytime a bus that is being subsidized, 

supposedly for the purpose of commuter operations, is being used for 

any charter service over and abbve -- in other words, not being used 

for commuter service -- then it is not in the best interest of the 

public to utilize that bus, because you are reducing the useful life of 

the bus, number one, and number two, they have the unfair advantage, 

whether it be New Jersey Transit or a private operator, ~f being able 

to charge less. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: (interrupting) Okay. 1 understand it 

better now. Thank you. 

MR. FAILLACE: I would also like to point out that in terms· 

of charter service, . New Jersey Transit -- and we' 11 get into this a 

little later on about accountability-- One of our problems is that we 

feel accountability is not there, that there is no individual 

accountability for individual lines and charter operations. The 

figures are not sufficiently detailed so we can actually say they are 

doing $4 million. a year o I rather doubt those figures myself o I 

think, through my own experience in dealing with New Jersey Transit, 

that a lot of figures and · statements they have come out with in the 

past, where they claim profitability on one route or another, have been 

completely ·erroneous and · have been proven . through court tests and 

through fact-finding--

. SENATOR RAND: (interrupting) Let me clear the record, Mr. 

Faillace. We happen to believe that when New Jersey Transit appears 

before the Joint Appropriations Committee -- we accept that not only at 

their face value are they honest figures, but we have our own 

Legislative Setvices analyze them. I want to clear the record oh that. 

MR. FAILLACE: Okay. 

SENATOR RAND:· The figures they gave us, based on their 

budget presentations, and the analysis that our fiscal people gave us, 

lead us to believe they were true. We do not b~lieve that any arm of 

government intentionally comes in and lies to us about their figures. 

MR. FAILLACE: I don't believe they're lying, sir. That is 

not what I'm saying.· Let me correct that point. What I'm saying is, 

the individual accountability as to a particular line operation--
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SENATOR RAND~· That's a different story. 

MR. FAILLACE: (continuing) When New Jersey Transit comes 

out and says, "We're making money on a particular operation," there are 

no figures. We have court testimony to back this up, even from Mr. 

Premo. There are no figures to indicate what the profit and. loss are 

on a segmented line or operation. They are all lumped together, and 

when· they come in and talk about their budget, they talk about a total 

package lumped together. There is no way of segregating it. 

So far, complaints concerning destructive competition have 

fallen · on deaf ears, insofar as the subsidized carrier, New Jersey 

Transit, is concerned. Indeed, New. Jersey Transit has been extreme! y 

arrogant in its behavior toward the private sector, to say the least. 

New Jersey Transit's views toward private operators can best be found 

in its internal memorandums. 

In her view of a report entitled ''Options for . New Jersey 

Transit Policy Towards Independent Bus Operations," Laurie Lewis of New 

Jersey Transit wrote: "I would only add one element to this report -

the myth of private enterprise. Many of these independents have 

virtually no investment in their companies. We own the buses; the 

carriers lease or share garages; they own no maintenance equipment, 

etc~ Their only contribution to the company is management. The 

obvious question is whether the public is served by the quality of the 

management." This is from a New Jersey Transit memo dated June, 1983. 

Senators, this statement is ridiculous. The members of UBOSA own 

buses, garages, and maintenance equipment. 1We are committed to out 

businesses and our livelihood. And; since all of our companies are 

profitable, who is New Jersey Transit to que~tion the quality of our 

management? 

· The report to which Ms. Lewis referred contained statements 

such as: "In most instances, the independent operator's would not 

continue to exist today without the capital assistance and other aid 

which the State has provided. The State has, since 1976, been the 

supplier of almost all new. buses put· into transit service by private 

operators.'• Again,· ridiculous. No one at tl11u t.uhlr,, nnd ft~w tif 1.H.1r· 

members, are subsidized. We buy our own buses at 1160,000 each~ not 
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$1.00 a year like New Jersey. Transit~ Nor do we owe our existence to 

New Jersey Transit, as do some subsidized carriers of which Ms. Lewis 

speaks. 

Senators, she would have you lump us all together. But, we 

are small business people struggling to survi~e on our own. 

Continuing, in that section of the report which sets forth 

policy options for New Jersey Transit, we find the following option 

number three: 

"Complete Takeover: New Jersey ·Transit . would cease any 

capital or operating assistance to the independents, letting as many as 

possible fail and taking over their routes; any which didn't fail would 

be purchased through negotiations or taken through eminent domain~" 

Gentlemen, this is a plan for total State takeover. Is this 

your plan, or is this Mi. Premo's plan? 

In another internal memo, from John Wilkins to George Heinle, 

the writer sets out these conclusions: "The Bus Card Program in the · 

long term gives us a competitive edge over the· independent carriers. 

If the independent carriers are not brought into the Program, it is 

quite likely that some of these carriers, particularly those which are 

weak and poorly managed, may go out of business. Appropriate actions 

should be taken to minimize competition and reduce the number of buses 

committed to the affected services." 

Senators, New Jersey Transit means to run us out of business. 

Mr. Wilkins, the following month, made these recommendations 

in a follow-up memo: "Complete a determination of the number of buses 

which could be withdrawn from service if competition did not exist 

between New Jersey Transit and the independent carriers." 

Wilkins then continues: i•Develop options to reduce the 

number· of independent bus operators: (A) Negotiate with the various 

carriers to purchase their certificates; and, (B), for those carriers 

not wishing to be purchased, we ·could offer to place them all on one or 

two routes." 

SENATOR.GAGLIANO: How did you get those memos? 

MR. FAILLACE: We have documentation we can provide to the 

Committee here. We have this, and many more memos which have come from 

New Jersey Transit; and they are very damaging. 
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SENATOR GAGLIANO: Did they supply them to :you? 

MR. FA ILL ACE: Some of these were supplied · through legal 

action. We had court orders to obtain these memos. I would say that 

most of· them were obt~ined in that manner. We would be very happy to 

provide these to you, Senator~ 

SENATOR RAND: . Senator Gagliano, how come you didn't share 

these with us? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I didn't know they existed. I don't even 

know Mr. Wilkins. 

SENATOR RAND: I'm only kidding. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: No, seriously, that kind of language kind 

of shocks me. Frankly, I don't appreciate it. I don't know how you 

got the information. I think sometimes these bureaucrats tend to enjoy 

making memorandums and throwing them around' but I don It think the 

Legislature ever intended that these kinds of memos should be 

promulgated. At least that is my recollection, Mr. Chairman. I mean, 

we are taking them out of context to a certain extent, but I still 

don't like the language. 

MR. FAILLAC.[: Well, we would be very happy to provide you 

with these memorandums, so you could review them in the proper 

context. Believe me, these memorandums~-

SENATOR RAND: (interrupting) If they are a matter of public 

record, I'm sure New Jersey Transit will provide us with them. 

MR~ FAILLACE: I'm sute they will~ 

SENATOR RAND: We'll try to find out. 

MR. fAILLACE: That's fine. These excerpts from internal New 

Jersey Transit memos prove beyond a doubt the monopolistic attitude of 

New Jersey Transit. Each one of these memos suggests a plan for 

complete takeover of private enterprise. Indeed, New Jersey Transit 

spent a great deal of taxpayers' dollars to have a consulting firm 

called System Design Concepts, Inc. analyze the costs and benefits of a 

takeover by New Jersey Transit of independent carriers. Note, also, · 

the November, 1982, memo, which begins with the following paragraph: 

"Rationalization, . the equitable reallocation of services 

among the current provide·rs, has often been suggested as a means of 
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introducing a more economical basis for providing the services to the 

public. Unfortunate! y, in this case, such an approach is not sui table 

due · to· the large number - of unrelated suppliers . owners. 

Consequently, this review will examine the potential benefits to the 

State of New Jersey if its chosen instrument, New Jersey Transit, were 

to provide all the local public bus services in the following areas: 

Hudson, Essex, Passaic, Atlantic, and Mercer Counties." 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Wait a minute. Was this written by 

someone who was employed by New Jersey Transit -- I don'-t know the 

name -- Mr. Wilkins or whomever? - Or, was it written by a consultant 

·who was just blowing off, trying to justify the expenditure of money? 

MR. FAILLACE: Well, as I just stated, this was a study that 

was·done by--

SENATOR GAGLIANO: System Design Concepts? 

MR. FAILLACE: System Design Concepts. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: So, System Design Concepts could have said 

anything, right? 

MR. FAILLACE: 

November, 1982, memo." 

Well, this is . a memo now -- "Note, also, the 

So, this is also a New Jersey Transit memo I am 

referring to. Okay? These are all New Jersey Transit . memos we're 

talking about. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Proceed. 

MR. FAILLACE: ·Thus, according to its own written statements, 

New Jersey Transit does not intend -- and has never intended -- to 

cooperate with independent bus operators. New Jersey Transit wants the 

whole pie, aMd if that entails driving competitors out of business, its. 

own words prove that it is more than willing to do so. The question is 

--why? We~ the private carriers acknowledg~'that Ne~ Jersey needs New 

Jersey Transit. We are willing to work with New Jersey Transit for the 

·betterment of the .commuting public. Why is New. Jersey. Transit 

determined to eliminate us? 

That, in a word, is the problem that UBOSA faces. At this 

point, if there are any . questions, I would be very happy to answer 

them. Other~ise, I will pass the podium on to Mr. Robert lovito. Is 

there anything? 
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SENATOR GAGLIANO:. No, 1 have no other questions. I do think 

we ought to follow. up on this sometime. 

SENATOR RAND: I understand that Mr. Lovito and Mr. Goldman 

both have long statements. Before we do that, we have spend 35 
\ 

minutes now, and there are lots of other people who wish to testify. I 

didh '.t realize that all t~ree of you gentlemen were together as. a 

group. 

MR. FAILLACE: .We're not. The only reason I had the other 

members share the podium, was for the simple reason that in case there 

were any--

SENATOR RAND: (interrupting) One is a stockholder in your 

group? 

MR~ FAILLACE: Excuse me? 

SENATOR RAND: One is a member of the Board of Directors, is 

. that right? 

MR. FAILLACE: Y~s, but the point is we have specific 

recommendations and· speci fie instances we want to get into, which are 

very important. 

SENATOR RAND: I understand, but I'm giving your group over 

one hour of time, at the expense of· people who have come from all 

over. I gave you 35 minutes now. 

MR. FAlLLACE: Senator, respectfully, we have some very--

SENATOR RAND: (interrupting) Yes, I'm going to hear them. 

I'm going to hear them, but I'm not going to hear them now. I wi 11 

give them an opportunity, but I am going to hear a few other people who 

have been here all morning. I can't give you an hour and a half of 

time. It is not fair to the other folks. 

MR. · FAILLACE: We were interrupted -- properly so -- with 

some questions. I think that Mr. Lovito 's statement will take about 

10 minutes, and I think Mr~ Goldm~n's will take about 10 minutes. 

total 

that. 

SENATOR RAND: If you want to speak now, I will give you a 

both of you .;._ of 20 minutes. I can't· do any better than 

MR. FAILLACE: Fine~ we'll do the best we can. 
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SENATOR RAND: I did not realize you were all together; 

otherwise, I would have instructed the aide not to schedule all of you 

to ·speak at the same time. Who wants to go first? 

PAUL A. GOLDMAN: I'll go first. Senator Rand, members of the 

Committee, I would correct my· notes by saying good afternoon, rather 

than good morning. I am Paul Goldman, President of Paul Arnold 

Associ~tes, Inc. of Livingston, New Jersey. 

I ~m not a bus operator, but I have been intimately involved 

with the motor coach· industry during my entire business career, dating 

from July 1, 1953, when I was initially employed by. Markel Service, 

lnc. · of Richmond, Virginia. Markel, as most bus operators throughout 

the country know, was the nation's pioneer insurance, claims, and loss 

prevention or safety firm specializing in the needs of the motor coach 

industry. I spent almost 18 years with Markel in many capacities 

before starting my own firm in 1971. 

My years with ·Markel took me all over the United States and 

introduced me to a full spectrum of all aspects of problems of.both the 

motor coach and transit industries. As a matter of fact, I had the 

pleasure of appearing frequently as a speaker on insurance and safety 

before the New Jersey Mot'or Bus Association, when a fellow panelist, 

then a member of the Public Utilities Commission, was former Governor 

Brendan Byrne. 
I've also qualified as an expert at both judicial and 

administrative hearings throughout the country during these years. 

l give you these introductory comments simply by way of 

establishing my own credentials and qLiali fications in appearing before 

you this afternoon, so as not to appear the least bit presumptuous. 

f would like to addrss the Committee on several proposed 

solutions to the problems highlighted by my colleagues~ 

Let ·me refer, first of all, to the problems created by the 

abserice·of specific financial reporting standards. We propose that the 

current reporting standards be revised, and that New Jersey Transit be 

required to provide statements containing bottom-line budget 

projections, and that it be ·required periodically to report the actual 

results of individual route operations. 
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·:: It is our contention that reporting in a. more particularized 

manner will enable both public and private carriers to. compare their 

'.services, operating costs, and operating revenues with greater 

··specificity. The allocation of public moneys can, therefore, be made 

more efficiently, perhaps eliminating the excessive ~se of pubiic funds 

in ·areas more efficiently serviced ·by privat~ carriers. This would 

have the effect of permitting tax dollars to be concentrated in those 

areas not effectively serviced by private carriers. Standard reporting 

procedures· would also guard against situations such as were in our 

testimony today -- ~s Mr. Lovito would have referred to them --

. · regarding public funds pledged in a contract bid that exceeded the 

nearest private bid by approximately two~thirds. 

Route flooding would also be impossible -- or at the very 

least easily noted -- if route operations and revenues were more 

strictly reported. 

Subsidized buses would no longer • be sent en masse onto a 

single route, without that route's accounting reports reflecting the 

losses that rnight be felt immediately by unsubsidized carriers which 

would be adversely affected by such flooding. 

We also propose the creation of a Legislative Oversight 

Committee, preferably within the confines of the present Transportation 

·and Communications Committee structure, to oversee the operation of New 

Jersey Transit, specifically, and the statewide functioning of an 

efficient transportation system gene;rally. We would like to ·see the 

establishment of watchdog responsibility which would make certain that 

taxpayers' money was not frivolously directed or otherwise misused by 

New Jersey Transit. 

We have seen the creation of an empire with taxpayer mon~y 

since New Jersey Transit came into existence in 1979, but th~re is no 

taxpayer accountability. We propose an amendment to the enabling 

legislation requiring an independent audit of New Jersey Transit's 

books and records. Governor Kean answers to the public; to whom does 

Jerry Premo answer? 

Contr~ry to New Jersey Transit's representatio~s to this 

Committee that it is phasing out its charter operations, as we heard 
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this morning, in reality New Jersey Transit has aggressively instituted 

new incentive programs for its employees to increase its charter .. sales. 

We would propose a ban on charter operations using st,Jbsidized 

buses. Charter operations by subsidized carriers do not in any way 

serve t,he mass transportation needs of our State. Charter operation 

needs can and would be served more efficiently by the private sector. 

Such a step would eliminate the dilution of both human. resources and 

equipment, and would enhance the ability of New Jersey Transit to 

provide additional mass transit services to the public in areas which 

are not now being adequately served. 

Next, we propose several amendments to New Jersey Transit's 

enabling · legislation. The Public Transportation Act of 1979 is 

basically flawed because it is founded on an inherent conflict of 

interest. This results from the Commissioner of Transportation serving 

as Chairman of the Board of New Jersey Transit and, at the same time, 

through the Department of Transportation, regulating all competing bus 

companies. It is an unheard of situationo Coincidentallyi the 

Department of Transportation has no regulatory authority over New 

Jersey Transit; this power reposes entirely in its own Board.· 

·The simplest solution would be to divorce the Commissioner of 

Transportation from the Board of New Jers~y Transit, and subject that 

publicly-owned corporation to the same Tegulations that private 

companies are subject to. 

If the Legislature determines that the Commissioner's 

contin~ed service on the New Jersey Transit Board is essential, then an 

alternative solution is available. Jurisdiction over the 

privately-operated companies should be transferred from the Department 

of Transp·ortation to the Board of Public Utiiities, where it reposed 

for many decadeso 

The Public Transportation Act of 1979 should also be amended 

to subject New Jersey Transit.to Board of Public Utilities' regulations 

with respect to the granting, modification, or transfer of intrast~te 

routes, and to permit the Board of Public Utilities to hear and decide 

upon complaints of destructive comp~tition. 
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We would like to see inserted in the Act, a statement of 

policy that public transportation is to be furnished by private 
' . 

enterprise when~v.er feasible, and directing New Jersey Transit to 

encourage and assist private enterprise in the furtherance of this 

policy. 

We ask the Committee here today, was the intent of New Jersey 

Transit's enabling legislation to create a monopolistic transportation 

system in New Jersey while eliminating the private sector bus operator, 

or, was it to create, for now and for the future, a viable and 

efficient mass tr-ansit ·system for. New Jersey that would be accountable 

to the public and you-- our-elected officials? 

We believe it was the latter. 

Finally, we propose a legislative requirement that capital 

equipment and facilities which are in any way subsidized by Fede.ral or 

State funds be equitably distributed among New Jersey Transit snd 

private companies. The Board of Public Utilities should be given the 

power to adjudicate any complaint of inequitable distribution. 

As you can see from your copies of my statement, I was going 

to conclude now. I am moved, however, to refer to the oft-heard and 

much-abused expression "silent majority," which is more genuinely 

translatable to a "vocal minority." The voice of the silent majority, 

in this instance, is in reality found in a silent, somewhat buried 

document called, The Department of Transportation Mass Transit 

Strategic Issues and Alternatives, a report prepared by the Governor's 

Management and Improvement Plan, . dated September, 1983. .·I ~sill not 

presume on the time, Mr. Chairman, to highli~ht it, but I think it is 

significant, .and it should be evaluated. 

Similarly, I would also refer you, on the same subject, to a 

study complete~ by the Department of Transportation, executed by the 

University of Southern California, entitled, Commuter and £'~press Bus 

Service in the SCAG Region -- referring to the area froffi,. which Mr. 

Premo came. This points out very quickly what the report found. While 

the transit authorities tended to dominate the downtown ht.lsiness, the 

private carrier was responsible ._for most of the non-central business 

district expre~s routes. The study concluded that the private operator 
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has signi fie ant inherent advantages over the pub lie transit operators 

i.n this type of service. It points out further that the report was 

examined by a myriad of · "privatization" possibill.ties, and each 

scenario impacted ridership, service, and cost. 

In summation, Los Angeles County Transportation Commissioner, 

Wendell Cox, dismissed the possibility of labor problems, indicating 

·there is no evidence that 1J(c) has interfered with an authority's 

ability to "privatize." It is being done in Norfolk, Virginia. 

Several policy recommendations were made. Included ·among them were to 

·encourage the area transit agencies to examine this option, and reduce 

the barriers within their jurisdictions to facilitate the private 

operator. 
In conclusion, I thank you, members of the Committee, for 

~our attention to our proposals. We ask for your most serious 

consideration. . We feel we represent the good . interest of all parties, 

particularly· the taxpaying p~blic, in our plea for accountability, 

fiscal responsibility, and a legislatively-directed and enforced 

acknowledgment by New Jersey Transit that we, the private bus operators 

of this State, have the right to· exist, ·and to do business in a fair, 

equitable, and c6mpetitive climate. Thank you. 

SENATOR RAND: . Thank you very much, Mr. Goldman. Mr. Lovito? 

ROBERT W. LDVITD: No, I am going to pass. You have a copy of my 

testimony. You may use my 10 minutes for Mr. Premo, or someone else. 

SENATOR RAND: Okay; thank you very much. Is there anything 

you wish to add, Senator Gagliano? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: No, thank you. 

SENATOR RAND: Senator Hurley? 

SENATOR HURLEY: No, Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR RAND: Gentlemen, thank you very much. Mr. Benjamin 

Bend it, representing various independent bus operations. Good 

·afternoon. 

BENJAMIN L. BEND IT: Good afternoon, Senator Rand, Senator Gagliano, 

and Senator Hurley. I have been here before you many times, from the 

very inception of the New Jersey Transit bill. 
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I am not a bus operator, although I have been involved in the 

bus industry all my life, as the son of someone who chose not to go 

into the bus business, but rather int6 the law business. Many of the 

things that I would have addressed myself to today have already been 

said, and I am not going to burden you by saying them over again. I 

think once said is enough. However, I should like to indi~ate to you 

some ·of the problems which have existed, from a firsthand knowledge of 

litigation in which I have. been involved. 

Fi~st of all, ·I would like to answer Senator Hurley's 

question. Senator Hurley, you asked about the charter operations of 

New Jersey Transit, vis-a-vis the independent operators. Most of the 

charter operators receive no subsidies, either operational or capital. 

They are people who have been in the bus business for 10 or 1 S years, 

and who have . maybe five or six buses, or 1 0 buses ; . there are a: host of 

. them. ·There are more now because of the deregulation of ICC. A new 

bus costs $165,000 now. By the time they finish paying finances on it,· 

it is· almost $300,000 over a period of five or six years. They can't 

compete with a corporation subsidized by the State of New Jersey, which 

gets a $155,000 bus for nothing. A lot of these men drive the buses 

themselves. If you allow New Jersey Transit to become heavily involved 

in the charter business, you are going to drive these people --· whose 

lives literally depend upon driving themselves, running these· bus 

companies, and paying for the buses -- out of business. 

Now, Senator, you asked about the $4 million. Four million 

dollars is .nothing, because from the standpoint of the marketplace, we 

can compete more efficiently~ and give the people better service than 

any public body. You have dealt with public bodies.; You know that by 

their very nature they are inefficient. I ·won't say they are 

incompetent, but they just can't do the same things the private sector 

can, because in this country-- The profit motive has made this a 

successful co.untry. Mr. Premo has the mentality of a bureaucrat. Now, 

he does an excellent job for that mentality, but I say this to you. 

Private industry can do a better job, because they are not burdened 

with what you people are burdened with all the time -- bureaucracy. 

The general feeling of most people-- Most politicians when they run . 
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fat government say, "I want to get the government off your back." 

Well, we really want to get New Jersey Transit off our backs. We'll 

compete with them; we'll compete with them in the marketplace, but 

don 1 t give them~handouts. 

SENATOR RAND: Mr. Bendit, you're a rational man, and I ask 

you again -- J want you to show me the bottom line. of how 49 buses, 

with a $4 million operation, are destructively putting out of business 

charter bus operators in this vast State, where in Atlantic City alone 

we have opened up 350,000 charter bus trips. That is all I'm. asking 

for. 

MR. BENOIT: I'll answer your question. 

SENATOR RAND: If you would give me· that bottom line--

MR. BENOIT: I'll give it to you right now. 

SENATOR RAND: Fine. 

MR. BENOIT: Limit it to 49, and I' 11 accept it. 

SENATOR RAND: That's a legitimate answer. But, again, let 

me ·come back and ask you -- I· would like to see bottom-line figures 

where the operation of 49 buses and the $4 mi~lion operation are 

hurting ·someone in . the charter bus business, or putting someone out of 

business. 

MR. BENOIT: I' 11 give you a better answer. Do you know. who 

it is hurting? It is hurting the public, because I will · tell you 

this. Those 49 buses are probably getting money from State funds, 

because New Jersey Transit, in operating the charter business, is 

probably still opet~ting at a loss. lf it could be brdken down, I'm 

~ure you would be the first one--

SENATOR RAND: (interrupting) That's only guesswork. I did 

accept seriously the gentleman before you who said that those buses 

should have been in operation during peak hours, and . they were not. 

That, to me, is a ~erious charge. 

MR. BENOIT: I don't know about that. 

SENATOR RAND: But, wlien you make a guesstimate, which is 

what you're doing, and you tell me,..- I want to hear figures. · If you 

tell me -- and I've been in business -- that that part of the operation 

is putting some of our independent charter bus people out of business, 
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that there isn't enough room for New Jersey Transit to be in the 

charter bus business, then I can accept that and I am willing to 

listen. But, when you tell me about the other generalized charges, it 

makes it difficult for me. 

MR. BENOIT: May I tell you, Senator Rand, I· think your 

question is a legitimate one. But, I think you are asking the wrong 

person. The burden is on New Jersey Transit to show you that if they 

go into the charter business, they will have to ask for less money from 

you next year. I will tell you this, without figures, you and I would 

be sadly disappointed ~- well, not sadly disappointed but We would 

be surpris~d if New Jersey Transit, after being in the charter 

business, came to you next year and said, "Senator Rand, we don't need 

·the $50 million." You're asking the wrong person the question. 

However, I will tell you this from my experience. New Jersey Transit 

cannot operate a charter business as profitably, and serve the public 

as well, as private industry. The fact of the matter is, we are 

serving the public. They have the buses available, and they're only 

doing $4 million worth of busin~ss. 

Now, one more thing, Senator. I think you've seen the 

television commercial where the little old lady says, "Where' s the 

beef?" I understand Wendy's has profited considerab:ly by, "Where' s the 

beef?" We certainly feel that the mass transit industry should be 

advertised. But, we don't only want them to serve Wendy's; we want 

them to serve the entire New Jersey transportation industry. It is 

unfair for them to say, "Ride New Jersey Transit buses." It is unfair 

to you, as Senators who are appropriating moneys for the entire State, 

to say, ''Only buy New Jersey Transit hamburgers. Don'.t buy Buz Rukin's 

or Frank Gallagher's hamburgers, II or a variety· of other hamburgers. 

That's not fair; that's not equitable. And, I'll tell you what's not 

equitable either. I sat in this committee room last year, when New 

Jersey Transit had a shortfall of $20 million. They were very 

aggressive, and they got the $20 million. There were independent bus 

companies which also had short falls. New Jersey Transit· instituted 

legal action against five or six of them for reimbursement of their 

shortfalls, and they collected. Some of them are out of business. ·The 
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New Jersey Bus Company is out of business; Manhattan is. out of 

business; and, Lincoln is out bf business. New Jersey Transit is still 

· in business, because they came to you for the $20 million. Now, that 

is aggre~sive, cert~inly, but to whose benefit -- the public's or New 

. Jersey Transit's? 

Last year, Senator Gallagher -- or this very year -- was 

involved with the New York Keansburg Bus Company. Let me tell you 

what has happened. I don't know whether you ·.are. familiar with what · 

occurred, but New Jersey Transit, in its. equal and equitable 

relationship with private industry, said to ~ew York Keansburg's 

riders, "We're not giving you new buses. Do you know why? We do not 

like the destructive competition from New York Keansburg." 

Now'· Senator Gagliano said, "When we passed this destructive 

competition, it was adoressed to New Je~sey Transit." But, New Jersey 

Transit, as Mr. Rukin very prop.erly set forth, has turned it around and 

said, . "They are. competing with us destructively." That wasn't the 

purpose of your legis~ation. You wanted to protect and you are here 

today · because you want to proteet -- what you feel is the mo~t 
important aspect of our eco~omy, private industry. But, what they did 

was, they said, "We're not giving you 20 buses." 

Senator Gagliano was very active in finally getting the 20 

buses. Now, let me tell you what has happened on that route. · New 

Jersey . Transit, through negotiations, and. with the help of Senator 

Gagliano, ~nd the oth~r Senator who wasn't reelected, worked out 

something where New York Keansburg would be able to operate to Wall 

Street, and New Jersey Transit to the upper New York Lincoln Tunnel. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Let me clear the record on that. That was 

not done to help me. In fact, it was an embarrassment to me with my 

constituents. 

MR. BENOIT: Absolutely. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Ok~y? 

MR. BENOIT: But, you helped . to work it out, which is 

important. · 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: ·I did not; I was not at any of . the 

meetings. 

MR. BENOIT: Well, they s~id you rlid. 
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SENATOR GAGLIANO~ Well, all right. I was riot at any of the 

meetings; I found out about it in the newspapers. 

MR. BENOIT: In any event -- many things are found out in the 

newspapers let me tell you. what has happened with New York 

Keansburg. They started with eight buses. They are now operating on 

that same route where New Jersey Transit was operating, for many years 

unsuccessfully, 20 buses with a 43-passenger load. They have increased 

the passengers. They got more ·people on the buses. Now, when a 

situation like that exists, New Jersey Transit should get off, and do 

you want to know ~hy? It saves money. Private industry knows how to 

get people on the buses, because they have, in fact, done it. This is 

what you have to protect. Your job is to see to it that-- You know 

your job; I · don't have to tell you. But, When you give a lawyer. a 

forum, sometimes he runs it overboard. Your job -- . and I think you 

know this, as I said before -~ is to see that the public is perhaps 

protected from having the government on its back, in terms of taxes. 

It is ·a very difficult thing to do, but there is one way to do it. 

That is to let private industry have the greatest amount of impact on 

the transit industry when it can do a better job. 

SENATOR RAND: We tried that in 1975 and 1976. 

MR. BEND IT: You · did the right thing by forming New Jersey 

Transit. There was a need· for it, but not. need enough to put private 

· industry out. 

SENATOR RAND: I agree with that. We tried to strike a 

·balance. 

MR. BENOIT: That is correct. Let me talk to you about 

striking a balance. You know, sometimes· I represent a one-man bus 

operation. As lawyers, you know something, you really do not make 

money on a guy who owns one bus. Every time I make an application for 

these bus companies to improve service, New Jersey, in its equality, 

contests it. Fortunately, each time I am able to succeed, either 

through negotiation or settlement~ or through a decision, because each 

time the facts indicate that private industry can do the job, can do it 

better, and can do it cheaper. 
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Let me just 90 back . one step to New York Keansburg_. They 

charge $15.00 a week less than your subsidized carrier, from Lakewood 

to New York City. · .. ·-. 

SENATOR RAND: · That is because their labor costs are cheaper 

also. 

MR. BENOIT: That is because they can operate better. 

SENATOR RAND: I understand; I understand. that. . 

:MR. BENOIT: Senator Rand, I have always contended that when 

the private sector is dealing with labor, it can do a better job. Do 

you· know why? Because the money is coming out of its own pocket. When 

it comes out of the ·pub lie's pocket, they really do not have the 

clout. You are afraid to allow them to go on strike, because you are 

afraid of Whf:lt the public is going to tell. you. And, that's 

reasonable. You owe a debt to ttie public. The private sector can deal 

better with labor; it can deal better· with· advertising; i~ can deal 

better at every level. That is why this country is so successful. 

There· is only one thing I want to say, because I ~auld go on forever. 

· Someon~ asks, "Why is America. better?". There is only one way to answer 

that. There are still more people coming into America, than are 

leaving America, so it. must be better. It is a very simple thing• I 

wi 11 say this vis-a-vis the public sector. There are more people who 

would rather ride a private bus than ride New Jersey Transit. What is 

the bottom line? . They are losing money, and the private sector can 

make money. 

Senators, what's best for the public is when private industry 

serves the public. That has made this country successful. I ask you 

to please consider that when Mr. Premo comes. up here with all those 

charts -- can you imagine what the public is paying for those . charts? . 

(laughter) 

It is always a pleasure to appear before you. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Before you leave--

MR. BENOIT: Don't be as aggressive toward me as. I have been 

toward you. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I'm not going to be aggressive; I am just 

going to ask you a question. 

MR. BENDIT1 I may not like the question. 
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SENATOR GAGLIANO: I knpw. I was here in 1918 -- January, 

1978 -- at our first Transportation Commit tee meeting, and we were 

pleading with people to carry riders in this State. We didn't have 

anyone to carry them. My question is I hate . to do this to you · -

where were you when we needed you? We had to create New Jersey Transit 

to make some semblanc~ of otder out of absolute chaos. 

MR. BENOIT: That is a good question. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I know it's a good question. 

MR. BENOIT: It's a good question. If I were the President 

of Public Service Coordinated Transport, you wouldn't need New Jersey 

Transit. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: In all fairness. I did not see a parade -

and we asked Buz at the time, and other people -- of people coming up 

here to say, "We' 11 pick up the slack; we' 11 pick up those people who 

are freezing on Route 9. We'll take care of that; don't worry." There 

wasn't one carrier who came up and said that. 

SENATOR RAND: Nor did I see anyone come into Camden County, 

or Camden City, offering to carry people. Not one private bus carrier 

came into the City of Camden to offer to take its p~ople. But, we got 

it from New Jersey Transit. 

MR. BENOIT: Now, wait a second. 

SENATOR RAND: We got them to put on lines. 

MR •. BENOIT: I agree you got it from New Jersey Transit. How 

much are you paying for it? You're paying too much for it. If you 

went to Buz Rukin, he· could do ·whatever they're doing, and do it more 

efficiently. 

SENATOR RAND: But, the point is, nobody offered to do it, 

and nobody did it. 

MR. BEND IT: Because you created an agency. . You had to do 

it. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: No, we had no agency at the time; we had 

COA, which we didn't even know.· 

MR. BENOIT: I agree with you; I don't disagree that you had 

to create such an agency. There is a need for New Jersey Transit; 

however, what l'm saying is, there is a need for private industry. 
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SENATOR GAGLIANO: Senator Hurley calls this "The fourth of 

July speech," by the way. (laughter) 

MR. BENOIT: Senator Hurley, what county do you live in? 

I'll move there. 
SENATOR HURLEY: . We live in Cumberland County, and it's 

pretty hard to find a bus. 
MR. BENOIT: Well, I live in Warren County; I'll pick you up 

the next time I come~ 

SENATOR RAND: It's pretty hard- to find any means of 

communication down there, isn't that right? (no response) 

·SENATOR GAGLIANO: We appreciate your being here. You made 

one other comment with respect to the operation of buses on Route 9 --

.New York Keansburg, Route 9 to downtown. You said that has been 

expanded substantially. 
MR. BENOIT: Yes, to 20 buses, I understand~ That is what 

they tell me. 
SENATOR GAGLIANO: You also said that New Jersey Transit had 

been doing it for years. 

MR. BENOIT: They had the route. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I picked that up. They hadn't been doing 

it for a year. They hadn't been. 1 don't think it was a year -- maybe 

a little over a year-- My experts here- can tell me. 

MR. BENOIT: Then why did they· fight· so vigorously to keep 

New York Keansburg off? 
SENATOR GAGLIANO: . . That is a different issue; 1 don't know. 

I'm just saying--
MR. BENOIT: They must have felt it was important to them; 

they were in 6ourt. 
SENATOR GAGLIANO: No, no. The only thing I wanted to do was 

correct that New Jersey Transit had been operating there for years. 
. . 

They had been operating for a while, and they gave up to you what I 

believe was a. perfectly lucrative situation. They gave away the wrong 

thing, but that is beside the point. Just so we all understand--

MR •. BENOIT: (interrupting) What you're saying is exactly 

what I have been ·saying, "They don't know how to operate ·a bus .· 

company." (laughter) 
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SENATOR GAGLIANO:· Since that is my district, I am somewhat 

familiar with it. I found out after the fact what happened. 

MR. BENOIT: May I just make one more comment? Mr. Premo 

referred to coordinating schedules. We have one bus company in Newark 

which would like to coordinate with them. We have written letters, but 

apparently they are someplace at the bottom of the pile. Would you be 

good enough to ask them to reply to my letter sometime? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: What is the company you represent? 

MR. BENOIT: The company is 25 Springfield Avenue. All we 

want to do is work with them, and coordinate our schedules with them. 

Avenue? 

respond. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: That is the name of it -- 25 Springfield 

MR. BENOIT: Yes, it's four individual buses. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: It's on the record. Mr. Premo may 

MR. BENOIT: I'm sure I will get a letter. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you, Mr. Bendit. 

MR. BENOIT: It's always a pleasure. 

SENATOR RAND: Mr. Louis 0' Brien, Monmouth County 

Transportation Coordinating Committee. Good afternoon, Mr. O'Brien. 

LOUIS J. O'~RIEN, JRo: Good afternoon, Senator. Several years ago, I 

was against the bill setting up New Jersey Transit Corporation because 

I was afraid there would be a shortage of operating funds. 

There has b~en a short age of operating funds, and the result 

has been some rather large fare increases, especially for long distance . 

commuters. This has resulted in many commuters turning to car pools · 

and van pools. 

In order to perform the job they were charged with, New 

Jersey Transit has hi red many competent people in their headquarters. 

There will be a continuing need for operating subsidies to fund this 

headquarters, but there is still no source of stable funds for 

operations. 

Without the formation of New Jersey Transit, however, there 

probably would have been. a collapse of mass tr~nsit in New Jersey. 

They successfully took over Transport of New Jersey and several other 

bus lines, and they also took over ConRail passenger operations. 
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Although · ther·e are many Jersey Cruiser buses on the road, 

there are also some older buses still being used in commuter 

operations~ There is also a restriction, i~ ·that buses purchased· with 

Port Authority funds cannot be used south of Lakewood. There is an 

hourly departure from New York to Atlantic City via Route 9. ·The 

Jersey Cruisers cannot be used oil a route such as this, nor on any 

routes in South Jersey. This particular route serves as a commuter 

route bringing workers from Ocean County to work in Atlantic City. The 

Governor's Trust Fund proposal, if adopted, should provide a source of 

~apital funds for New Jersey Transit. 

Reasonable fares, convenient routes· and schedules, and good 

equipment are the ingredients of a successful mass transit system. 

Reasonable fares, as I just mentioned, will constantly depend on State 

funding, and a stable source ·for this funding should.be established. 

Convenient routes and schedules have kept New Jersey 

Transit's headquarters staff busy. This is a good sign. Delays en 

route, however, hurt schedules and cause co~muters to seek alternate 

transportation. 

The Turnpike Authority has a bus toll lane at Exit 16 in the 

morning, and they have opened an extra tollbooth at 16 South in the 

evening. However, buses . heading north from the Tunnel onto the 

turnpike back up some evenings, causing delays on all traffic coming 

from the Tunnel. At Exit ·11, last Wednesday night, it took our bus six 

minutes to get through the toll plaza; and last Thursday night, it took: ·· 

eight and a half minutes. I might add that Friday night it was like a 

Friday night during the summer. We were backed onto the main roadway, 

and it took 13 minutes to get through the toll plaza. At the Raritan 

toll plaza on the Parkway, heavy rush hour bu$ traffic war~ants some 

improvements to speed the · flow of buses; however, the New Jersey 

Highway Authority.has done nothing significant. 

Working through New Jersey Transit's Route 9 Commuter· 

Advisory Board, the Central New Jersey Transportation Board has 

suggested improvements to these ·Authorities. We now ask that this 

Committee renew its support of mass transit by supporting the two 

resolutions introduced by Sehator Gagliano. 
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New Jersey Transit proved- ·it could. ··work w'ith · private bus 

companies when it recently worked o:uf ah agreerrrent on bus allocation 

and route structure with a company serving Monmouth County. 

Unfortunately, there was no commuter input on the 'agreement, and some 

Route 9 commuters are still upset at th~ final ter~s of that agreement. 

Atlantic City has created a· proli fer at ion of both interstate 

and intrastate bus routes. These bus routes have been. receiving 

to examine the automatic approval, and perhaps the time has come 

situation. New Jersey Transit runs at least one bu~ an hour down Route 

9 to Atlantic City~ Other bus companies, using. better equipment, make 

regular pickups at the same stops New Jersey Transit uses, or a short 

distance from the New· Jersey Transit. routes. New Jersey subsidizes New 

Jersey Transit, then approves routes which take passengers from New 

Jersey Transit. I 1m sure the same situation has developed in other 

areas with other bus companies. Counties such as Monmouth receive 

financial assistance to publish transportation guides. How can the 

. counties keep track of these regular routes to Atlantic City which are 

constantly being approved? 

I don't think there is destructive competition in New Jersey 

-- yet. However, established routes; whether they be New Jersey 

Transit's or a private carrier's, should be protected as long as they 

are being operated satisfactorily. Route approvals need better input · 

from the public, and this Committee should ensure that that is done. 

New Jersey Transit has proved itself. The New jersey 

Legisl~ture has p~oved in the past th~t it supports mass transit, and I 

ask that this Committee continue leading the Legislature in this 

support. 

I might add a couple of comments. I know Senator Gagliano 

was quite interested in the Seniot Citizen and Disabled Resident 

Transportation Act. Unfortunately, it is a little too early to comment 

on that. In Monmouth County; we have scheduled a meeting of a task 

force tomorrow night, to see how we can implement this there. Mr. 

Rukin mentioned being an endangered species. I doubt very seriously if 

Mr. Rukin, Mr. Faillace, or Mr. Lovito would allow any of their bus 

companies to become an endangered· species. They · use these charter 
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operations to offset their passenger service ~~d to keep their fares in 

1 ine. . I don't see any reason --. if my fare can be kept low by . a 

charter bperation -- why New Jersey Transit shouldn't b~ .allowed 

charter operations. Thank you. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you very much, Mr. O'Brien. There are 

two things I wanted to tell you. You bring up a very interesting point 

about the buses that can't go 75 miles south of the Port Authority. In 

the original legislation, there was $119 million provided for ~he same 

type of buses in South Jersey. We are going to be asking New Jersey 

Transit for an accounting of that $119 million -- which was in the 1979 

bond issue, and in the enabling legislation of 1980, I believe it was 

-- how it was used, and where those buses are. So, we can ·assure you 

that the same treatment is going to South Jersey as · went to North 

Jersey. I can assure you that Senator Gagliano's resolutions wi 11 be 

passed at the next formf:il meeting of the Committee. I want to tell you 

that the Authorities were there, and they ~re beginning to take some· 

corrective action. Still and all, with all their input -- and we are 

very appreciative of their · input -- we are going to release Senator 

... Gagliano's resolutions. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I thought we were going to release them 

today. 

SENATOR RAND: Can we release them today? 

DR. MANOOGIAN: There· is no formal meeting scheduled; there 

is just a public hearing s~heduled. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I asked that this be on the agenda, 

remember? 

DR. MANOOGIAN: I understand, yes. 

SENATOR RAND: We will see if we can sign them in. Senator 

Gagliano? 
. . 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I appr~ciate Lou O'~rien being here. Lou 

has been a constant source of support of transit for many, many years. 

He is a rreehold Borough resident,· and a former Councilman. I think, . 

Lou, that you're right. The problems of the Turnpike and the Parkway 

are now going to get worse and worse, as you said, as we get toward 

summer. Something . has to be done, so I f3Sked the Chairman and the 
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Cpmmittee Aide if we could consider my resolutions today. Then, of 

course, we won't be in session for awhile, but I think we are still 

getting the message across to the Parkway and the Turnpike that this is 

extremely important to us, and that they have to do something to help 

get those buses through there more quickly. Thank you. 

MR. O'BRIEN: Thank you. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you v~ry much, Mr. O'Brieh. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: When you mentioned South Jersey, you 

struck a cord on each side of me. 

SENATOR RAND: Did Mr. Bendit leave? 

FROM AUDIENCE: Yes, he did leave. 

SENATOR RAND: Well, since his remarks about sending Mr. 

Premo a letter and not receiving a response are on the record, I would 

like to say for the record that the letter was received on December 5, 

1983, and Mr. Premo responded with a two-page letter on December 16, 

1983. We are not here to refute charges, but I think it ought to be 

made part of the record. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Well, Mr. Bendit was a little loose with 

his fourth of July speech. I noticed that, and I think others did 

also, but I corrected him. 

. SENATOR RAND: Well, if we see some glaring errors, Senator 

Gagliano, at least let's make them part of the record, although we are 

not having a debate here, nor. are we refuting any testimony. 

May we· have Mr. Jack Sadow, Vice Chairman ·of the Central New 

Jer~ey Transportation Board. · Good afternoon. 

JACK SADOW: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of 

the Committee. I am here today to testify for Senate Joint Resolutions 

9 and 10 and, at the risk of being repetitious, I would like to enter 

into the record some of the comments which I made at the last meeting. 

First, these resolutions benefit everyone. They do not cost 

lhe taxpayers anything; they do not cost the State anything. More · 

important than the cost -- or just as important as the cost -- for an 

individual who· is a commuter or traveler using the Parkway, the 

Turnpike, and the major highway arteries is, if . that individual has a 
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choice of either taking a bus or using his own v~hicle, and if there is 

preferential treatment shown to the mass transit system and this State 

·is ·attempting . to work that system effectively·, ~ f that individual 

chooses to use mass transit, with its preferential treatment, he now 

reduces the total number of vehicles going through that major artery. 

This now benefits those individuals who have absolutely no choice but 

must use their cars. So, it benefits commuters, travelers, and anyone 

using either mass transit or their own personal vehicles. 

The Central New Jersey Transportation Board considers these 

Resolutions, both 9 and 10, bipartisan resolutions. Our Central New 

Jersey Transportatio~ ~oard, with its eight-member municipalities, 

which include Old Bridge, Manalapan, Marlboro, Freehold Borough, 

Freehold Township, Howell, Jackson, and Lakewood, has endorsed the 

resolutions. 

The Route 9 Commuter Advisory Committee· has endorsed the 

resolutions. The Monmouth County Transportation toordiriating 

Committee, by fdrmal resolution, has endorsed the resolutions. 

Both Middlesex and Ocean Counties' Transportation Committees have 

supported the resolutions. You have heard from the New Jersey Transit 

Corporation, and I know the Commissioner himself has endorsed the 

resolutions. 

At the last meeting, there was a statement provided by·. the 

New Jersey Highway Authority's Operations Manager, which was read into 

the minutes. It indicated that buses were 1% of the total amount of 
vehicles going through, as a specific example, the Raritan toll plaza. 

This was not justified to provide preferential treatment. The pol.nt 

made at that meeting was that 1% of the total number of vehicles moving 

through that tollbooth during rush hour, accounts for the movement of 

dve~ 6,000 commuters. It has been extremely difficult over these eight 

·years to try to emphasize, and to have both the Turnpike and the 

Parkway accept, in concept, their obligations and responsibilities to 

the movement of people, not just to counting _vehicles. It is· a habit. 

they have always had. They always report everything by vehicle count, 

not the number of people they are attempting to move in our 

transportation system. 
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For eight years now, w~ have repeatedly requested both the 

Highway Authority and the Parkway to show preferential treatment and 

support the mass transit system. We have not been successful. Again, 

at the last meeting, they brought up a speci fie situation at the 

Raritan toll plaza, where the capacity ratio is now 99%. Going back a 

yea~, two, three, five years ago, we urged that they show preferential 

treatment. It could have been done at that point; it was not. 

Gentlemen, members of the Committee, at this point, if you have already 

reached 99% of your capacity through tollgates -~ we do not have the 

time or the luxury to wait for them to build additional tollgates to 

move that traffic.. It would appear that an approach would be to get 

more people to use mass transit and reduce the number of vehicles -

the total number of vehicles -- which have to go through. That, to me, 

sounds like the proper, or one majot solution. 

The purpose of the joint resolutions, the basic reason they . 

were requested, was to have both the Highway Authority and the Parkway 

accept what we think are their responsibilities and their obligations 

to the State's mass transportation effort. Going into Monmouth, Ocean, 

and Middlesex Counties, if we approach a gridlock condition -- 99~o -

if vehicles do not move, then the growth and the development of this 

part of the State .is in danger. ·That is a major north-south artery. 

It is absolutely necessary for the Authorities to realize this, and 

to become part of the mass transit family, and accept their 

responsibilities to help move large numbers of people between two 

specific points as quickly as possible, witho~t always providing 
statistical information which gives us . vehicle count. 

The resolutions do not direct any specific procedures. They 

are extremely general. We look forward to the professional staffs . of 

both Authorities, with their expertise, to systematically develop the 

preferential treatment. No one is telling them to go out and provide 

preferential treatment for two hours on the first Monday morning, but 

they can certainly start on a Tuesday for five or ten minutes, evaluate 

it, and continue to improve the program. They should publicize the 

program so people will know that if they are on a bus, they may be able 

to save as much as 20 minutes to 45 minutes round trip that day. 
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Again, repeating, it does not tell them how to do it; it 

gives them complete freedom to use their professional expertise to 

develop the program themselves. All we ate looking for is that they 

both acknowledge and accept that they have an obligation, and that they 

have a responsibility to move large numbers of people quickly. For 

eight years, they have refused to accept their. commitment to dedication 

and preferential movement of mass transit vehicles. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the "committee. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you very much, Mr. Sadow. Your comments 

struck a responsive cord at the last Committee meeting, and I'm sure-

Again, let me repeat; Senator Gagliano's resolutions will be released 

by Committee. 

MR. SADOW: Fine. May I just say very briefly, sir-- L~st 

week when reading the New York Times, I picked up a page and looked at 

it. It -sure as heck looked like the approaches to the Lincoln Tunnel. 

J started ·to read it .and it said, "Bumper to bumper rush hour traffic 

in Houston, Texas." The artie le here (Mr. Sad ow holds up newspaper 

clipping) compares Houston and Dallas. Throughout the article, there 

are many features about one .being committed to a mass transit system, 

and the other letting it just happen. One of the items here, and I'm 

quoting, says, "Now the direction is, how can we best utilize existing 

transportation corridors?" As soon as I read that I said, "My God, the 

two major Authorities ih the State have still not become part of the 

mass transportation syslem." At the very end of the article, the 

Chairman of the Dallas Area Rapid Transit Campaign said, "There is a 

strong emotion .here. It is not just going to happen to us." 

Unfortunately, for eight years it hasn't · happened. We are going to 

make it happen. 

Gentlemen, I appreciate your comments concerning the 

resolutions coming up, and we look to the Committee to make it happen 

for the benefit of the mass transit system in the State; ahd- for the 

taxpayers of the State of New Jersey~ 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you ver~ much, Mr. Sadow. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Thank you, Jack. 

SENATOR RAND: Judge Labrecque. Good afternoon, Judge. It's 

nice to see you. 
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.. THEODORE J. LABRECQUE: Mr. Chairman and Senators, it is a delight to 

be here. I'm just glad that you're not tired of hearing from me. 

My name is Theodore J. Labrecque. I reside in Little 

Silver. Upon my retirement from the New Jersey Superior·Court in 1973, 

the Chairman of our Planning Board and the Director of our Board of 

Freeholders informed me that I had volunteered to serve on the 

Transportation Committee. I have been a voluntee~ ever since. I have 

done it because I have been interested in transportation for the 

greater part of my career. I was associated .with Triangle Bus Company, 

one of Monmouth Coun.ty 's first bus companies, during the time that I 

was attending law school. For those of you who do not remember the 

Triangle Bus Company, I can only say that today's bus Route 4 of 

Borough Buses was our first route. It is still being subsidized,. and 

is still running very nicely, thank you. So, we think we started 

something good. 

Subsequent to my admission to the bar, I represented clients 

before the New Jersey Public Utili ties Commission, and later, when the 

Motor Carrier Act was passed, before the Interstate Commerce 

Commission. I have also worked with bus and rail carriers in planning 

and setting .up substitute bus service where traffic was insufficient to 

permit the maintenance or rail service. 

Before my appointment to the New Jersey Superior Court, I 

served for 14 years on the Division of Tax Appeals. During this time, 

I had the benefit of a ringside seat on the problems of New Jersey's 

bus and rail carriers. From that point, it was easy to see that the. 

erosion of passenger traffic on both rail and bus lines was not 

primarily due to poor service, but was due to what we now concede and 

realize was a love affair between New Jersey residents and the 

automobile. Thi$ explanation of the trend gave us little, if any, 

concern at the time, because we thought we were facing no more than a 

harmless national phenomenon which would go away eventually. We waited 

for it to go away, but it didn't. When the fuel shortage of 10 years 

ago suddenly came on, we found out what had happened to our 

tr~nsportation system. 
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Since that time, we have been frantically trying to ·reverse 

. the trend and bring our system back on line. To prevent the further 

erosioh of service, the bus and rail ~ubsidy systems were devised and 

· enacted. I am not going to describe them; you gentlemen know that in 

·the case of essential services, companies which were serious about 

continuing service were ·allocated buses. If this didn't do the trick, 

they could get a money subsidy to back it up. 

Unbiased observers are generally in . agreement that the bus 

subsidy law has accomplished its purpose, and has -been doing it all 

along. Without it, many lines would have beeQ closed down 10 years 

ago. Some of the most reliable private operators in the State have 

participated in the program and have since continued to furnish 

adequate and satisfactory service to the public. Without the program, 

counties such as my own County of Monmouth, would not only have lost 

most of their local bus service, but their highways would have been 

turned into a traffic shambles as a result of the excess traffic. 

The subsidy-program was not an insidious plot ta put private 

companies out of business. It was an effort to extend a helping hand 

to those companies which had previously been rendering good service and 

refused to be satisfied to deliver anything but the best. In each 

case, the operating carrier was ·encouraged to continue service under 

a subsidy. If a carrier was unwilling or unable to carry· on, DOT, 

through its then Commuter Operating Agency, sought to find a substitute 

carrier. Sometimes it was successful, and sometimes not. 

By the time New Jersey Transit was set up by the Legislature, 

the situation had deteriorated even further. Service by Transport of 

New Jersey, by far our largest carrier, was on the verge of collapse in 

many communities. New Jersey Transit was left with no alternative but 

to take over that operation. In a number of other instances after the 

TNJ takeover, New Jersey Transit had to assume more obligations. In a 

n~~ber of cases~ independent.subsidized carriers gave notice that they 

proposed to suspend service, l~aving New Jersey Transit to try to 

continue service. In my own county, Lincoln Transit, a 

long-established subsidized carrier, thus gave up the ghost. In the 

. Raritan Valley Corridor, Somerset Bus· Company -- owned by our friend 
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Mr. Knoll, whom we all respect' .. -"'" one of the pioneer· bus Jines in the 

State, suspended operations. ,The .fact that New-Jersey Transit was able 

to pick up the pieces and continue to give service, was a great tribute 

to the legislation which set it .. up in the first place. New Jersey 

Transit has not only met the challenge posed by the deterioration of 

private bus service, but it has responded to demands for increased and 

new services in many instances. 

As was readily apparent at the time, the passage of the law 

creating N~w Jersey Transit was the direct result of the failure of 

privately-furnished mass transportation in the State. From 1969 

onward, bus service in New Jersey was carried on, in many instances, by 

ancient and dirty equipment. Service had become infrequent on many 

lines, and due to the decreasing ridership which resulted, private 

operators were often forced -- most of the time against their will 

to abandon routes or to continually increase fares. It had been in 

response to the imminent cessation of services in a number ·of instances 

that the Legislature enacted Chapter 134 of ·the Laws of 1969, the bus 

subsidy law. But even this far-reaching step did hot do the trick. In 

spite of the public investment in capital and operating assistance 

during the 10-year period which followed, the private bus system of the 

State was unable to increase ridership, stabilize fares, or 

substantially improve service. By 1979, the. privately-operated bus 

system showed a decrease in ridership at a time when ridership 

nationally had increased by 1 H~. Also, at the same . time, financial 

assistance in the form of a subsidy which began at a half a million 

dollars ·in 1970, had risen to $49.9 million in 1978. Service was 

decreasing steadily and New Jersey's privately-operated bus· fleet, 

which had previously been one . of the best, was, by 1979, one of the 

oldest in the nation. 

New Jersey's answer -.- the only proper answer at the time 

was the enactment of the Public Transportation Act of 1979 setting up . 

. New Jersey Transit o Of course, the emergency which hastened this 

action was the threatened demise of Transport of New Jersey o It had 

been unable to stabilize fares, maintain service, or recapitalize its 

fleet. It beeame inevitable, in that . case at least, that the largest 
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private carrier in the ·state should pass into the public sector t., Lest 

we feel th~t this repre~~nts some failure on the part of New Jefsey, it 

is to be recalled that similar occurrences were taking place in almost 

every major American city at the same time. 

That New Jersey Transit has made significant progress since 

then, and has thus reflected credit upon the Legislature which created 

iti is readily observable to anyone familiar with current 

transportation trends. The bus fleet has been renewed, and today 88'~ 

of the buses operating in the State are owned by the public. Again, in 

my own County of Monmouth, service on the Route 9 Corr-idor, which 

former 1 y threatened to ignite a local revolution there -- as Senator 

Gagliano knows -- has been revitalized to the extent that the recent 

restructuring of routes on that Corridor received almost unanimous 

support from users. Restructuring -of routes to eliminate gaps and 

prevent overlapping has taken place in many areas of the State, and 

better connections between bus carriers and rail carriers have been 

worked out. In addition, ,bus shelters have been placed in strategic 

locations and the reliability and quality of bus service has definitely 

increased during the past three years. Ridership, in many instances, 

has been stabilized and,- in some cases, is actually beginning to 

increase. This result is especially encouraging in light of the 

economic decline, the fare increases which had to be put into effect, 

-and the recent drastic reductions in operating assistance from the 

Feqet~l government. Unquestionably, everyone admits that the quality 

of the bus ride has been tremendously improved. The public has seen 

this and is glad. Subsidized carriers, as well as New Jersey Transit, 

deserve credit for this improvement. 

The reasons for the success of New . Jersey Transit to date 

are not hard to find, gentlemen. Although some private bus carriers 

have grumbled at times, the basic fact remains that the legislative 

plan embodied in the 1979 statute has worked. It has work~d because it 

is a good plan, and has been carried out under the leadership of 

Commissioners of Transportation who refuse to be satisfied with 

anything but the best. The fact that four of the members of the New 

Jersey Transit Board are not connected with State government, but must 
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be appointed by the Governor· with the advice and consent of the Senate, 

has done much to inspire public confidence in the Agency. The creation 

of the two Advisory Committees representing North and South Jersey is 

also recognized as having contributed significantly to the success of 

the program. Through this device, New Jersey Transit has not been 

required to depend solely upon input from its paid staff. Members 

of the Advisory Boards are appointed from all parts of the State. 

Their familiarity with the State's transportation problems and their 

ready availability to listen to service complaints have been of great 

help. They were in a better position than most to verify that the 

allocation · of capital resources, such as . new buses, by New Jersey 

Transit to private carriers, was carried out in a fair and rational 

manner. While New Jersey Transit was, until recently, without the 

discretionary authority to deny buses· to a private carrier which 

practiced· destructive competition, or operated non-essential services, 

this situation has been cor~ected and the taxpayers of New Jersey are 

now assured that private carriers awarded State-owned equipment will 

not use it to compete unfairly against New Jersey Transit, or each 

other. In this way, the fiscal integrity of New Jersey Transit's bus 

operations and those of the subsidized carriers.is assured. 

Gentlemen, we have reached a stage·where existing private bus 

carriers appear to be doing quite well too. In my own County of 

Monmouth, while we are unable to secure volunteers to assure service on 

a local bus line which is about to be terminated -- and I am not 

complaining about this today -- the buses operating over the Garden 

State Parkway to Atlantic City · each day . seem to outnumber even the 

stars. I'm surprised that lawyers represent these bus lines. It seems 

to me that if those lawyers were smart, they would go into the bus 

business, becaUse it doesn't seem to take very much. I received a 

letter the other day with reference to one ·of the applications for 

service, and it said that the principal office of the company was Post 

Office Box. B, in a post office which 1 won't mention. But, in any 

event, everybody seems to be getting in on the act. We must remember, 

however, that many of New Jersey Transit's operating and charter 

rights, derived from Transport of New Jersey, are upwards of 40 years 

old, and some even predate the passage of the Motor Carrier Act itself. 
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New Jersey Transit has continued, · and should continue, to 

carry out its commitment to upgrade the overall State bus fleet. This 

will promote economy and decrease costs to private carriers in the long .• 
run. New Jersey Transit should continue to promote its own services 

and, where appropriate, general tr~nsportation services. The ideal 

would be for New Jers~y ·Transit and the private carriers to join 

together in funding a general promotional program for the State. 

Regular route services, regardless of the operator, insofar as they 

apply to taxes, registration fees, and operating assistance, should be 

treated equally. Subsidy payments should be limited to those ca.rriers 

which operate essential serv~ces and require financial assistance to 

maintain such services. Finally, New Jersey Tr~nsit, which represents 

the taxpayers of the State, should never be. deprived of the right to 

deny ~tate-owned buses to private carriers which compete destructively 

with it. This protection is due the taxpayers of the State, and they 

should not be deprived of ._it. 

In su~mary, it is my considered opinion that the passage of 

the New Jersey Public Transportation Act of 1979 creating New Jersey 

Transit, was a· wise and timely piece of legislation, which has served 

the State well. The checks and balances built into the legislation_ by 

those responsible. for its enactment have ensured fait ness to the State, 

to the traveling public, to the private carriers, and to the 

taxpayers. New Jersey Transit's accountability is assured- by the fact 
! 

that _ a majority of its Board is independent, and its business is 

conducted in public and always subject to the Sunshine law. We are not 

dealing with Jerry Premo; he is not New Jersey Transit. New Jersey 

Transit is_ composed of its Board. We meet once a month, at least, up 

in Newark, or wherever they sit, . and we can bring our problems out 

therei Matters coming before the Board are subject to scrutiny by the 

two independent Advisory Committees on behalf of the public, . and 

final! y, the actions of the Board are without force untii its minutes 

are approved by the Governor of the State. 

Its track record in the courts has been good. · The law has 

-worked out well indeed. I urge that- we do not tinker with it at this 

time. 
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SENATOR RAND: Judge, "thank you very much for your 

testimony. It is always a delight to he~r from you, and we ~ppreciate 

your being here today. 

We will take a recess now, and will meet in exactly 35 

minutes, at a quarter to two. This h~aring is adjourned until that 

time. 

(RECESS) 

AFTER RECESS 

SENATOR RAND1 May we have Mr. Ian Jerome• Executive Director 

of the Atlantic County Tra~sportati6n Authority •. Good afternoon. 

IAN JEROME: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. I would like to restrict my 

comments today to the area of the ACT A Bus Management Program. The 

Atlantic County Transportation Authority has a program to re.gulate the 
i 

flow and movement of buses, primarily casino-destined buses in Atlantic 

County • There are some other areas I·· think are germane to the agenda 

today, but most of. those I will defer to Assistant Commissioner 

Crawford and his comments on the progress of the task force. 

When ACTA was created four years ago, we identified the 

influx of casino buses as the major area requiring management. As a 

result, we placed that as our first and highest priority. To give you 

an indication of the magnitude of that market as it currently exists, 

in 1983, Atlantic City received approximately 26.5 million visitors, 

ranking it as the primary ~ecreational destination in the United 

States. The compositirin of that visitor traffic was as follows: 

Approximately 54~~ arrived by automobile. It is interesting 

to compare that to the pre-gambling 1977 figures, where approximate! y 

92~~ of the people coming to Atlantic City came by automobile. lhere 

has been a dramatic percentage reduction in 'the portion of visitor 

traffic that uses automobiles. 

Forty-four percent of the visitors arrived by bus, 

predominantly private carriers, as has been mentioned several times 

today. That is a mixture of line buses and charter buses, there being 
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more line than charter. The . rema~n~ng portion of visitor traffic,_ 

about 2%, is the recent addition of those being carried by aviation. 

This is a relatively rapid growth are·a on a percentage-wise basis, 

alth~ugh not on a total visitor basis. 

In 1977, approximate! y 7, 000 buses came to Atlantic City; in 

1983, we had somewhere around 350,000 buses, with nine casinos. We are 

on the verge of opening a tenth casino later this spring, and there are 

several additional casinos to follow. So, in summary, the market for 

buses is very aggressive~ It does not seem to have reached an 

equilibrium point, and we expect that as additional casinos develop, it 

will continue to increase, as it has done • 

. Those 350,000 buses average about 1,000 buses a day. On peak 

days, that number will be in the area of 1,300 to 1,400 buses. That is 

comprised of over 500 different carriers, so we have a great diversity 

in the market. The econo~ic health of Atlantic City, therefore, as we 

have known it over the last five or six years, is ~ritically dependent 

upon the bus industry and, without what has been described as a 

revolution in the private bus industry to Atlantic City, I think the 

·ability to bring visitors, and the ability .to have an aggressive 

economy with all the benefits for additional spin-off programs, would 

have been much less. 

However, we have problems. I will briefly state those, 

although this Committee is very . familiar with the problems, as you 

dealt with them very closely· last . year. There are problems with 

congestion. The number of. buses on a . daily basis is equivalent to 

about half the total New Jersey Transit fleet flowing through the 

streets of Atlantic City, which is a small town -- a barrier island 

town· -- of 38,000 people~ Half of the N~w J~rsey Transit fleet flows 

through those streets four times a day, in to unload, out to park, back 

in to load, and out again -- four trips. So, you have, in total, twice 

the New Jersey Transit fleet on an average daily basis negotiating the 

narrow streets of Atlantic City. Congestion has been a severe problem, 

and one that has had a very severe ~ffect upon local residential areas 

to the point where, in the summer of 1982, there were sever~! ca~es of 

civil disturbance. The Commissioner of the Department · of 
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Transportation was brought· in to arbitrate some of those issues, and 

the City attempted to close streets to bus traffic and ban bus 

movements in certain portions of the· town. It was at that time, with 

the Commissioner's assistance, that we attempted to take a more 

comprehensive approach and develop a casino Bus Management Program 

which would address all streets ~nd all ~reas of the county. 

In . addition to that, there have been problems with bus 

parking, prol i fer at ion of small sur face lots, and the use of accessory 

parking facilities at diners and motels throughout the county, which 

generated severe traffic and safety problems in those areas. 

Now, the solutions. In 1982, -ACT A developed and inst.ltuted a 

voluntary Bus Management Program with the casinos, which was funded by 

the casinos. In large part, 'that was successful, but the conclusion 

was that there was a need for wider regulation to control the movement 

of buses throughout the county, where the jurisdiction of the casinos 

ended~ · Approximately a year ago, this Senate Committee held a hearing 

in Atlantic City on the issue of casino buses. As a result of that 

hearing and the comments received, legislation was drafted_ which was 

passed· in July of last year. In August, ACTA initiated, under 

· emergency powers, the ACTA Bus Management Program. Essentially that 

Program establishes designated routes buses ~ust travel oh. It 

establishes and requires various casinos to participate, and to 

intercept programs where the buses are staged before handling at the 

casino site. Staging is dependent upon avai 1 able casino capacity. 

That has been very successful in reducing the impact on city streets. 

· It has also involved the regulation of eligible bus parking sites, and 

we have been able to work with communities within the county to 

eliminate some of the problematic parking areas~ 

Included in bhe Bus Management Program is a schedule of 

fines. There is a fee attached to buses entering Atlantic City of one 

dollar a bus. This money goes toward the cost of running the Program. 

As a result of -this Bus Manage~ent Program, which has been in eff~ct, 

as I say, since August of last year, I think we have seen a marked 

improvement in the on-street handling of buses. As a result, I think 

we have had ·essentially fewer complaints this year, with dramatically 
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more buses than we had ·in 1982, ·when there were numerous complaints 

bordering on civil disorder~ 

I think in summary, dealing with ·the Program, I would like to 

report it as a success. It is enforced by the municipalities. The . 

city police departments in Atlantic County have been extremely 

cooperative in ensuring enforcement. Primary -_among those 

municipalities has been Atlantic City, where there has been a very 

strong ~ooperative effort which has resulted in, I would say, 

substantial compliance by the bus companies of the adopted regulations. 

I think this Bus Management Program, working as it does 

jointly with the private. sector operators and New Jersey Transit as a 

carrier to Atlantic City, is an example that I would. hold forward as a 

success story, where ·public regulation and private enterprise can be 

brought together. We feel it is a necessary regulatory program, and 

one th~t assures the continued vitality of the bus industry in Atl~ntit 

City. In effect, we have been able to add to the capacity of that town 

to handle buses, and I think that i~ to everyone's benefit. It meets 

our objective of encouraging mass transportation; it encourages a wider 

market area for bus carriers; and, it ensures that the casinos are able 

·to. do business in a more efficient way, with high volumes of people, 

than they were doing two years ago. 

In summary, I think this is ari example of how to work with 

private carriers. Currently, we have a propo~al underway with ACBOA to 

enter ihto a coorperative effort to establish permanent sites for 

casino bus parking, where ACTA may, in effect, transfer our operation 

in bus parking to the bus owners. That is a story I would like to 

repor~ on further; hopefully it will be a success story. 

In addition tothat, ACTA is directly involved in a number of 

other areas in the county. with New Jersey Transit and the New Jersey 

Department of Transportation dealing with rail development, commuter 

stations, service~ rationalization on the Atlantic City Transportation 

Company, and negotations.regarding Atlantic City airports. 

That concludes my presentation. I would be glad to answer 

any questions you may have.· 
1:, 

SENATOR RAND: · Thank you very much, Mr. Jerome~ Senator 

Gagliano? 
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SENATOR GAGLIANO: We can't take a lot of time now; we could 

spend the day talking about the Atl~ntic City Transportation Company. 

Are you satisfied that the system is working, based on la,st year's 

legislation? 

MR. JEROME: I think it has been extremely successful. We're 

getting the revenue we had anticipated, and I think the Program has 

been accepted by all parties. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: In your op~n.1on, have the negotiations 

which have taken place between New Jersey Transit and the private 

carriers been reasonable? Do you have any complaints that New Jersey 

·Transit is overbearing, or anything like that? 

MR. JEROME: Speaking purely from our experience in Atlantic 

County, we have had nothing but support from New Jersey Transit in 

participating in the Program and paying the fee. I think that resolves 

some of the problems the private carriers saw in the b~ginning. Soj I 

would say that from our perspective, the members of New Jersey Transit 

who have been involved with us have been very cooperative. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Thank you. 

SENATOR RAND: I have two questions, Mr. Jerome. Number one, 

has there been a reduction in parking . lots· for buses in Atlantic City 

proper?. 

MR. JERO~E: Yes, there has, Senator. The City of Absecon is 

a good example, where there were somewhere in the are~ of about 16 or 

17 small lots attached to motels and similar land uses. Today, there 

are -- as I understand it -- no bus parking facilities in the City of 

Absecon. 

because of 

will go. to 

There has 

properties 

higher arid 

been some. attrition in the Atlantic City lots· 

going to higher and bett~r use. A number of them 

better use in the next year -- two major lots -

and I think the proliferation of small lots throughout the county has 

become a thing of the·past. 

SENATOR RAND: Which is what we anticipated in Atlantic City 

itself-. 

MR. JEROME: ·That is correct. 

SENATOR RAND: The second question is, is there a p.oint down 

the road ·-- and I saw one of the projections for about 50 million 
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visitors by 1990-- Is there a projection as to when we will reach a 

saturation point on how many buses we are going to allow. into Atlan~ic 

City? 

MR. JEROME: We have not projected that point, ·Senator; 

however, I think in the future there may be a need to look at 

distributing peak bus traffic a little bit more efficiently thah 

current 1 y happens. The numbers I described 1, 300 and 1 , 400 buses a 

. day -- go along with substantial arrival and departure peaks, the 

majority occurring within a two-hour period on both arrivals and· 

departures. We would be looking, I think, if we reached that level of 

bus activity, at encouraging buses to arrive and depart outside the 

peak hours. We are currently in negotiation with ACBOA and their 

representatives about how effectively and legally that might happen, 

with various incentives and devices to encourage the spreading of bus 

arrivals and departures. With that spreading, I think we can 

accommodate the traffic in the foreseeable future. But, clearly there 

are peak-hour capacity constraints on the highways into and through 

Atlantic City. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you very much, Mr. Jerome. May we have 

Mr. Irvin McFarland, State Legislative Director, United transportation 

Union. Good afternoon, Mr. McFarland. 

IRVIN McfARLAND: Good afternoon, Senators. My. name· is Irvin 

McF ar lc:md • I am the State Legislative Director of the United . 

Transportation Union, with offices located at 375 West State Street, 

Trenton; New Jersey. The metnber~hip of our organization consists of 

enginemen, conductors, trainmen, bus drivers, mechanics; and ticket 

agent personnel emplo~ed·· by Amtrak, ConRail, and New Jersey . Transit 

Corporation. 

My remarks will be directed to Senate Bill No. 3137, enacted 

July 17, 1979, which. was an Act creating a public· corporation within 

the Department of· Transportation· to be known as the "New Jersey Public 

Transportation Act of 1979," by which ·authority created ·New Jersey 

Transit Corporation. 
Th~ United Transportation Union was ~upportive of this 

. . . . 

legislation after the inclusion o.f labor-protective conditions for. 
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employees who are adversely affected by the acquisition by purchase, 

condemnation, lease, gift, or other~ise . by New Jersey Transit 

Corporation for providing public transportation services •. 

For mer Commissioner Louis J. Gambaccini, New. Jersey 

Department · of Transportation, testified before the Senate 

Transportation and Communications Committee on Senate Bill No. 3137 on 

March 28, 1979, stating, arid. 1 quote: "T~e key element of the public 

transit corporation is the authority to acquire a private carrier when 

. it is in the best interest of the public, and either operate the 

service directly or through contracts with private professional tr~nsit 

managers." 

During the questioning of Commissioner Gambaccini by members . 

of the Senate Committee, a question was asked concerning whether or .not 

5.;..3137 would create an. uncontrollable giant with the power and 

authority to· squeeze· the independent bus operators out of business. 

Commissioner Gambaccini responded to the question by stating 

it was his position that he would encourage private enterprise and, if 

necessary, continue to offer subsidy to operators who were providing an 

·efficient and effective servic·e, and he would not use S-3137 to force. 

· operators out of business. 

However, this was not the case with Lincoln Transit Company 

and Lincoln Terminal Company of Lakewood and·Atlantic Cityi New Jersey. 

The management of Lincoln Transit Company met with the local 

representatives of the United Transportation Union on February 21, 

1983, advising them at the close. of ·business on February 25, 1983 

Lincoln Transit Co~p~ny was going to file for bankruptcy and ter~inate 

all services. 

The reasons given for declaring bankruplcy were .that they 

had exhausted their cash flow, and were not eligible .for monthly 

~ubsidy p~yments until March, 1983. 

It is only fair to give you some background information 

concerning the operation of Lincoln Transit. 

Lincoln Transit was paid a subsidy by New Jersey Transit for 

. the. months of June,· July, August, and September, 1982, when in fact, 

the records revealed ·they wet.e · making a profit due to the su~mer 
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increase in ridership; therefore, New Jersey Transit withheld the 

subsidy payments for ·the ·months of November and December, 1982, .and 

·January ~and February, 1983, at a time when Lincoln Transit was losing 

money. 

Lincoln Transit and New Jersey Transit operated jotnt service 

on the Route 9 Corridor, and neither operator was supposed to have a 

competitive edge; however, commencing in the fall of 1982, New Jersey 

Transit began to operate brand~new MCI buses on the Route 9 Corridor, 

while Lincoln Transit continued to operate very old buses. 

I spoke to the officials of New Jersey Transit regarding the 

delivery of new MCI bu$es to Lincoln Transit, and was informed they 

would receive 23 buses before Christmas, 1982; obviously, they were 

never delivered. 

Lincoln Transit folded on the ev~ning of February 25, 1983, 

and on the morning of February 26, 1983, New Jersey Tran~it hired 23 of 

our members to drive t~ose brand-new MCI buses -- which were promised 

·to Lincoln Transit ;..._ from Ferry Street, Newark, to Lakewood for 

service ori the Route 9 Corridor, Monday, February 28~ 1983. 

Approximately 73 former Lincoln Transit drivers were giv~n 

employment as new employees· of New Jersey Transit, while the remaining 

109 employees. were declared unemployed. 

The 73 former Lincoln Transit drivers were denied their wage 

·rates, vacations, seniority, health and welfare benefits, life 

insurance, and pension benefits; while employees of two other bankrupt 

carriers; namely Somerset Bus Company and Trackless Transit, Inc., 

which ·~ere take~ over by New Jersey Transit, were rehired with 

seniority and all previous fringe benefits. 

I regard this· as a double standard of treatment; which must 

· be corrected by legislation. 

Lincoln Transit is not an isolated case. Manhattan Transit 

Company dec 1 a red bankruptcy in the fall of 1982, and their employees 

were not offered full employment opportunities by New Jersey Transit. 

They were hired in a similar manner to the method used in the Lincoln 

Transit ban~ruptcy, on a pick and ·choose basis, not necessarily by 

former seniority otdet' but as new employees with no. benefits. 
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In conclusion, t res'pect fully urge the members of the New 

Jersey Senate Transportation and Communications Committee to introduce· 

legislation amending S-3137 to include a standard of protection when a 

company declares bankruptcy and the routes and/or units of work are 

acquired by New Jersey Transit. 

Furthermore, the employees of bankrupt carriers must be 

offered the same employment opportunities as were afforded to the . 

employees of Somerset Bus Company and Trackless Transit, Inc. 

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before your 

Committee. 

SENATOR RAND: Sen~tor Gagliano? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Irvin, I'm sure you wouldn't have 

testified to it if it wasn't so, but ate you cleat on th~t? Were there 

t~o separate arrangemehts with respect to the takeovers of, fo~ 

ex~mple, Somerset and Lincoln Transit? Are you cle~r on that? 

MR. McfARLAND: I am only clear on Lincoln Transit. The 

information on Somerset is what I ·could gain from the newspaper, etc. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: From what you got out of it, are you 

saying you feel legislation is needed to .make sure there is an

even-handed approach? 

MR. McFARLAND: Yes. 

SENATOR GAGLIA~O: Somerset ~as taken over before -- quite a 

bit before -- Lincoln was, wasn't it? 

MR. McfARLAND: Yes. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Could it be that after · taking over 

Somerset, they realized they had made some mlstakes, or that they 

should have done it differently? 

MR. McFARLAND: I really can't answer that, Senator, but I 

can tell you the facts I have about Lincoln Transit in great depth. I 

happened to accompany our attorney, Robert Fagella, when he went over 

to take a deposition from Fred VanLoy. fred VanLoy was the General 

Manager of Lincoln Transit. Through cross-examination, while getting 

this deposition from the man, we asked him why he. just threw up his 

hands. He ·said that because of the four ·months' ·withdrawal of the 

subsidy payments, there was a crunch on his cash flow. We asked him, 
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·"Did you apply for an emergency application of subsidy money?" He 

said, "Yes, I did." But, he was denied. 

SENATOR RAND: Let me interrupt for a minute, Irvin. If he 

got paid for four months when he made a profit, why didn't he keep that 

money as a reserve? I mean, I am just trying to weigh-- Usually in 

business; if you have a profit picture, then you hold a reserve. Do 

you mean he got money above and beyond what he made in June' July' 

August, and September, due to the summer increase in ridership? I tak~ 

it this is a yearly occurrence. If that be the case, why didn't he put. 

a reserve away for those months that were off-peak? 

MR. McFARLAND: I think to answer that, ·We would have to talk 

about· the dollars and cents involveq. The subsidy program, as he. 

expressed it to us -- he was getting some $90,000 a month, which isn't 

a great deal of money. 

SENATOR RAND: That's $360,000 we're talking about. 

MR. McFARLAND: Yes, and that was withdrawn from him. The 

other factor involved, Senator, was that he had an old fleet of ·buses, 

. and he was constantly trying to repair them. 

SENATOR RAND: I accept that, but I am trying to zero in on 

two factors. The first factor-- What you're saying is, he went 

bankrupt because he did not get additional subsidies after he was paid 

subsidies for a foUr-month profit picture _...; for those particular four 

months? 

MR. McFARLAND: Right. 

SENATOR RAND: Why didn't he hold that in reserve? / 

MR. McFARLAND: Well, bec~use of the nature of the business. 

He was using. the money as fast as he made it to try to keep the plant 

together •. See, it wasn't a question-- He got the subsidy of $90,000~ 

·You're saying that if he had put it in the bank and saved it up for the 

bleak times~-

SENATOR RAND: 

rluring the four mohths 

that four-month period 

(interrupting) Well, if he made a profit 

June, July• August, and September, let's take 

if he made a profit, there is no reason to go 

into another. reserve fund. Normally, under good bu~ines~ practices, 

you would use that reserve fund to offset those months that you didn't 
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make any money. Now, what . he did then, evidently, was take those foLJr 

months when he was making a profit' and utilize the money at that 

time. See, I have no quarrel -- I may have a quarrel with New Jersey 

· .. Transit when they were supposed .·to fulfill a. contract of supplying 

buses, and I will come to that in a minute. But, I'm trying to dispel 

in my mind, once and fdr all, whether or not New Jersey Transit did the 

~ight thing. If they overpaid them on one hand, th~y had no right to 

pay them on the oth~r hand. Why didn't that company, if there were any 

fiscal people, utilize that money for the off -peak months? They· got 

over and above· a profit picture. 

head. 

I can't quite get that through my 

MR. McfARLAND: Well, neither could we after we 

cross-examined him, to be very honest with you. We were supposed to 

get the buses in December , 1982, and we didn't get them. Then New 

Jersey Transit sent him a contract for the 23 buses on January 1 o. We 

asked him, "Why didn't you sign the contract right away, if you were in 

such dire need of the buses?" He said, "Well, we had a meeting 

sometime between January 1 and January 10." Apparently the Board of 

Directors was in such a chaotic position they said, "Let the company 

·go." He didn't come· out directly· and say that, but that is what he 

intended. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Mr. Chairman, it was a lot more 

complicated than that. I'm sure Irvin is right that New Jersey Transit 

did not pay him, btit I think that whate~er profit he had was illusory, 

and not a profit that you could set ~side and. say, "We are going to 

keep this for the winter months." I think probably Mr •. Sadow and Mr. 

O'Brien could explain it even better. It was not well-operated as a 

company; it was having difficulties for years, not just then. So, 

even though technically they may have made a profit for- a few months, 

they were in very bad shape for a lorw period of time. 

SENATOR RAND:· Then, it's not fair to ·put the blame on New 

Jersey Transit. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I_ didn't say that.-_ 

SENATOR RAND: Well, that is what I'm tr;ying to clear up for 

the. record. . ·rt is not fair to say that New Jersey Transit was the 
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cause of them going bankrupt. The other problem is a separate issue - ... 

the employment of people. Again, as I say, we are not having any 

debates here; nor are we having anyone answer any of this, but I just 

wanted to clear that up in my own mind. Tt is being cleared Lip right 

now, by your telling me the comp~ny evidently had a longstanding 

problem. 

MR. Mer ARLAND: Well, to be perfect! y honest again, had they 

received the subsidy money, and the 23 buses, I don't know'how longthe 

company could h~ve lasted anyway. 

SENATOR RAND: But, they didM't deserve. the subsidy money. 

· MR. Mer ARLAND: Well, even if they had got ten an emergency 

subsidy--

. SENATOR RAND: Oh, okay. 

MR. McFARLAND~ (continuing) to keep them running for a 

couple more months, because as Senator Gagliano said --.and he is very 

familiar with that territory -- · the buses were very, very. old, and 

there was a constant need for repairs. As a matter of fact, after New 

Jersey Transit took. them over, or took the routes over, they didn't 

even take any of the equipment it was so bad. They just .left it there. 

SENATOR· RAND: But, Senator Gagliano, they were offered the 

_new buses -- is· that correct? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I presume so. 

SENATOR RAND: From what I understand. 

MR. McFARLAND: They were offered them, I believe, on 

January 10, 1983. The contract came for them to sign, and Mr. Van Loy, 

for one reason or another, decided the cash flow was ·so poor that · he 

wouldn't even attempt to sign the agreement. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I :think the o~ner of the company even had 

someone go after him· per13onally for the money. He chased him in his 

yard, and there was a problem there with the police. There was . a 

police problem where there was an attempted kidnappfhg or something, as 

I recall. 

loss of--

MR. McFARLAND: That's right; it was· a parts company. 

SENATOR·GAGLIANO: So, it was·much more serious than just the 
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SENATOR RAND: (interrupting) The hiring· of employees 

represents a very, very important question. We will be in touch with 

New Jersey Transit to find out exactly what happened. 

MR. McFARLAND: May I make another statement? 

SENATOR RAND~ Surely. 

MR. McFARLAND: I think the problem with S-3137 is that it is 

very loose with regard to acquisitions and leases. In a case like· 

this, New Jersey Transit told us, "We are not acquiring the company; 

. the company went out of business.'' And, this was true, but it 

certainly could have been acquired. As a matter of fact, they did take 

the Lincoln Terminal in Lakewood; they did acquire that. They did not . 

give those employees an opportunity for employment. They just let them 

.go. I think that is part of the law, as I read S-3137. 

So, what I'm saying through this ,Presentation is, there 

should be some type of legislation to interpret-- Whether it be units 

of work, or whatever ~t might be, if a human being is there and he is 

going to lose his job, some consideration should be given. 

SENATOR RAND: l don't support the Supreme Court decision 

that when a company goes bankrupt all the wages, benefits, and pensions 

· are lost. In fact, I think we just memorialized Congress to do 

something about that. Am I right, Senator Gagliano? (no response) 

So, I can understand your point, Irvin. Thank you very much. 

MR. McFARLAND: I appreciate th~t. Thank you. 

SENATOR RAND: Mr. James Lynch, Local 824, Amalgamated 

Transit Union. 

JAMES LYNCH: May I waive my time,. Senator? 

SENATOR RAND: Yes, sir. Messrs. William F. Smith and John 

Simonse from the New Jersey Highway Authority ate next on the witness 

list, but they have made their presentations by a written statements, 

which we will enter into the record. May we have . Mr. Bob· Dale, 

Director of Operations, New Jersey Turnpike Authority; and Mr. Herbert 

Olarsch, Senior Attor~ey, New Jersey Turnpike Authority? 

HERBERT Ol.ARSCH: Senator, · I am Herbert Olarsch, Senior Attorney, New 

Jersey Turnpike Authority. I think the main emphasis of our 

presentation concerns Senate ·Joint Resolutions 9 and 10, and Bob Dale, 
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Director of Operations, Who has previously testified, will continue his 

.testimony. 

Senator, I would like to briefly discuss Senate Resolution 4 

regarding ·the legal situation. The Turnpike Authority and . the New 

Jersey Highway Authority ha_ve joined together. regarding the legal 

problems involved -- or should I say the legal obstacles concerning the 

problem of free transit. I think .it is spelled out in my memo of 

January 27, which I have already filed with you specifically. The bond 

covenants and resolutions -- and I should say the legislation -- speak 

for themselves. I donit think I could eloquently dwell on the problems 

we are facing better than what is in the memorandum · filed by the 

Highway Authority and the Turnpike Authority. 

SENATOR RAND: Are you telling us we have a legal problem 

with the covenant on the bond? 

MR. OLARSCH: Oh, yes. 

SENATOR RAND: I can understand that. 

MR. OLARSCH: Of course, it has been pointed out that · the 

Turnpike Authority has already done something as far as commuter buses 

are concerned, because they have not raised their tolls since the 

institution of the toll program in 1952. The last. toll increases; as 

the Senator is aware, were in 1975 and 1980. There were rio increases 

for commuter buses. I just wanted to highlight that fact but, . of 

. course, it is already filec;l in the report. 

SENATOR RAND: New Jersey regains som~ of the profit from the 

Turnpike automatically under the legislation, is that correct? 

MR. OLARSCH: Under the 1964 legislation, in the event there 

are any surplus moneys as·. defined in the legislation, which are not 

necessary for its bond indentures or for operating, they revert to the 

Treasury of the Stat~ of New Jersey. 

SENATOR·RAND: Have we ever gotten that type of money before, 

or is this the first year? 

MR. OLARSCH: I think this is the first· year, . specifically, 

that it has met this requirement~ 

SENATOR RAND: Is there a limitation on the amount of money 

the State can get? 

·MR. OLAR'SCH: No, sir; whatever the surplus is. 
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SENATOR RAND: If. it's $20:million, we could get $20 ·million? 

MR. OLARSCH: Yes~ sir. 

·SENATOR RAND: Can _you tell me what the surplus was for 1983? 

MR.· OLARSCH: · I do not know the definitive figures right 

now. I know there was a surplus, and I think the Authority is in the 

process. of notifying the State, in accordance :.with the provisions of 

the statute. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Woulc;j this be basically the same money 

that the Governot would anticipate as p~rt of his program? 

MR. OLARSCH: No, I think it's less. I do not know the 

specific. amount, but I think ~t's;..-

SENATOR GAGLIANO: (interrupting) Less than what the 

Governor anticipated in the program?. 

MR. OLARSCH: Yes, sir. It.was a surplus~ 

· SENATOR GAGLIANO: Thank you. 

MR. OLARSCH: It is a q~estion of all the othe~ problems that 

have evolved throughout the years, beginning · in 1973 with the energy 

crisis. I think it is a period of after 10 years . that there is a 

surplus. 

SENATOR RAND: I was going to ask you some questions about 

this further on. If it doesn't reach the amount requested-- I guess 

some of these q~estions really apply to the stable funding bill~ 

MR. OLARSCH: 

SENATOR RAND: 

MR. OLARSCH: 

That is being:..-

Yes, and I certainly wouldn't want to-

We're talking about the existing statute now. 

SENATOR RAND: Right,· okay. I was going to ask you, what do 

you do if you . don't have that much to match on the contract, and you 

want. to see-- .· 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: (interrupting) The Chairman has said he 

would pay it. (laughter) 

SENATOR RAND: Well, how do you do that, by raising tolls or 

what? 

MR. · OLARSCH: You'll find .. out next month. 

SENATOR RAND: Anyway, we . won ~t get into that. • We will 

certainly give' you an opportunity .to respond. We have noted your 
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concerns about the legal problems of Senate Resolution 4. Do you have 

any problems with Senator Gagliano's Resolutions 9 and 10? 

MR. OLARSCH: I am going to. have · Mr. Dale address that 

situation. Mr. Dale spoke to you. on February 24, and he wants to 

continue. 

SENATOR RAND: We advise you it is not memdated that you do 

it; it w~s purely a request, is that right? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: That's right. What .. you do is not 

mandated, ·but we would like you to do something. 

MR. OLARSCH: (interrupting) I know the Senators recognize 

the statutory responsibility of the Authority to expedite· traffic as 

best it can. The question of th~ operation of the road is left to the 

"experts" of the Authority, statutorily. I think it is incumbent upon 

the Authority· to state its position regarding some of the assertions 

concerni~g .the question of expediting traffic, particularly the 

preference concerning the buses. . Mr. Dale would . like to address the 

situation, because we think it is very important •. 

BOB · DALE: Good afternoon, Senators. Just by· ~ay of a recap of my 

testimony of last month~ I would like to reiterate some of our 

concerns. First of all, I described to you at .that time some of the 

. involvement the New Jersey Turnpike Authority has had ~ith the 

Department of Transportation and with the Port Authority of New York 

and. New Jersey in expediting traffic through the Lincoln Tunnel, 

through the operation of the exclusive bus lane on the Interstate 495 

Corridor. I referred also, at that· time, to the popular left land 

restriction which· buses take advantage of to use the left ·lanes of the 

northbound and soutl:lbound auto roadways, in order to continue their 

travel on the Turnpike. They are not restrict~d from that left lane of 

the northbound outer or southbound outer· roadways. · 

I also described for you the Commuter Discount· Program, and 

the toll increases which we had on the Turnpike since the Turnpike 

began operation in Nov·emb~r, . 1951. There were two toll increases, one 

. in 1975, and then one iri 1980. However, in spite of the increases, 

· there were no increases for commuter buses. . Our aim in instituting 

that discount plan was to f~nancially ·help these commuter buses to 

·serve commuters to and from employment centers. 
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In addition to our· work with the Port Authority and the 

Department of Tra~sportation on the exclusive bus lane, th~ Turnpike 

Authority· has an exclusive bus toll lane at Interchange 16E. We 

operat~ during the morning rush period, and we experience about 400 bus 

transactions between seven a.m. and nine a.m. 

With that effort, there are approximately three State Police 

officers who are dedicated to keeping that lane reserved for buses, as 

well as to assisting the Port Authority in enhancing the traffic flo~ 

into the exclusive bus lane. 

In 1983, we added another toll lane .·at Interchange 16E by 

removing it from service at Interchange 18E, the adjacent toll plaza. 

So, at this time we have nine exit toll lanes. We have also solicited 

our chief engineer to undertake a study this year, to determine-whether 

or not we can add an addi tiona! lane or two at Interchange 16E for exit 

traffic~ · 

I spoke about Interchange 11. An exclusive bus operation at 

Interchange 11 would be counterproductive, in that there are not enough 

buses to warr~nt an exclusive bus lane d~ring the evening rush hours. 

There are approximately 90 buses that use that fac.ility during the 

evening rush period of five p.m. to six p.m. However, we are widening 

Interchange 11. We are adding four toll lanes. We ate making other 

modifications to the approaches of the exit plaza, and we anticipate 

that that will substantially enhance the traffic flow at that facility. 

The remainder of my presentation last month was about left 

lane restrictions; and how buses take advantage of .the restrictions to 

·operate almost as an ·exclusive bus lane. 

Since last month, ·we had an opportunity to review some of the 

·statistics at · Interchanges 11 and 16, as well as operatio~s on the 

Turnpike. We found that by using predetermined occupancy figures for 

buses, vans, and trucks _,;. and cars. for that matter -- at Interchange 

_11, we had a total passenger count -- -~~ssenger count, hot car count -

of about 11,670 during the evening rush hour. Of lhat figure, 

approximately 34~o are people who are on buses. Sixty-two· percent are 

persons who are in cars anq vans, . and the remainder are in trucks. 
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During a typical weekday period in 1983., approximately 4, 400 

vehicles exited at Interchange 11 between five p.m. and six p.m., and 

only 90, or about 2%, were buses. With 14 exit toll·lanes, Interchange 

11 is operating -at a level of ·service which exceeds capacity. . We 

recognize that the volume/capacity. ratio is. about _.1. 05 during that 

peak p.m. period. Becati~e of that, the Authority is adding these ·four 

additional lanes. We expect that work to begin this · summer, ·and it 

will become more intense this fall • 

. With those improvements, the volume/cap~city ratio will 

~hrink · ftom 1.05 to 0.87. If an exclusive bus lane were to be 

implemented at Interchange 11 :·during the p.m~ . peak pe-riod,. the 

.. v.olume/capacity ratio would· increase -~ not decrease ,..:..,. from 1.05· :to 

1. 1. That would result in daily· occurrences of congestiqn ·extending 

for at ·least another mile. During the . summer months, especiE!lly on 

Fridays, a bus toll lane would create congestion· extending . $11 the way 

to the ·Turnpike's main . line for extended periods, creating uri~afe 

conditions for other motorists on the Turnpike's main line •. , 

-nut of the total 18j000 vehicle occupants exiting Interchange 

16E during -the a.m. peak period between seven-thirty a.m. and 

eight-thirty a.m., about 71% are on buses. The remaining. 27% are in 
vans and cars. At that .. interchange, lntercht:mge 16E, . approximate! y . · 
2, 700 vehicles exit between seven~thirty . a.ni·. and eight~thirtyi a.m. 

That volume includes approximate! y 300 commuter buses · des.tin~d . to the 

Interstate 495 · exclusive ·bus lane• The· other 2,400 vehicles are 

·handled · by eight · toll lanes, which are , currently operated . at 

·volume/capacity· just exceeding one. The Authority'$ .Operatipns 

oe·partment. recognized this problem, and has requested in its 1984 

capital budget request that every· consideration be· given to widening 

Interchange 16E. · During the morning peak period, traffic congestion on 

the pl~za'is common. The conversion of an additional exit toll lane to 

an exclusive bus toll lane will increase the volume/capacity from 1.0 

to 1;14. 

Under these conditions, . traffic will .congest · for 

approximately 6,000· feet on the Turnpike's ,, northbound eastern 

alignment. It ·should be clearly noted that when this congestion 
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occurs, buses will find themselves further back in the traffic stream. 

At Interchange 16E, one must keep· in mind that the congestion which we 

experience on the plaza is due primarily t~l the congestion outside the 

plaza. If we were to put in another toll lane for buses only, 

present! y there is no place for them to go outside Interchange l6E • 

The exclu~ive bus lane through the Interstate 495 Corridor is 

congested, sometimes back to and through our toll plazas. 

Another effort which the Authority has been participating in 

in order to support mass transit, is the Park and Ride facilitie_s. We 

have two. The East Brunswick Park and Ride facility contains about 600 

car-parking spaces, serving about 700 bus . riders. During typical 

weekdays, approximately 93 buses stop at that facility to take . on 

passengers. Most of those buses have already picked up riders at 

various locations throughout the rest of the State, and they use the 

Park and Ride .facility as their final stop before continuing on to New 

York City. 

On the other hand, the Vince Lombardi service area contains 

approximate! y 1, 012 car-parking . spaces at th.at Park/Ride.· That serves 

about. l, 30tl bus riders on 30 buses. At that particular facility, the 

b~ses make only one stop. Rider~ pick up the buses at that facility, 

and take them directly to New York City. 

During the 17~year petiod between 1967 and 1983, bus volume 

on the Turnpike increased by 23%. This constitutes an annual increase 

of 1.4~~. On the other hand, during the same period, passenger vehicle 

traffic increased by 1 09~~. That is an average annual increase of 

6.4%~ ·It should be noted that commuter buses comprise about 32.;..1/2%· of 

all buses traveling on the Turnpike. 

Since the ·opening of the Turnpike in November, 1951, there 

have been only two tpll increases. Commuter bus tolls were exempt from 

these increases, and non-commuter buses receiv~d bnly a 15% increase. 

That can be ·compared . to the toll increase of approximately 40% for 

other vehicles. ·Nevertheless, despite a small ·bus toll increase which 

affected only 67% of all buses -- no commuter buses, but all buses 

the amount of bus volume actually decrees~ by 2.1%.. The number of 

passenger vehicles, however, increased by 22%~ 
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Du~ing 1983, approximately 310,000 bus~s LJS~d the exclusive 

bus .lane going .to New York ·City, as compared with 206,000. in 1971. 

During this 12-year period~ bus travel on the exclusive bus lane 

increased by 50%, which am~unts to a 4~2% average annual· increase. 

This Authority, the New Jersey Turnpike Authority, is cooperating with 

,the Port Authority of· New York and New Jerse.y, and the N~w Jersey 

Highway Authority, the New York State Throughway Authority, and the 

Triboro Bridge and Tunnel Auth«:>rity, in. order to develop solutions to 

the congestion which resulbs from vehicles . attempting to cross the 

Hudson R.lver into New York City. While studies ate just now underway, 

it · is expected that the conclusions to those studies can be . drawn 

within one year. At a ve~y recent meeting we had with the Port 

Authority and th.ose other·. agencies, we discussed the impact of ·the 

ex~lusive bus lane operation at the Lin~oln Tunnel on the movement Qf 

people into the City. It i~ the Port Authority's estimate; comparing 

before and after studies,. that the number of persons who got ·aut of 

their care and got into buses, is on! y 4% to 5% .of the total number of 

trips going into New York City. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR RAND: .Tt,ank you very much, Mr. Dale. Senator 

Gagliano? 

SENAtOR GAGLIANO:· You know, Mr. Dale, your . testimony 

although I realize you have particular problems with my resolutions 

would indicate to .me that you are practically at a crisis right n·ow. 

The addition· of one or two lanes, . or three lanes even, is ·not really 

addressing, the problem. When you tell us you have the possibility of a 

6,000 foot wait at one point, that is over a mile backup. Th~·Turnpike 

has very serious problems in the areas of Interchange ·11 and 

Inter~hange -- ~hat i~ it, 16? 

MR. DALE: It is 16E. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Although we talked about this years ago·,· 

it hasn't really been done. I believe you r'eally have to have a Park 

and Ride systern further away from the city, and s·ubstantially larger 

than you· have .Provided, because I think those numbers you testified to 

are just ·going to mean, • in a couple of years as development continues 
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in southern and central New Jersey,. that you are really going to be in 

a crisis position, especially,· as ·you ·know, when there is a minor 

accident, ·or . when there is ice· or snow oh the ground, where the delays 

are tremendous. 

So, although I understand your position with respect to my 

resolutions, you have much more serious problems. I just .don't know if 

the Turnpike Authority is-addressing them rapidly enough, or if you are 

taking into .account the fact that you just have to try to get these 

cars away from those crucial points. 

MR. DALE: Senator, if I rna y, the figures which I described 

to you -- the mile. backup at Interchange 11, and the 6, 000 foot backup 

at Interchange 16E -- are projected if we start to convert one of the 

existing toll lanes to an exclusiv~ bus toll lane. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Yes, but do you see· what I'm saying? You 

are at·a critical point in whatever the curve is. 

MR. DALE: I und~rstand what you're saying. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO:· You are already there. If you can take 

away one tollbooth and cause a 6~000-foot delay, over a mile delay in 

terms of cars trying to get through there -- vehicles trying to get 

through there -- you are already in a very substantially difficult . 

position. I don't know what the answer is, but my immediate reaction 
. ' is to park and ride away from the city, away from New York, further \ 

into the interior of the State, with a serious enough approach that you 

would have parking for a very substantial number of cars, to get them, 

or 'to entice them, . to park their cars someplace, ' say in Middlesex 

County, or Mercer County, or someplace ....... wherever. Then have them 

come in by bus, or even rail, if that is available to you. 

At any rate, .we are not really. asking . you to do anything 

particular. We're looking for relief so that people will be able to 

take advantage_ of mass transit and feel comfortable about it. We 

appreciate your testimony, but as I say, I don't know ·where you're 

going with it. I think you're headed for trouble. 

MR. DALE: Well I believe, Senator, that the work .we're doing 

at Interchange 11 this summer· and this fall is going to address that 

problem. The volume/capacity ratio figures which I cited to you are 

going to reduce it from 1. 05 to 0. 87 at Interchange 11. 
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SENATOR GAGLIANO: My point is, it. is going to._go right back 

up again in a couple of years, at the rate ,w.e 1 re going with vehicle 

traffic, the explosive expansion of. development tn New· York City, and . 

the jobs that are being provided in New. York City and. northern New 

Jersey. I guess what 1 1 m. say,ing is, the approaches of two, or three, 

or four more tollbooths are not going to make a substantial 

difference. That is the way I see it. 
'. 

SENATOR RAND: Does relief cost m·oney? 

MR. DALE: Does relief cost money? 

SENATOR RAND: Yes. In other words,· if you have to do 

something to relieve that congestion, does· it cost money? 

MR. DALE: Surely it cost money. 

SENATOR RAND: I 1 m going to be asking you that . question 

further on down the line, in an attempt to translate how much money you 

need, and how much nioney you can give the State. Thank you very much. 

MR. DALE: Thank you~ 

SENATOR RAND: Mr. Hugh Butler, Lincoln Jransit Employees. 

HUGH BUTLER: Gentlemen, ·Mr. Mcfarland covered most of what I wanted. to 

talk about, so I 1 11 pass. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you very much • 

. MR. BUTLER: Thank you for holding this hearing. 

SENATOR RAND: Susan Kampfer, Lincoln Terminal Employees. 

Good afternoon. 

SUSAN KAMPFER: Good afternoon, Senator. Mr. Chairman, on february 22, 

I attended a union meeting of the United Transportation Union, Local· 

1782, .in Lakewood, New Jersey, ,at which time I was informed that 

Lincoln Transit Company was filing for bankruptcy, and that service 

would be discontinued as of february 26 •. 

Our union representative informed all of us to file 

applications with New Jersey Transit, as they were · continuing the 

service. On february 23, 1983, I filed an _application with New Jersey 

Transit in Maplewood? . New Jersey.. On february 25, 1983, I received a 

furlough notice .from the Lincoln Terminal Company. On february 26, 

1983, I went to the Lakewood Terminal where I previously worked, and 

found that New Jersey Transit . had . brought in employees from the New, 

York Port Authority to do my job while I was on furlough. · 
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On February 28, 1983, I went to Maplewood, New Jersey, to 

reapply for my job. I was told by New Jersey Transit personnel that 

the Lincoln Terminal Company was in the process of being purchased by 

New Jersey Transit, and they were not hiring at that time. During 

March, 1983, I wrote a letter to New Jersey Transit regarding possible 

employment.. I drove to Maplewood, New Jersey, upon receipt of my 

return receipt card and spoke to Mr. Fitzgerald in Personnel. He told 

me that New Jersey Trans.j.t .had to hire minorities first. Several days 

later, I discovered that New Jersey Transit did purchase Lincoln 

Terminal ·company in Lakewood. 

With all the commotion around, I decided to research the laws 

to see if there was anythi~g to protect the interests of the Lincoln 

Terminal employees. Lincoln Terminal Company was an active 

transportation company, which never filed for bankruptcy. There were 

eight employees affected by the purchase, and we have yet to see where 

New Jersey Transit has abided. by the laws established to protect 

.employees in the event of a purchase -- as examples, S-3137, and the 

Federal Law of 1964, the Urban Mass transportation Act. 

On Sunday, March 18, 1984, I watched Mr. Jerome Premo . on 

Channel 9 during an interview with Susan DeSantis. I got a knot in my 

stomach when he stated New Jersey Transit was not an employment agency, 

but that all of the e~ployees from Lincoln would be given pteference. 

Mr. Premo, your.statement was false. New Jersey Transit never gave the 

Lincoln Terminal employees the opportunity for employment. Several 

people were hired to provide the services which Lincoln Terminal 

employees formerly provided, but not one of the eight· Lincoln Terminal 

people was acknowledged. These jobs were all filled by outsiders. 

It is clear that New Jersey Transit did, in fact, purchase 

the only active transportation. facility Lincoln Terminal Company 

·owned • We ask you now, as we have asked many ·times . before, what-

. ·happened to the laws established to protect the . employees? When ·and 

how will New Jersey Transit live up to its obligations to the employees 

of Lincoln Terminal Company, who ·have served the public for up to 30 

years? Is there really justice for all? That is all I have to say. 

SENATOR RAND: Senator Gagliano? 
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SENATOR GAGLIANO: I have no questions. We will ·ask New 

Jersey Transit to respond, but not today. How mahy peopl~ -~-give·me 

that again now ..;.._were. working for the Lincoln_ Terminal Company? 

M~. KAMPFER: Eight. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: How many of them were picked up by New 

Jersey Transit? 

. MS. KAMPFE:R: Zero. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: None?· 

.MS. KAMPFER: Zero. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Is that still in operation now under New 

Jersey Transit? 

MS. KAMPFER: New Jetsey Transit purchased the Linco~n 

Terminal Company.in Lakewood, New Jersey. 

SENAtOR GAGLIANO: That was mQinly the terminal, the 

building? 

-MS. KAMPFER: The building and the properties. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: How many people did they replace thoae 

eight people with? 

MS. KAMPFER: We did several different jobs as ticket -agents 

for Lincoln. I guess they divided the jobs, or put them 1n different 

categories. from what 1 · could · see, there were a minimum of five 

positions filled. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: In other words, what was eight -- and you 

did various things -- is now five? 

MS.- KAMPFER: Yes, from what I can see they did. You know, I 

don't kno~ if they still have people doing baggage ih Lakewood dr-not. 

I. don't· know. 

·SENATOR GAGLIANO: . Did any of those people come from Lincoln 

Transit?. 

MS. KAMPFER: No, sir. 

SENATOR ·GAGLIANO:· So, ·they came from someplace other than · 

the two Lincoln companies? 

MS. KAMPFER: Yes, sir. 

SENATOR RAND: Can ydu give us the names of the eight people? 

MS. KAMPFER: . Yes, sir. 

SENATOR RAND: Not today, but can you give us those names? 



MS. KAMPFER: Yes'· sir. 

SENATOR RAND: Do they live in the area? 

MS. KAMPFER: The majority of them live in Ocean County. I 

believe there is one in Atlantic City. 

SENATOR RAND: Are theY employed now, or are they out of 

work? 

MS. KAMPFER: I believe four have been ·hired, and there are 

four who are still out of work. 

SENATOR RAND: Will you submit that information to us through 

our aide here, Peter Manoogian? 

MS. KAMPFER: Yes, I will. 

SENATOR RAND: We would. appreciate that. Thank you very 

much. 

MS. KAMPFER: Thank you for·your time. 

SENATOR RAND: James Colby from Bridgeton, New Jersey. 

JAMES · COLBY; Good afternoon, 

Bridgeton/Millville/Vineland area. 

·Senators. I live 

I work in Atlantic City. 

in· the 

I saw 

an article which appeared in the . Vineland Times Journal, with a 

suggestion that the Senator from my area, Senator Hurley, had on asking 

New J~rsey Transit to undertake a study to provide transportatioh 

systems between these three areas and Atlantic City. I am asking that 

these studies be moved up, since there is severe unemployment amounting 

·to 16.4% of the residents in the three-city area. This is the highest 

in the State; the highest in the nation. Eight hundred of those people 

. went to Atlantic City to get jobs at various 6asinos. Trump was one of 

them; the T,ropicana was another; and, the Golden Nugget • My question 

is, how are these people going to get to their jobs in Atlantic City; 

other than getting into a car and· traveling across Route 40 to Atlantic 

City, which is an inadequ~te road? There is no other way. Ride Share 

is not available in either Salem County or ·Cumberland . County, where 

people get together to rent a van or to purchase a van under the DOT 

systems, or otherwise. 

I talked to Mro. Worshnik in Cumberland County, and was 

informed they do not participate in the plan that ACTA -- Atlantic 

County Transportation ·Authority -- is undertaking to ·establish ·in 
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Atlantic County • I would like to find out Why? · Salem and Cumberland 

Counties cannot· develop,. if they··· do. not want to have· a bus. system. 

between those three points and· Atlantic City. Why can • t the Ride· Shar.e 

system be established in_ that area? 

My notes are all dis~Onflected, so you will have to forgive 

me. I did not prepare to appear before you, . as I guess maybe I should 

have. I wrote a letter to Mr. Premo~ asking him about. creating a bus 

service between the Vineland area and Atlantic City, but I did not get 
. : . . 

a response. He may not have grit ten the letter, so I am not going_ to 

question that point. 

SENATOR RAND: When did you send the letter, sir? 

MR. COLBY: I sent the letter in> September, 1983. Then I 

found out in the Vineland Times . Journal. that Mr. P~emo, New Jersey 

Transit's Executive Director, called Mr. Hurley's request for_the study 

an "excellent idea." I · addressed the same question to Senator Hur l'ey 

that I addressed to Mr. Premo, and received no response. 

SENATOR· RAND: ·Do you mean that Seh$tOr Hurl~y didnit send 

you a response either? 

MR. COLBY: Yes, sir. 

SENATOR· RAND: ·Knowing · Senat"or Hurley. and Mr ~ Premo; I would 

_suggest that the letters gpt lost. 

MR. COLBY: Okay, granted that may have been the case. I am 

not contesting the ·points that · the . letters were received, were 

unanswered, or were not. responded to. My question is, sir, with the 

high unemployment in that area, why · is this, . and· why has it taken so 

long? Apparentiy, I am. the only person from the southern part of the 

State,· out~ide of Senator H~rley~-

SENATOR RAND:·· I'm .here ·for you. 

MR. COLBY: Weil, you're in the middle corridor, sir. 

SENATOR RAND: No, we're· still ih the south, even though you 

don't recognize that. 

MR. COLBY:· Ther~ a~e three other counties--

SENATOR RAND: I'm still part of the deep, deep south, and I 

understand your problems very well. - I want you . to ·know tnat. I am in 

complete sympathy with-you. 
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SENATOR GAGL IANQ: I' 11 vouch for that, because every time an 

issue comes up,. he says, "What will we do about South Jersey?" and he 

means SoUth Jersey in its entirety, not just the Camden area. 

MR. COLBY: You know, there are people who live in the 

western part of the southern portion of the State who are forced, by 

the· routing of the corridor study, to go into Camden to trans fer to 

Atlantic City. This becomes a burden if they want to go down to 

·visit. Trailways used to service this area, ·but no more. Trailways 

pulled out of Vineland. Greyhound does not stop; they· go up 295 and 

down the Atlantic City Expressway. 

SENATOR RAND: Mr. Colby, how many people are you talking 

about who work in that triangle? 

MR. COLBY: Let me put it to you this way. At the beginning 

of last year -- June, 1983 I circulated a petition through five 

casinos in Atlantic City. That petition garnered over 500 signatures 

to . create a Park and Ride at the interchange of the Atlantic City 

Expressway and Route 54, south of Hammonton and north of Buena Vista. 

I have those signatures on petitions in my possession; I still have 

them~ After this became known to bbth the Depattment of Transportation 

and the Atlantic City Expressway Authority, I received a call from ACX 

-- "Back off; don't pursue it. Leave the ball park alone." I then 

received a call from someqne in Trenton, located out here on Parkside 

Avenue' ·or somewhere over here in this area, which said, "Back off;. 

don't p~rsu~ the_effort of creating a Park and Ride facility there. We 

are endeavoring to do something else." 

Now I find out that they have taken an 'o).d dilapidated 

restaurant up on the White Horse Pike, across from the State Police 

Barracks, . and turned it into a Park and Ride facility. But, that is 

not fat express service; that is for local serv.tce. You would park 

your car ·there, arid· be forced to ride for another hour and a half to 

Atlantic City, rather than be able to park at :a Park and Ride at the 

Atl~ntic City Expressway, with t~e buses· coming in, picking up, 

dropping off, and shooting right into Atlantic City, or Philadelphia •. 

It would serve a_two-way corridor. 
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SENATOR RAND: Mr. Colby, wha.t you're looking for -- and I 

don't know the answer, so I 'm not going to try to give you an answer -

is some means of transportation from that triangle to Atlantic City_ and 

back. Is that correct? 

MR. COLBY:· That's right -- and bey6nd that, sir. 

SENATOR RAND: Pardon me? 

MR. COLBY: And beyond ·that, even to the western side of· the 

county, over into the Pennsville/Salem area. In other words~-

SENATOR RAND: (interrupting) let's h~ndle one problem at a 

time. You're interested in the Miliville/Bridgeton/Vinelahd area, .ts 

. that correct? 

MR. COLBY: Yes, but there are people who live west of me who 

wo~k in Atlantic City. 

SENATOR RAND: Let them speak for themselves. We're going to 

talk about the. 500 people you're telling us about. Would you send us a 

memo with regard to this?· Send it to Peter Manoogian, and we' 11 

.receive it. I can assure you we' 11 pursue it; we'll get you an 

answer. Whether the answer is van pooling or a bus service, we' 11 get · 

you an ~nswer, . if you have 500, 600, or 800 people, as you just said a 

moment ago, who need transportation from that particular triangle. 

MR. COLBY: Do you want the petitions? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Sure. 

SENATOR RAND: Yes, we'll·be very happy to take copies of the 

petitions, with a memo from you, and maybe cop~es of the · letters you 

sent Senator Hurley .and Mr. Premo. 

MR. COLBY: Well, it's a large st~ck, so really~ you know-

SENATOR RAND: There is no problem with that. We will handle 

all the documents you can. give us. This Committee will pursue it, and· 

.wi 11 . find out some of the answers for you. 

MR. COLBY: All right but, again, .I wotild like to point out 

there is no expansion perceived ot anticipated -- at least that I can 

determine from the newspapers where N~w Jersey . Transit is 

considerate of th~ riding public in the south~rh ~ortion of the Statj. 

They are more inclined-- I'm sure you've been around as long as I 

have, and even when I went to school,· Public Service Coordinated 
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Transit was more interested ·.in cutting service· than' in expanding 

service. 

with you. 

SENATOR RAND: We do not have too much down there; I' 11 agree 

But, we do have rowboats on the Dela~are. (laughter) 

MR. COLBY: When I was going ··to school the. prospect was, I 

was forced at times to ride all the way to Pitman to catch the trippers 

which were running up. Then, they cut the trippers out, which forced 

tne to go all the way into Mount Ephraim, and then they cut the old 168 

line down. 

SENATOR RAND: You're just an old country boy. That's what 
we both are. 

MR. 'COLBY: Really, we're being forced to use our cars, where 

there is a viable alternative, but they are no longer providing it. 

SENATOR RAND: Mr.· Colby, you have a good point, and this 

Committee will look into it~. 

SENATOR GAG~IANO: Mr. Chairman? 

SENATOR RAND~ Yes~ Senator Gagliano •. · 

MR. COLBY: I also have another comment. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Wait a minute, please. From .the point . 

where you propose ~ Patk and Ride at the Atlantic City Expressway, ~hat 

is the mileage to the Atlantic City border? 

MR. COLBY: It's right in the middle. of the State; . right 

between the two points, Philadelphia and Atlantic City. I think it's a 

37.2 mile marker. It isless than 35 miles from there to Philadelphia. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: But, there is through bus service .;.;~ or is 

there? 

MR. COLBY: There is half-hour service on the Atlantic Cj.ty 

Expressway between there and Philadelphia. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: What you're saying is; if they could ·be 

convinced to pull off and make some stops--

MR. COLBY: (interrupting) Let's say, I'm hoping they can be 
convinced. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: (continuing) during the course of the day 

to take care of.the people who commute-- . 

MR. COLBY: They now go • to ·winslow Crossing, which is not 

advertised. 
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SENATOR GAGLIANO: Winslow·Junctiori? 

MR. COLBY: No, Winslow Crossing Park and Ride in Avondale; a 

private contractor built the Park and Ride. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Okay, thank you. 

SENATOR RAND:· Did the private bus company in Bridgeton go 

out of business? 

MR~ COLBY: Ex6use me? 

SENATOR RAND: There was a private bus company in Bridgeton, 

if I recall. 

MR. COLBY: Garden State stili operates between New York a11d 

Bridgeton. 

SENATOR RAND: But they operate nothing between-Atlantic City 

and Bridgeton? 

MR. COLBY: No. The other thing I would like to point out to 

the Committee is that the Greyhound Corporation runs between Atl~ntic 

City. and New York. They have a 21-trip package for $50.00, which is 

devast~ting to New Jersey Transit's operation b~tween those two 

points. They are also planning to institute the same program between 

Philadelphia and Atlantic City. That amounts to a $2.00 one.;.way trip. 

The people who come down on these bllses get a package from the casino. 

They return to Philadelphia, .or in this case, New York, get on another 

bus and come down . and get another package; return to New York, .. get on 

another bus -- this can be done three times in one day. 

SENATOR RAND: Do you mean there is destructive competition 

against New Jersey Transit? 

MR. COLBY: You better believe it. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you very much, Mr. Colby. 

MR. COLBY: Okay. I don't think in this case, in South 

'Jersey, that New Jersey Transit is aggressive enough on charter 

service. They should be mbre aggressive. 

SENATOR RAND: . Okay, thank you • 

. SENATOR GAGLIANO: Thank ·you. 

SENATOR RAND:· You heard that, Senator Gagliano •. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: 

heard that. (laughter)· 

If Premo didn't hear anything else,· he 
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SENATOR RAND: Mr. James . LeF ante from the Hudson County 

Independent Bus Owners Associationo 

FROM AUDIENCE: He's not hereo 

· SENATOR RAND: Mr. Donald E. Somers, President of Yellow 

Cab. All your constituents are here, Senator Gagliano. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: Not all of them, but several. 

DONALD Eo SOMERS: Good afternoon, gentlemen. 

SENATOR RAND: Good afternoon, Mr. Somers. 

MR. SOMERS: Thank you very much for this op~ortunity. There 

is some good news. During the morning session, all of my notes were 

thoroughly destroyed by prior speakers, so I scribbled a few things out 

while I was having lunch. I took the opportunity to read my astrology. 

and it said, "You' 11 be at the r~ght place; you' 11 strike a cord of 

uni vers~l appeal; the assignment and the project will be completed; the 

burden will be removed; the green light will flash for progress; and, 

you' 11 gain access to secret information." So, I think we're doing all 

right. (laughter) 

SENATOR RAND: You've done well right now. 

MR. SOMERS: Just give me two more minutes. My concerns are 

the elderly and handicapped service, ·and the competition from New 

Jersey Transit. We operate wheelchair buses and vans in private 

service, with fixed routes, demand responsive, and are under contract 

to several agencies, companies, the County of Monmouth, the Board of 

Education, and several other local school boards. 

Our taxicab company originated a taxi discount . for senior 

citizens. in Monmouth County almost 10 years a9o. We do these things 

without any tax money or subsidy; nor do we want any. My com~any 

absorbs the 20% senior citizen discount. We pay f6r all the 

administration .and all the sales, plus the printing. 

Recently, New Jersey Transit had the opportunity as the 

administrator of· UMTA 16B2 funds,.· to deliver 75 vehicles, including. 

station wagons, vans, and small buses, to agencies which had applied 

for them around the State. All of the vehicle~ delivered in Monmouth 

. County displaced a private provider who was providing service to the 

agencies. 1 was th.e. primary pr()vider. My 'protests to New Jersey 
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Transit" fell an· deaf ears. They said, "lake it up with UMTA; because 

it is Federal money." So, I did. 

I personal! y went to Arthur Teel' s office when he was the 

administrator, because he gave me permission to.do that ·directly rather 

than go through all the chains. I spoke to . him;. I spoke to his 

attorney, who at the time was Kent Woodman. They said, "Well, since 

the money has already gone out, you are going to have to take it up 

with the State. They make the decisions." 

I went . back to New Jersey Transit, up in Newark, and . they 

said, "No, we are going to do it this way." My legal recourse, of 

course, was in the Federal Distt ict Court, which at the time was about 

a. two-year wait. I was· not willing to go through that sort of thing• 

Right now, those vehicles are providing service at about · 

$6.00 a ride, which I was providing for $1.25 a ·ride, . not to mention 

the higher flexibility of the system we had. One of the vehicles 

provided has not moved, though, since it was de:liv.ered almost two years 

·ago -- it hasn't moved. That, by the way; is a vehicle that the county 

officials, the administrating officials, the UMTA officials, and the 

New Jersey Transit officials- certified in writing was not available to 

'the people in Monmouth County. I have the twin to that vehicle; we buy 

vehicles at the same place. 

SENATOR·GAGLlANO: What is it? 

MR. SOMERS: It is a 24-passenger standard bus. · It is 

sitting up on Shrewsbury Avenue, right across from McDonalds, in the 

parking lot. 

If New .Jersey Transit is really concerned a~out private. 

transporation providers, they have the opportunity to demonstrate it 

every time a small community :..- like Little Silver or Oceanport -

loses bus service because of low ridership. It never made sense to me 

to run a fixed route with nobody on it, with a great big bus. That 

route could be . maintained, if the route is called for by . a· small 

ridership~ b~ using a.small van, or a small bus. Use that vehicle to 

feed ·into the larger route system. This would cover all bets. It 

would provide needed service at a ·very cost-effective level, and many 

private companies, such as mine and· others, could contract· for this 

service. 
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The bill, as J read it -~ that is the elderly and handicapped 

portion -- provides protection for ·private ·providers of elderly and 

handicapped services. · However, the UMTA bill says just about the same 

thing in th~ 1682 fundings, and· no dne is acknowledging those 

protections. If the bill went further, and operated a coupon or a user 

side-subsidy system, and allowed the customer to choose the carrier, it 

would be even better, because then competing carriers could provide for 

the ridership. 

· SENATOR GAGLIANO: Well, Don, we are not precluded from doing 

that under the bill. 

MR. SOMERS: That is correct , you're not • I 'm urging that 

you do. To allow New Jersey Transit to operate the system with this 

new infusion of funds is, based on my firsthand experience, exactly 

what is meant by having the "fox guard the chicken coop." You must 

~ggre~Sively require New Jersey Transit -- and the counties if you ate 

getting into this E&H system -- to provide a cost-effective service 

that is -- as everyone has been fond of saying -- . "More bang for the 

buck," or, "More ride for the money." Better yet, package the program 

on a local or county basis, and put the package to bid. Of course, let 

everyone bid on a purely apples to apples basis. 

I have no problem with, and thoroughly ~njoy, competition, 

but it is impossible to compete with someone who is getting vehicles 

and other kinds of equipment as freebies. Thank you very much • 

. SENATOR RAND: Senator Gagliano, your bill provides for. 

user--

SENATOR GAGLIANO: (interrupting) Yes, I think we could have 

a voucher system. I think, Don, . that is something that will be 

addressed. But, as you know, each county is supposed to come up with a 

plan. The plans are supposed to be processed ·through New Jersey 

Transit So we will have someone to check what the counties are doing. 

Then,· the plans would be implemented. I see Jerry is raising his.hand; 

I don't know whether he wants~-

MR. PRtMo: In the 16B2 Program, the law requires that there 

is a folldw-up on all the vehicles. It requires the agency ~- in this 

case, New Jersey · Transit for the entire State -- to provide ridership 
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figures, and to see' to ·it. that '·the vehicles they have . asked for, and 

which have been given out are, in fact, being properly used. I ~ubmit 

to you -- and I haven 1 t followed through, I 1 11 confess _....; that if the 

vehicle has been sitting for almost two years, I would hardly call that 

efficient. I hardly call that a vehicle which was needed in the. first 

place. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I agree with that. We are trying to avoid 

that kind of thing happening again. We are also trying to avoid the 

idea that if someone gets a· vehicle, it's theirs. Then for the 

. organization across the street, which might have the same charitable 

goals, it's, "Sorry, we only take people who have to get from here to 

the mall. We don't take people to the doctor':s office," or, "We're the 

Red Crbss; we only do certain things. You're the Salvation Army; we 

won 1 t do it for you." We 1 re trying to avoid that. 

Maybe Jerry can respond to this later, but it would seem that 

somewhere along the line there ought to be a tommittee, or a group of 

people who could be called in who are experts in many areas of 

transportation, to give their input with respect to these regulations 

before any of them become effective. 
I 

MR. SOMERS: That's why I'm here. Thank you. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: I might also give a plug for Don Somers. 

· He has a company called "Rent-a-Wreck," and when I needed a used cat 

for a week, I rented one fr.om him for $8.00 a day. 

MR. SOMERS: I never got paid for that, by the way. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: You did so. 

SENATOR RAND: Do you want to read this, Peter? 

DR. MANOOGIAN: Mr. Premo has provided us with a copy of the 

proposed March regulations, which provid~ for the development and 

provision of additional or expanded accessible feeder transportation 

services to accessible fixed route transportation ~ervices, where such 

services are available, and accessible local transit service to senior 

citizens and the disabled, which may include, but not be limited to 

door-to-door service, fixed route service, local fare subsidy,. and user 

side-subsidy, which may include but not be limited to private...;ride or 

taxi-fare subsidy, and to coordinate tne activities of the various 
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participants in thi~ progtam and providing the services to be te~dered 

~t the county level, and between counties. 

SENATOR RAND:· So, it's very clear that regulations are 

promulgated with your--

MR. SOMERS: Right. 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: It is intended anyhow. We' 11 have to 

follow up on that. 

SENATOR RAND: Is there, anyone else we have not called upon 

who is on the list? 

ASST. COMMISSIONER CRAWFORD: Yes. 

SENATOR RAND: Jim, I certainly did not forget you. I just 

wanted to make sure that you are the wrap-up -- the clean-up hitter. 

Is .there anyone else? Mr. Tilley? 

MRi TILLEY: Not today. 

SENATOR RAND: Not today. I' 11 be seeing more of you later 

on, is that it? 

MR. TILLEY: You will be. 

SENATOR RAND: Okay. All right, now to w.ind it up, we'll 

call on James Crawford, Assistant Commissioner of the Department of 

Transportation. Jim, you've been waiting patiently. 

JAMES A. CRAWFORD: I've been learning a lot. Senator, I have not come 

today with any formal testimony. I think I would like to use this 

time, with your permission, to try to go through some of the issues 

which have come up today, and perhaps talk about the Public/Private 

Task Force that Commissioner Sheridan set in place just about a year 

ago. 

Before I do that though, I think the fact that this· hearing· 
. . 

is being held today in New Jersey speaks well for.the health of the bus 

industry within· New Jersey. . Last fall, I had, the occasion to testify 

in ,the Congress, and at that point in time most of the representatives 

from the various states were appearing to testify against the problems 

that had been experienced under bus deregulation. One of the problems 

they faced was ·the drying up of .. the private bus sector. In· fact, in 

many cases, there is· no private bus sector when it comes to providing 

regular route commuter or transit ·service. So, the fact that we are 
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here today discussing how· to better boordinate the activities of a 
I 

public provider and private carriers·-speaks well for all of us. 

I think ·in· order to understand, perhaps, some of the issues 

that" have come up today, we have to realize that New Jersey has three 
I 

distinct types of service which are otfered within the· bus industry. 

Actually, there is probably a fourth~ which I will get into in a 
minute. First, there is the regular ·route transit or commuter bus. 

That is the bus that operates within a :city, or the btis that operates 

between a suburban community and a major central business district --
1 

the buses to Newark or New York City,! or the buses to Philadelphia. 

The second is the traditional charter service,. or those services where 

a single organization contracts for ·a bus to provid~ a specific 

service. These services are normally Qn a one-time basis, and are not 

repetitive; nor do they work· on a daily schedule. The third type of 

service that has been traditional in Ne~ Jersey, and is included in our 

various regulations, involves what are called "special services." 

These services usual! y involve a package deal, whereby the person 
I 

buying the b~s ticket ~lso buys either access to, or something 

associated with, whatever the destination of the trip involves. These, 

again, 

basis, 

are not normally scheduled services which occur on a daily 

although they may occur at certain times of each week, or in 
I 

certain weeks of the year -- such thing$ as trips to the annual flower 

show, for example, whereby in purchasing the bus ticket., you· are also 

purchasing the ticket for access to ,the show. These trips ha~e 

traditi,onally·fallen into the category 9f special service. 

In New Jersey, we also have · a · fourth category, a category 

recognized in Congress when they went through the bus deregulation 

service, but which is not formally recognized at this time in the 

State. Th~t would be a regular route s~rvice that is in the nature of 

s~ecial. This is b~sically the categor~ that most of the Atlantic City · 

service would involve. These are buses that run on a fixed schedule, 

whereby people have the belief, from· adyertisements, that if they show 

up at a certain location everyday at a: certai11 time, the bus will be 

there. It will pick them up, and lit will· take them to their 

destination. ·The difference between that. bus going to Atlantic . City 
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and the bus ·going out of Newark, or going out of any other location to 

Atlantic City and headed fbr-the bus terminal, is the fact that these 

buses normally have a package associated with a speci fie casino's 

program, so as to attract ridership. The packages frequently end up in 

a zero cost to the rider program, or a minimal cost to the rider 

program, so that the riders are enticed to go to a speci fie casino. 

At the present time, this service is treated exactly the same 

as regular commuter and transit service. That is perhaps one of the 

reasons.some of these issues have come up. 

In the area of bus service, we're dealing with a traditional 

pub lie utility. Bus companies have, fi•om the beginning, applied for 

franchises that authorize them to run . certain services. These 

franchises might be for charter service, or they might be for a 

speci fie group. The franchises on regular routes traditionally would 

include such things as the schedule of service and even the fare 

struct~re to be cha~ged. 
What we are seeing today, however, is the result of a hybrid 

that has been caused by the Federal Deregulation Program. We have many 

buses· in New Jersey which run 95'~ to 98'~ of their trip totally within 

New Jersey, but cross the river -- either the Delaware or the Hudsori -

and end their trip in a centrsl city in another state~ Under Federal · 

regulations, these buses are inter~tate trips. They are deregulatedas 

a r~sult of the Intersta~e Commerce Commission's interpretation of the 

Federal Bus Dere~ulation Program. Thereby any provider of bus service 

can come in and initiate bus service without filing before· the State 

Department of Transportation, or New Jersey Transit, to operate that 

service. They get. their certificate from the Interstate Commerce 

Commission, and basically that certificate is .based on whether they are 

ready, willing, and able, rather than whether it is a true· public 

convenience and necessity. 

The reason for this is that the ICC looks at all interstate 

travel as basically intercity travel and, certa,inly, in a trip which 

goes from Philadelphia to New York, or even fat that matter a. trip that 

goes from Camden to Ne~ York, they are not being used for. commuters' 

purposes day in and day out. The people who use these ate,· in fact, 
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running on som,~t,hing that is. open to the free market system under the 

Bus Deregulation Progr:am. . The. same is ·not true, though, for the person 

who boards the bus _in freehold and is ~~ying to get into New York City 

everyday, where the market is much .tig~ter, and where the requiremen~s 
to provide reasonable fares impose certain limitations on the operators 

in terms of being able to operate effectively. 

The Task force that was formed by Commissioner Sheridan has 

been meeting for a little over a. year. I As was pointed out in earlier 

testimony, we were supposed to have our report finished. in October. I 

assure you, Senators, it is not for l~ck of Work that th~t report has 

· not been completed. We have identi f!i.ed a series of goals I think ·· 

everyone has generally agreed upon. i These include: ensuring the 

accessibility of the transpor_tation di~advantaged to the provision of 

essential transportation services; 1prov iding an alternative to 

automobile use, where high social and, financial costs for . such use 

exist; promoting the use of publi~ transportation systems and 

encouraging operator responsiveness ~o changing mark~ts; enhancing 

service attractiveness by striving for :reliable, clean, comfortable and 

courteous operations; maintaining reasonable user fares to avoid 
I 

reduced demand deriving from financial jdi fficulties; ensuring fair. and 
. I 

equitable allocation of resources and; user costs; using perspective 

p~blic transportation services to fostet efficient land-u~e de~elopment 

. in newly developing areas of the State; minimizing the finqncial cost 

·both to the user and. to the taxpayer of]providing public transportation 

services; and, ensuring maximum user ponvenience in. the delivery of 

services .• 

These are the goals that everyone could agree on. 

Implementing these goals is a lot more difficult. Coming up with 
I 

speci fie recommendations on how to imp~einent them has been an area of 

considerable discussion, but I believe ~hat in the near future we will, 
I 

in fact, have some speci fie recommendations to bring before you. In 

every one of these cases, however, we ~ave focused only . upon commuter 

and transit operations. We have not ~een discussing the question of 
I 

charter service; we. have not been disc~ssing the question of Atlantic 

City service. We have been looking at: the question, for example., of 
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competition, both d.irect and indirect. · That involves not only the 

cases where buses are running .on parallel roadways, such as in Hudson 

County. From a historical perspective, there are a lot of reasons why 

that happened. But, the movement to a more coordinated system is. not 

· an easy one. 

We also have indirect competition. This has been alluded to by several 

speakers today, and is perhaps a much more difficult issue· to address. 

The second issue we feel we have to resolve is the question 

of coordination, because in order to provide ~ truly efficient system, 

both the public and private carriers must work together to ensure that 

people can move Freely about the State, and at the same time ensure 

that we are not tripping over ourselves in trying to provide an 

efficient system. 

We also recognize that interstate deregulation is something 

that has caused problems for New Jersey. We have recommended, and I 

believe it is generally supported, that the Congress be asked to change 

the ·ICC regulations as they pertain to the Philadelphia and New York 

· markets. These two markets are basically commercial zones, and we 

believe there are ample precedents in past r~gulatory and deregulatory 

legislation that would ensure that these markets be properly considered 

when authorizing new franchises. 

The fourth· issue is territor'ial integrity, and this gets to 

one of the points that Ms. ·Stone raised this morning. If we are going 

to try to have a coordinated system of public 'transportation, there-are 

going to have to be adjustments to the current service standards and, 

also, adjustments to the current service providers. In some cases, Ne~ 

Jersey Transit wil 1 have to withdraw from corridors; in other cases,. a 

private operator may withdraw . from corridors. · But, when New Jersey 

Transit withdraws, the private operators who are picking it up, such as 

the case of Suburban in the situation previously described, will only· 

.·agree for a fixed period of time to operate it. Certainly, all service 

in New Jersey needs a set of service standards and criteria, against 

which we can measure their productivity. That is one of the things we 

feel is most important to be both identified and dev·eloped, and applied 

to all operators, so we know,· and can assure people that if they are 
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I 

going to be tiding, .. a: vehicle that is; regulated by the State, they are 

going to be riding one that is, in fabt, providing the service that is 

expected. 

Finally, there is the quest!ion of operator determination in 

those situations where new service is: requir,ed, or is to be developed. 

Senators, your action earlier -- I guess actually in the last session 

~- created a zone of rate determin~tion to be applie(j for private 

. operators as one · step · toward remov~ng some of the more burdensome 

regulations that are really unnecessa~y in today's climate. On behalf 

of Commissioner Sheridan, I rece~tly signed the administrative 

regulations to implement that. I believe this is an important first 
I 
I 

step, one we are late in making. It ~s an important step, because for 

years we have tried to base all the actions of . the operators on the 

assumption that they were using the return on investment as the sole 

criteria . for their profitability. Today, the question of return on 
! 

investment is much more clouded, as public vehicles and other equipment 

enter into the. equation and, at the :same time, the whole concept of 

return · is questionable in those are~s where you have · a number of 

operations from a single operator, eac~ of which is contributing to the 

overall financial picture of the operation. 

So, we believe it is unnecessary for ·an operator to apply to 

the Department of Transportation just !before he ·goes to get a loan for 
I 

normal routine business ·activities. Tris is the -next step to follow up 

on -- the zone of rate freedom we will be recommending. Hopefully, it 

will be enacted shortly. 

Other steps will also be netessary as we m6ve to bring all 

private carriers into a more equal cohdition with New Jersey Transit, 

in terms of those normal day-to-day business practices which can offer 

economical and operatio~al ~avings thraughout their programs. 

I have rambled probably a l~ttle longer than I had expected, 
i 

S~nator, and I will be happy to try to: answer any questions. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you very much, Mr. Crawford. Senator 

G~gliano, do you have any questions you would like to ask? 

SENATOR GAGLIANO: That was a . very le~arned discourse-, Jim. I 

am going to have to think about it~ 
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SENATOR RAND: Thank you very much. Is there anyone we have . 

not heard, or anyone who wishes to ·appear before this Committee? (no 

response) I think we have gone through all the people whose names were 

on our list. If we have omitted anyone; just raise your hand. If not, 

let me thank everyone for attending this hearing today. 

Let me conclude by. saying we have had. some very interesting 

problems brought to light. If they need legislative action, I'm sure 

the members of this Committee will pay attention. The· problems which 

were brought forth which we can answer, or which we can answer by 

obtaining information from New Jersey Transit, will be followed up on. 

We express our very deep thanks to everyone who ·has appeared 

before us today· to offer testimony. This hearing is adjourned. · 

(HEARING altl:lUDED) 
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NJ TRANSIT PROGRAMS 

PRIVATE CARRIER PARTICIPATION 
FY 1984 

ANNUAL 
.OPERATING 
PROGRAMS 

Service Contracts 
Subsidy Contracts* 
Reduced Fare Program 
Bus Card Program 
Feeder Fare Pfogram 
Transfers 
Student·Fare Programs. 

Subtotal 

AGGREGATE 
YEAR-TO-DATE 
CAPITAL PROGRAMS 

Bus Leasing 
Capital Improv~ments · 
Park and Ride Const~uction 
Bus Shelters 

·Subtotal 

TOTAl 

*·Includes Mercer Metro. 

CARRIERS 

1 
9 

65 
10 
5 

15 
15 

CARRIERS 

52 
38 
5 

24 

lx 

$ THOUSANDS 

$ 1;500 
11,000 
1,000 

. 500 
80 

l, 100. 
·200. 

$ 15,380 

$ THOUSANDS 

$ 77,000 
4,700 
2,000 

400 
$ 84,100 

s 100 million 

ATTACHMENT.A 

···! .. 



0. 

BUS lEASING PROGRAM , 

Through FY 1984 

BUSES $ million 

1976 Transit & Commuter Buses . 

1983 Transit Buses 

1983 Commuter.Buses 

Rehabilitated Buses 

356 

65 

220 

185 

. 826 buses 

. 2x 

20.5 

10.3 

34.8 

11.4 

·$77 million 

ATTACHMENT B .. 
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Subsidized Carriers 

Private Carriers 

NJT Bus 

BUS lEASING PROGRAM PROJECTIONS 
(FY 1985-1989) 

·BUSES I 

265 17 % 

. 599 39 % 

864 56 % 

674 44 % 

Sx 

ATTACHMENT·£ 

VAlUE 

$53 million 

$121 million 

$174 million 

$135 million 



.. PRl~ATE CARRIER CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

Examples of Investments 

0 

0 

0 

Service Vehieles 

Ticket Machines 

Battery Chargers 

Aggregate $ lnvestmerits (FY 83~87) 

52.3 million 

o . Bus Washers 

o Two-way Radios 

o Farebox Equipment 

6x 

. ATTACHMENT F 

. i 
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ATTACHMENT ·G 

PRIVATE CARRIER CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

$ millions · 

FV'83 4.7 

FY'84 11~9 

FY'85 11.9 

FY'86 11a9 

FY'B7 11.9 

Total S 52.3 million 

r .. 

. 7x 
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CHART~R BUS DIVISION 

Saddle River Tours Ltd. 

119 GRAHAM LANE, LOOI, N.J. 07644 

(201) m-1900 

March 23, 1984 

Honorable Walter Rand, Chairma·n 
New Jersey Senate Transportation 

and Communication Committee 
CN042. 
State House 
Trenton, NJ.08625 

RE: ·SUPPLEMENTAL DOCUMENTS IN SUPPORT OF TESTIMONY OF 
UNITED BUS OPERATORS SORV.IVAL ASSOCIATION BEFORE 
THE SENATE TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATIONS COM
MITTEE MARCH 19, 1984. 

Dear Senator Rand:· 

In accordance with your agreement to hold the recorq of . 
the March 19, 1984 ,. hearing open for seven days, enclosed 
please find documents to supplement the testimony given before 
the Senate Transportation and Communication$ Committee by the 
United Bus Operators Survival Association~ · 

I should very much like to thank you and the members of ' · 
your committee for allowing us to present our testimony, and 
for allowing this suppleme~tation of t record. 

RRF/gdg 
Enclosure·s 
CC: Honorable Thomas F~ Cowan 

Honorable Francis J. McManimon 
Honorable Thomas Gagliano 
Honotable James R. Hutley 
Mr. Peter Martoogian 
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SUPPLEMENTARY DOCU~NTS IN SUPPORT 

OF THE TESTIMONY OF THE UNITED BUS OPERATORS 

SURVIVAL ASSOCIATION BEFORE-THE SENATE TRANSPORTATION 
-

AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE, MARCH 19, 1984. 

At the Public Hearing con-cerning bus transportation, held before 

the Senate Transportation and Communications Committee on March 19, 

1984 ~ Ronald R. Faillace, Presi~ent of the United Bus Operators 
- ' 

Survival· Association, quoted from seve~al int~rnal memoranda_ which- · 

had been pr:epared by N. J. Transit- employees. ·Complete copies of 

these memoranda, which had been obtained from N. J. Transit under 

court order are attached hereto as exhibits A through E. Examination_._--
- -

~f these documents cl~arly indicates that N. J~ Transit has failed ~o 

fulfill the purpose for which the agency was created. Indeed, ·as the 
I 

below highlighted excerpts will 'indicate,_ N. J. Transit has 

consi~~ently bperated under a poliby which is directly opposed to the 

"encourag(ing) to the maximum ·extent feasible the participation of -

priv~te enterprise and the avoid(ance) of destruct1ve competition" 

See N.J.S.A. 27:25-2(d). 

'.Beginning with a memo dated July 22, 19Bnt a member of theN. J •.. · 

Transit Corporation set the tone -for the posture taken. by N. - j. 

Tr~nsit toward private transit carrier~ by labelling such carriers in~ 

handwritten notations as "Indians," (p. 1, 7, 11) and as "black 

sheep" (p. 9). At an~ther point in the Wilkinsmemo, this individual 

noted that N. J. Transit _should take i•appropriate action to minimize-· . . - . . . 

co~petition with private car~iers or else find a Way to drive the~.-

out" (p. 10). 

Continuing in August_ of 1982, Mr. Wil.kins. commented in an _ 
-

Executive Summary on ways in which N. J. Transit could · develop 

options to reduce the fiumber of .independent operators operating in 

the Newark area. Specifically, -Mr. Wilkins sugge_sted that N. J. 
Trarisit attempt- to reduce_ "direct_ eompeti tion on all N. J-•. Transit·.· 

routes." . He was particulary pleased that· the N. J. · Transi-t "bus 
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card" program offered N. J. Transit a competitive advantage over the 
private carriers in reaching· this goal. Indeed, he noted that the.· 

state subsidies which finance the bus card program, .which are not ... 

shared with the i~dependent carriers, force a reveriue loss upon the: 

indepe~dent carriers who honor the. state ca~c:l·. These losses, in_ 
turn, as suggested by Mr. Wilkins, necessitated negotiation with only 

those. c~rriers "whose long term survival is anticipated." Conducting· 

a public agendy along such lines cannot serve the public interest; 

nor· cian it be contended th~t such operation will encourage private 
,· .. 

enterprise in participating in the transpo~tation field as requir~~~ 
by the ·expressed legislative intent. Finally, in the· July,. 1982, 

memo, Mr. Wilkins notes that private enterprise is wasting N. J. · 

Transit resources by "undercutting profits." If the conduct of N. J. 

Transit's operations and the employment of . public funds by that 

agency_are to be measured only through a determin~tion of the extent 

of profit and loss, one must question whether N. J. ~ransit is indeed 

serving "the needs of the transit dependents." See N.J.S.A. _27:25-

2 (a) • / 

In a memo dated November 11, 1982, Mr. Wilkins continued to 

develop his scenario of a state monopoly on transportation wh~n he 

ptesented a review of operations in Hudson, Essex, Passaic, Atlantic:_ 
·arid Mercer counties, which review· was based on the premise that N. J:. · 
Transit, contrary to its legislatively granted pow.ers, completely 
squeeze out private carriers and operate a monopoly of all local bus 

services. 

Mr. Wilkins, however, ~as not the only member of_~. J. Ttansit 
who directed his efforts at the elimination of all private carriers:~ 

from the t-ransportation field. 

Geo~ge Heinle disclosed that N. J. 

In a memo· dated March 16, 1983, 

Transit had in the past and sought 

ag~in to retain the services of Syst~ms Design Concepts, Inc.,-in the 

preparation of a complete analysis of. the costs and benefits to. be 

obtained from a takeover by N. J. Transit of the entire system of 

piivate tr~nsportation industryi 
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Fin~lly, Lau~ie B. Lewis, in memo dated May 10, 1983, in h~r 

review of the· report prepared by __ Systems ~esign wished to add her 

thdughts ·. on "the myth of private entei:pr ise," claiming that 

"indep~ndents (privat_e carriers) have virtually no inves·tment in 

t~eir companies." Clearly Ms. Lewis does not adequately comprehend 

the nature and extent of the investments made by many independent ,. 

operators, ·aFld her_ comments are ·yet anoth~r showing tha_t N. J. 

Transit ha·s determined that .it is not subject to the legislation 

which calls for the maximum participation of private enterprise in . 

the Transpoitation field. See N.J.S.A. 27:25-2(d) 

~estimony w~s also given 'with r~spect to the charter bus 

operations ~onducted by N. J. Transit. While the New Jersey 

Legislature in N.J.S.A 27:25-6(6) allows New Jersey Trarisit tQ eng~ge 

in charter· bus_ operations, New Jersey Transit has ~sed· this ~uthority -_, •,. 

in ways n~t sanctioned by the enabling legislation. Spe6ifically, N.· 

J. Transit ha~ read its authorization ·to run charters as ~ m,ans of 
. -

elimiry_ating private competition. · In addition,· N. J. Transit has 

maintained a policy that is in direct contravention of federal rules:: 

and ~egulations on charters. Such actions,. could have repercussions_ 

in the Urban Mass Transportation Administration.that may eventually· 

lea(! ~o a terminat~on of federal funds ~o New Je·rsey __ Transit. This,· 

in turn will mean the los$ of_ a great deal of federal funding, the_ . · 

replacement of. which will have to . come out of the pockets of New 
Jersey taxpayera. · 

The, federal st_atute that deals with charter bus transport and · 

the· dispersal of federal funds is_ 49 u.s.c.s. 1602, _a part of the · 

Urban Mass T~anspor.tation Act. 49 Uo.S.C.S. 1601 et seq. 

Subsection 1602 (f) of the act pr,ovides: · 

No fe~eral financial assistance under this Act (49 u.s.c~s~ 
Section 1601 et se.q.) may be provided for the purchase or 

. operation of buses unless the applicant or any public bOd1 
receiving such assistance for the purchase or operation of 
buses, or any publicly own~d operator rec~ivipg su6h 
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assistance, shall as a condition of suc-h assistance enter 
into an agreement with the Secretary that such public body, 
will not engage in ch~rter bus oper_ations outside the urban 
area within which it provides regularly schedu_led mass 
transportation service, except·as provided in the agreement 
authorized by this subsection. Such agreement shall· 
provide for fair and equitable arrangements, appropriate ln 

, the judgment of the Secretary; to assure that the financial 
assistance granted under this Act (49 u~s.c.s. Section 16Dl 
et. seq.) will not enable public bodies and publicly and 
privately owned. operators for public bodies to foreclose 
private operators from the intercity charter bus industry 
-where such private operators are willing and able to· 
provide such service. 

Under the· above subsection, federal funds may not be used for 

the purpose of providing destructive competition· by public bodies to· 

tt.le detriment of private charter bus operators. It is well settled~. 

that such conditions when placed upon receipt of federal funds are: 

legitimate and that "Congress, of course, has the right to condition 

the 9rant of federal moneys upon fulfillment by fhe state of federal 

requirements. Connecticut State Department of Public Welfare v. 

Depart~ent of Health, Education and Welfarue, 448 F.2d 209 (2d Cir. · 

1971) • In the case· at hand' N. J. Transit has· used federal money to· 

.run its charter buses on routes which private enterprise is willing 
and ·able to serve. N. J. Transit, by doing so, and by running 

charter service-on such an ext~emely broad sc~le has sho~n that it is 

bent on a course of action intentionally designed to put pr~ssure on 
private operatbrs and eventually force them out of busiriess. This is_.· 

in violation of the expre~s tequirements of the above statute. 

49 u~s.c.s. 1602(f) also prbvides th~ authority for enforcement . 

of that subsection: 

rn addition to any other remedies specified in the 
agreement, the Secret~ry shall have the authority to bar a 

· grantee or operator from th~ receipt of further financi~l 
assistance for mass transportation facilities -· and 
equipment where h~ determines that there "haa been a 
continoing pattern ~f violations of the terms of agreement. 
Upon receiving a complaint regarding ~n alleged violation, 
th~ s•cretary shall inve•tigate and shall deterfuine whether 
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a violation .has occurred. Upon determination .that a 
violation has occurred,_he shall ta~~ appropriate ~ction to 
correct the violation under the term~ and_conditions Qf the 

.agreement. 

The above is more than a simple pronouncement of enforcement 
power, it is designed specifically to protect pr.ivate _O}?erators who · 

have be~n harmed. by the misuse of fe~eral funds. The above also gives 
-to the Secretary of Transportation the obligation to enforce the · 

subsection. As stated by the court in Local. Division 1265 v. Jacksori 

Transit Authority, 650 F.2d 13~9, 1387, (6th Cir. 1957) ,· "the 

Secretart of Transportation· does have ~everal specific enforcement 

obligations under the (Urban Mass Transportation) ·Act .. ·section 3(fr, 

49 u.s.c.s. 1602(f), for example, explicitly requires him to. 

$~pervise and enforce protective atrangements which . ensure that 

federal grants will not ~e used t6 force priv~te charter bus 

operators out of the competitive market .. " 

!n addition to the limitations on the use of federal monies, · 

federal regulations also limit the use of charter services · by 
recipients of grants under· the Urban Mass T~ansportation Act. The~e ·· 

regulations prohibit recipients ef grants from operating anything ~ut· 
. . 

iricidental chart~r.services. 

49 C.F.R. 60411 says that: 

(a) 

(b) 

No grantee. or operator· of mass transportation equipment 
.. 

shall· engage in charter bus operations using buses, 

facilities, or equipment. funded under .the A~ts except on· an> 

inc~dental basis in· strict compliance with the. Opinion of· 

the COI!}ptroller ~ General of the u"ni ted States, B--160204 I, . 

·.December 7, 1966, in Appendix A o~ this part. 

Any of the following uses of mass transportation buses in 
charter bus · operations will _be presumed not ~o be 

incidental: 

14X 
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(1) Weekday charters which occur during· peak morning and 
ev~ning rush houtsJ 

1 

(2) Wee~day charters wh~ch require buses to travel more 
. . 

than fifty miles beyond th~ grantee's urbart area: or 

(3) W~ekday charters which require the use of a·particular 

bus for·rnore than a total ot six hours in any one day. 

49 C.F.R. 604.3 defines "incidental" as "charter bus operations. 

which do not interfere with regularly schedul~d s~rvice to the 

public".(as defined in the opinion of the Comptr6ller·General of the 

United States, B-160204 December 7, 1966). The Opinion of the 

C'?mptroller.General, located in the appendix to federal regulations 

on charter bus ope_rations, provides that, "the Urban Mass 

Transportation Act of 1964 does not authorize grarits to assist in th~ . 
purchase of buses or other equipment for any service other than urba~ 

mass transportation service." 49 CFR 506. The Opinion then goes on 

to say that Section 9 (d) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act 

specifically excludes charter service from the definition of mass 

tranportation. 

The Opinion.· states, however, that, "We do not consider that '" 
there is a violation of either the spirit or the letter of the Act as 

a result of (such) incidental use of buses in charter service." 49 

C~F.R. 506 rndidental service is spoken of as the u~e of buses which~ 
are regularly used for weekday rush hours but which are idle at other 

times. 'rhe Opinion takes great pains to define 'incident;al' by 
stating, ·"We are of the ppinion that any ·lawful use of projec.t 

·equ-ipment which does not detract from or interfere with the urban 

mass transp6rtation for which the equipment is needed would be deem~d 

an incidental use of such equipm~nt, and that such use Of projec1;: 

equipment is entirely permissible under our legislation •. -What uses 

are in fact incidental, under the test, can be det~rmined only on.a 

case by case basis" Secondt the Opinion quotes from Securify National: 
-

Insurance Co. v. Secuoy.ah Marina, 246 F .• 2d 830, (lOth Cir. 
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1957), which· defines 'incidental' as "that which appertains t~

some~hing else which is primary .• -" 49 C.F.R. 507. Thus charter 
operations by a re,cipient may only be done as a sideline to regular ; . 
mass transportation operations, a~d may not be conducted during any 

· time in_ which the· "charter bus" could be employed for urban mass 

·transportation, or commuter operations. 

Furthermore, federal funds may not be used for the sole purpose . 
of providing .charter service. As the Opinion states, "As indicatea 

_above it is clear that unde~ the act in· question grants may not 
legally be made to purchase buses to be used "ex.clus i vely" in the · 
operation of charter bus serviceo" 49 C.F.R. 508. And as indioated 

in the Opinion and regulations, charter jervi~e may only be conducted 

on a restricted basis by the r~cipient. 

-In addition all agreements between UMTA and the grantee of fund$ _; 

must contain the following two pr6~isioris: 

Th~. grantee, or any operator of projedt equipment· 
~grees that it will not establish any charter 

.-·. rate which is designed to foreclose competition. 
by private bus operators._ 

The grantee agrees that the project facilities 
and equipment shall b~ used for the provision of 
mass transportation services within ~its urban 
area and.that ~ny use of project: facilities and 
~quipment in charter service will be incidental 
and shall not interfere with the use of su.ch 
facilities and equipment in mass-transportation 
~ervice to the public. 49 C.F~R~ 604.13. 

As th~ above statu~es and r~gulations show, the federal·· 
government has made ~t quite clear that federal funds should ,only be · 
used for chart~r s&rvices-in certain very limited situations ~nd each 
situation must be looked at in the light of· two criteria·: 

1. Whether private_ enterp-rise would -be· foreclos-ed by the; _ · 

pro~osed ch~rter servici~, and 

2. Whether such service is incidental to ~nd will not inter£ere 

with the regular mass tr~nsportation seriice.to the public. 
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As the following discussion points· out, N~ J. Transit has 

completely ignored the above criteria in its charter service. 

Specific instances_ of N. J. Transit .buses seen on chart~r service are 

listed in the following chart: 

DATE 

6/16/83 

7/10/83 

7/2 

7/1 

7/2 

7/16 

7/16 

8/29 

8/16 

8/20-21 

8/11 

8/28 

8/27 

N. J.;. TRANSIT BUSES SEEN ON- CHARTER 

WHERE SEEN 

N.J. Rte. 17W- Eastbound 
Exit ll9 
"· 

I . 

NYS Thruway Milepost 684 
(All 3 had Charter Signs) 

II II 

No. East Rest Stop; MD~ 
(All 3 Had Charter Signs) 

" II 

Constitution Ave.,·MD. 

Southbound Manhattan Bridg~ 
" " II 

Troy Ave. Atlantic Ave., Bklyn ... 
. ' 

N. J. TRANSIT 
BUS NOS. 

NJT 6902 (MC9) 
NJT 6905 · (MC9) 

NJT 6937 
NJT 6935 

.NJT 6923 

PA 6676 
PA 6677 
PA 6678 

PA 6354 

. PA · 658·0 
PA 6581 

NJT 6196 

Eastern Pkwy~/Utlca Ave~~ Bklyh ~ 
(unloading·) 

NJT :6.203 

Hershey l?k., PA. 

II " 
·Disrieyworld, FL 

Washington, DC 

Bklyn/Q~eens Express~ay 

Doylestown, PA 
II II 

NJT 6904 

NJT 6913 

NJT 6901 

NJT 6823 

NJT 6676 

NJT 6216 
NJT 6915 

3:15-PM 
" 

9:45 AM 
" 
II 

11:10 AM . 
II 

II 

1:30 PM 
~ 

7:45 AM ... 

7:00 PM 

7:30 PM 

5: 3·0 PM 

" 

5:45 PM.: 

9:30 .. _AM: 

Washington, DC -·64 TNJ Buses in JFK Parking Lot, 
Sample Nos. 6109, 6235, 6261, 6323, 6580, 69.05, 6912. 
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Clearly,· . the abpve chart indi.cates that contrary t·o the 

testimony of Mr. Premo at the hearing1 N. J. -Transit buses "d~dicated 

to ~barter service" far exceed 49 _in number. These buses are· used in· 

cornpetiti_on with private carriers, and_ during rush hours_ in both the 

morning and 'evening peak commuting times. Not only is the extent of 

such operation violative of the federal.regulations traced above, bu_t ·· 

it is doul:;rtful that such operations can be labeled "incidental to 

·regular mass transportation services" since several of the listed 

-charters were sighted during the peak commuting hours. Additionally, 

s~ch extensive operations interefer~ with and may foreclose private_, 

6perations in · the charter industry, ag•in, iri violation of the 

~federal regulations. 

Finally, 6peration of chart~r servicies outside the New Jersey 

urban ar~as may constitute further violation of federal regulations. _ 

Specifically, 49 C.F.R. 604.l(b) provides: 

By the terms of section 3(f) of the_ Urban Mass 
Tiansportation Act of 1964, as amended, which is 
made applicable _ to bus purchases,_ no Federal 
financial assistance may be provided . for the 
purchase or operation of buses unl.ess the grantee 
enters into an agreement with t}:le Secretar-y of 
Transportation that the grantee, or any operator 
of mass transportation equipment for .that 
grantee, will not engage in charter bus 
operations outside the urban area within which it 
provides regulaz;ly s~heduled ma$S transportat~on 
service, except as permitted under th~t 
agreement. 

A_ last point on the operation by N. J. Transit of charte'r. 

operations whiqh constitute viola-tions of the feder·al reg_ulat~ons -· 

outlined earlier may be found from examinat-ion of Exhibit F. . This 

flyer . outlines an internal promotional program designed by N~ J .. 

Transit to increase ·and further expand charter operations. 

Additional-charter service by N. J. Transit ~ill move N. J. Transit· 

further and further a}'lay from providin~ only incidental -_charter l ~

operations. ·The· unchecked entry by N. J. ·Transit· into the chart-er 
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field will move some private carriers closer to default, or at least 

wil~ mean that P,.rivate carr ier_s wil be _foreclosed from operating · 
. . 

those charter services provided by N. J. Transit. Both of _these 

situations will r_esul t in a termination of federal ·assistance to 

public tran~sportation, · requiring either an increased burden on New.· 
Jersey __ taxpayers to make up the ·loss, or .. a cutback in public 

transportation service. In either case, N. J. Transit by its 

actions-will harm, raiher than serve the public interest. 

Testimony was also offered by UBOSA Director Robert Lovito with:. 

respect to the lack of accountability of N~ J. Transit, on both the 

financial and· operating levels. A~ noted below, this lack of 
accountability may have an adverse impact upon the receip_t by New 

J'rsey of federal transportation assistance • 

. As defined by 49 u.s.c. 1602(£), N.J. Transit is a "desigriated . . 

recipient of federal assistance, by which it is to receive for its 
own use and to distribute to other public and private trq.nspor-tation · 

service operators for their use, various federal grants and loans, 

and equipment purchased or refurbished with fe~eral as~i~tance~ As ~ 
designated recipient, N. J. Transit. may be barred from receiving 

' ' • \ . ' '•I 

further federal assistance ~hen the Urban Mass Transportation 
Admini_stration has determined that there is a pattern of violations:=_· 

of .49 u.s.c. -1602 (f). which r.esult in the foreqlosure of private· 

ope-rators from intercity charter bus operations. 

Specifically, Section 1604 (b) (1) allows the designated 

recipient.to receive and dispense funds, however, Section 1604(b) (2) 
·requires that this be done in a." ••• fair ind equitabl~ manner." New 
Jersey Transit has not been fair and equitable in receiving and · 

_dispensing ·these funds: 

1. N. J. Transit has interfered with the att~mpts of many 

private operators to profitably run unsubsidized . regt1lar route 

service~. Instead,· N. J. Transit runs route se~vic~ with federal 

subs id.ie·s ·at up to three ( 3) times the cost. 
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Transit acquired Somerset Bus Company and i..ts ·routes with federal 

funds, despite a• privat~ operator's· ·offet to buy the .bankrupt 

Somerset and run its routes linsubsidized. 

2. In S_epternber, 1982, New York--Keansburg-Long Branch Bus . 

company, a major private carrier between the Jersey shore and New 

York City, received a letter from a representative of lSO commuter~ · 

asking the ·company -to provide direct bus service from the Route 9 

-Corridor in Monmouth and Middlesex Counties into the Wall Street area 
of Manhattan. The writer, Ms.. Alice Filomeno, informed New York- -· 

Keansburg that she had so1icited.N. J. Transit and Lincoln Transit· 

which served the Route 9 Corridor and both had declined to offer such 

service. 

As a result, in November N~w York-Keansburg filed ·a petition 

w i tb the . Interstate · Commerce · Commission for au i=:hor i ty to operate 

along Route 9 from Freehold to the Wall Street area with servlce to 

intermediate points. N. J~ Transit 'and Lincoln Transit--which was in . 

financ-ial difficulty and subsequently ceased opera_tion---both. 

objected. Nevertheless, the !CC ruled in favor of New York--Keansburg 

on January 21, with the service to begin on January 24, 1983. 

However, on- January 17, N. J. Transit, rev-ersing its earlier : 
· position, instituted direct ser~ice to Wall Stre~t along the Rout~ g· 

Corridor. It was able to do so because it had· e.xisting but unused ICC 

au·thor i ty. 

In February, when Lin~oln Transit plunged into bankruptcy, New· 
York-Keansburg applied to the ICC and was granted further ·operating 

authority in the_Route 9 Corridor f.rom Lakewood to the.Port.Authority 

Bus Terminal. 

New York-Keansburg felt that it could operate profitably a~d 

provide be~ter service than th~ subsidized Lincoln Transit and was 

·confident that it could prosper in a competitive situation with N.J. 

Transit. Apparently, N~ J. Transit did not have similar confidence 

in its ability. 
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N. J. Transi ~ viJ~tually flooded the Route 9 Corr ido~ with buses·, 
running. its vehicles in f_;-ont of and behind the private carrier's 

·buses on every dep~rture •. N. J. Tr~nsit has attempted-to hinder New 
York-Keansburg operatipns at ramp$ leading to important park..;.r ide 
areas. For example, at Gordon Corner in f-ionmouth County, N.J. 
!ransit buses were parked along the shoulder of the road so it would 

be difficult for riders to see New York-Keansburg buses. At Ernstown 

Road, some 8 to 10 N. J. Trans~ t buses have been placed in lines 
although only 3 or 4 ate to be used to carry passengers at the 

particular departure time; this plays: havoc with the New York7. 

Keansburg schedule and a. complaint has been filed with the ICC'. 

3. One. of N. J. Transit's earliest innovations was the. 
I 

~stablishment of a mon~hly "flash pass" program wheteby a rider pays 
a monthly charge--currently $28--and nee.d pay no fare in the first . 
travel zone. On the surface, this seems like a fine public service. 

In operation, however, it. has. suffered from sloppy enforcement and 
policie·s which threaten the very existence of· those few independent· 

operators- which have been allOw~d to participa~e. 

N. J. Transit sells the passes which are used on its o~n buses 

and the three independent lines. The independents are reimbursed on _ 

the basis of a survey for which ~hey paid but whose findings they were 

not allowed to examine. As·a result, independents on the 24 West 
Orange line, for example, are being reimbursed for 27,000 riders ~er·· 
rrionth. ··The operators estimate conservatively that th~y .now carry 
36,000 fl~sh card passenge.rs. The reimbursement covers some 25% of. 
the riders while the operatprs calculate that: the flash card holders 
constitute some 40% of their.. passengers. 

N. J. Transit also uses ~ts ~everage of controlling distribution 

by taking over private routes in return for UMTA buses. 

4. Private operators also face the problem that they are not 

~i~en ~Ihterposer" status to challenge N. J. Transit's regular route 

C~rtificat~s of Authority,. while·N. J. Transit can challenge theirs~ 
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The detrimental ·effect accruing to federal assistanc~ is that N. 

J'. Transit receives all regular route lines which it decides to run 

. on by using UMTA buses with the . resultant wear and tear on those 

buses. . This ~nfairly competes with private operators who cannot 

interpose· on N. J. Transit's Certificates of Authority. 

As the-above shows, N~ J. Transit has consistently mi~applied. 

federal funds in · furtherance· of ·its own goals at the. expense of 

pri~ate enterprise. 

In summation, it has used buses ~cquired with UMTA funds and ·-

_operated in N. J. Transit's name to flood private ·competitors' route·s 

· wi_tb the intent. of drawing riders from those competitors. Also, 

t}1ere is a pattern of N. J. Tran~i t distributing the buses to those 

private ·competitors which -it favors, thus sele<?tively· supporting 

:through a distribution scheme those private operators it is not 

currently driving out of the industr'y. By flooding certain· company~ s 
·routes-- arid· then not dispensing buses to them, N. J. Transit has 

S\lccessfully driven out of business 40% of the private· op~rators 

since N. J. Transit's commencement bf services in 1979-. 

- Additional testimony concerning the anticompet.i tive ·natur·e of 

some· N~ J. Transit operations was also. offered at the March 19 ·. 

hearing. As was noted during the committee hearing, the development. 

ofahticompetitive ·practices was a problem which the Legislature had 

bo~ed to·avoid when the Ne~ 3ersey Transportation Act was orginally 

enacted.· Section 2 <;>f that act forbade the use of such destructive 

practices· by N. J. Transit,. and required the· dev.elopinen_t of a 

transportation system that fostere·d commerce, was effici"ent ·and 
. ... . 

. ~ffective, one ~hich encouraged the maximum participation of private·· 

enterprise and avoid~d d~structive competitibn.· Se~ N~J.S.A~ 27:25~. 

specific anti~competitive practices include: 
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1. The action taken. by N. J. Transit ~t the May 10, 19a3, N.J. 
Transit Board meeting at which a re~olution was passed withh6lding 

- . 
new btises purchased with taxpayer money and designed ~or distribution 
to all c·arriers, public and private, from companies which have the 
te~erity t6 compete with.N. J. Transit. While this policy has·been 
directe.~ against .New York-Keansbur-g, the threat to every otheir 
private carrier is frighteningly realistic~ they would.be forced to} 
burden their passengeis with much higher fares needed to cover new 

bus investment while competing. N. J. Transit fares are kept low . 

·bec~use of its coritrol over the publicly purchased bus~s. Soon, the 
private companies may face bankruptcy. 

2. In January, 1983, Manhattan Transit announced its bank

ruptcy, another of the many private firMs to do so • .. 

Several bu~ compani,s filed ~ith the ICC for o~erating ~ights on· 
Manhattan's routes; including the Vince Lombardi Park...;Rid~ Service · .· 

from a lot o.wned by the New Jersey Turnpike Authority. The ICC 

granted authority to all applicants. 

Shortly thereafter, the New Jersey Turnpike Authority trans

ferred Manhattan's contract toN. J. Transit, but assured the private 
companies that the grant was only until June 30, 1983, and would be 

Ofened to bidding~ 

Subsequently, the rrurnpike solicited bids which were opened .May· 
11·. A per rider surcharge to be paid to the Turnpike was to ·be · 
increased. under any bid. The winning ·bid .was to be based on the:·. 
highest rental proposed by .a responsible bidder. Manhattart Transit 

had been paying $1~950 per ~orith. 

Four bids wer~. received: 

New York-Keansburg 
Hudson Transit Lihes (Short· Line) 
Saddle Ri~er Tour~ 

·N. J ~· Transit 
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To. private bus operators, the~~- J~ Transit bid (67,'over the 

next hi9.hest bidder) was · incredib!'e. si~ee N. ·J. Tr_anslt :has· the 

·highest operating cosls of the four:competltors. we ·understand that 

· Turhpike . of'f icials were equally _astonished at . the windfall. In 

retrospect, it_is easy to see why N• J .. Transit can bid $10,500 per 
. . . . . . 

month or even $50,000 or $100,000. It needs merely to ~et\lrn to the 

Legislature for increased appropriation~ to cover ·next year's certain·· 

operating ~~flcit. - · · · 

Later the press· reported that there was ·-another aspect of the 

high bid: N.J. Transit, which can raise its £ates a~~wil~, p~~ns a.· 

. substantial fare increase for the users .. of the Vince Lombardi p'ark-<-.:· 

Ride service. 

3. The Manhattan Company b~nkruptcy· aiso shows another sign o·f. 

the anti~~omp~titive starte~-which ~. J.' Tran~it t~adition~lly takes.~ 
For · instance, on two similar coinmu ter routes which N. J. Tr a-l'ls :f.t took 

over- upon Manhattan' .s bankruptcy, . they increa~ed by 400%. tl1~ numb~r 
of runs on ·the _routes on which they had. competition ·~rom t:he pi': i vate _:.' · ·. 

operator Caravan Coach, and cut se'rvice '90% on I the routes on which 

they-did not have competition. 

- 4. Leisure Line, a private carrier. headquar.tered · tri Bergen .~ 

Co\lh.ty and operating an important bus service to Atlantic City, in:t.:-· . . . 

1982 petitioned the ICC to add service from Hawthorne in Passa,ic-·' 
. . . . . . . . . ' . . 

County and Fair Lawn in Bergen to its commuter tun ~nto :New -Yor:k City., :: 

These communities h~ve ~een ·serv~o by Maple·wood Equipment company, 'a,·:· 
N.J. · Transit stibsid,ary. 

Shortly thereafter~ Lei~ure Lifi~ ~as inf6rmed by N. J~-~rartsit 
. . . ' 

·that its right· to use a platform in the _Atlantic City _bus terminal 

would not be renewed a~ter its expi.rati(in ·on· July. 16, 1982. T~e 

te.rminal ·i-~ owned by the City of Atlantic C-ity but is leased to N. J •· ~ , 

··Transit. Although no written r~ason was given·,. conversatic::>ns with N. :. 

J• Transit officials indicated· to Leisure- Lirt~: th~t .: its r ights>would 

be renewed if · it withdrew its. petition for the added commuter ' 

service~ 
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Leisure · Lin, refused to- succumb ·t.o such pressur·e ·and · is . 

presently operating outsid.e of the Atlantic City tetrninai. 

In· co'ncluding testimony. offered by. UBOSA Director Paul Goldman,· 

solutiQn~ to th.e ·above noted problems were -o·ff.ered ~ It is· suggested 

tba·t these. Solutions will guard ·against_ cohtinued: abuses whiCQ 

threa-ten the federal . assistance cu~re~tly . received and the ~· 

implementation of the b.elow. note.d programs wii~ help insure_ that the· .. ;. 

put: poses for which N. J. Tran·sit was crea-ted ate a,chieved. 

Reporting· standards should be revis$a and N. J. ·Transit ·should 
. . ·. . . -

be required to provide financial statements containing bottom line , · 

budget projections. Revision .of the ~eporting. standards along such. 
I . 

lines will prevent intentional or' accidental ov.erbidding for. public'· .. : 

con~racts ~nd will also gu~rd again~~ ftiture undisclo~ed fare 

increases when such bids are submitted. Furthermore:,. bottom line 

budget projections willenable comparison between public and private 

operat-ions with greater specificity. .These comparison:s _will thus 
. . . 

e11able both private and public operators to c;:oordinate operat:ions·; 

develop a more efficient transportati()n sy~tem, and -conc.entrc.tt~. tax :. : .. 

dollars in those areas not· effeCtively ser~lced by. pr-ivate· carriers.·· 

Revised accounting standards should also require periodid . 

reports· on the actual J:esults of specific line or route operations. 
- . . -

Such reports would allow .more accur(lte comparisons of opera_tions, arid : 
. . . 

would also prevent the flooding· of partic~l~r routes as a means to 

reduce public -private competition. 

A second proposal called for the creat-ion of a ·legislative· 

oversight_ cc;>mrtlittee to insure that . th'e ~tate . subsidies annually,_ 

appropriated to N. J. Transit. a_re used for the development of an · 
efficient tr_ansit system, and n,ot the. creation ·of a. s'tate .funded 

monopoly. Such a committee would be able_toprevent the_use of N. j. 
. . . 

'i'ransitmonies Qr equipment ii:t·Squ~ezing OUt private enterprise, and 
such. a. commit: tee would also be. able to .•. Pt·event the N. J. · Tran~it. Board· . 
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of Directors from operating under., or developing, policl~-s d4!sig11e<1 .;;,~ 

to achieve the same·; goals/~· 

Finall¥,. it. ~s proposed ·that. co,ntrol .over N. J~. Transit be. 
separated from tbe Dep~rtment of T~anspo~tation~ A~ outliried 10 th~ 
testimQ.~Y given by· Paul Goldman; the· ·current. legislative framework .: 

.places authority for the day to'day operations of N~ J. Transit with· 

the Department of Transportation,· and it. also places jurisdiction 

over disputes between N. J. Tr~nsi t· and private c::arr iers with . the ·. 

same agency. T~e fr~m~work·does not provide priia~e .carrie~s with an 

independent forum in which to. present ~the-ir 'dis:putes 0 

Irtd~ed; th~ . Department of . Transportatidn operates tinder a 

s~gnif icant . conflict of interest in that the Department must also { 

determine application~ for route authority be.tween ·private carriers· 
. . 

and N. J. Transit, the agency over which the De par t~ent has. control.; 

Placing authority for the resolution of dispute.s with the Board o"f: 
~ . . 

Public Utilities will provide an independent forum in which to settl~ • 
···conflict,: and it. will ·also pr~vide a :regulatory. body tti determine<

route applications which is unconnected to· ·eitper N •. J •.. ·.·'l'r·a·nsit or 

~he.Depart~ent of Tiansportaii6~~. 

•r',,i ,·,' 
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... .. ,. .. - . : 

TO: George Heinle 

c ~Ro&Ii~:,±ofu.jv~ \_;)d ~ ~, r._ r../ »-~:.. .~ r;il4·~; 
.,. - ....,.... ·-- -- h~~ g . . --· -- \.[;;/ 

RE: Private Independent Bus Operations· in Newark 

Executive Summary 

Recommendations 
\ 

·The following recommendations are made with regard to private independent .bus 
operations in Newark: · 

1) Continue the status quo with the operators of Routes 6, 31 and 44. 

2)· Complete a determination of the number· of buses which could ·be 
withdrawn from service if competition cU_c;f_Jlot._e~l~Lb..~~tw..een 
NJ TRANSIT Bus Operations and the independent carriers. · 

-------~-·.,..ffJ',.........,.._:..._, _ _......-,.~·'f'.'-• ....... - .• -__, .. "'•r,..·4·-. "'-·--c •• ·.~~-· ... ·~ ....... ..,., ... , ... · • •, 

3) Based on· the findings of 2 above, develop options to reduce the number 
of ind~p_¢.r.tc;fe.o.~ bus._9.p~lP.G- The options will be along. the following 

--lliies: 

a... Negotiate with·· the various carriers to purchase their 
certiticate... Payment would be based on daily revenues to be· . 
paid for an agreed upon length. of time. The-negotiations could 

·be conducted' with all carriers or- only those whose long-term 
survival is anticipated.· 4 

• . • • · 

. ... . . 
b. ~or those carriers not wishing to be purchased, we.could offer 

to place them all on one or two routes. [n this situation, we 
should require that the independents form an operating 
company similar to the action ·taken by South Orange Avenue 
lBOA when they assumed all operation on that route. This 
step should insure reliable service and the operation· of the 

·entire route. Candidate routes. could be Route 2.S Springfield 
Avenue or Route 24- Orange•Newark-Elizabeth. 

. . 
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c. OffeC"" to coordinate services on a given route with the 
independent operators. This ·action may necessitate giving the 
independents broader operating authority than they now enjoy. 
For -example, if we chose to, coordinate with Route 12 
Elizabeth-Newark? it may be necessary to give them authority 
to operate all the way from Elizabethport to Cringe.. Since 
th~ independent operators fall. under. the jurisdiction of NJDOT . 
Regulatory; such actions will require their approval. In this 
instance,. the portion of Route 1.2 between downtown Newark 
and Penn Station and downtown Elizabeth and the Elmora 
section would be abandoned. 

Background · 
. 

There are ten routes operated by 22 different independent operators in the Newark · 
-area*.. Of the 10, 7 operate in competition with NJTBO routes. ( 1116, 38, 12, 18 &: 25) 
. The remaining 3 routes (31~ 6, 44) do not operate in competition with NJTBO. Of the 7. · 
~ompetitive routes, 2 (/124 West Orange/~abeth and IJ30 First Street) run coordinate.d 
schedules with NJT Bus... · 

Those routes which provide direct competition and are not coordinated with NJT Bus 
generally operate so as to compete with us ·over the most productive parts of . our 
routes, thereby undercutting our- profits. This emphasis on certain segments of the
routes often means that the entire route is not covered and schedule adherenc;:e is often 
poor. 

Currently, we enjoy a slight edge over the independents, in terms of fares, as a result of 
the bus· card. The current price of the car.d results in· fares com_parable to those of the 
independents when the card is used slightly more than one trip per day. Also, some of 
the independents do honor our· card even though we do not share rev.enues with themo 
Therefore, they suffer a revenue loss. · 

The edge· afforded by the bus- card will be reduced, however, with subsequent fare .. 
increases. 

• Although there are 22 independent. operations, many share common ownership;... 
..... ' 

. ' -.' ~ . r. ' 
0 • ... 

. . : : . ~ 

... 
There are several courses of action which can govern our future relationships with the 
independents. They_ are: · 

Option 

Status Quo 

Advantage/Disadvantage · 

In some cases, valuable NJT Bus resources are 
wasted. In others, where there is no competition, 
status quo is beneficial-, 

29x .. 
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Coordination 

Purchase 

Reassignment of Certificates 

. II>·.:--····. 
Pag~ 3 of 3· 

NJT Bus may be .able to- reduce platform hours.
. and costs. However, based on our experience this 
coordlna tion will never be realized and service 
will deteriorate. 

Revenue increase or decrease dependirig upon 
current relationship wi~h independent. 

Significant cost savings to NJT Bus. However; 
service on independent opera. ted routes could 
suffer. · 

30x 
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TO: George 

r. ... . . 
' .... ·-·'· . 

... ', .. . ·J .... , 
I ··: "'· ....... '-- •. rlf'4 -·-~ 

-~ .. :~· r ~~-

RE: Bus Op~ration~·in Newark 

·Attached please find a paper dealing with independent bus operations 
in the City of Newark. In view of the current administration's view 
with regard to private bus operators in the State, I think it is 
highly i~perative that we look at our relationships with the carriers -
in Newark and take wh~tever actions may be appropriate to forestall 
any comnents that we may be competing unfairly with these operators. 
The paper discusses several possible actions which we could pursue 
with regard to these operators. I believe it is imperative that we 
should have a consensus as to what our future telationship ~hould be 
with these carriers. ~ 

A~- you are no doubt a·.'lare, we have i nforrr.a 11 y tal ked .,.,; th the Spri ngfi el d ~ . 
Avenue IBOA. _It is their desire to coordinate ·service \'lith us as soon 
as possible. I felt that such action was i~appropriate until such time 
as we completc:ly r~vi~·.·1ed the position ~.,e •,r~ish to take in regard to · 
these carriers. I believe we should reach consensus soon so that 
whatever course of action is deemed proper can be implemented with our 
year..;end pick~ 

cc: Ben Feigenbaum 
..,..dim Hughes · 

George Dietz 

~~ ~f . 
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PRIVATE IL'JDEPENDE.NT BUS OPERATIONS IN NEW ARK 

I . 

INTRODUCTION 

Independent bus operations in the greater Newark area originally cornm.enced with the 

advent of automotive vehicles that would carry in excess of five to six people.. A great 

number of entrepreneurs entered into business in the pre-1920 era.. There were no 

Statewide restrictions that prohibited entry into this _business although numerous .. . 
localities did require municipal consents prior to commencing opera tioh. · 

In 1923 the _Public Utilities Commission was given the power to control entry into this 

business effectively freezing growth in the independent bus industry. )n the subsequent 

yearst our predecessor corporation, Public Service Coordinated Transportt embarked on 

a program of purchasing as many competing bus opera~ors as possible in the Newar~ 

service area. What remains today is _the vestige of what was once a large independent 

bus opera tian. 

\ 

The operation by independents has remained relatively unchanged in recent yeats. The -

last major change involved a decision ;,y New Jersey D.epartment of Transpor·tat1on to 

remove Transport of New Jersey from aU operation on Route 31 South Orange Avenue 

and to ·turn over all responsi:,iHty for this route to t!ie South Orange Avenue IBOA. 
. , . . 

CURR-ENT INVENTORY OF PRIVATE 
BUS OPERATIONS IN THE NEW ARK AREA 

• 

At the present time the routes are operated by independent bus operators and are shown 

in Table 1. 

Route 16 Clinton Avenue 

TABLEl 

Number 
of Buses 

Clinton Avenue Bus Company· ~ 

-1-. 

33x 

Competitive 
with. NJTBus 

Routes 

13/14 

.. 

Common 
Ownership 

A. 



·•. 
Competitive 

Number with NJTBus Common 
of Buses 

'Route 12 Newark/Elizabeth 
Routes Ownership 

Leo Transit Corporation. 2 24 B 
Eva Gershkowitz, Inc. 1 c· 

• Central Jersey Bus Company 1 

· Route 24 West Orange/Elizabeth 
24(a) - E. Vanderhoof & Sons 2 

Wohlgemuth Bus Company, Inc. 2 A 
Martucci Bus Company 2 

Route 18 North Newark 
Irving Transit Company .l 13/2'+ c 
Van Buren Bus Company 1 c 
John A. Policastro l c 
M. A. B. Corporation 1 c 
Timothy J~ Ryan 1 

. Patsy Palangio 1 

Route 2.5 Springfield Avenue ; 

Browe! Bus Company, Inc. 1 25 0 
484 Corporation 1 A/D/E 
Lincoln Bus Company 1 A 
Elm as Bus Company, Inc. 1 E. 

Route 31 South Orange Avenue 
__ South Orange A venue 

~· Independent Bus 
Opera tors Association N<; 
(Comprised ofl3 
individual bus companies) 

Route 38 Kearny 
Will Morris 1 39/'+0 

Route- 6 Irvington/Elizabeth , 
Elizabeth-Union-Hillside-

Irvington Line,· Inc. 3 NC 

Route 44 Edgar Road ".• 

Beviano Chartered. Service NC 

Route 30 First Street 
30(a) Elizabeth Transit Corporation z 8· 

Footnote (a) indicates that these carriers coordinate schedules with NJTBus. The 

common ownership is as follows: 

-Z-
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A. Robe~ White (also ·owns 2 buses on.the South Orange Avenue IBOA) 
B. Leo Transit . . . 
c. Amiano 
'oo Sanford W~iss 
E. Frank Tedesco 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 
,1 

At the ·present time our relationship to these various operators assumes several 

postures: 

1. Comoetitive 

Operations of the Routes 1.'6, 38, 12, 18 and ·25 by independents results in 

direct. head-to-head competition with ·NJTBus services. In each of these. 

cases, the independent bus owne_r has instructed his drivers to operate 

immediately ahead of one of our trips to capture as much revenue as 

possible. 

The previous section indicates which of our routes the vario.us independent 

operators compete with. rn most casest the indepe~dents are competing 

with us on the most lucrative portion of our route and do not fully operate 
.· . 

their authorized route in order to maximize their ability to compete •w-ith us 

and capture our revenue. For example, the Route 25IBOA's have rights to 

operate from Pe~n Station to 4.3rd· Street in Irvington. D~ring the greater 

part of the day, th~s route operates only from Penn Station to Springfield 

Avenue and Stuyvesant. The operator t_hen short-turns ·his vehicle at this 

poin~ so as to maximize his exposure to the b~iest part of this route •. 

Route !8 operators have rights .to operate from the Newark city line on 

Broadway to the foot of Broad· Street In the vicinity of Miller Street. Quite- · 

often many of their vehi<::les.will short-tum in the vicinity ·of Lin~oJn Park • 

. The Route 12 operators ha.ve rights to run from .the Elmora section of 

Elizabeth to Penn Station, Newark. It is common practice, though, for these· 

operators to short-tum at Rector Street in Newark and to frequently miss 

trips to the Elmora section of Elizabeth. Route l6 has rights to operate 

from Penn Station, Newark to 40th Street in Irvington. Typically, the 

-3-· 
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operations of this route are confined to operating between Penn Station, 

f>lewark and the Irvirigton Bus Terminal. Route 38 normally operates 

between its prescribed terminals-but" off-route operation has been o~served. 

The institution of the monthly bus card has resulted in giving NJ TRANSIT. 

Bus Operations a competitive edge with regards to the independents. The 

current price of the card results in comparable fares· when usage is at a 

level of slightly greater: than one round trip per day.. Any usage above this 

level results in lower fares on our bus service. At the present time, some of . . . 

the independent carriers do honor the bus card while others do not. Since 

. we do not share bus card revenue with the !n~ependents, the net result is 

that these carriers are suffering a revenue loss. It is difficult at this time 

to say whether this loss is significant. Our fare increase will mitigate to 

some extent the competitive edge we now enjoy with these carriers. 

2. Coordination 

The six buses operated by E. Vanderhoof & Sons, Wohlgemuth Bus Company, 
_..,.-

. Inc. and .Martucci Bus Company have been coordinated for many years· on 

Route 24. When our predecessor company, Public Service Coordinated 

Transport, merged its Route 24- Newark-West Orange and Route 11. Newark-. 

Elizabeth, the independent operators also obtained the right to operate over 

the combined route from West Orange tq Newark, Elizabeth and Elizabeth~ 

port. .. 
Figure l is a schedule of the coordinated .service operated by NJTBus and 

the th['ee· independent bus companies. As the schedule indicates, the 

independent opera~ors are presently provided with trains that operate 

appro~imately 16 hours per bus.~ During the evening hours, the independents 

ar~ providing the bulk of the service on this route. 

NJTBus also coordinates services with the Elizabeth Transit Corporation_on 

36x 
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Route 30. This· coordina~ion involves two buses whose ·duty cycle approxi

mates 16 hoursc. At· nights, the inde-pendent provi~es all service on this 
I 

route. 

Recent observati9ns .of Route 24 operations tend _to indi~ate · that ~the. 

indepen.dent operators perform as well as we do in maintaining schedules .. 

Som~ reports have been received that the Independent ·carriers, during the 

evening hours, do not operate a!l of their prescribed trips to Elizabethport. 

At this point in time, they are providing all service to that location and all .. . 
NJTBus buses are short-turned at the Newark city line. This sitUation is 

presently being reviewed • 

. Recent observations have not been made on Route 30 so a definitive 

statement .cannot be made as to whether the independent is operating his 

prescribed schedule. Previous observations have confirmed the fact, though,. 

that: the independent does not always operate that portion of the route 

which is on the east side of U.S. Routes 1 c5c 9. The primary reason for not 

operating over this portion of the route are the long delays involved in 

crossing this major highway. 

3. Non-Competitive 

Severa! of the ind\ependent operatqrs operate di~tinct routes which are not 

competitive with any NJTBus operations. Route 6, for example, operates· 

between Elizabeth and IrvingtQn via Union aJ1d Hillside. The route is 
. . 

moderately patronized and appears to tum a profit for its owner~ In the 

event the existing·operator chose to no longer operate the route, it would be 

worthy of indusion 1n our route network. 

Route 4~ Edgar Road operates from Winfield Park to Linden anc(Euzabeth · 

and prov~des little or .no competition with any of our routes.· The sole 

exception· to ·this statement may be the service that Route 44 provides_ to 

Elizabeth General Hospital on Grand Avenue in· Elizabeth. If the curren,t · 

opera tor chose to cease opera tio.ns on this route, 1t would be worthy of 

_,_ 

.. 
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inclusion in our route system. This route was purchased from PSCT in ii56. 

Route 31 South Ora~ge Avenue is_ not.co.mpetitiv.e with the single exception. 

of that portion of their route which operates on Market Street between Penn 

Station and the Essex County Courthouse.. The ridership ori this route, 

especially between Downtown Newark and Dover Street, is extremely heavy. 

That portion of· the line which continues ~rom Dover Stre~t ·to South . Oran_ge 

Village is· moderately used. but the branches from South Orange to Maple

wood ~i~ Prospect or Valley Streets see light to moderate usage. 

FUTURE RELA TldNSHIP WITH THE INDEPENDENT CARRIERS . 

•. 

.. ~ : 

There are. several courses of action which can govern our future relationships with these · 

operators. These courses of action-are: 

.-

1.. Status Quo 

. ' 
.. We could continue to maintain our existing posture wlth these carriers. The 

pr-incipal drawback of this approach is that NJTBus is wasting valu~ble 

resources in the resulting head.;.to-head competition on many of the routes, 

particularly those mentioned in ltem 1 in the pre~ious section .. On the other 

hand, the status quo may be the best posture with regar«:is to those routes. 

-where competition is nonexistent or, at best, minimal • 

. 2. Coordiria tion 

The present competitive situation results in some degree of excess capacity 
. . ·, 

being ~rovided when one considers the total resources presently employed by 

both NlTBt.rs and the independent carriers. In any coordination agr-eem~t it 
is. quite li~ely' that the indep~ndents w~~l want to ma~iinize the exposure o'f 

their vehicles~ Preliminary conversations with some of the operators ha.ve 

indicat~ that they may be. willing to.take some 12 hour equipment blocks as 

opposed _to 16 hour. blocks but they would not be.lrt a position of wanting· to 

accept tripper operatic~._ 

.. 

... 
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~~'i·-·~--t ~ 
One of the likely results .of coordination· is. tha~ it will allow NJTBus t~,~ ~·\.;_,~,s · 
fedtJce its platform hours and cost of oP~rations. Rev.enues should be little ~:'1,·, .··,;.,-
affected and mar even incr.ease. slightly since our vehicles would now have ,J*rT· ~~~--~ 

. . • •t: """". their own time slot and would not be proceeded hnmediately ·by an r·.,.~e:. • · 
independent coach.s 

Coordination would work quite effectively on Route 25 where the carrier 

could operate between powntown and 43rd Street. In the case of Clinton 
. -

Avenue, the independent operator is only utllizing a portion of Route 13.. To 
. . -.~ 

. e-ffectively coordinate service ln this instance, it might be more practibal to -.~i ~;.,. .;,J 
allow the opera tor to run his two buses between Big Tree Garage anc!W" ~ ~ .fe . 

Irvington Terminal. Coordination with Route~ and 18 is mor~ difficult _i ~-t--1:• -. 
·since neither route is identical to a NJTBus route~ J..a --+,..._.._ .Jr-r El,...':' ..... 

Coor.dina tion can also pose problems for the reasons cited below: 
I • 

-
a- . Some of ·the independent carriers do not appear to have the. · 

competency required to operate a reliable coordinated service. . ~ 

This statement is particularly true of the Amiano group of 

·buses which operate on both Routes 18 and i2. 

b. Differing Fa~es: · The two coordinated services we presently 

participate in do have fare differentials between the indepen

dents and NJTBus. Coordinati~n with Route 12 would result in 

. four dilferent fare · strUctures sir\ce the existing Route 12 

operation do~s not have consistent· fares between its member 

carriers. 

c. If we were ev~ to purchase one of the independent car~iers. 

who was a participant in a coordinated service, we· w~uld also . . 

have to incur the costs of placing one of our own buses in the 

slot previously used by that carrier._ This statement is made . 

on the assumption that the ·route is properly scheduled . to 

accommodate available demand. 

'i 



~J.. Purchase 
. I 

-
Purchase of an independent carrier may be accomplished by offering to pay 

·. him the equivalent of his daily receipts· less costs for a negotiated period of 

time. In those situations where we are not presently coordinating services 

and. would not add equipment back on a one-to-<lne basis, ·we would obtain 

· additional revenue without an increase in· cost. In those instances where we 

are presently operating a coordinated service, we may b.e required to 

replace the independent carrier with one of our own buses. In this situation 

we would incur addi~iona! operating co~ts and· there would b~in;ome to 

offset the purchase price. . . . .. ~ ..... ~ 1 
. . . ~, 
As par-t of the. process of negotiating the payment, the independent carrier 

would have to verify his costs and daily receipts over a period of time. As 

an example of the revenues generated. by these operators, the Springfield 

Avenue buses average in the vicinity of $42.5 per day, per bus for a total of 
. . 

$1,700. This amount is slightly less on· week~nds •. On Route 16, we are 

~9o.king at approximately $350 per day, per \bus or $700 a day total. A~ain; 

the amount may be slightly lower on weekends. 

ll-. Reassignment of rndeo~ndent Certificates to One or Two Roytes 

·To. minimize the amount of competition we could offer to exchange 
. . 

certificates with the independent carriers te place them. on only one or. two 

routes in the Newark area. For example, we could offer Clinton Avenue Bus 

the opportUnity to transfer th~ir ·two bOses from Rot,Jte 16 to Route 25o. We 

could also make the offer to Route 12 and 13 operators to move their 

· certificates.to Route 24. 

' 
The implications of such an action are as follows: 

a. If all carriers agreed, approximately 12 certificates would be 

moved. This. would allow NJTBus to remove approximately 

seven to nine bUses from service and would allow us to save 

4-
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. approximately from 10.5 to 135 platform hours resulting in an. 

~~~~varying from approximately .~690,000 to 

=~~-~~~~,S~.';:~m~~. 

bo The result of these transfers would be to effectively-turn over 

the bulk of the operation of these two routes to the indepen

dent carriers .. Out presence on Route 25 wouid be largely peak 

hour. On Route 24-, it would be peak hour plus some level of 

base service. The reliability · of. service on ·these routes, 

particularly on Route 24, would degenerate through the 

inability of the Amiano group ~f buses to operate a 

coordinated headway. This operator would not ope.rate a 

coordinated headway and ·would very soon determine which 

part of ·the. route generated the largest revenues and would 

concentrate on that section of the route. Since th.~ is a very 
- . 

key transit route in the Newark area, we would be placed in a 

position of having to add back additional service to properly· 

service all portions of the route and to aS;sure reliability of 1\ . ;,/A 
As _ __..,_-_ :t.~_· r:·-::. L service. a condition of transferring independent ~ aJ' "" s~ L 

certificates to these routes, we would have to insist that they 1 c..~ ~~· L ~-~'! 
form a central operating company, similar to the action taken . ~t'~ ·. t.,~-!.~~··: 

by the South Orange !BOA, to insu&:_e,_that all service is 7:~' · ... · ' 
operated reliably and that buses operate between establishe~: .. :··· .. ~ ·~: '., __ ~·.s 

terminal points. ~~· -~-- ~~--~ 

• ~---LJ.~ 
CONCLUSIONS . C,J~ ~ \..;.~ 

' . ~Jo ~ .P 
The following conclU.Sions .can be draw from the current situation: · · ~~ · ~- _·. · t""'" 

~..,. . • • L _r _,J- . 
< .. ,. .... 

ot-i 

l.. The total resources cqmmitted by NJT Bus Operations and the 

independent carriers with whom we compete are in excess of the 

number currently needed to acc_~mmoda te our passenger demando Steps 

should be taken to minimize the amount of resources wasted due tQ thfs 

competition. 

_,_ 
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~.. ·The bus car? program in the long term gives us a competitive edge over· 

the independent carriers. If the i~~ependent carders are not brought 
into the program it is quite likely that some of these carriers, · .... ~., 

. particularly those which are weak and pOOrly managed, may go out of . • •. {'~~~:' 

business. -certain carri.e rs (Routes 2. 4- and 2.5) will enter _in July..· b. _._·._;-~.·fj.; . .:·. 
. .· . . $\~ -~(. 

3. Appropriate actions should be taken to minimize competition an~"":?'!J~=:~)' 
reduce the number of buses committed to the affected services. 1 ';f=r-::;;"' 

4. Certain carriers do not com~ete ~ith NJTBus except on a marginal 

basis and qo not result in the application of surplus resources. These 

routes include the 31· South Orange A venue, the 6 E-U-H-I Route and 

the 44 Beviano. 

RECOMMENQA TIONS . 

. The fol~9wing· recommendations are made with regards to private indepen_dent bus 

operations in Newark: 

1. Comtinue the status quo with the operators of Routes 6, 31 and 44. 

2.. Complete a determination of the _number of -buses which could be 

withdrawn from servicr! · if competition did not exist between 

NJ TRANSIT Bus Operations and the independent carriers. 

?.· 
1;.. Based on the findings of J. ·above,. develop options to reduce the nu~ber 

of independent bus operators.. The options will be along the tollo.wing 

lines~ 

a. Negotiate with the various carriers to purchase their 
·. :;·_, 

certificate~ Payment would be> based on daily. ,revenues to be 
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b. 

. . . . . ;."'~. 

• . -~~ .. If ~-~. ~.r ... 
paid for an agreed upon len&th_ of time. The negotiations couJd/:.,-t:"'· ~.s ... ..;~ 

· be- cond~cted with. ali carriers. or only those· \Vhose long-term ,. .J{: ,·, .,.. It': -~ret'.,.. 
· survival~ anticipat~d. · · · .. · . / .;'.; ·&'~ 

vP/ 
For those. carriers not wishing to be purchased, we could offer- .' oJ 

to plac:e them all on on~ or two routes. In th_~ sitUation, we 

should require . that the independents form an. operating 

company similar to the action taken by South Orange Avenue 

IBOA when they assumed all operation on that route. This 

step should insure reliable service and the operation of the 

entire route. Candidate routes could ·be Route. 25 Springfield 

Avenue or Rout@range-Newark-Elizabe~~~xsat~QW'~ 
~t £1Arii!#~ l>"'!tc' . e. •• . - • ·· .. · .. 

c. Offer to coordinate services on a given route with the 

independent op~rators. This action may necessitate giving the 

independents broader operating authority than they n~w enjoy. 

For example, if we chose to coordinate with Route 12 

Elizabeth-Newark, it may be neceSSary to gixe them authority 

to operate all the way from Elizabethport to Orange. Since · 

the independent operators fall under the jurisdic;tion of NJOOT 

Regulatory, such actions will require t~eir approval. In this 

instance, the portion· of Route 12 betWeen downtown Newark 

and. Penn Station and downtown Elizabeth and the Elmora-

section would· be abandonedo. 

• 

-11-
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-~TRANSIT 
. - Ma rct"ft6£~ 19~:~J 

Oate~~·-,, . .,:~:.!i:;c·· ~ --

~eotge Heinle 
To 

. ; • - .
4 ~ftn:]f'!.~tl{s_] ~ 

Fro~ · ·_ .. · · ... •=: . . ~. 

Bert has asked us to write a 
ju~tification for this sole source. 

. -- - -··---------

., 

.. 

. . 
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RECE_(VED TO: Bert Hasbrouck 

FROM: George w. Heinle ~ 
RE; Justification of Sole Source Contract with 

Sydec Relating to Options for NJ TRANSIT's 
Policy Towards Independent Bus Operations 

"'nc-.... - ·_ 
~·.:.a~IC:> r ~ 

DPERATI1 Ct· ~·; . 
f!"'it; 

The project involves analyzing the factors affecting NJ TRANSIT's relationships with . , 
. inc!ependent bus operators in Newark and Hudson County and developing policy opti~ns , 
which might save NJ TRANSIT money and assure better service to riders.. 

Mr .. ·Arlee Reno, Vice President of System Design Concepts;. Inc. (Sydec) is uniquely 
qualified to perform this work for NJ TRANSIT because of detailed knowledge about NJ 
TRANSIT and the independents' services,. conflicts,. viewpoints, areas of competition 
and cooperation and history. In 1976-1977,. Mr. Reno analyzed specific cases of service 
competition and coordination between TNJ and the independent. in Newark and Hudson 
County,., One of these was South Orange Avenue for which a negotiated settlement was 
later reached. Other cases included Springfield IBOA, Lafayette and Greenville; and 
Montgomery and Westside where some competition stilL exists bet'Neen NJ TRANSIT 
Bus Operations and the independents. · 

. ~ 
Sydec, under Mr• Reno's direction, has also previously analyzed the costs~a1ld .benefits. of 
a tal<eQ_x~_t.J:>Yu~NI.IRf\~SI~~9~ ~P~P.~n.9~9-~. ~~rr,iers, wfth--estfm,ites preparec;i in 1976~ 
l977r and updated estimates . prepared in 1979.. The firm is, thus,. uniquely arid quickly 
cd,J!e to prepare reasonable estimates _of the consequences of such a course of actions.· 
Sydec has become intimately familiar with NJ TRANSiT .Bus Operations• cost structure 
in speciiic detail as a. result of analyzing other potential takeovers by NJ TRANSIT Bus. 
_Operations. 

Sydec has also prepared detailed. analyses of N:r tRANSIT and NJ .. TRANSIT. Bus· . 
'·Operations organizational structure and support staff necessary to carry out various 

functions in -cooperation with other ~riers and is, thereby, uniquely qualified to assess 
the administrative demands and costs to NJ TRANSIT of different policies towards the 
independents and of alternative programs to provide support for them or mcmitor their 
performance. · 

Sydec is also. thoroughly familiar with all:the relevant .data sources, including. PUC 
r:ports~-t&AN~c..StP.ti.~j~e~~"""s and inventori~s thro~ghout 
hlStoryoo{~~~m~tJ.l~~s;r•ffit« 4MfuTeR"h: ~--. Sydec's ass1stance 1n the . 
design and creation o!NJ · I RAN SIT was also based· upon an. understanding of the issues 

· which are important in determining transportation policy in New Jersey •. 

. ·1a0 Boycen A>Jenu9. Map1ewood, New .Jersey 07040 (201)751~3300 
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·· Sert·H~brouck -2- March I&, 1983 .. 
The experience of Sydee with the operators, services and options involving relationships 
between NJ TRANSIT and the independents -thUs· makes them uniquely capable to assess 
the impacts of alternative policies from the points of view of the riders, the State and 
th~ independent operators without any initiaf inventory, data gathering stag~ or 
preliminary analysis. Sydec is in a position to undertake the present task at a . 
subst~ntial saving to NJ TRANSIT. Sydec's work would be managed by A. T. Reno. 

· Att~ 

cc: Ben Feigenbaum 
John Wilkins/ 
Jim Hughes 
Laurie Lewis 

\ 

•. 0 
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P~OUTUNE 
OPTIONS FOR NJ TRANSIT POLICY 

TOWARDS INDEPENDENT ·BUS OPERATIONS 

I. Descr~ption of Existing Ccnditions 

A. Newark 

NJ TRANSIT as majority service provider 
Description. of independent services 
Areas of service overlap 
Current ·NJ TRANSIT assistance to independents 
Relationships among independents 
Summary of scope and trends in independent services,. including 
magnitude, fares, service quality. 
NJ" TRANSIT system benefits 

8. Hudson County 

NJ TRANSIT as minority service provider 
Description of independent services near NJ TRANSIT routes . 
Current NJ TRANSIT assistance to independents 
Relationships among independents 
Summary of scope ctnd trJends in independent services, 
industry magnitude, fares, service qua!iey 
Areas of service overlap 1 
NJ TRANSIT syst~m benefits 

C. Route 

Overview of current situation 
- Policy implementation 

Ire. : Identification_ of. Major Issues .. : 

A. Oefmition of the:- Overall Problem·. 

B. Problem Areas and Issues 

• Service quality and coordination 
Costs of NJ TRANSIT vs. ind~pendents 
Fare differentials and passes •· '~'~.: 

Condition of leased vehicles· 
Competitive postures and action·s (both independents and 
NJ TRANSIT) . . . 
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. . m. Evaluation of Policy Options from Points of 
View of RidersJ NJ TRANSIT and Independents 

A. Route Reorganization 

· B. Encourage E.xpansion 

C. Limited Takeover 

D. Additional Assistance- Impact o~ Capital Pr9gram 

E. Status Quo 

IV. Suggested Timetable for Policy Choice a.nd Implementation 

A •. Process for Choosing Policy 

B. Timetable 

Page 2of 2 
31.1&/83 .• 

·: .. 

c.. Costs and Other Requirements for .ftnplem~ntation Qf Selected Policy 

., 

' . 
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SYSTEM .DESl6N: _CONCEPTS, INC. , . . . 

ONE FARRAGUT SQUARE SOUTH .., WASHINGTON, 0. C~ 20006 • (202) 393-5910 
. I 

Mr. John Wilkins 
NJ TRANSIT Bus Operations 
180 Boyden Avenue 
Maplewood, New Jersey 07040 

Dear John: 

March 10. 1983 

. . Attached are a few paragraphs: which exp 1 a in why Sydec is . uniquely 
qualified and should be considered as the sole source to perform_ a_n 
analysi~ of NJ Transit's relationship to the independents. 

,.,. ... ,· 

ATR/lcm 
Attachments, 

Sincerely., 

.1) /} . 
L.~ 

Arlee To Reno 
Vice President 

. . . . . . . . ~ ' . ·- . . 
• o "•. •i'• o• I~ o • ':; •. J ~' • • 

... - ...... . ' 
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~stification .;&:. Sole Source' -~~.r~-•-=..t ..r,~. 
,.,.7,:76(1 ~fl!loi$c"9two.tD; u 0 .-J. ~:; • .-_ · ~~a&li~~·S. 
t::1•7N~ ~ /'V-:I7~a,-P,4...1t_, 74~.6~~~ . ·. . · . • 

· - -The project involves analyzing the-..factors affecting New Jersey 
Transit's relationships with independent bus operators in Newark and 
Hudson. County? a:nd developing policy options which might save New Jersey 

Transit money and assure better service to riders. _.· . 
. Alt..Aitu:A# £'41'.1"46 ChtS: p.,C7,_,,~ tl;fC f'J1~ i;)~~UI ftM'~-r/Ne. {f~~ 

I . -

.-&)dec is- uniquely-qualified to perform this work for NJ Transit 
. .. 

because of detailed knowledge about NJ Transit and the independents 
s~rvices, conflicts, viewpoints, areas of competition and cooperatio~, ' ,.,a., ~0 . ' ' 
and history. In 1976-1977, ~ analyzed specific cases of service 
competition and coordination between TNJ and the independents in Newark 
and Hudson County.. One of these was South Orange Avenue, for which a 
n~gotiated settlement was later reached. Other cases included 

.Springfield IBOA, lafayette and Greenville. and.Montgomery and Westside, 
wheresom~ competition still exists between NJ Transit Bu~ Operations and 
the independents. 

c/rt~ ,11.4-~ /) ~"" 
Syde~ has also previously analyzed the costs and benefits of a. 

takeover by NJ Transit of independent ~a~ orell as ot~ carriers, with 
e~timates prepared in 1976-1977, and updated e~timates prepared in 1979. 
The firm is thus uniquely and quickly able to prepare reasonable 
estimates of the consequences of such a course of actionso Sydec has 
become intimately familiar with NJ Transit Bus Operations• cost ~tructure 
in specific detail as a result of analyzing other potential takeovers by 

NJ Transit Bus Operations. 

Sydechas also prepared detailed analyses of NJ Transit and NJ 
Transit Bus Operations organizational structure and support staff 
necessary to carry out variou.s functions. in cooperation with other 

carriers, and is ttfereby uniquely qualified to assess the adminitrative 
demands and costs to NJ Transit of different policies towards the 
irid~pendents and of alternative prOgrams to provide support for them or· 
r'!onitor their performance"! 
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,Sydec is also thoroughly fam111ar.;with all .. the relevant datasources,.: 
. . . .• :_ .... . ·.-·. ' ' . ·. . . 

including PUC .. repor:ts, NJ Transit statistics, previous planning studies 

and inventories throughout hi.story (from the Wilbur Smith studies to the 

.CRW studies). Syde~ • s assistance in the design and ere at ion of NJ 
-

Transit was a 1 so based upon an understanding of the issues which .are 
importa~t in determining transportation policy in New. Jersey. 

The experience of Sydec with the operators, services, and options 
inv~lving relationships between NJ Transit and the independents thus 

makes them uniquely capable to assess the impacts of alternative policies 
from the points of view of the riders, the State·, and the independent 

operators, without any initial inventory, data gathering stag·e, or. : 
J'?•~ ,_r ~., ~ ;"eo# tP~eJttt _,. '"""' ~ ~ -r~ ·Pwtlf .:J"~·r:t-Jr 

preliminary analysis• a,;ef tR~c~Su at a substantial saving to NJ Transit. 

Sydec' s· work would be managed by A. T •. Reno. ·,~e also nas mauaged all 

tb9iP ~Ye 1t'iOt2$ pi ejects raJ'at&d to tf:le3e issues. 
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SYSTEM D ES.I 6N .. CQ N_.CEPTS, .. -, .. 1 NC~ 
ONE FARRAGUT sQUARe souTH ~WASHINGTON~ :o~· c. 2oooe • (202) 3·93-5910 

. I . • . • . . . • . ·. . 

-Mr. John Wilkins 
NJ TRANSIT Bus Operations 
180 Boyden Avenue 
Maplewood, New Jersey 07040. 

Dear John; 

March a •. 1983 

Attached is. a: draft outline of a policy paper with regard to 
independent bus operations in Newark and Jersey City. Please let me know 
·;f you think any other items should. be covered. -

• 
Enclosure 

cc:. · Laurie lewis 

.. - ... 
r :• 

Sincerely.-

Arlee T. Reno 
Vice President 

R-ECEIVED 

MAR 9 - 1983. 

DtRECTOR ·.OF 

• ' I 

··~ . . • 
. CPtRATIONAt rtA:tfU1U:\ .. -. 

... . . , -

...... . 
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.. " ORAFT· OUTLINE 
OPTIONS FOR NJ TRANSIT·POliCY 

TOWARD INDEPENDENT BUS OPERATIONS 

A. Reno - March 1983 

I. _Description of Existing Condition~ 

A. Newark 

NJ Transit as majority service provider 
- Description of independent services 
- Areas of service overlap 
- Current NJ Transit assistance to independents 

,, 

-,,c 
Gc.. (.!. 

J/~ 

t-L 

- Relationships among independents · 
Surrmary of scope and trends. in independent ser-vices, i nc_l udi ng 
magnitude 9 fares. service quality 

- lv-:17 .s,, "'1t:l'bl v~.~ 

fr.. Hudson County 

MJ.Transi"t as minority: service provider . 
.... Description of independent services near NJ Transit routes 
- Current NJ Trans it assi stanc·e to independents . 
- Relationships among independents .. 

Surrmary of scope and trends in indep-endent services. 
industry magnitude~ fares, service quality 

- ~ o~f.c.~(u.-< at/I:JI'it c:.~ 
---4)7 .)~J7~....., tf.t:».,.._,,,-,?J 

IIo Identification of Major Issues 
- 0 Va"'tVIC"C-J 0\-t""v,A""~ 

A. Definition of. The Overall Problem s , -w,r ,_. 
~04. \.,. , .. ,.r..~:IY ·~ 

B. Problem Areas and Issues 

- Service quality ~nd coordination 
- Costs of NJ Trarisit vs. independents 

Fare differentials and passes . 
Condition of leased. vehicles 
Competitive postures and actions (both independents and, 

NJ Transftr . - _ •. 

IIIo Evaluation of Policy Options From Points of View of Riders, 
N~ Transit, and Independents 

A. Route Reorganization 

B. Enco~rage Expansion 

C. Lfmited Takeover 

o. Additional As.sistan.ce -t~H c~'14t:.. P'"'C~,..., 

E. _ Status Quo 
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·. . 
. ·. 

IV .. Suggested T1meta~le for Po11C:y: .. Cho1ce and -Implementation 
I 

A. Process for Choosing Policy. 

a. Timetable .. 

C.. Costs -and Other Requirements for Implementation of 
Selected Policy 

... : _· .. ..; 
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~ .. ~ ... 

·, 
· .Background · 

1\ CURSORY .. REVI E\i.OF. THE IMPACTS RELATED 
ro· THE CONSOLIDATION OF: SELECTED LOCAL 

INDEPENDENT BUS OPERATIONS: WITH NJ TRANSIT· BUS . 

.. 

For many years various privately· owned and. operated bus companies; have been 
furnishing bus services in the urbanized areas of· New Jersey. In some cases 
these private. entreoeneurs operate. complete.ly apart from NJT~ .. However, a lcrge 
nurrber of them compete. either partially or tot~lly with our publicly owned 
services. As this practice continues it gives cause for concern over the t 

increasingly sc.~r~e transportati~n dollars .whether it be. in taxes; fumi.shing . , ·; 
funds for buses and expenses or 1n the passeng~r fare payrrents. One remedy to i 
th~s could be rationalization. I 

Rationalization, the equitable. re-allocation of" services among the current 
providers, has. been often suggeste.d -as the means of introducing a more 
economical basis for providing the services to the publ.ic~ ·This can be a 
practical solution· in some .instances. Unfortunately, in this case such an 
approach is not suitable dt!e to· the .lat;ge nu~er of unrelated·supp_liers (owners)-. 
C6nsequently.this· review·.W·ill exam"fne·ttT~:· potentfal:.b·en.eftt.s\to .. tne .State of New 
Jersey. if. its chosen instrument.,:-··NJ. TRAMS.IT BUS were to -prcl"v·i de:. ail the local-

< ,, 
{ 

I 
I 
f 

I 
f 
i 
I.,. 

public·.bus. services in the· fol.l~ing areas •. · · · · :·.· . ; . .~ . l . . . . ., . . .. 
.. 

. . : 

Area o"f Interest 

. . · :. . 
Hudson.· cou~nty . 
Essex County 
Passaic County·. 
Atlantic Coun~y 
:;(.e rce r County 

. \. 
'""'~"'-..._) 

-Briefly the·extent of NJTB's current op,erating involverrent in eqch oc these 
areas and its level of facility· availability is as foll9ws: 

Hudson. County . . . . . . . . . 

Pre~~n~ly ~e oPerate ei ght.(ai. 1 ~cal·~ i~~s· ,·~~0~ ·,~~· g·a~~~~i i:aCa~,~~ .within 
·Hudson County.·· These garages also house other non-loc·al lines. The re-
.· allocation. of·these. ·lines to· other: locations,- could possibly occ·u~ if. these 

Hudson County. garages were needed for new local SE!;rvi ces. . . 
. . . . . . -.. · ... . : •. ..· ·. . ~ . . . ·.. ·: . . ·: ·: 

·o~ring FYS.J it i.s-·estimated that we wili· operate about l ,940,900 mfTes-.on· ~·ur 
oWn local lines.· This represents. about. l/3 of the mileage the i.ndependents 
presently ope·rate. It· is highly unlikely that our current facilities could 
accorrmodate all of.the services·involved without extensive modification o·f 
our line assignrrents.-

Essex.(including Union) County 

Current bus operations provided in the Greater N~wark area py ~JTB includes 
23 lines from-4 garage 1ocat1ons. Again, other non·-local lines operate from 
sorre of these locations and could be" reassigned elsewhere. More- importantly, 
here in Essex County exists variou$ instanc~s of;excess capacity on directly 
competing ser.rice. Thus .it is anticipated ·that the .. savings fn "Men and 
r1achines .. would be attractive .. NJTB is. projecting th:!t its local lines ·in 
Essex-Union arr:a vvill ooerate 3bout 9.9 mil"lion miles in FY83 and the entire 
.;nr1oron.Jort' f1.:~ot \·d!1 'r~:n .1bc:.1t 2.5 r:l.illi·Jn :71i1es. .. 
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2 .. - -.: .. . .... . •. ,.. . ·. . -~ . . . . . . . . 
· .... 

· :. Passai o Co~ntY ... ·. .· 
. . . 

.... . . .. 
~-· . . I<... . . o • 

. NJTa:·prese~t.ly operates -one· gar:'age ;~ Passaic County that ~~r~~s its local 
oper·ations·!' · The other facility,: dedicated .to ·commu~er operations i·s nearby 
and· possibly could be utilized for some reas~ignment of uni-ts.· eu·r. local bus 
ope rations should· be just· over 2 ·mi 11 ion mi .l.esduri ng F.YSJ.. The·. independents~ 
all.~ubsidized .. should provi.de about 1 .. 1 ·million· miles of s~rvfce. 

Atlantic County 

Atlantic County is served by ·Atlantic City Transportation co·. (ACTC) and 
NJTB, He ha·1e a limited facility in, Atlantic City. from where \~e operate local 
service. s"'uth to Cape May serving the 110n shOre" and "off shore" comnunities. 
Naturally~ our long distance operat.ions to New. York an,d Philadelphia represents 
the bulk of our operations in the area. Additionally; we have another facility 
in Wildwood which could relieve· some ,pot~ntfal mainte'nance overload. We have 
not segregated. our miles in this area by class of: servi ee therefore no 

· comparison in this. regard· cquld be made •. ·. · . · · .. ·. ·. · · · ·. · 
. . . . . . .:· . 

The acquisition and consolidation. of ACTC has been examined in detail, and 
that data can~·be made available for. further.discussion. . ; . .·: .. ·. •.•· .. .· . · .. . : . . . .· . . .. . . 

. ... ..... 

NJTB does ~ot maintain ~n~ fadti~y" in 1-\!rce:r Co; bUt q~es. ~perate ~ne line into 
Trenton .. Here ·as in the case·of Atlantic City a·more extensive study has . 
been made·.-and is available for· review. ·In addition, recently ·imposed mandates 
upon r'ercer. ~tro has reduced .its mi·les .by about 20~ of its FYSO .. . . . . . .. 

H·1PACT. OF. SERVICE CrlANGE' : . : 
.. 

·r'ai:rTe (A) "Selected Loc~l Bus Operatio~s· tiata•r was ·campi]¢~: from.:d.ata supplied 
byTri State Regional.Planning Ccmmiss.ic;m.:· I~. re·flects~info·rmation furnished. 
bY· the· independent. operators i~· thei.r. aml_ua.l report. to. the NJDOT Office of 

.. ·.·: ·. ~Regula~o_ry ... Affairs for CYBO~ Wh.ile.:~<? assurance:.can· be ma.d~ here as to the .· . . · ... >~ .. :_.: accuracy·~=·· it· ..is·· re 1 ative arrong the .. y~ri o~~.' ·9p~t.ato.~s-. ;; .When :.~~k~.~ :.i..n, its gross 
· > :. fornt it should ·rreet the needs .of ... thi~.- cur-~ocy review~ · . · ··.:·.::.:·-=. ·: :· .. ~··· ·. · ':, ··:·~· .·:.- ~;· .. ·: ·:·;.·:·· ... · .,; ·.··. :·:·. ·, .. :. ::>~·· .. · :}.'' .. · .. :···~ ··:·:· .. :.: .·· .·:,:~;:··_..::'··.·: . .· . 

. . .... From:TabJe·.(A} ttre.:.e?timate- of·.totar·nn,res.fs .. lS.,ZST.OOO~ ·.:It is.suspected that: . 
. : · var.ious.·JocaTized ... ccndi.tton~ ,of duplicatfQn in -serviceS: exist~ . It:~ is· estimated 

.. :.,that such.- dup.i tcate ~operations: may be. ~·canc~labl~ ·;n. ~duced ·operations · · 
·: totalling:.lo% of the current· services.·· Lik·ewise such.. reductions .could trigger 

passenger- reductions resulting i·n 1:evenue losses of possibly l-2% across the 
. entire body of ·service being eliminated. If, therefore, we consioer operating 

an additional 13,767,000 miles of urban transit service within the various 
urbanized areas as noted above, the cost of providing this· service should follow 
our current cost leve1s very closely.. · 

.·our racently colnp)eted. "Line Revenue and Expense Summary Report for July 1982" 
·.as supplied.by o.ur Controller's Departaent reve.aled fu1·1y allocated costs for 

51 ''tran.stt 1 i nes as follows: · . ,· .. . · · . . 
.... 
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.. :- .. 
~'' '~ ' ., ·-3- (Amended) 

. . ·~. · .. 
! . ·, .. • . • ' 

· · · '. · ·: (Line Stati_'sti C:$ ·Analysi-s· pg ... -: 4}.. · 
.. • . I • . . ·. ,. .,'.. . . .. • • . 

.. •" 

·;, .· 
Hours ·:_···: ~ Expe.nse/mi le ·· . · ·Expense/hau·r 

. . 
$4,803,229·. 1,352,265 $3.552 : 

. .. $36.96 

(Note~> Our 51 transit-lines. will probably: accumulate-.l~.7:·milli:on miles 
· during.FY83 -.:~his is· abot:tt 7.%. greate.r ·than· t~e.i-ndependents.may· run.) 

. . . . .. . .. 
If we accept thi_s_ fully allocated cost per.·m; le ·for transit· operations as 
applicable due to the large body of ·servic~ being consi¢ered which would 
engender conside-rable overhead expense, then· we may consider that $3.552 times 
(13,767,000 miles) could produce. annual costs of S48,900.,384 or say $49,000,000 
Poten~ial revenues may be estimated. b~sed .. upof1 ·th.e:.CYSO. r.e.venues re.ported by the 
operators; updat'ed by our.- qpe.ratjng exp~rien.ce and· FY83 l'l'roJe.ctforis ~ The . 

. · time-:-re l.ated .change· between ·TNJ • s· rev(!nue .. pe·r· hour.- and ·revenue per mile from 
· CY~. ~.o its ~Y8~ .~r?jecti.on. is a factor of. _1 .28269 .• · .. · · . 

: · ·. ·. in~s·.~: ;r· th~· ·r~de.pe~d~nt ·au~ Op~rations• re~enue far CYBO,. $35·~81.2,000 
.. ·· (Jable·.A) is-· ·increased· by· 1.28269 arid. reduce.d by the potential revenue drop . 

of l.S~ .it results in a poss·ible revenue.leve_l in ·FYBl. of $45,246,659 -say' 
$4S ,000 ,000 . .· ·. . .·.. -: .... . . . ·. 

NJTB: Serii ce Reductions 
.... 

. ' -.. If we, adopt a rationale that qisccntinues 'route according to. the following: 
. . 

Local routes with less than 20 passengers per hour .. · 
SubiJrban routes •,..,;ith less than lO passengers· per ho.ur 
Long Distance routes with less than 6 passengers per hour ·. 

Th~n the following rout.es by virtue of.ithe passe~gers carried and hours operated 
·between January 1, 1982 and September. 30.,. 1982 would be. ca~di 9ates for 

.: discontinuance.-·~ . . · 
. . 

. ·. ·: · · Northe-rn Dfvi sian .. .Passengers per hour· · 
. . ' . 

. . · .. :.· · .. · .\ :· .·. Essex-Union~(l~cal) · .· . · .. .· .... . . .. . ·:;:.._.·. · . . : 

..... ::. .; ;. · g. Marris Avenue· · .· : ~ ;. · ;. :::··.' · .... · i5~· ... ~ ·· ,_;..· 
.. . . . .. ~. :·· -~. Ke.arny;:.Newa~~ : .· .· .. : · ~: · .'. .. . lT · ·. :· · 

: .. ~1i dd i e.se x~ Un i.on ~ P.A.BT {Suburb ao.). . . . . . 
· .... 

333 Piainfield-Carteret-NY .8 

Al1entcwn~PABT (long distance).· .· 

· 150 AJ.lent.own-NY 5 
\ .. ~ - ~ . . . ... .. ·.~ . - .. . . . .. 

. '•. 

... ·. .. ·· .. .... ·· !. • . • . . t . . 

. ~ . 
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.. 
.. ·.· 

.. · ~- .. . : . ... • ·: . ... . . .. . ··.~· · · .:4- (Anended). < · · .. 
• 0 , ... • 

... : .i· :. . . . : .· .. : ::: . .: : ·. ~ . . . .·- Passenger$ Per hour 
.. ··,P~~s:afc.· { Loc·a·r f · 

. ~. . 

... 

14 Paterson~Haledon 
21 Paterson-Hayne 

. zz· Paterson-Wyckoff' 
· 42 ·Paterson-North Hale.don 

82 Paterson-Greystone 
92/B-15 Pater5on-Paramus:...A11endale-

. Ra~ey 

- Bergen (Lac a 1) 

· B lines · 

· .Miscell~neous .· · 

129 P~te~o~~Atlantic City· . . . .. ·... . ... . . . . 

14 
13 
•14 
T.3 

4-

ll 

14-

·l 
.· 

· S~uth~·r,.· Di . .visi·on .. ~· .. ·~~ .· ~·· ... :. . . . .,- .. ,··.=· ;.: . : .. -. . . : . . ·.· .. · . •. . • ...... . 
. ·. · CcnmUte r l. i nes (Suburban) 

. . . . 
10 Camden- Fort Monmouth · · · · 

>Seashore· (Long dist~ncel 

4 . 
. . 

Feeder Lines ·(local 
. . 

B Echelon Mall-Camden . · 16. 
H Bellmawr-Camden . ·: . · · .· 9 ; · 

. ! .. Cape May-Ocean City-Lind~nwoJd 6 
K Lindenwold-Haddonfield. 11 

. L-M-0:. ~ri"a~-Berlin-Lindenwol¢ ·.. 17. ·· · 
· . : · . Q·Lindenwo1 d-Glassboro ,. · · . .. ·· . · . 8 .· 

· .. : ~ .. ,. · ... :··-' .. · ·R·:Deptforcl:'Mall-Cherry Ht.Tt··· · . .-... : .· ..... · · ·-~;.<·: l!i, · 
.. : · ·· · · · ·· .~~u.· Lirldenw.old..:CaJtden. Ca •. · College:· ·: -::·: .· ... ··~··> 14- -

-~ • · · · v. Mo·orestCMn-Camden · · ·· . ~- • · · · 11 
· .~ ·.· Z·Deptford r~all-National·.Part. · . :. ~·· ·.:· 7 

•• • • • . . . ~ • ~ .... f •• .... • •• • .. • •• • 

.• · . 

. •. 

. .. 
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. · .. .. 
· · · · .. ·· ···· · -5_: (Amended) ·:· · ...... · .•. - :· _ ._. ... ...... ,.: ..r&. 

.. · · It : i·~ : e st.i ~at~~d. ~hat.- th.i! · re.~~ct i 0~ S . tri . ~o·ta l.:exPe~;~s,: an~ tot~ 1~ ~venues fo~ : .• ~ .... 
··::R:a:r~ttr:-ibutable to~th.~se:li_~·~s.would b~::·as::follo~s~,···.· .·.· > · : .. · ··' .... 

. . . . : i ,; .'·>.·· .::: ::.::::: .. ~ : .. ::~ > ·.:.,,_,~·.·Y:. : -;':. c'Orid;~> . , ... 
. : . . . . . . ~ . .. . .. ·.·:: 

Expense·=: ·: ~.: · ~ · Revenue ........ 
. ' . . . 

. ... 

· N"~rthe~· Di v.-isi.on· 
· :,. .. _. · ·· · ; Southern Dfvi s i ora-

.. ·.~ ~·: :·.·.. sa· 523· ·.· .·.. ; $3 113 
· ~· ... ·. ·· .. : .. ~ · S;~ll7 :··· · · ·.~ · l'sag ..... :· 

: . :· •. : •• ~:.=,•; ,:. · •.. : ,. . •: ;' ·.:. .. • ; . '· •.: .....;...'.:...;.' ....;...;;.....,;: 
• .:'~ . ·a.:·~ . ~~.- ...... ·.:; •.·· . : ... · . .: .. ~.·. . .. : .-:·.:_._:= .. : ·· .... ~ ~ 

Total· ·".. . . : '; .·.· $13' 640 · .. · . ,.··:· . $4 802 . . . . . ... , . . . , . 

It must be noted that these expenses ar:e based· upon the full expense allocation 
and only with a detailed examination would it be possible to define the 
avoidable costs associated with a reduction such as this, likewise the revenues 
being· considered lost could be retained in many instances. with a careful re
alig~rrent.of the lines remaining or being considered for acquisitiono 

. . . . 
Thus.-'if we- 'consider thes~ three 'condi_tions - our present budget,. the suggested . 

·. reductions and sugge_sted acquisition. the· financiaT situation could change _ . 
· .. possi~·ly·· as follows:· · : ·: ~ ·... · · · ·:; : .· . 

. .. 
. : •... i .·• 

Ff8J. Budget·.'. 
reductions frt · 
NJTBO :--
.A.cqui.s it ions to 

. _' NJTBO . 

Results 

. . . : .• · .. . . · ...... 
Re:~enue.· . .'[)e;ftcit 

.. 
Expense· . : ··: . · .. 

.. . .. 

. ,$168.~016 . .-: ··... .~ $1~_14,44&. .($53,570} . 
. . .. • •..• •. • • .. • '..!· •• • • 

( 13' 640) .. . . . . . (4 '802) : . 8' 838. . 

49,000 .. 

$203; 376 

45,000 . ( 4 ,000) 
. . 

$154,644 {$48,732) 

·Resources regui red . 

· Oper. Ratio· 

0.68 

.0. 76 

To accomplish these revisions _in. service·t- th~ following· changes would occur; 
. . . : . . .·. . .. ·. . 
. · . NJTB 0 Serv-ice · Add.it i orr of tha Potentia 1 

.:. · ~ ·· · Reduction. . · Acqui-red SerVice ·nemand 

. . ~, o1 _~esrs .":.; .. . _~·_)_·_ ·: · :. · .. :·_·:.-~ ... :-·~ · :·; . . :_. -~~ ~·.,32.83. ,.~65o1 o6 .... ·.:·,;··.· < ·. ·. ·
1
. 31_~·73~_73~.0106~.· l ,001 ,565 . ·.· \.:: : 

1!1 • ~I - . • • • , • • . · • ,:... • • ~. ~ • •• U" J U. ·· .•.. • 8,483,484 • •: :. :· 
Peale Peri-od. Bllses·. ·.· · ·· · .. · .·~ ·· . · 90'; ... =:·· • • :. • · 315'. . ZSS' · \ .. 
Sus Operators: . ·~ ·. :·. ·:.·-~.; ·.·~..-:=··:~·:·tss· :::·: ·_.:. . : :ssa· · · 48~. 
Maintenance! Cept~.· Per.sonnel · : . · . ·. -·,.50~- • · · : ., 190 140· 
Operatin·g Depto. Personnel · · ·- · . ..- · ·.:· 15· :. 50. · 35. 

· · Administ •. &· Cl a.ims Employees~·. · · ·· ~.- 20 · · ·.··50 30 
. . . 

·While the buses saved in the: Southern· Division and: buses reclairred from the 
Independents will be available and certain manpower may also be available, the 
need· for one maintenance facility· in Hudson County appears to remain the most 
significan·t. shortage •. The~Passaic co .. facility demand may be mitigated entirely 
by the _reassignnent of various line.s· between. the existi.ng. facflities.. . · .. 

. . 
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M r RAN s 1 T> .fYiiE M o : -~··"'·:···. ;·...,~? ·-
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.,· ~· 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: Arlee Reno Report 

' . 

Arlee Reno's draft report on Independent Bvs Operators is on excell.ent overview 
of the situation and the issues, end presents a thoughtful array of the ootions · 
ORer, ... '. .J would only odd one element to his repc)rt -- ' .. , __ ...... ~~~t:'jv,cte~ 
_·_~}~t"l?r.i.~ .· /V10ny Of these independents hove virtually nO .. ,: c,T• ··~.;~:·~· J~t~F' 
6mponies. We own the buses, the carriers Ieese or shcr~ gara.ges, they own no 
mointeno~ce equipment, etc. Their only contribution to the com onv i.~ ·. _ , · , 
nJonogem·ent. ,~:- v1ou~ . . · · · .. ·- _ .. ·_ .. ·. :-;: .: :: . tc:.~~~ ~~rv~~&y:;t~·.:,quaiTt)-lt- . . · . ·e ... - ... :_.~-.·.··~: .. :··-~;-· ............. :c..·~.-~;"'····=.··:...·,.,11:'· ... · •. .....:.······. . --~ 

me 

. cc: A. R. Hcsbrouck, Ill 
G. V\'. Heinle 
B. Feioenboum 
E. Butier 
D. McDaid 
F. Stephens 
J. Hughes 
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To: 

From: 

Re: 

··. 

Ben Feigenbaum/. 
Laurie Lewis~ 

John Wilkins\~ 

Independent Bus Operators· 

v ./. 

JUN 2 2 mas 
-ff.:J1{) 

Attached for your review please find revised copy of Arlee Reno's draft 
enti.tled "O;ptions for NJ TRAN.SU Policy Towards Indepen.d~n: -~us_ O:e .. ra.~~q~.H,: 
If you will recall, this paper addresses only the ~'~ 

. fl&tk!4~tl::!1: · so!!e:e p~::i:~e ~h~ ::~!!:it P~~:~d\:e p:~~n~ny 
to plan a ·briefing for George Heinle and Jerry Premo as soon as possi'O.le. 
Arlee spends a good deal of his time in New York.. City an·d it is generally 
possible to obtain his pres~nce in relatively short notice. 

You _w.ill notice that at the end of the paper Arlee has included suggested 
exhibits for use and presentation. Would you also provide me with your 
thoughts on what materials should be provided for presentation and I will ' 
have them produced in the print $hop. 

If you have any questions, please let me know, 

J'W:mg 

Attachment 

·cc: J. }Jughes 
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I. 'EXISTING CONDITIONS 
/1) 

There are some instances in which·1ndependent bus operations and NJ 

TRANSIT's bus operations in Newark and in Hudson County continue to affect 

one another.· All of these areas .have a very long history, dating back. to. 

decades past ~h~n Public Service or later TNJ was a private company and the -

respective independent companies were owned by different individuals than 

own them today. 

In the recent past, a great deal has been accomplished to improve the 

relationships between the State's bus operations and the independ~nt•s bus 
. ' 

operations. Among these improvements have been-the provision of substantial 

assistance to the independent carriers by providing them.with bus~s, the in

clusion of independents into the transfer p~gram, ·and the inclusi.on of inde- · 

pendents, where appropriate, into the bus pass program. In most instances 
' -

the independent oper~tors would not continue tci exist today without the capital 

assistance and other aid which the State has provided. : ·., 

Many of the independent operations serve particular market areas which 

are not now in conflict with bus operations provided by NJ TRANSIT and no 

issues arise ·over any operational matt~rs. However, the State has a strong 

·interest in assuring that such carriers provide adequate maintenance to· 

State-owned vehicles, that they provide_ on time s~rvice to tt,e pu~lic, and 
. . 

that their routes. are coordinated with o'ther transit services to the degree 

necessary to provide the greatest conven.ience to the_. public. The extent to_ 
. . . 

which each of the independent operators a~hieves t~~se goals varies based 

upon the individual company O'r association. with ·some providing better -

rna intenance than others, and so~ ~king more actions than ·.others to co-

ordinate their services with other bus or, rail services._ 
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·, .. •: .. A ·great deal of-rhetoric in the past has been .dev~ted to ~hether either 
' ~ ·-·!. -

·of-the terms 11 private" or .. public" respectively implies more management 

.· ef~i ci ency, cost-effectiveness,. service qua 1 i ty, or even mora 1 superiority. 

~m¥«-WRJlif~fH$1;%fiiW£ii:ti1i~'drf£~ 
·· -~-,,~Jfi:§4®~i1f,ji@f.{iJ. _The state has since 1975 

been the supplier of alrnost all new buses put into transit service by private 

operators. ·The recent new bus purchase and rehabilitation program points 

out the dominant role of publi~ funds in -supplying transit buses, whether 

utilized by private_ operators or by NJ Transit. 

The reliance of New Jersey's private bus service providers on public 

financing is underscored by recent requests that NJ Transit .providtltl2\' 

· IW-~;}· ·such as specific maintenance equip!'lent or 7ntire 

garages to be used by the private companies or assocfations of companies. -
- . 

~h~ latk of private capital investment in public tran~it reinforces the need 
,,· . . 

to.devel·~P GUNiJES:WitJiii!tfii~Qii$fb:il's. The goal should be to 

. ..,~~fi@fi!~i:}J. and ·to use those. 

r~$ources efficiently in coordi~ation with revenues and capital facilities 

to provide the desired quality of s·ervice to the transit user. 

':·Outside of the charter business, there is very little purely."private"

enterprise in the classical sense of the tenn, whereby private capital is in-. 
. . . ' . . 

vested in transit at a risk, in the hopes of generating a return on the tnvest-

ment.c~~~- ~e o~y private 
. . . . . 

financ~ng~now 6ccuring in transit is not from priv~te operator entreperi~urs 

.. but fr~m lfm;~l!~#i]fl~'t@i)f.r'Wf£J%$¢;fSfiSt@blt!C'&$inJ 
· \Wifi$"£l Private operators now basically ft!j,!:;,ta.ll~~-lf~il~l]' 
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Newark and Hudson County 

The relationship between NJ TRANSIT 1 s Bu~ Operations and independent bus 
.. 

operations is fu~amentally dif!erent .in Newark _than in Hudson County. In the 

Newark area, NJ TRANSIT bus operations provides the vast majority of bu~ service, 

and schedules and coordinates these serv.ices as an integrated system. The 

independents operate a very small portion of bus service. Based upon the number 

of buses in operation, most of the Newark ·independent buses are no longer in 

direct operational conflict with NJ Transit bus services. However, a significant 

number .of independent routes which each use a small number of buses do conflict 

with NJ Transit serviceso 

In Hudson County, NJ TRANSIT is not the dominant service provider, but• 

does _provide well patronized services which contribute significantly to maximiz

ing the productivity of NJ TRANSIT capita-l facil itie_s and personnel. Newark 

and Hudson County are discussed·separately because of the different circumstances 

in the two areas. 

Newark 

In the Newark area, independent bus operators provide services on ten routes, 

with a ·total peak hour bus requirement of 58 buses. Three indepe!ldent routes 

have no competition with NJ TRANSIT routes_- South Orange Avenu~o with 22 peak 

buses; Route 6 with 3 buses; and.Route 44 with 6 buses; for a total of 31 of the 

58 peak buses. These are· shown in Table 1. 

In addition to these routes oi,. which there is ·no competition between NJ 

TRANSIT. and independent operations, there are,two routes on which the indepen- · 

dents and NJ T_RANSIT operate coordinated schedules. These operations are 

shown in Table 2. 

. 7lx 
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.TABLE 1 

INDEPENDENT-NEWARK ROUTES- Nb COMPETITION 

Route ~nd Operator 

Route 6 Irvington/Elizabeth 
· Elizabeth-Union-Hillside

Irvington Line, Inc. 

Route 31 South Orange Avenue 
South Orange Avenue.Independent 
B~s Operatots Association 
(13 individual bus companies) 

Route 44 Edgar Road 
Beviano Chartered Service 

·Number of -Buses 

3 

22 

6 

Total Non-Competi-tive 31 

TABLE 2 

INDEPENDENT NEWARK ROUTES -C_OORDINATED. WITH NJ TRANSIT 

Route and Operator 

Route 24 West ·Orange/Elizabeth 
E. Vanderhoof and Sons 
Wohlgemuth Bus Co~. Inco 
Martucci Bus Co. · 
Total 

Route 30 First Street .. 
Eli z~beth ·Transit Corp. 

Number of Buses 

- Total Coordinated 

72¥. 
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2 
2 
2 

T 

2 
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The abpve carri~rs have coordinated schedules with NJ TRANSIT Bus Operations. 
pt I • 

In each case, NJT provides a majority of service and prepares the-~chedules. In 
~ . . : . . 

·general, the indepen'dents are iHlowed to operate their buses continuously {16 
-

hours per day), and NJ TRANSIT provides for the additional service needed in 

the peak. This ~mounts to an implicit operating subsidy for the independe;·its, 

since they are allowed to achieve all day productivity while NJT uses son1c of 

its equipment and personnel only during.- peak hours. 

As shown in Table 3, there are five routes on which independent operators 

can be s_aid to be operating in competition with NJT. These instances involve a 

total of only 17 buses. In all of these cases, the independents operate con

tinuously throughout the day with. all 17 buses, leaving NJT to provide the 

addit-ional services necessary during peak h~~rs. In addition, these independents 

usually tu·rn back the1r· buses so as to operate only~along the most ·lucrative 
. . 

portions of the route; and attempt to _pull out directly in front of NJT buse,s · 

so as <to maximize their ·revenues. This action by these i ndepende·nts results , ·' 

in inferior service to the public in comparison to operating coordinat~d-schedules. 

--,~-

The nature of the competition is s 1 i ghtly different for each of these routes. · 

The 12 Route competes with a segment of NJT Route 24 along Newark Avenue, 

Frelinghuysen, and Broad Street, which also puts them in competition with the . 

. independent 24 services which ;are coordinated with NJT. Only 4 buses opera~e ' 

on the 12 Ro.ute during the peak, with 17. on NJT' s 24 Route and 6 on the i ndepen..: · 

dents' 24 Route. 

· . The 18 Route North Newark on which 6 buses are operated competes directly. 

with the NJT 13 along the inner portion of.the NJT 13 Route, a short se~ment of 
\ 

which isalso serve~ by th~ NJT24 Route and the independent 24 Route • 

73x. 
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·-:. TABLE 3 

INDEPENDENT NEWARK ROUTES- COMPETITIVE WITH NJ.TRANSIT 

Route·and.Operator 

·· · Route 12 Newark/Elizabeth 
Leo Transit Corp. 
Eva Gershkowitz~ Inc~ 

· Central Jersey Bus Co. 
Total. 

Route 16 Clinton Avenue 
.. ·Clinton Avenue Bus Co. 

Route 18 North Newark 
Irvin§. Transit Co. 
Van Buren Bus Co. 
John A. Po 1 i castro 
M.A.B. Corp. 
T1mothy J. Ryan 
Patsy Palangio 
TQtal 

Route 2S Springfield Av~nue 
Browel Bus Co. 
484 Corp .• 
Lincoln Bus Co. 

· Ell mas Bus Co •. 
Total 

Route 38 Kearny 
Will Morris 

Number of Buses 

2 
1 
1 

4 

2 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

-6-

1 
1 
1 
1 

T 

1 

Total Competitive 17 
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.. 
The 16 Route· operated by the Clinton Avenue Bus Coo provides service with 

two buses over virtually the same route as NJT's ·13 and 14 Route·s. with the . 
.. 
area of competit1on along Clinton Avenue and Broad Street between Irvington 'a~d 

. downtown Newark o NJT • s 13 Route uses 26 peak buses and the 14 Route 10 peak . 

· buses, so the 16 Route provides a very small portion of serviceso 

·The independent 25 Springfield Avenue Route operates over a portion of NJT's 

25 Route, with ~· peak buses compared to 14 operated by NJT. 

The 38 operates one bus over ·a route which has only minor deviations from 

the NJT 39_ and 40, which operate a total of 14 peak buses. 

Among these various companies· a_nd routes which compete or cooperate with · 

N~ Transit in Newark, there are several owner's ~ho each control more than on~ ·. 

of these specific independent companies. In ·some instances they control ·other 

companies .as well, which are no.t at issu~ here·. Bevtano controls Beviano 

Chartered which operates Route 44 Edgar Road (not in competition) and Centr~l 

Jersey on Route 12 Newark-Elizabeth (competitive). leo controls the Route 30 .· 

- First.Street Elizabeth Transit {coo·r~inated with NJT) and Leo Transit on Route 

12 N~wark-Elizabeth {competitive) •. White controls Wohlgemu~h on ~oute 24 West 

Orang~ Elizabeth {coordinated with NJT), the Route 16 Clinton Avenue Bus 
. . 

(competitive), Lincoln Bus Company on Rou~e 25 Springfield Avenue (with Revere, 

and competitive), and shares 484 corporation on Springfield Avenue {com~etit_ive) 

with Tedesco, Weiss, and Revereo The Arniano group includes Ev& Gershkowitz !nco 

on Route 12 Newark Elizabeth,and Route l8·North Newark companies including 

Irving Transit, V~n ~uren, John Ao Policastro, and M.A.Bo Corp (all competitive)~ 

·s; nee a 11 of the independents attempt to maximize their revenues, the re."';' 

ported revenue per bus and per mile for those who. cooperate or compete ~ith NJT

is important to compare. Table 4 shows approximate bus revenue per bus and per 

·- 75x 
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-: ... '~· '. ' TABLE 4 
··-· 
~·· .' REVENUES REPORTED 

':.'. ON INDEPENDENT NEWARK ROuTES 

. ?. 

Reported Reported Revenue Revenue 
Route and Operator Buses Miles· Revenue Per Bus Per Mile 

Route 12 Newark-Elizabeth 
Leo Transit Corp 2 NR· $1?1,000 $61,000 NR . 

Eva Gershkowitz 1 . Sl,OOO 62,000 62,000 $1.22. 

Centra 1- Jersey · 1 49,000 83,000 83,000 $1.6,9. 

Route -16 Clinton Avenue .. 

Clinton Avenue Bus 2 165,000 $232,000 $116,000 $1:41' 

Route 18 North Newark 
· Irving Transit 1 61,000 $64,000 $64,000 $1.05 

Van Buren 1 60,000 62,000 . 62,000 $1.03 

John A. Policastro 1 60,000 63,000 63,000 -$1 .os· · 
M.A. B. Corp 1 60,000 62;000 62,000 $1.03 

Timothy J. Ryan 1 58,000 83,000 83,000 $1.43. . , 

Patsy Palangio 1 38,000 . 76,000 76,000 $2.00 

Route 25 Springfield Ave. 

Browell 1 42,000 $126,000 $126,000 . $3 .. 0.0. 

484 COrporation 1 66,000 $146,000 $146,000 $2.·2i . 

Lincoln Bus 1 75,000 $137,000 $137;000 $1~83 

- Ellmas 1 67,000 $137,000 $137,000 '$2.04· 

Route 38 Will Morris 1 49,000 $74,000 $74,000 $1~5l 

Route 24 West Orange Elizabeth 

E. V~nderhoof and Sons . 2. 140,000 $278,000 $139,000 $1.99 

Martucci 2 129,000 287,000 $144,000 $2~22' 

Wohlgemuth 2 118,000 271,000 $136,000 $2. 30 .. 
. . ' ~ 

Route 30 First Street 
Eliz~beth Transit Corp z NR $124,000 . $62~000 NR 

-· 
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mile for the i_ndepend~nts on Routes 12, 16, ·18, 25, and 38 who compete with 

NJT, and for.· the independents on Routes .24 and JO. ·which coordinate· with NJT. 
. . ~ . . 

The reported revenue is taken . f-f='om the 1981 and J 982 reports by the carriers 
l . . 

i 

·-
to the Office of Regulatory Affairs, and the accuracy of the information re-

ported is.entirely _at the discretion of the owners. All figures are for 1981 • 

except for the Route 25 companies. 

Based upon. the informat·ion provided by the in~ependent operators, it 

appears that there_ is a fairly wide range of route productivity in terms of 

either revenue per bus or revenue per miJe. Both the Route 24, on which the 

independents coordinate with NJT, and Route 25·, on which they compete, are 

eq-uivalent in terms of· revenue productivity o~. either a per mile or per bus

basis.. In addition, the revenue productivity of routes 24 and 25 is much higher 

than that of·the other routes listed. 

The reported revenue productivity for the companies ·owned by the Ami a no -

grou~ ii consistently around $6~,000 per bus. as is that of the Leo.group. In 

_addition, the Arniano and Leo companies report lower revenue productivity per 

bus and per mile than do the other bus companies on the same routes. 

In general then, the operations ~f the independents in Newar~· which are 

competitive with NJT Bus Operations: 
. . 

··• comprise a very small percentage of .peak hour services along each route. 

• operate their few buses all day, without making any contribution to ,~ 
pro vi ding for the added peak hour -service ·requirements 

.• serve only the inner portion of the route on which they compete (even 

if th.ei r rights extend further) 

1 sometimes share comnon ownership with independent companies whic_h 

~ cooperate with NJT 
77x 
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-· 
• cover a vast range in terms of reported reven~e generated per bus 

or per mile of operation. 

Hudson County 

In Hudson County,- independent operators provide a much _more significant 

proportio~ of service ·than they provide in _the Newark area. In addition, in 

the few instances in which there is a competitive situation, it occurs because 

a large independent association and NJT are each operating over a single major· 

arteria·l for a portion of their respective routes which do not overlap at either 

end. 

Two routes in Hudson County are the principal areas in which NJT opera:t:ions 

and independent operations overlap. The two associations of independent opera ... 

tors who provide services along a portion of a major route which is a.lso served 

by NJT are: 

• ·.:Lafayette and Greenville Bus Owners Association which has 18 compani:es ... 

owned by a total of 10 separate groups. 
. i 

• Montgomery and West Side Bus Owners Association, which has approximc:r:tely 

13 companies, predominantly owned by the Antinoro and Checcia groupi. · 

Lafayette and Greenville Bus Owners Association (LGBOA) and.NJ TRANSIT's 

Route 14 both operate on Ocean Avenue in Jersey City with overlapping service· 

for approximately 2.5 miles. 'Each service originates in different areas south. · 

of the area of competition. LGB~A also operates entirely with1n Jersey City, 

while NJT Route 14 _extends from lower Bayonne through uptown Bayonne, Greenville 
~. 

and Lafayette. 

The LGBOA provides more local .service ~han the NJT Route 14 and has histor- · .. 
ically car-ried more .. pa~·sengers per bus along Ocean Avenue. The NJT Route 14 · 

primarily provides express trips during rush hours on the New Jersey _Turnpike 

.. 10 
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instead of using· Oce!!n Avenue for all trips. N'JT's service along Ocean Avenue 

js at approximately a 30 minute frequen-cy, whereas the LGBOA p·rovides about a ,. 
·· 5 m~ nute frequency at peak hour and about a 10. to 12 minute frequency during · 

~ ' ' ' 

·midday .. 

The LGBOA operates 21 buses typically 25,000 mi 1 es . per bus per year, wittf· 

revenue between $72,000 and $76,000 per bus or about $3·.00 per mile in 1982 for 

most of the companies~- Currently, the members collectively operate 9 buses 

owned by NJ Transit .. 

NJ Transit follows the practice of running all of the Route 14 bu.ses open 

door along a short portion of Route 14 when the buses are being put into or_ 

t_aken out of peak hour services. This results in NJT providing a relatively_. 
:· .. t' 

h.igh level of service along the area of.competition .in the direction opposite_;· .. 

to the peak corm1uter flow duri~g both the late morning (towards Bay.onne from . 

8:12 a~. to 9':42 am) and in the early afternoon (towards Jersey City from 2;48 .. pm 

to 5:13pm). The alternative for NJT would be to operate closed 'door or over. 

the New Jersey Turnpike. for these trips, which would of course reduce total ;r~~ · 

venl.!e servi.ce to the_area. ·The NJT Route 14 schedule is attached as an appendix. 

The Montgomery and West Side Avenue Bus Owne.rs Associatiory (MWSBOA) and NJ 

'TRANSIT's Route 9 both operate on the s~me portions of Wesf S_ide Avenue and. 

·Montgomery Street for a total .dfstance of approximately 2.5 miles. The _r:outes 

·both connect to Exchange· Pl ~ce but only. the NJT route goes to Journa 1 Squa~·~ 

The Montgomery and West Side Association schedules 14 peak buses and NJ TRANS'IT 

·about 16. 

NJ TRANS IT's Route 9 is one of the superior bus routes in the entire ·NJ · 

TRANSIT system. Some historical passenger. count ~ata showed Route 9 vehicles~ . 

carrying heavier passenger loads than MWSBOA buses. Both. routes have historically 

.11 
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generated a ve~ -high number of passengers per mile. NJT Route 9 also operates 

at night {un:t~l 12:50 am) whereas MWSBOA does notp~ovide service after 8:30pm. 

In addi tton; un 1 ike many other i ridependent_s, ~SBOA. pro vi des about ha 1 f as mut,h 

service during midday periods ~s during the peak. 

The Montgomery and West Side Bus Owners Associati~n operates typically 

20,000 miles per bus per year, reflective of both the low .speeds of operation 

and the service profile. ·curing 1982, the companies reported an average annual 

revenue -per bus of $57,000 to $60,000, the lowest of any of the routes on which . 

some competition occurs. This is an increase of.on1y $12,000 to $15,000 per 

bus from the levels of revenue reported by MWSBOA members in ·1975, so revenue 

growth for these carriers has been well below_ inflation levels. (Lafayette arid· 

.Greenville has had similarly low reported revenue _growth~ but starting from an 

annual average revenue of $64,000 per bus in 1975.} 

Th~ competitive nature of the services along West Side Avenue is fairly 

unique in that both operators provide about the s.ame level of service and th~ 

routes can be considered to be relatively productive for each despite the con:rnon 
-~...:: -... 

servic~ ar~a along West Side Avenue. 

Thus, in Hudson County, NJ T_RANSIT is either a minority operator or an equal 

operator on two routes which are affected by independent operations. In both

instances, the nature of competition is along a short portion of NJT and inde-pen

dent routes ·which originate ~nd tenninate in diff~rent area.s •. This is an entirely 

different situation than exists jn the Newark area in which the competitive it1:.. 

dependents generally serve a- small portion of a route, all of which is served 

by NJT. 

. 12 
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PrincipaJ conclusions that can be reached about the effects in·Hudson 

Cpunty of independent bus operations and NJT.operations on each other include: 

"' 
• 

•• 

. 
NJT is not the dominant se~vice provider 

The area of competition is along a short segment of a major arterial, 

and the routes in competition along that segment originate and terminate 

in different areas. 

Hud$on-Bergen 

An additional competitive situation occurs on an independent route which 

traverses both Hudson and Bergen Counties. The Number 22 Bus Line, which is 

principally a charter company, ·operates a route between Hoboken and Fort Lee . 

which is in competition ·with NJ Transit•s .44, ·22, and 19/26 routes, basically 

along· Bergenl i,ne Avenue and Bergenl ine/New York Avenue. The Number 22 Bus 

Line tennates at Hudson and 13~hSt~ in Hoboken, as does the NJT 22 Route 

whereas Route 44 goes to Journal Square .and Route 19/26 goes to the Erie-

Lackawanna Station. 

The Number 22 Bus Line is owned ~Y Tedesco (New York. Keansburg & Long 

Branch, Acadamy, etc.) with participation by Antinoro (owner .of man_y Hudson 

County companies.) In 1982, the Number 22 Bus Company operated 126,060 miles 

of regular route service and 1,479,590 mi~es of charter, school~ and special 

s~rvices, indicating that the major foc~s of this eompany is not on regular 

routi transit. The transit route revenue reported in 1982 was $186,788, in~ 

dicating a revenue per mile of $1.;48. As -in the Newark cases, NJT provides 

the majority of servi-ces on .the avera 11 route, with 4 peak buses on the 19/26 

route and approximately 14 peak buses on the 44 route. · 
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II. IDENT!FICATION OF MAJOR ISSUES · . 
. 

There are several major policy.issues which are·raised by the interactions 

··of NJ Transit and independent bus ope·rations in Newark and Hudson County. These 

major_ policy issues include: 

• Assuring t;et}2~$.;~-2-tJ and ser\t.fce ell!ID§! for public transit I 

· users in both Newa-rk and Hudson Countytt!§:;1p;e'Stt$osilhj:~ft 

• - Improving the equity and ~~S,!}j~ij;fL~~iif 
including the transf~r program and the bus pass program 

• flii'J#l~!f~~'§i!#?JJt]j~~~~ to adequate standards, 

giving particular concern to the ,capabilities of very small operators 

to maintain vehicles which are becoming much more complex 

: • Realistically assessing. the61£SJthat woula be ·incurred by · 

particular independents or NJT @ll$iidue#$ti?!?$#$m-Jtl.Ca · 

• UJ11-Vi~E~:~2ed upon the desirability of 

reaching -~)j~#J~!i~~JE!i}s~ rather than attempting 

to take something-away from the other party. 

The overall issue is the need ·to improve the level of discussion and 

negotiation, beyond the rhetoric pitting ·public against private, and to give 

full attentio~ to ffi§trij]kew:La~fSii#di~iS1t!;lfik~!tt!$11eJ 

. 5!1~!~!l!Bli!:!f1!!btitJ . 
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I I I. EVALUATION OF P04 ICY OPTIONS ·· · 

"" -.· '• · .. ,·: .. ';"-i·. .· . 

Based upon the· analysis· orexisting condi~ions and issues, six major 

pol icy options are identi.fied as po.tential approa~hes to resolve t;he overlaps 

in servi.ce and coordination problems between NJ Transit and the independents. 

Each of the six policy options is evaluated from the per:-spectives of the . 

State, the riding public and the independent operators. The six major optio~s 

are: 

1. Route Reorganization -an att~mpt would be made to group the 

independents in NewarJ( onto one or more routes which NJ Tr.ansit 

would remove itself from; the independents would give up existing-

routes and combine into one or more associations •. In Jersey City, 

th.is option would be accomplished by NJT g~tting· off Route 14, 

taking ·over the routes of MWSBOA, and combining MWSBOA into LGBOA. 

• 2. Expansion of Independent Services - as with Sout~ Orange Averiue, 

NJ. Transit would.remove itself from specific routes and let·the 
" 

independents expand their services to ~he level they decide to 

operate on the entire route. 

3. Complete Takeover - NJ Transit w~uld cease any capita1 or 

operating assistance t~the independents, letting as many as 

possible fail and takingover their routes; any which didn•t 

fail would be purchased through negotiati:ons or taken through 

eminent d·omain (the latter requiring the approval of the 

Legislature.) 

- ·--· . . . 

- ---- ------
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14. Selective Takeover - NJ Transit would ta~e over those ~ute~·~;where 
'; -,;'. 

adequate service w~~ nqt being provid~d by the particular indepen-
;. -· '. '' ,. ~ • ~- i ' ' •• ' • •• ' ' 

dents or where significant adverse effects of independent operations 

on NJT were b·eing experienced. A suboption would be to allow 

s~lected independ~nts to take over th~ routes or operations of 

other independent~. 

5. Additional Assistance - NJT would seek to provide added assistance 

in tenns of either capital equipment,_ direct operating and. or in 

direct operating aid, so as to strengthen the capabilities of the 

independents to provide better service. 

6. Status Quo - NJT would continue to deal with the i~dividual 

operators as specific problems arose, but would allow all 

current service overlaps to continue unless the carriers 

~/·voluntarily ceased operations. Then, either NJT would take eve~ 

for the failed carrier or allow another operator to take over.· 

Clearly, combinations ofthese policies are possible, and a different 

policy might be adopted in different parts of the state. due to the differing 

circumstances in those jurisdictions. In addition, a general policy might _be 

pursued with regard to most independents, such as route reorganization or 

additional assistance, but specific low quality operators might be replaced. 

---· 
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.. Route ~Reorganization 
JfJ 

Under this option, the DOland NJT would attempt to get all of the Newark 

·independents who operate in competition with NJT onto a non-competitive route 

or routes. This would require either trading or purchase of operating rights 

or the granting of addit.ional rights on the route {or routes) that the in

dependents would operate. 

DOT and NJT would require that the independents fonm a single route 

association foreach route they would operate, and that the new association 

operate in accord with published scheduleso Because all of. the Newark indepen

dents now operate -day long blocks of service, they would prefer a route which 

. allowed them to operate nearly equal peak and base services. Obviously, the 

iridependent·s would also require a route which would .provide them each with ·at 

least as much revenue as they now gener~te from their current operations. 

Some of the independents report having less than half the yearly revenues per 

bus dr per mile than other independents. The lower revenue independents might 

be will.ing to operate during just a portion of the day if they could achieve as 

much revenue as they currently doo 

Table 5 shows the number of ·buses operated at peak hour aJong routes where 

some competition currently exists; Sirice the independents who are competitive 

have a total of only 17 buses, it is clear that the possfble candidates for a 

single independents' route would be the 24 or the.25. The independents could 

also potentially operate both the 30 and 'bhe 38,39,40 routes. The competitive. 

a rea served the 13,14; 16 and 18 ·requires too many buses to tum over to the· 
. . 

independents. If the independents take over any entire routes, they.would 

of course trade in their other existing routes. 

17 
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TABLE 5 

BUSES NEEDED TO OPERATE ROUTES ON WHICH COMPETITION NOW OCCURS 

Route 

Combined 12 and 24 

NJT Route 24 

Ind. -Route 24 

·!rid. Route 12 

Springfield Avenue 25 

·NJT Route 25 

. Ind. Route 25 

Totals 

Tot~ls 

Combined 13, 14, 16, and 18 

NJT Route 13 

NJT Route 14 

Ind. Route 16 

Ind. Route 18 

Totals 

Combined 38, 39 and 40 . 

_ NJT Route 39 and 40 

Ind. Route 38 

Route -30 

NJT Route 30 

Ind. Route 30 

Totals 

Totals 
86x 
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. Buses 

17 buses 

6 buses 

4.buses -
27· buses 

14 buses 

_i buses 

18 buses 

26 buses 

10 buses 

2 buses· 

6 buses 

44 buses 

14 buses 

~bus 

15 buses 

3 bU$eS 

2 buses 

· 5 buses 
- ·- --------

........... 

-. 



The route 24·and .25 i.ndependents have the highest revenue productivity 
I . , . : . . . 

o.f the competitive or cooperative routes operated by the Newark independents •. 
~ 

The revenue per peak bus on either the ~_JT Route 24 or Route· is is higher than 

the revenue per peak bus now being achi~ved on the other Newark routes by in

dependents who compete with NJT bus operations. 

If NJ Transit is interested in pursu_ring route reorganization in Newark,. 

specific revenue vs. cost impacts on NJT and the independents should be pre

pared using the la~est fare structures, revenue data, and line item costs for, 

services on the 13,14,24,25,39,40 and their independent counterparts. On 

some NJT routes, it is unlikely that service would have to be increased if the 

in~ependent competitive carrier were off the rou~e. This is probably the case 

for the'combined Routes 13 and 14, for the combined Routes 39and 40, and for 

Route 25. NJT would gain-approximately the revenues shown in Table 4 if the 
. . . . 

specific independent routes were taken over. Route reorganization in Newark-

could have substantial benefits to all parties - NJ Transit, the independents, 

_ ~nd th~ public, if the total costs of service on the reorganized routes becomes 

less~han with the existing situation. 

Route reorganization in Hudson County would involve proposing a major 

trade wherein NJT and the MWSBOA would exchange the NJT 14 Route- in Hudson 

County for the Montgomery and West Side route. MWSBOA could then be int~grated 

with the LGBOA, if the two associations desired. There is currently some 

common ownership among the two ~ssciciations. 

The number of buses, revenues, service profiles and miles of operation 

for' the MWSBOA and NJT Route 14 have been historically very comparabl~. As 

with Newark, an in-depth assessment of likely future costs, ridership, and 

revenues should be made if NJT has ,interest in pursuing such- a negotiation. 

19 
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Route reorganizati:en in Hudson County could also ha_ve significant ·benefits 
I . 

to .. all_parties, but would involve substantial negotiations among the members of 

the independent associations. 

Expansion of Indep~ndent Services 

· Under this option, NJT would remove itself from sp_ecific routes and let 

the independents operate the level of· service they decided to provide. · Based 

upon previous experience with the South Orange Avenue Line, this option is 

likely to result in a lower overall 1eve1 of bus service to the areas served. 

In addition, as the description of existing conditions indicates, the New~rk 

independents provide such a minority of service on the routes on which they 

compete that this option is not vi~ble in Newark.o 

When TNJ was removed from the South Orange Avenue 31 Lin~, and th~ South 

Orange Avenue IBOA took over all ·services., the !BOA went from an 11 bus opera

tion which provided the same peak vs. off peak servic~s to a 22 bus operation 

at peak hour with 14 buses used during middays and on Saturdays,. The South 

Orange· IBOA. now provides 671 ,000 mi 1 es of service on the 31 Route each year, 

as compared to 409~000 annual miles of !BOA service and 715,000 annual miles 

of TNJ service prior to the removal of TNJ from the 31 Route. Thus, IBOA 

operations increased by 64% per year in tenns of miles of service.and doubled 

in tenns of peak bus requirements. Overall miles of service on the 31 Route 

are down by 55%. One additional c~pany called Meadowlands Tran:Sit Co. is 

, now in the SOAIBOA; otherwise the twelve member companies are the same as be

fore they fook over TNJ's portion of the route • 

.;..__ ............. ··': 
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Complete Takeover 

Under this option, NJT would cease further capital assistance to the in-
"' , - . 

dependents, cance 1 1 eases of equ·; pment._ and t.hLs seek to remove as many a·s 

possible from the competitive routes at no cost. Those still able to operate,· 

would be purchased or taken through exercising eminent domain. ~ZrJ. 

NJ Transit would detennine for each route whether there was a need to 

~eplace the service which the independenis now supply, based upon an analysis 

of ridership loads and headways • 

. . ·. ~'1fwould~-~~)1:] 
11!$5S-~d~~ompl~te. 
takeover also would not differentiate among those carriers providing a portion 

of ~~-Df~~.fl:~nd those 

- cartiers who simply skim the cream by operating just ahead of NJT trips. 

-Cornplete takover does unambiguously eliminate competition and- allows the 

overall bus system to be revised so as to @E~!~~1ly on the 

~~e~bn the respec~i ve routes. 

Selective Takeover 

·Under this policy option, NJ Transit·would establish specific criteria for 
'. ... 0 

detennining which inaependent operators should be taken over either by cancelling 

their leases or through purchuse. Criteria for deciding upon takover could 

include: 

21 
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• condition of the state owned equipment leased to the ~perator, 

as detenni ned by a standari zed program of· inspections 

• service quality, as detennined by on-time perfonnance, 

-maintenance of headways, inspections of the-cleanliness 

of vehicles, and-passenger complaints 

e carrier operatihg practices, such as willingness to 

coordi na.te schedules and headways with N·JT vs. pulling 

out just in front of NJT trips 

• a comparison of the net impact.of the carrier's operation 

ontotal costs forthe competitive route. 

There are several options· for NJT and DOT if a carrier is taken over. 

First,~t may be feasible to operate the·route with the existing level of.NJT 

service, and the independents' ridership and the resulting revenue waul d accrue 

to NJT at no additional cost. Second, NJT could add a bus or buses to the 

route, and the resulting costs would offset the revenue gained. Third, another 

s~lected independent could replace the service -lost, under the conditions that 

they' meet the criteria and that the net cost would be lower than if NJT re-
placed the service. 

Selective takover has the advantage of determining futur-e-decisions 
I 

about individual operators on criteria of service quality and cost. However,· 

in the past the State has found it very difficult to take any action (even 

short of takover) against specific private carriers, 

=tr£ih1ii~hi~~e~f 
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Additional Assistance 

Under this ~tio~-~-- NJT would seek to str.e~gthen the independent operators, 

including those operating competitively·; by providing them with additional 

capital assistance and either direct o.r indir,ect operating assistance. The 

bus rehabilitation program, under which NJT will provide_ additional buses to 

·those independent carri~rs operating the'oldest vehicles, is the principal 

means for providing capital assistance. The rehabilitated buses are likely 

to be vehicles with which the independents are already familiar, and which 

are not overly complex. 

Indirect operating aid could be exl:ended through the bus pass program,

or_ through NJ Transit assuming responsibility fot'·same regular maintenance 

qr.$ervtcing in conjunction with periodic inspectio~s. Direct operating aid 

is a~ailable through the subsid~ program: 

.. 
In return for any significant increases in assistance, NJ Tra~sit could 

require all the Newark independents to run _on coordinated schedules with NJT.t 

Penalties for cutting in just ahead of NJT buses could be assessed as reductions 

in the payments otherwise due under the pass program or E & H program. 

The provision of more assistance may. improve some aspects. _of service quality 

if coordinated schedules can be.agreed ·upon and maintained. The Newark in

dependents could revert quickly to a competitive posture if not closely monitored. 

For Hudson County, the benefits of. additional assistance would be to moderately 

strengthen the independent associations and thus their ability to provide 

service. How~ver, the additional assistance would not change the perceptiori of 

competition between NJT and Lafayette and Greenville or Montgomery and West Slde •. 

23 
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Status Quo 

Under the stat~s q"ua~· NJT and· the independ~nts would continue the 

historical pattern of serv1ces and maintain the programs relati:ng ·NJT and the 

independents at theit current levels. The status quo continues the same re

lationship between costs and service quality as occurs today·. Under the status 

quo, service quality as perceived by the public will continue to suffer in the 

competitive market areas due to the _actions of the independents who try to 

operate their trips directly in front of NJT .. trips in order to maximize their 

revenues. This guarantees the public that service will be much less conve.nient 

and· that they will experience longer waiting times, boarding times, and 

crowdedness than if coordinated and regular headways were ~intained. 

A second service quality issue is ~reated by the differing abi·lities of 

the various independents to prqvi de a reasonab 1 e service profi 1 e or to_ meet 

their··established headways, if they have published schedules. Performance 

varies widely across routes and companies. 

~4 
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Sunmary 

EXhibits 1 and 2 surrmarize an initial qualitat"ive comparison of the -pol icy options in Newark and HudS-on Coun~y, respectively. The options are 

evaluated against 1ike:.1Y net costs (to NJT, the independents and the public), 

ease of impler:1entation (political and administrative), impact on service con-

flicts~ and impacts on service quality and quantity. 

25 
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Route · 
· Reorganization 

likely N.et· Costs to 
NJT No change 
Independents . Modest decrease 
Riders (Fares) No change 

\.0 . 

~a~e ~f ~mplem~nt~t1on. · 
Po11t1ca1 Difficult · 
Admin1 stra ttve Difficult 

Impact on . 
Service: Conflicts Eliminated 

Impdct on 

EX HI BIT 1 

SUHMARY OF EST-IMATED 
IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE 

POLICIES TOWARDS COMPETITION 
BETWEEN NJT AND INDEPENDENTS 

Expansion of 
Independent 
Services 

Modest decrease 

NEWARK 

Complete 
· Takeover 

Large increase 

Selective 
Takeover 

Modest increase 
Modest decrease (tl in}i nated) Modest increase 
Modest decrease Modest increase Modest increase 

Easy Difficult - 01 ffi cult 
Not feasible Difficult Difficult 

None Eliminated Modest decrease 

I 

Additional 
Assistance 

Modest· increase 
~\odest decrease 
Modest increase 

Easy 
Easy 

Modest decrease 

_;_:.status 
.Jh!.Q 

No change 
No change 
No change 

Easy 
·Easy 

None 

Service Quality 
and Q~antity. Modest increase Large decrea~e Modest inc~ease Modest increase Modest increase None 

I I . . , 



. 
i 
I . 

Likely Net Costs to 
NJT 
Independents 
Riders (fares) 

Ease of implementation 

Route 
Reor9anizatfon 

Modest increase 
Modest decrease 
No change 

~~· Po 11 ti ca 1 .' Very· d1 ff1cult. 
~Administrative Very difficult 

lmpa.c;t -on 
Service Conflicts Eliminated 

EXHIBIT 2 

SUMHARY OF ESTIMATED 
IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE 

POLICIES TOWARDS COMPETITION 
BETWEEN.NJT AND INDEPENDENTS 

Expansion of 
Independent 
Services 

HUDSON ·cOUNTY 

Camp 1 ete 
Takeover 

Selective 
Takeover 

Additional •· 
Assistance 

. Status 
Quo • 

Large decrease Large increase Modest increase . 'Modest increase No chan~ 
Modest decrease (Eliminated) Modest increase Mode~t decrease No chan! 
Modest decrease Modest increase Modest increase Modest increape No chan! · 

Easy 
Very difficult 

Eliminated 

Very d1ff1 cult Very d i .ffi cu 1 t 
Difficult. · Oifficul~ 

Easy 
Easy 

Eas·y 
.. ·.Easy 

Eliminated Mridest decrease ,Modest decrease None 

.. 

Impact of 
Servfce Qlla 11 ty 
and Quan~ 1 ty. . ,Modest 1ncre-.se Large decrease Modest increase Modest increase Modest increase None 

! 



IV. SUGGESTED TIMETABLE FOR POLICY CHOICE AND IMPLEMENTATION . . 
I ·, . • 

An important initial step was taken in the recent appointment of a 

corrrnission to study the .. relat-ionships between the independent operators and 

New Jersey Transito . ~ princip·al goal of .that group should be to establish a 

po~itive dialogue between the parties, so that the range of options under 

discussion can include options that may be mutually beneficial although 

difficult to negotiate • 

. Options which may be mutually be-neficial include those described as rou'te 

reorganization or a·dditional assistance, and any combination of these two in 

which· NJT ~nd the independents could provide more effective service to the 

public while reducing areas of conflict and increasing the ability of each· 

operator to use its resources productively. The group can -ultimately be 

successful if it can establish that its deliberatio.ns will ·move beyo·nd 

rhetor{c concerning whether pu6lic or private operators supply better service, 

control costs better~ rir are more morally righteouso 

The suggested timetable for policy choice and implementation includes: 

• June - decide on options worthy of further consideration 

• July, Aug. -qualitative and quantitative estimates of the impacts of 

particular options on the public, _NJ Transit, and-independent 

operators 

• September - ? - reach agreement on policy and on actions by each 

_ party necessary to implement policy. 
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Weekdays 
illd.oitat tiM loll"'"-1 

" Ho.licl.ays 
c-..;., fnbf YetvraM' Dllf 
c.hiMM Q.;y (ltc\Nift 01J 

A.M. A.M. A.M. #..M. 
5.30 5.47 5.51 1.10 
1.00 I. 17 8.28 6.~ 
8.30 8.51 7.03 7.15 
7.00 7.21 7.33 7.45 
7.30 7.51 1.03 I. 15 
8.00 1.21 1.33 1.45 
8.30 a.st t.03 1.15 
1.00 1.21 t.ll us 
8.30 9.51 

10.00 0.21 
10.30 0.51 
11.00 1.21 

, .30 1.51 
P.M. P.M. 

12.00 2.21 
12.30 2..5.1 1.03 1.15 

1.00 1.21 1.33 1.45 
1.30 1.51 2.03 2.15: 
2..00 2.21 2.3.3 2.45 

• H2.3e 2.41 3.00 
2.30 2..5 I 3.03 3. t5 

• H2.H 3.01 3.20 
:1.11 :u1 3.60 

s..oo 3.21 3..33 :us 
3.:!1 3.~ 3.55 

S..)O 151 4.03 4.1$ 
4.00 4.21 4.33 4.45 . .....28 4.31 4.5(1 

4..30 lut 5.03 5. ts 
5.13 5.25 

~00 5.21 5.3:1 us. 
5.31 5.51 1.01 1.20 
5 . .47 1.01 
5.!0 1.01 

H 5.S7 1.11 
1.15 1.34 1.45 . I.SS 
1.15 ,_,. 
I.IT 1.31 
1.25 I.!U. 
8.35 1:~ 

H 1.52 7.11 
7.00 7.tl 7~)0. 7.40 
7.05. 7,,4 
7.tt 7.30 

. 7.45 I;OC 1:15 
· 1.30 •·•• e.oo 

1.15 1.34 1.45 
10.00 
10.45 

11.30 
AM. 
t2.1t 2.30 
12.~ 1, 

n)t.mu• 

.·To Jersey City 
···sundayx 

Weekday Only 
Express Service 
Llnlno a·..,.·, I ht Sl 

1.20 
~~35 
1.!0 
7.05 

H 7.11 
7.17 

H 7..23 
7.29 

H 7.3& 
-7..39 

H7." 
7.!0 

H 7.57 
1.05 
1.15 
8.35 

H8.55 
P.M. 

H :UO 
H 4.10 

4.30 
H 4.50 
H 5.20 

5.45 

1.:11 
6.5.3 
7.08 
7.23 
7.21 
7..15 
7.41 
7.47 
7.52 
7.57 
I.C12 
1.01 
8.15 
1.23 
1 . .3:1 
1.53 
8.13 
P.M. 
4.01 
.C.21 ..... 
5.0S 
5.31 
.1.03 

A.M. 
8.50 
7.05 
7.20 
7..l5 
7.o41 
7.47 
7.53 
7.51 
1.04 
1.01 
8.141 
1.20 
1.27 
1.35 
1.45 
1.05 
1.2'5 
P.t.t. 
4.20 
4.60 
5.00 
5.20 
s.so 
1.15 

~ .... 
·-~ 8.51 
7.01 7.13 
7.24 7.28 
7.38 7.43 
7.45 7.41 
7.51 7.55 
7.57 1~01 
1.03 a.oi 
1.01 1.12 
1.13 1.17 a.,. 1.22 
1.24 1.28 
1.31 l..l$ 
1.31 8.43 
1.48 1.53 
l.ot 1.13 
1.21 !U3 · 
P.lo4 .• M. 
4.24 4.21 
4.&4 ...... 
5.04 5.01 
5.2.. S.Zt 
5.54 5..51. 
1.19. I.ZJ 

H ~ Will ftGC OO;Int• on Good Frid.,, 
Coh1Mbue Der. Eltteteon · Dar 6 
~·o..,. 

Transit Information 
(I a.m. lo Midnight Dally) 

Saturdays 
· ·. iadadiag tilt lollowicc 

Holida" 

~·· BttnldiJ Wnltlfi!IDII's Btnlldey 

A.M. A.M. 
5.30 5.59 8.10 
1.00 1.29 1."0 
6.30 8.51 7.10 
7.00 7.21 7.40 
7.30 7.51 I. 10 
1.00 1.21 8.40 
8.30 1.!9 9.10 
9.00 9.:U 9.45 
1.30 

2..20 
2.30 2.!0 
1.00 1.20 
t.30 1..50 
2.00 2.20 
2.!SO 2..S,O ~03 !l. 15 
1.00 3.20 :L.3:S :u.s 
3.30 3.50 4.0:S 4.15 
4.00 4.21) 4,13 4.41 
4.30 4.50 S.C3 5. 15 
5.00 . 5.20 5..3:3 5;45 
5.30 5.50 LCD 1.15 
5.45 1.05 • 
1.15 1.34 a.•s e.ss 
7.00 7.11 7 ..30 7.40 
7.10 7.29 
7.40 7.59 
8.::10 1.41 9.00 •. 10 

0.40 

,.,, 

NJ TRANSIT Customer: 
Services 

Telephone Numbers for Bua, Train & Fare 
Information 

If you have I compliment or c:Cft,pla:nt 
f'89&rding our _"HrvtC. or .ml)4o"yeoe$. 
pleuec:aJI Custo.,.r S~ Lao~ 
thru Friday 8:00 Lm. to 5toQ p.m.· , N.w Je~y only • • • • • • • (800) m-2222 

Out of State ••••••••••. (201) 762-5100 
. •Hearing l':"paired , • • • • (8QO) n2·2287 

• (N.J. 0...., '""" TeietWIMW 
~ .nn~ ,,.,..., ':co •. ,. •• 5:oo P."'·'· 

How to use this schedule. 
1. Sele-ct dav of week desired. 
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Weekdays 
htd!Pdi~ "" folfo.ttc 

Molicbrl 
Cooad Ff'llby YetffiJIS' Ol'f 
Colllflltlus o.., 

fl!lila:!l 

A.M. A.M. . 5.10 
5.40 
1.00 
1.10 . •• 1.30 

8.15 8..25 S.3& 
1.38 
ll.•t . HI.S3 . H!S.St 

• ,7.~ 
• 7.01 

8..4.5 1.57 7 . M7.10 . HT.15 . HT.33 
7.15 7.77 7.31 
1.•5 7.57 a.Ot 

·e.oo 8.12 1.24 
M 1.05 a.n 1.20 

1.10 •• 22 1.34 
M.B.15 1.%7 a .!tv 
. 1.20 1.32 a.u 

M 8.25 1.31 •••• 1.30 L42 II.SC 
1...35 8.47 •~s• 
1.40 1.52 t.Ot 
8.45 1.57 1.09 
us t.of '·" 1.00 ·t.12 1.24 
1.15 1.27 1.39 

. ·-~ 1.42 1.54 
H t.35 a47 1.51 

10.00 0.12 10.24 
10.30 0.42 10.54 
11.00 1.12 11.24 

1 42 11.54 ...... 
12.00 12 12.24 

A;w. 
5.21 
5.57 
1.17 
1.27 
1..32 
1.47 
1.55 
8.57 
7.0'2 
7.14 
7;.20 
7.26 
7.77 
7.30. 
7.31 
7.38 
7.S.C 
8.00 
1.30 
us 

t.t5 

t . .S 

12.30 12.42 12.54 t.tS 
1.00 1.12 1.24 us 
1.30 1.42 1.54 2.15 
2 00 2.12 2.24 2.45 
2.3~ 2 t2 2.54 3. tS 
3.00 3 12 3.24 us 
3.~ 3.42 3.S.C 4.15 •.oo 4.12 4.24 •.•s 
4.30 4.42 4.54 5. t5 
5.00 ~. 12 5.24 5.45' 
5.30 5.42 5.54 8.15 
8.05 •. , 7 1.71 6.!10 
1.30 l.oiO 1.51 7.10 
7.00 7.10 7.i1 7.~ 
HS 7.!.5 8.~ 8.25 
1..30 1.40 1..51 •. 1.0 
1.11 t.2S t.~ ua 

10.00 10 10 10 21 10 '() 
10.•5 10 ss , oe , zt 

. A.W 
11.30 , ~ 11.51 12 ,0 

.!~ .!~1.~~ .: .. 

To Bayonne 

Weekday Only 
Express Service 

Lnv_lng hr:hano• Placa Tmnlr•al 

Saturdays Sunday~ ::., ; ................... 
lleililyl. . 

1.20 8.31 
P.W. P.M. 
:1.25 3-Q 
3.45 4.03 1.15 
4.05 •.23 t.45 

4.ot 4.25 4.43 . 7.15 
4.21 •.• 5 5.03 7.45 
A.U 5.00 5.11 11.15 
4.59 s.u 5.33 •.• 5 
5.0e 5.22 5.40 
5.14 uci s.•a 1.20 
5.21 5.37 5.!5 10.00 
5.21 5.15 I.ID 10.30 
5:.39 us IU3 11.00 
5.49 1.05 8.23 
Ut 1.15 8.33 11..30 
1.1. a.::so lUI P.M. 
1.29 &.45 7.o3 12;00 

12.30 
1.00 

H-WtA nGt .,...,.,. Oft OoOcJ Frtct.,. 
,~ 

~00 
Cotumbu• Day~ Etecuqn Dey & 2.30 
v .. -.111· Dey. 3.00 

3.30 
4.00 
4.30 
s.oo 
5.30 
1.00 
1.30 
7.DO 
7.45 
1.15 

tU5 

Save on· Unlimited Riding 

Riding th• bus can be easier and more eco
nomical when you use The Bus Card. For one· 
monthly purchase. you geJ unlimited riding 
w.tthin e»ne ZQne ·on all NJ TRANSIT and su~ 
sidized. carTier buses oJ,.rating within New 
Jersey (Intrastate). When riding beyond the 
first zone, the additiOnal zone fare must be 
paid. but there Ia no cost for transferring with 
The 8u1 Car~. · 
For mori Information on The Bui Card, pleue 
call the NJ TRANSIT Telephone lnformati~n 
Center at (SOO) n2-2222. 
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8.21 
1.!6 
7.2& 
7.58 
8.21 
e.se 

1.13 1.25 
\.43 1.$5 
1.13 2..2! 
2.43 tis 
3..13 3.ZS 
3.43 3.55 
4.13 4..25 
4.c:t 4.$5 
S.13 5..25 
5.40 5.51 
1.10 U1 
1.40 1.51 
7.10 7.21 
f.SS 8.01 
1.25 8.31 

Prohibited on the bus 
1. Sm~oking of any kind. . .. 
2. Eating food and drinkJng ~~9eos 
3. Littering · · 
~. Loud pitying of radloa · 

·-·--.. 

.. -·~-.-· 



Area and Route(s) 

Newark 

Routes 24/12 

Route 30 

Route 25 

Routes 13/14/16/18 

Routes 38/39/40 

Newark Totals 

Hudson c·ounty 

Route 9/MWSBOA 

Route 14/LGBOA 

Hudson-Bergen 

Routes 22/19/26/44 

PEAK BUSES· IN SERVICE ON COORDINATED AND 
COMPETITIVE ROUTES 

NJ Transit 

17 

4:. 

14 

36 

14 . 

85 

. 16 

141' 

Independents 

10 

2 

4 

8 

1 

25 

14 

21 

Totals:: 

'.'·. 
18 

30:::·, 

35 . .;..._- . ... :.·:':'...,__ ·. 

11 Peak buses in peak direction only; other NJT buses serve a short portion of· 
the rever_se flow as they go to and from other assignments.. Eleven of the 

· fourt~en NJT buses operate on the Turnpike as express buses • 

.. . - . ,.._,;.~···-- -----
. - -.-· --- - ..• · ..._. ..----
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POTENTIAL CRITERIA -FOR DETERMINING ROLES OF 
. -·INDEPENDENT OPORATORS 

Service Quality 

Ability to Maintain Headway 
Vehicle Condition 
Passenger Comfort (Crowding, He.ating, Air-Conditioning) 

· Maintenance Qua 1 i ty 

Ins·pecti on Record 
Facility Conditions 

Costs 

Carrier Operating Costs 
Fare Levels 
Impact on Subsidy Requirements 

Passenger Convenience 

Service Coordination 
Fare and Transfer Coordination 

lOOx· 
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NJT BUS ANNOUNCES 
EMPLOYEE CHARTER & SPECIAL SERVICE 

_INCENTIVE PROGRAM 

''Everyone c·an be a CHAMPION"... . ,-

B~gihning fv1arGh 1: 1984, all employees of NJTBus*, ~re eligible to participate in a new 
Incentive Program for our Charter and Special Service Operation. The Program inciudes 
t\~o prom-otional periods which run every six months: March 1, 1984 through AUgust 31, 
1984 and September 1, 1984 through February 28, 198~. 
How can you_ become a Champion? 
Bring in Charter .or Special Service business! 
Once you bring in your first Charter or Special Service order, you will receive, a NJTBus 
Lgo Quartz pen watch and NJ Transit Charter and Special Service tee shirt. 
B{!t don't stop there--- .. 
l(you bring in business in the amount of $1000 or more within the promotional period, you 
w{ll receive tic,kets for two for a one (1} day bus trip t0 Atlantic City. This includes _round
trip bus transportation and the current casino bonus (eg. meal ticket and/or cash bonus}. 
Keep moving in the-tight direction--- · · · . · 
Arid bring in business totaling_ between $2500 and $5000 and you'll participate iri a dra\AJing 
for a new stereo system. . . 

Be a Champion and go beyond this limit---. 
Bring in business totaling $5000 or more, and you'll participate in a drawing for a 19" color · 
television. , · 

Progra~ Highlights 

. 1. Charter and Special Service orders are based on availability of buses. 
2. En1ployees will receive credit for Charter and Special Service business based on the 
amount charged to customers once the trip is completed. 
3. ~JTBus Charter and Special ServiGe promotion items will be distributed upon the 
completion of trips booked. . . . ·. . . 

lj. . • . 

4.l;)rawings for the stereo system ar_1d 19" color television wi!l be held at the end of each 
prQniotional period on a date to be anno~nced. · _ · 

· Mr~ Heinfe's enthusiasm for the program is bound to spread; as he states, "Everyone can be 
a (~hampion by promoting our Charter and Special Service Operation." 
Good Luck Everyone! 

Fo~ Charter and Special Service i~formation call: {NJ) 800-221-2365 or (609) 342-5350, 
{NV)S00-221~2368 or (PA} {215) 567-2947. · 
Fo~ more informatio.~ on the Incentive Program call Anne DeAngelis: 761-8535. 

·cha
1

rter and Speci~t Service Staff are not included. 
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TESTIMONY OF ROBER!' W. LOVITO BEFORE THE SENATE TRANSPORTATION 

AND COMMUNICATlONS COMMITTEE ON MARCH 19, 1984 

SENATOR- RAND & COMMITTEE MEMBERS, I AM ROBERT W. LOVITO, 

PRESIDENT OF CAVAVAN COACH LINES, INCORPORATED, A SMALL FAMILY-

OWNED COMMUTER CARRIER I.N THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY, AND I ALSO SERVE 

AS A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF DIREcrORS OF THE UNITED BUS OPERATORS 

SURVIVAL ASSOCIATION. 

THIS MORNING, I SHOULD LIKE. TO ADDRESS THE COMMITTEE ON TID 

POINTS: 

ONE: THE CURRENT PRACTICE OF DESTRUCTIVE COMPETITION BETWEEN 

-
SUBSIDIZED AND UNSUBSIDIZED CARRIERS WHICH OPERATE 

REGULAR LINE-SERVICE. 

TWO: THE !NAB ILITY OF PRIVATE CARRIERS TO COMPETE WITH AND 

DRAW· COMPARISONS BETWEEN THEIR OWN OPERATIONS AND THOSE 

- OF NEW JERSEY TRANSIT WHICH IS A RESULT OF NEW JERSEY 

TRANSIT'S FREEDOM FROM FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY. 

103x 
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OPERATING ·GONTRACT AS DID ONE SUBSIDIZED CARRIER. ;:! ...... _·.\: ·~; ,, i ~ •:.r ! ,., .. :/!:''~ .:;. :1.:'";· ._· _., ~ · ..:~/ -·~· :~. ·; .. ·:. --~···-·'= -.. _.:· ... _r-.-: .... ·: ... ,l -~ .-· •• : ;.: -~·-!.~:. ··._-,,•;:.--., .. ~-.._·:;:.r; .• ::~--~,;; 
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ALMOST 67% HIGHER T~N THE PRIVATE CARRIERS, A~THOUGH ALL CARRIERS 

OFFERED ESSENTIALLY SIMILAR SERVICES. THE RELATIVELY FREE ACCESS· 

THE SUBSIDIZED CARRIER HAD TO THE "BCYrTOMLESS PUBLIC PURSE" ALLOWED. 

THAT CARRIER-TO PLACE A HIGHER BID AND OPERATE AT HIGHER COSTS, 

WITHOUT FEAR OF SUFFERING THE DEVASTATING EFFEcrS OF THE RESULTING 

. . 

OPERATING LOSSES. THE NON--SUBSIDIZED PRIVATE CARRIERS, HOWEVER 1 

WERE LIMITED BY CONCERNS OF PROFITABILITY, AND WHEN FORCED TO RELY 

SOLELY UPON OPERATING REVENUES COULD NOT EFFEGTIVEL~ BID AGA~NST 

THE SUBSIDIZ.ED CARRIER. THE SUBSIDIZED CA.RRIER, MOREOVER, ADMITTED 

THAT IT WAS WILLING TO TAKE A LOSS, A POSITION NO PRIVATE CARRIER 

COULD RESPONSIBLY TAKE. 

SIMILARLY, PRIVAT~ CARRIERS HAVE FOUND THAT WHEN EFFICENTLY 

COMPETING WITH SUBSIDIZED CARRIERS, THE SUBSIDIZED CARRIERS AGAIN 

BENEFIT FROM THEIR FREEDOM FROM ECONOMIC CONSTRAINTS AND ARE ABLE 

TO "FLOOD" A PARTICULAR LINE WITH SUBSIDI~ED BUSES. 

105x · 
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ONCE FLOODED WITH BUSES, THE NUMBER OF· PASSENGERS ON EACH BUS 

DECL:J:N:SS; AS POES TH;E REVENUE RECEIVED PER BUp. TO THE PRIVATE 

GARRl.~RS T~ ~SULT IS. PI,:SAS.'J:'ROl)S; HOWEVER, THE SUBSIDIZED CARRIERS 

FEEL tiT$L.~ OR. NO ~fFp;CT SINCE THEY 1\RE CUSHIONED ~ROM ECONOMIC 

. SHOCK SY WitE J3DrT0~ESS PUBLIC :PURSE. THE SUBSIDIZED CARR:teR CAN 

.. FLQOO Til~ ROQT~S ON Wl!ICH T~RE IS COMPETITION TO 'ra~ POI~'i' WHERE 

~sua·slDIZED CARRIERs ARE fORCEP OFF THE PARriC~AR ROUTE, OR ARE . 

FORC$0 OUT OF THE INPUSTRY.ENTIRELY~ 

T~ RESULTS OF aora UNCHECKED BIDDlNG ~AAC1,:'ICES ~ND THE. 

_FLOODING OF P~RTICULAR ROUTES RESULTS IN SIGNIFICANT LOSS OF PUBLIC 

MONIES, A~P 1JLTIW\TELY RESULT.S lN INCREASED TAANSPORrATION COSTS TO 

iN ADDITION, THE RES UL'l'ING COL~PS~ . OF PRIVATE 

' . - . ' . . -

OPERATORS ~SULTS IN DIRECT LOSS OF. BUSINESS· ACI'I\TITYI STATE TAX 

. REVENUES, THE LOSS OF JOBS IN THE. TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY ITSELF~ 

-
·AND_ 'rHE ACCOMPANYING ~NOIItECI' LOSS Of BtjSI.NeSS ACTIVITY, JOBS. AND 

TAX REVENUES FROM TRANSPORTATION RELATED INDUSTRIES. 
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IN ADDITION TO THE PROBLEMS OF INEQUITABLE COMPETITIVE 

STANDARDS; THE PRIVATE TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY IN NEW JERSEY ALSO 

SUFFERS FROM THE FACT THAT ITS W\JOR COMPETITOR, NEW JERSEY 

TRANSIT, IS NOT ACCOUNTl\BLE FOR !TS ACTIONS TO ANY OVERSEEING BODY 

orHER THAN ITS BOARD OF DIREcrORS. 

ON A FINANCIAL LEVEL, THE CURRENT LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK DOES 

NOT REQUIRE NEW JERSEY TRANS!'!' TO REPORT ON PARTICUIA;RIZED 

OPERATION$. INDEED, INSTEAD OF SPEClFI.C i•BorTOM LINE" FIGURES, NEW· 

JERSEY TRANS!T REPORTS ITS REVENUES ON A SYSTEM WIDE BASIS. THE.SE 

REPO:RI'ING PROCEDURES PREVENT PRIVATE CARRIERS FROM ADEQUATELY 

COMPARING THEIR OWN OPERATIONS TO _THOSE OF NEW JERSEY TRANSIT, ANI). 

IT ALSO PREVENTS THE TAXPAYERS FROM REALIZING THE TRUE COS'r,. 

EFFICIENT OR INEFFICENT, AT. WHICH .NEW JERSEY TRANSIT CONDUCTS ITS 

OPERATIONS. 

' 107x 
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l. 

THE QUESTION OF WHO CAN . OPERATE ANY PARTICuLAR ROUTE MOST 

<EFFICIENTLY CANNOT .BE ANSWERED SINCE THERE l:S ONLY ONE SET OF 

FIGu~S AVAILABLE, T-HOSE. OF THE PRIVATE TRANSIT OPERATORS. INDEED 

. I:F NEW JERSEY TRANSIT IS TO SERVE THE PUBLIC INTEREST, IT OU~T NOT 

. TO OPERAT~ :ROUTES WHICH CAN BE MORE EFFICIENTLY OPERATED BY PRIVATE 

· CARRIERS. LIKEWISE, IF NEW JERSEY TRANSIT cAN OPERATE A ROUTE MORE 

EFFICIENTLY, ·THE PRIVATE CARRIERS SHOULD WITHDRAW. HOwEVER, THE 

CURRENT lACK OF REPORTING JmQUIREMENTS PREVENTS TH~SE COMP~RlSONS 

THE FtmEDOM FROM STRINGENT REPORriNG AND DISCLOSURE 

REQUIRE~NTS ALSO PRE'leNTS PRIVATE CARRIERS .. fROM EAAMINING TH·E 

·;MANNER IN WHICH NEW JERSEY TRANSIT ALLOCATES THE STATE AND FEDERAL. 

ASSISTANCE RECEIVED EACH YEAR. WITHOUT THE ABILITY TO REVIEW THE 

AL!;,~CATION OF THESE RESOURCES, PRIVATE CARRIERS AND TAXPAYERs CAN 

108x 
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"',· 

MOST EFFICIENT, NOR CAN THEY BE SORE THAi' NEW JERSEY TRANSIT' I'S:· 

INDEED BEING-A.S COST EFFICIENT AS POSSIBLE, OR WHETHER OR Nor ~:~· .. 
. . 

. . . 

JERSEY TRANSIT IS MAKING THE WIDEST AND MOST EFFECTIVE USE OF STATE. 

AND FEDERAL· SUBSIDIES, FOR THE BENEFIT OF· THE NEW JERSEY TAXPAYING 

RESIDENTS. 

IN AT LEAST ONE EXAMPLE THAT I KNOW OF, NEW JERSEY TRANp.IT 

ALLOCATES STATE OWNED BUSES TO SUBSIDIZED CARRIERS, NOT FOR T,HE 
. . 

. ' '. . ..·· .... :: .:· ' 

BENEFI'l' OF NEW JERSEY TAXPAYERS, BUT FOR NEW YORK STATE "COMMUTE~ • 

. , 

-
ROCKLAND COACHES, A MAJOR NEW JERSEY SUBSIDIZED CARRIER 

O:J?ERATES COMMUTER ROUTES FROM ROCKLAND COUNT¥, NEW YORK, TO THE. 

PORT AUTHORITY BUS TERMINAL IN NEW. YORK CITY. NEW JERSEY 

SUBSIDIZED BUSES ARE SERVING NEW YORK STATE RESIDENTS IN NEW YORK . . . . . 

STATE, TRAVELING THROUGH NEW JE"RSEY, BUT MAKING NO STOPS IN OUR 

STATE. WHY ARE NEW JERSEY TAX DOLLARS BEING USED FOR THIS PURPOSE'?. 

109x 
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FINALLY, LET ME ADDRESS THE CHARGE WHicH HAS FREQUENTLY BEEN 

. .. . . 
MADE AGA:ENST PRIVATE cARRIERs -- THAT wE ARE OUT TO ''SKIM THE 

·cREAM;" THAT WE ARE ONLY INT-ERESTED · IN TAKING OVER PROF!TAaLE 

ROUTES• WELL, SENATORs 1 LET ME RELATE MY OWN EXPEittENCE. IN 

FEBRUARY OF 1983, wHEN MANHATTAN TRANSIT COMPANY WENT BANKRUPT, NEW 

JERSE:Y TRANSIT MOVED TO TAKE OVER MANHATTAN TRANSIT COMPANY'S 

GENTLEMEN, :i: FILED FO~ AND WAS GRANTED OPERATiNG AUTHORITY FROM THE 

: lNTE~TATE COMMERCE· COMMISSION FOR AS MANY OF MANHA'itTAN is ROOTES AS 

I WAS ABLE TO S·ERVICE • I KNEW THEY WERE REPUTEDLY tJNPROFITABLE,. 

BuT I BELIEVED I COULD TURN THEM AROUND. I WAS wiLLiNG TO GO AFTER 

A SO-CALLED UNPROFITABLE MARKET AND TAKE THE CHANCE THAT :t WOULD BE 

SUCCESSFUL • I OPERATE THO~E ROUTES PROFITABLY TODAY IN. DIRECT 

. COMPETITION WiTH NEW JERSEY TRANSIT, TOWN FOR TOWN, STOP FOR STOP, 

-
WITHOUT ANY FEDERAL OR STATE TAXPAYERS i . DOLLARS. 

ll()x 
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ONE FINDING OF THE NEW JERSEY PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION ACT. OF: 

1979 WAS: 

. "IN THE PROVISION OF PUBLIC TRANSPORI'ATION SERVICES, IT -IS 

DESIRABLE TO ENCOURAGE. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT FEASIBLE THE-

PARriCIPATION OF PRIVATE ENTERPRISE TO AVOID DESTRUCTIVE' 

COMPETITION." 

IN THIS INSTANCE, ON THESE. MANHATTAN COMMUTER ROUTES-, NEW 

JERSEY TRANSIT INCREASED SERVICE. BY 400% WHEN ;IT ~D . A 

COMPETITOR FROM T:HE PRIVA:rE SECTOR, AND ON ANOTHER ROUTE WlTH 

-
NO COMJ?ETITION IT CUT SERVICE BY 90%. 

THE PUBLIC INTEREST WOULD BE BETTER SERVED TODAY ALONG THESE 

ROUTES WITHOUT THE DESTRUCTIVE CbMPETITION FROM NEW JERSEY TRANS-IT. 

lllx 
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-·PRIVATE CARRIERs HAVE FREQUENTLY BIO ON ROUTES CLAIMED TO BE -

UNPROFITABLE -- AND PROVED THAT CLAIM WRONG. MAYBE NEW J"ERSEY . 

TRANSIT ~N'T RUN THE ROUTES AT A PROFIT; BUT PRIVATE CARRtE·Rs CAN 

PO so.. AGAIN I WHY? BE.CAUSE NEW JERSEY TRANSIT. DOES NOT REPORT THE 

PRoriTABIL:t'i't oF INbiviobAL ROUTEs. THEY cAN ctA±M A ROUTE! :ts · 

:PROFITABLE, Btri' THEY CAN'T SHOW IT IN .DOLLARS AND CENTS. WE CAN •. 

WE PRIVATE OPERATORS HAVE THE SAME RELATIONSHIP WITH MR. PREMO ' 

AS THE i?R!SONER _ON DEATH ROW HAS WITH THE WARDEN. WE BOTH WALK TO 

· · T.IIE ::GAs CHAMBER TOGETHER, BuT ONLY ONE OF us WILL wALK BACK. 

I SHOULD LIKE NOW TO INTRODUCE MR. PAUL GOLDMAN 1 WHO WILL -

:S.PEAK TO YOU ON SOLUTIONS TO THESE PROBLEMS WHICH THE ASSOCIATION 

. <wC)OLO L!KE '1'0 OFFER TO THE COMMITTEE FOR ITS 'cONSIDERATION .. 
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Garden State Parkway 

Garden State Arts Center 

CCMMISSIONEAS 

JUDITH H. STANLEY, Cha_lrman 
LIONEL M. LEVEY, Vlce-.Chalrman 
CHARLES E. STARKEY, Secretary 
JULIAN K. ROBINSON, Treasurer 
J. EDWARD CRABIEL March 15, _1984 
JOHN J. PADOVANO, JR. 
RICHARD S. SAMBOL 

GEORGE P. ZILOCCHI 
Acting Executive Director 

Mr. Peter R. Manoogian 
Senate Transportation and Communications Committee 
CN - 042 
State House 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Dear Mr. Manoogian: 

It would be greatly appreciated if you would 
.distribute the attached information and correspon
dence to Chairman Rand and members of the committee. 

Mr .. John Simonse, Operations Manager, and myself 
will be representing the Highway ~uthority at the 
meeting on r-1onday March 19th. 

Very truly yours, 

' '.-jl~: ;/) .. 
-/. i2~Ltc:d'~dfn~Z/>~-. 

William F. Smith- . 

lolFS: sr 
Enclosures 

C.C;: G~orge P. Zilocchi 
John H. Simonse 
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GENERAL STATEMENT 

The New Jersey Highway Authority, long befo.re the Comlfiuter 
:Ad.vie.;ory GJ:oup on Route 9 came to us, realiz~d· that something . 
. had to· be done to i,.mprove conunuter traffic flow in·. the ~aritan 
area. In August of 1979, the New Jersey Highway ~Qthority 
formally reque.sted Vollmer Associates to study the area petween ·. 
Interchange 120 and Interchange 129 on the Garden State Parkway·. 
\7oilmer Associates reviewed all the traffic needs in this area 
and prepared a report entitled, ''Raritan River Area Trap.spor.-t;.ation 
Study'', dated February 22, 1980. Immediately after receiving this 
report, this Authority started implementing ali the .recommendations 
therein. ~fter this work. was well underway, we sta~ted receivi-ng 
conta<::t$ from the Route 9 Advisory Comm:i,.ttee, New Jersey Transit, 
and the New Jersey Department of Transportation; .. and we have 
continueQ. to work closely with .them in implementing ally workable 
and practical aolution.s to expedite all conunuter traffic as 
efficiently as possible. After.many of the Phase 1 improvements 
'Wf:!re either in place, or under design, commuter traffic was 
still continuing to grow rapidly, due to the rapid gJ:'owth of 
industrial office complexes along the I-287 corridor. 

, We ~gain cont(lcted Vollmer Associates to re-study the same 
area t·.o S,ee what additional improvements · shou:Ld be mad~ in this 
area to move traffic more efficiently. Vollmer prepared a technical 
memorandurt\, entitled 11 Traffic Analysis in the Area ,from ·Interchange 
117 to lnterchange .129 11

, dated November, J,982. During the ·pre~·.·· 
paration of the report, it. became obvious that some of the improve
menta discusseo were sorely needed, and the Authority went ahead . · 
and did many of the ~ecommendat,ions while the r.eport was still 
being prepar.ed. Because of this, Vollmer submitted a covering 
letter w~th the report, dated_ February 23, '1983, which attempted 
to asses$ the effectiveness of some of the change.s made, while 
the report was being finalized. 

To date this Authoirty has either implemented, or is in 
the process of const+Ucting or designing all practical so~utions 
to moving all commuter traffic - buses 1 vans 1 and ·cars ·~ and we 
feel strongly that to provide an exclusive toll lane for buses 
would cause congestion for non-bus users and for bus·users alike. 
The Authority disagrees with the Route 9 Commute-r Advisory 
Conu:nittee's belief that when drivers see buses easily going through 
.tolls 1 . it will encourage them to use mass transi·t. ·we dis:ag·ree 
for several reasons. 

First, our experience with the HOV Lane on ~t·he state section 
of t·he Parkway back in 1980 showed that discrimination against 
those who are not using m~ss transit does not ·Convince them to 
use mass transit I but rather it frustrates these conunut.ers be.caus;e 
many of them do not have· the option of taking· mass transi.t. Many 
of them are sales people or \f?Ork on flexible or variable schedules 
that are not serviced by the present bus schedules and routes. 
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Also, if buses were given a dedicated toll lane, it is likely 
that no vehicles would be seen easily going through tolls, since 
the level of congestion would prohibit the buses from easily 
getting to their reserved lane. 

, The New Jersey Highway Authority agrees that it is important 
to move people through the toll plazas with a minimal amount 
of delay to the users. However,· in order to move people, it is 

.·necessary to move vehicles. The best way to do this is by 
allowing all of the vehicles access to the entire plaza, as this 
will result in the smoothest flow of traffic. The additional 
weaving and hazardou,s maneuvers that restricted toll lanes would 
cause will disrupt the orderly flow of traffic. The entire 
motoring public is delayed when accidents must be cleared from 
the plaza area. 

With each modification that this Authority has made in the 
Raritan Toll Plaza area, the operation has shown visible improve
ment. It is our intention to continue with our planned program 
of Raritan area construction and our Bus Token Program to 
facilitate the movement of all traffic-through the Raritan Bridge 
area. 

Our planned improvements, scheduled for construction in 
the near future, include the following: 

1. Add two toll lanes and widen the approach to both 
Raritan Toll Plazas. 

2. Provide shoulders between Interchange 123 and Rarite1n 
Toll Pla~as. 

3. Improve the entrance Ramp 123 where it connects to the 
Garden State Parkway northbound. 

4. Realign the approach to Raritan North Toll Plaza. 

5. Add a sixth lane southbound between Interchange 127 
and Raritan South Toll Plaza. 

6. Improve the ramps between the Garden State Parkway and 
Route 440 West (I-287 North). 
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. 'The .. 'fAtiit:hority is. ifn$'ti.tut.ing a unive:r1ef~1 :hus it.,bken ~£o·:r. 
\Y$·~ ·O'n 'the :Ga'rde'n ;stat"e :Pa·r'kway ·for a \r'a:riie't.y ·of "oper1ilt1to'ira·l 

·:At·· ipr:~:s:e-nt'l. all bu's·:~s ~ coininu:te·r<1 ·c·a·si'no I ·chaft'e::r.-., .;e'tc~~·,, 
must 'tls.e ifnanual. .l~nes ..... ·Tne ·i·n'trodu·ct.ion ._ ·.~£ ~a. :'l)u:s toike'n \~o\.1-rd 

i~!~;~~gE;:~i~;::~~~;;!:gr~!i!~~:;~i:~ii;i:ir~::;i~~i~~~~~=·· 
. . ... T.hf's :1!8: "tr*e·1 in 'pa'r'ticular, ·tor 'the 'difsi'l'i.o ~'O,u~s·~'s ih 'tlin~ 

~'out)1ein ·t:oll __ ':pta·z:a:s ._ ,:Cilong the ·Gardeh :st;iit'ee ·~ar:)cway .wllere ~op.~¥ 
:one 'inanu:iit i~ne fn 'eac't1 ·dl. re·c'tlo'tl i's ·avai table £oi· the's'·e 'c;asfno 

· :!S~~:~i::ii~~~~~!!~;~:~i:!~S~i:~ii~:~~~:~=~~~i:i~,:ti~!i:r~::::~ng 
~hi·s Authority_ ··op_eratiOnal ·prob~e-ms I 'sinc·e ~t:h'e .. fe·w :pa't·rdris i~n 
th~ <~re·:a •J:n 'da'is now :have lo su£'£·er undue \•/ailing t.im~~s • 

.. _ ··we. }t~Ve ·15~~en 'experten6fn·g SJ?·eedinc} proi:>Tems .. and 't'a11'ga'~~fig 
;prdbieiris. £rb'm t'he ·c~l'~_i)io tnis ·a·ri.ve:r·s. This :could tl:)e fp·att·fai'lY 
du~ T:o t}l;e. t·±me 'th~t 'th~y ar_e wa:;i.tin§" to }nake ·chatrcje :ilnd :g~e't 
the:ft t:·~e:.~·±pt from each ·o-£ ·t:he p·laz·as they ·u·s·e. . 'rne ::b\15 tgk~n 
w'i'll .. otfe'r -~h~se cas·;ino :bus oper·ators f:as't·e;r ·trav'e,l_ 'time's ~a·bwn 
·.the Garqe·n S'tate :Pa·r·kWay ·wfthout the nec:essity of 's:pe•edirrg br 
;eai tg·ati'n'g ·or ·obtai ni rt'9 a reC'e ipt . 

The .Autn·o'rity ·toll :colle'ct·ors will ·rece1ve a great benefit 
:in 'the l!itproV,emeht Clf 'the air quialit·y and envi,ronmeht in -~h~ch " 
t-hey must_'work. _ Since these_ buses pl.at·oon __ .ftoge'ther·1 . 'th~ c6llec~6rs 
are_ :subj·e·~t~d t·o lon9 _.peri9ds of time where. the :bus dies~l. ~xhaust 
is ~mit ted in. ~great qua_n:titie·s .in their larl-es, Caus'irl9 __ ··s-e'Ver~ 
annoyance t·o ·our collectors •. The problem has bec6!fte 'so_ :bad 
_recently_ ·that we hav'e po·ste~ ··s'igns in each manl.i·al_lart'e .. ·ask~'ng 
the bus ·.drivers· to dep·a:rt s16wly to lim·it 'tile ·amtiurit 6:£ :n.o~xtoris 
fumes emitted in the toll lan~s •. 

.Als;o, ;a fai 1 ure tb ~provide -some a1 te·:r'h-ate m~)ans :d:f otis 
;pass:age will result in a re-q·ufremeht for additid'nal ~·tol·l 
collector personnel. 
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New Jersey Highway Authority 
EXECUTIVE OFFICES • WOODBRIDGE. NEW JERSEY. 07095 • (20~ t 442-8600 

COIIMJ8810NEAS 

dUDfTH H. etANi.if, Cllalnnan 
uoHEL M. ~. Vlc»CMMnnen 
CHARLES E. lfARICEY, lecNfaty 
M..IAN K. R081N80N, ,....,.., 
d. IDW&AD CAA81EL 
~~PADOVANO,J~ 
RICHARD I. IAMIOL 

GEORGE P. ZILOCCHI 
Acflng EdcutM DIIIICtOr 

february 22, 1984 

Senator walter Rand, QW.zman 
. Senate 'lransportat.i.al am Omn.mi.catials Qmnittee 

Dear Senator Rand: 

· GardenState.Parkway 

Qarden State Arts ·<:enter 

.. ', , . '!he hearing en Senate Joint ReSolut.ial a,. 9 has been 
· sCheduled' at the same time, as the %8gUlar IIDlthly meeting of 
-'the New Jersey Highway .Authority. As a result, the Cklimissicners 
am executive staff IIIE!IIbers of the Authority vill be unable to 
attend the hearing. I bave prepaxed a stateaalt det.ai.ling the 
Authority's PJSitiat regani:ing senate Joint Resoluti.al No. 9 
which I wish' to have entered into the recoxd of this hearing. 
'1hi.s statement 'will be presented by Mr. Vincent Qrl.liano, 
Superintendent of 'lblls, New Jersey Highway IAlt:OOrity. 

. truly yours, 

JHS:n 
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~- Pi~ senate JOint R!SO!ut.i.drl R:>o 9 addtesses itsel~ to ~e:rential 
treabient £ar ·rutiiuter iilseS oo the Garden- State PukWay, partic:ulaJ;ly at t:9ll 

£aeil.1tieS. 1tie ~ii·ar eaJdiiPt _of preferent.i.al txeat:D.mt ~ a dedioatsi. 
. t:Ori lane· tor, m tJiis. case; wtliuter Wses. SUcb a · ocx~t is, . of QOUr~, 
pre£eren+;,;;.; treawaent anci, uooer nany ~~ lends itself very ~ 
to ~tiriq- tile passage o£ the selected or desi~tA:d preferred ~fie 

thrOUgh t.oti £ieiiit:Les. 
Unfciii1:tma&dy; &i t:be Garden_ state Paxkway; we are taced with a problem 

- iri · tha.t t&e axeas ~ ~ buses am DoSt deSi.J:Ou.S .n DDSt ~ 

prefefent:ial t:reatment ate jUSt ·thoSe -areas wndl ar:e cuttenUy cpnating at 
'ca:.·::···pa·--.·•:._--c·.;.A,-. t.:i.~~i-n& oojihu;e;. ..... ;;... ~~£!.. • ... an ,:.,.;::wn'\,..... ~ ............ ~- ............. _ lll. £""'_,. all_ 

.1!-'-.Z uw.-·:J _"-'CoL ~ ~ -·r..u::1 '-"AA•uLn.c::A. ~, . ____ ~~ ... 

'buses,' catprise ies·s than 1% of the toll. traffic at the Raritan North Toll 

PlaZa, ·whial iS a very_ bUSY ~ mn cme Which a heavily -~ ·b.Y !xlth ~tep 
~ -arid other oe.mrut.ers, -sinCe it -iS the oorri&lr fran certtt7cl1 am Sooth J~ 

·t:o t:he 0£.£~~~ ~acturincj plants ai1d ~ ·centers of ·tne Ne.W York ~ 

:Rlith Jersey ·~net.te{:Out.an atea. 
··we presehtly •experience ·a ·volume to capacity Ratl,.o of -o99 at thE1t p~ 

durihq ·.peak wtliliter traffic .perioos. ·~ 'dedicat:.icm·o£ ;a lane .at ··this faeiliif¥ 

· ~a ··n,ot ·expedite :the fl.aw 'of oamuter bls traffic :~ :tJ:le firSt ,f.et~ :~t~~-. · 
sl.ilee ·~ ·WOUla ·soon reduce ·air Volume to .-capacity .Ratio m 1.:04. ·EVen t,Qat 

·early ii!P~t ·:far_ ·cu:iliuter \bJSes ~a -·:be acixitpliSllsi to the :detrment 
'of ·~e ·dther '99+\ of the ·patrOn vehieles ·WhO --use t;h±s ~trii:l .facilicy,. · .IDss 

· o£ ·one ·o£ l:s ·fanes· WOuld. -SOa'l :resUlt ih ·a traffic ·:backup, 't:ne ,_.end -~pRXluet ,of 

'~c::h '~d ·ce ··a :steppage of J·;flow So othat ·no 'vehicle, 'including ~ter :,cbQses, 

·wtw.a :De able (tO :approaCh the 'toll plaZa, :except in ·a stop ·and ~go '(Qld.itigl, 

-j\ist ·the bPPo$l!~·:of ·the aesil:ld resUlt. 
·At-their-~ ·meeting, ··the ·a:mnissicmers of·-··tne·'NeW-.. Jerst!Y'Hi~ 

AUthority :authOI'ized the staff ·~ :ptocee.d _wlth ~the d.nplenenta:tion . of ··a ·'bls 

'tbkeri · ·Prograin. ifiUs·-:program, ;·fJiiiply ·pUt, ·wil-1-,-not extend hpreterent.ial 

·treatment 'tb ·ooriruter ruses, ·blt 'Will· ·allow -hlses,. ~ fa00 :dthelwise, 
. "t:o. avail 'themselves 'of a :greater ::nlJmber. :ana wider ·spread ·.of i'toll ~-lanes. 
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QJr best est:ilnate far the carplete iDpl.ementati.cm .of this bls token qeratial 

is early 1985. 
It is suggested that the .. inprovement far camuter blSeS oo the· Garden State 

Parltway t.hi:'ough this progxam will be far supex:ior to that resulting fran any 

foDn of preferential treatment and that the spcmsors of this prm:posed Resolutial 

. consider this fact. 
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TO: 

f~Q_~: 

~l.JJ;J.J~~r= 

Garden State Parl~way 
M em(Jrtl ntlum 

DATE:March 12, 1984 

~r. Wil1iarn F. S~ith, ~ssistant to Exacut~ve Pir~ctor 

tl:l9~~~ J.. C.+i ten ley, GE!neral ~tt.or~ey 

Senate ~e~olution No~ 4 
.·····;"·• -....... . 

Senat~ Resolution Noo 4 directs the Senate Trans
portat~o~ ~rici "'c9~~~~~ati,.ops 'co~itt~e: to stu.d.y t~e: feasibility 
()f. ~1:1:-C>w . .i,~<J ~-~~ Je_:r~~y T.:r~nsit Corpq~a.ti,C)n buS.es to t~ave~ fre~ 
()~ t~@ ~.t~te ·~q]:.l +oa.4~ and r~port ~t~ fi.~di.~gs, concl:-~e,i,ons · 
~nq reco~~~4~ ti.ollE); tQ the sen.ate. and accontPa.llY ~ha.t +ePo+.t wi tn 
~Y- le.s~~~~ti ve; . b.~ll~ w~i~h it: "o~l.d recommend 'fqr '~d,optio~ py; 
tl:lE!, ~.eCJ~s.I~t~+:~.. . . 

. ~,im,il.ar l~gi~lation f!.~e~pting members qf the Nat~onal 
G\la~d C1ncl: 6~ · ~(:M~,e:r:ve ·q_o~ponen~s of the. ·ArJ;ned F.o:rces. of the 
Vn..i, ted. S~"tes_ . f:t,:C?l.rl payn.t43t:1t of toll_s 9J:l toll rqads. ax:td oth~r 
tQl)~ · f~ci,~iti.es: WC\s .. · eil.~cted by th_e ~eq.isl.~tu;;-e in 19.6~,. CJ:la,pters, 
~,~.2 a.;ri:~- 4:, 4... - ' -- - - . 

'1:'11-~t l,ec:Ji,s,:J.~.t.iol:l w~s revi~~~-q. by. t~e. Cb~_ncery Divis.~on 
c;>f t:t.l~: S:upe:r-l,or Co~~t, l09 N .•. J. · Sup~r 424 · (-.1970.,, Ch.~;I.:lcery Oiv-
isioi1l ~nQ: · f.9~!ld. to.: be unconstitutional, in violeltion of Article. 
1, s.e6tion 10- of· the ·united States Cons.titution ·and Articles. IV· 
a~d v:.;":I, ':P~J;".· 3 of -~1:1~ ~,e.w Je·r·S.~y ·CoJ),s.titution, which, pr.oh~b.it 
t;.he :t::e.spec.~ive L_egj;.slat_ure~ ~rom pas.sil)g ~ny laws. impa,iring 
ol;>ligation Q:t: co_nt+~.ct under ~:tatutes_ re~at.ing to, collection of 
tolls on toll roads for benefit of bond-s iss.ued to finance: c.on-
structio~.· - ' . . -· -- .-. - -. . - - -- . . . . . . . ' . ' 

Ix:t. re_~c~ing, its decision reg_ardi,ng. Chapters 352 and 
414_, Laws. o-f 1968:,· tb~ Co:u~t observed, th_at t-he New J.er$ey High..
way ~:u,tbo:ri.ty h~d; existing; covena_nts with Qondbo~d .. e-~s. wb:i:ch 
pledg:ed ~lJ, ~evenu~_$, a,s. colla.teral fo.r Autho·ri t;.y bond~s. ~he:. 
Court concluded• that, "a statute which. would~ ba,ve. ha.d, the. e.ffec:,t, 
if va.l.id:;· 'at' re_d_uc{ng. some.what' tbe.- t_o·t:a.l q.f- r~ver:n~e·s: 'et.va,i)ia._ble 
for bondl1o~ders tq 'whom tho:s~ revenues had be.~n pl~.d.qed~ 'oy 'con
tracti~ wo;u)~d- b~. unqon-st,i,t~iionally ii)Va_lid:. S:ill~-' page_· 4~3:~·· 
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Mr. William F. Smith - 2 - March 12, 1984 

"' "Section 9 of the New Jersey Highway Authority . 
Act specifies the provisions which the Authority 
may inclu~e in any bond resolution and provides 
that such a resolution shall constitute a con
tract with the bondholders. Among the provisions 
which may be included are covenants as to rates 
of tolls and other charges to be established. 

"Pursuant to section 9 of the act, the Authority's 
general bond resolution of July 8, 1953 and its 
junior bond resolution of July 7, 1962 contain 
covenants as tojthe rates of tolls and other 
charges. For ~xample, in the general resolution 
(1) section 501 pledges the tolls and other rev
enues of the Authority for the benefit of the 
bonds issued pursuant to the resolution; (2) var
ious sections establish funds into which the 
revenues of the Authority are to be paid; (3) sec
tion 707 contains a covenant. that the Authority 
has t:he right and power to fix,· charge and collect 
tolls and. other charges for use of the Garden State 
Parkway, and (4) section 711 requires the Authority J 

to exercise its, powers to fix, charge and collect 
tolls so that revenues in each year will meet cer
tain specified requirements. 

"In addition to the provisions of the general res
olution and the junior bond resolution, the act 
itself constftutes a contract with, and pledge to, 
the bondholders. Sections to be mentioned here 

·include (1) section 5(i) of the act which gives 
the Authority the power to fix and revise and 
collect tolls, (2) section S(j) which gives the 
Authority the power to establish rules and regula
tions for the use of the Garden State Parkway; 
(3) section 9 (referred to above) which specifies 
that such a resolution shall constitute a contract 
with the bondholders and that among the provisions 
which may be included are covenants as to rates of 
toll and other charges to be established; <t> sec~ 
tion 14 which specifies that the Authority is 
authorized to fix, revise, charge and collect 
tolls and charges; that such tolls and charges shall 
be so fixed and adjusted as to carry out and perform 
the terms and prbvisions of any contract for the 
benefit of. bondholders, and that such tolls and 
charges shall not be subject to supervision or 
regulation by any agency of the State, (5) section 
18(a) which provides that no. vehicle shall be per
mitted to make.use .of the Garden State Parkway 
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~F· ~~lliam f. Smith - 3 -

'+'JC/fm 
Attachln~n ts .. 
ri6; ~r. G~~rge f. Zilocchi (~/~tts.) 
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January 27, 198~ 

MEMORANtU~ TC: ~~lliam J. flanagan 
Ex~cutive Director 

RE: Free Passage 
New Jersey TraDsit Buses 
Senate Resolution--

P~oposed State Senate Resolution-- protides for the free 
passage of New Jersey Transit buses on the leu JerseJ Turnpike. 
This action is desi&ned to facilitate tbe increased use or 
public owr.ed transit and reduce the public aubsidJ to said 
aaencies by the State. Tbe Turnp~ke AuthoritJ, throush its Bond 
Resolutions and enablin& lelislation, thou&b, 1a not authorized, 
nor, therefore, able to permit. free transit for leu Jersey 
Transit buaea. · 

The lev Jeraey Turnpike lutboritJ, a seat-aatoDomous State· 
AlencJ, vbieb la established w1tb1o the DepartMent or 
Transportation, ia authorized to cooatruct, operate, and 
aaintaln turDpike projects (IJSl 27:23-3(.1)). lo •et1oa 11111 be 
t.aken bJ the turnpike Authority vitbout tbe subaequeat approval 
of the Goveraor. The review aDd veto power of tbe Goveraor, the 
State Treasurer, and the Comptroller or the treasurJ is to be 
exercized · 

v1tb due a-e1ard for the r1111ta of tbe boldera of the bonds 
or the authoritJ at any tine outstandiDI, aad aotbinl in, 
or done pursuant to tbia patra&rapb (f') aball 111 anr vay· 
limit, restrict or alter tbe obl1sat1ona or pouers or the' 
autbority or any representative or officer or tbe authority 
to carry out and perroru 1a every detail eacb aad every ·· · 
coveaant, agreement or·coatract at any t1•e made or entered 
into by or on behalt of tbe authoritJ vitb respect to its 
bonda or for the benefit, protection or seeuritJ ot the 
bolder& thereof. 

IJS.l 27 :23-3(F). .la the TurDpike 1& t1nanced entirelr tbrou&h 
the aale of bonds, the bondholders have aa 1utereat 111 tbe 
financial act1v1t1ea ot the Tarnpike luthorltr tbat ta evea 
auperior to that of the St•te ttaelt. IJSA 27:23-2. 

Throu&hout the eneblinl 1e11a1att.on, •• well •• vi tbia the 
Bond lesolutiona the11se1vea, tile protectioa of tbe C1aane1al 
interest of the bondholders 1a repeated. IJSI 27:23-](F); 
27:23-F; 21:23-7.1; 27:23-8; tprnptk• leyenut lefupdiQI loads. 
Series G, adopted &u1uat 7, 1972, (beretnarter cited aa; •1972 
Jpnd leaolutioa , •) 713, 11•, 115; Iyrnptkc Sy•t.n _leyepue 

· aond lcaolutipa, adopted JaDe 23, 1971 (berelaatter clt.ed •• 
•1977 lpad lesoluttcn ,•) 501 et aeq. 
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~1111·~ J~ fl~~ji~h 
R£: S~ri•t~ Resolut16n-~ 

~~h~·~, ~t~ \~~~ 
Pilt 2 

Th~ pro~1$1ohs within th~ Bond ~esolution$ provide •eeU~it' tb~ 
~h~ bbhdhold~r~. •nd ~r~ reli~d on by th~ bobdhbld~~~ to ~~6~idi 
t1rt~hcijl ~~turity t~r th~ 1~vi$tm~tit and theret6f~ ~·k~ th~ 
bonds more m~r~e~abli. ru, United States.Tr·u;tt_. go. VI state b{ 
New Je.rsey, 431 u.s.1, reb. den. 431 u.s. 975 (1"977) 1 (court 
d~~er~ihihl ~~~~l~r_statu~ of tomp•t~bl~ pto~1s1bh~ ~it~i~ Pb~t. 
luthoritJ ~t *~w to~~ •~d le~ J•rs•~ Bond ~~~61~tibbi)~ 

f~ovl•ibhi ~itbib th• B~bdi ••c~t~ th• 1ht~tti~•- bt ~hi 
86bdholdifS fU~th•r ~1 ~1ae1Di 11.lt~t1~D· ~~~h thi ~~· ~t 
monies reee~ved.for or in conaectton vitb tbe_Tu~llpike_S1steli 
< 1977 Bonet Resolution. 502 et seq.>, the number and tJpei C)r 
veh1eiei ai lowed to travel uPoll the turnpiie tor rr••• anet the 
Un1fbr.1ty_~r toll* t~ ti• eoll.ct•d vlt~lo ri•~o~ibi• __ ._. 
classirica~~ona, •resardleas or the atatuaot.ctiarictir ot.inr 
person, flriD. or eorporatioa ••• • coattlbutlal to tbe ~rittlc. _, .. 
~~·d~ l~I& •on4 JesQlutih~ 11-~ Tbeae ~to,i~l~bj -~~-~j*lijid 
"o aaititll~JI th~ flniu1cial 1atqr1tJ of the Turaptke .A.uth~ritr -. 
a~d. ita. ~1ninc1il ilreellen~a. _: t~e7 4tlcourilt *"' ~~~ti,pt-. tir . 
emploree•.aiJd .•ct•1D1atratora_of ttieTurr.pike A~tborltr to tiiiu•e 
th,lt po$1tl.tUta to 111011 preferential treiltaeat tor petaon&il or 
pol1t1ca1 reaaoaa. 

' ' ' 

Fr•e p•ssaae on the Turnpike ta cateloriciiir prohibited 
••cept tor •ieibera, otrtcera, and elipioreea ot. t&e; _l~tt1or1 tj _ 
actuallJ io the pertoraance ot their ctutiea or iii tile courii ot 
travel,~ni· to or• from ~btl .. pllce_ ot the ;erroraance of iuch 
Clut.i ea·, • ~. • • 1111~ ted classirtcitton or publ~c bea1 tb irati_ 
••r_etr otricials and iacJ1v1.tu~a. 1912 Bond Re;;oiutit;n. 1.11. tla 
*d~iti~ri~ Ire• pas•as• ~ij iljo b~ srabt~d td t•~iiti•t• ibi 
Qp.ration of concessions aiid ••rviees upon tbe turllpiiti; ai well 
as 2n · add1 tional nuaber ot tree passes, not to exceed ._ , 
twenty-five_ (25) sueb passes. 1972 ioDO- llfplutt.piL 114!. . _.·. ··. ·-· 
Because ot t.~is reason a~ooe, the_ Turnp~ice A~th~rit.f vi~l Riot bi 
able to arant free travel passes. to I.J tran~tt Buses. Allow tal 

· the JIJ Transit vebiclea to trawel upon the turnpilti vi ttiout . 
cbar1e would a11ount to a .aubatdr to an eet1titr .with IJot evea i 
pa rti ill _ bener 1 t .. tor tbe _ turaplie .lutborl tt, ai 1 t, re1aea ttie 
possibility or .tru:reaaed use or auch webiclea. (tbla coatenttoa 
or _increased use .. ot public truaportatton, tbouab, i• . . _· .. 
unsu~~~ttabl~, •ad 1a directlj cont~arr td • t•~•it U.s~ Ci~i~j 
•Journey ~o Work• rep9rt. .19~ Her~_era~ -.~- . t~•s.• tr:•~J•i ~ g!~f 
Jek1ndle Urban Iiu1ue,• 1,1. ti•ii• Marcb 31, 1983, pp .&1 • 81~)• 
Therefore, UftleiUI the preaebt load leioluttoaa ire aiiiljde~ alld,~ 
apecitlc exuA~ilnl ieatslattoa autborl~ei tile turnpike -utb~t-tt• 
we are prob1D1tect ftoa flrila&1DI til ant •aoti,ltJ. .J•ot lt.te~t~j 
related to tbe uae ot • turapite project •••• • iJi& 27 :23-=-5•9 .. 

lvea it tbe turaptke AutMrttr ooull juattfr ai10i1il II., 
Tr•nait. bueea to taewe tree Pltitiil* because or .• prtaarr beaif'lt, 
.to • turnpike Project, load leaoluttoea reattiet ~-· ... , .. of aucli 
arbltrlirj elllaa1tleetloliai., 1972 8pgd li•otuttoa 711., Tbe 
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Villia~ J. flana&an 
RE::senate Resolution--

..... 

January 27, 1 9816 
Paae 3 

typical Bond Reso~ution provides that the Turnpike Authority may 
classify and recla.ssify the traffic, as long aa the to.lls 
~haraed are uniform per class, regardless of status or character 
or the patron. 1972 Borid_!~splution 71!. The proposed 
legislation would only require free transit (or areatlJ redueed 
fare schedules) for NJ Transit buses; oon-IJ Transit commuter 
buses. would not be provided w.1th sirailar turnpike luthor1tJ 
benefits. If the ar&ument 1D the pre~eedin& parasraph faila in 
court, th1a proposal requires a tvo part discussion. Firat, 
would cover the members of tbe claas1ficat1oa, and aeeond would 
cover the 1apaet or the membership of that classlfic•tioD upon 
the rate acbedule and, tberetore, the probabilitJ o~ paasa1e. 

' ' 

Bond Resolution prov1&1ona prov1d1ns for unif'ora tolls 
.would require that the claaa1ficat1on be uniform •• per tbe 
aembera or the cl•aa, reaardleaa of tbe atatua of tbe claaa ~ 
•ember. 1912 Bond Beaolutiqp 714. If tbe Stete Lell•l•ture, 
tbe Depurt11ent ot TranaportatloD and tt;e Turap1ke Autborl ty 
desire to promote the use of •••• . traaai t for tbe jouraej to 
vork patron, or even to belp auba1d1ze IJ Tranalt; tbe 
claaa1f1cat1on must be so broadlJ urittea •• to be equ•llr 
applicable to public and pr1vatelJ ovaed/operated veb1clea 
cater1n1 to the commut1n1 rider. la stated above, tb1a la 
because ot provisions witbin tbe Bond leaolut1ona <•I· 1972 ~opd 
Resolution 71.11), vbich are protected br our eaabliDI leatalat1oa 
Ce1. IJSA 27:23-Tl. To facilitate tbe tree or 1reatlJ reduced · 
p•asa1e ot IJ -rtaanslt vebielea, all c•BUter aervlce buaea ~auat 
benefit from the same claaa1f1cat1on prov1a1ona. there la 
nothins per ae wrens vitb aucb • claaaiticatioa, •• 1t ta 
aupportinl • leaitiaate State interest (ea. eonaerv1na ruel, 
redue1n1 air pollution and wear and tear upon tbe T.urapike), but 
the Turnpike AuthoritJ has alreadJ reduced toll ratea for this 
claaa or patrons, and kept th• at a reduced rete despite the 
f~ct that other rates have beea 1acreaaed. 

Any turthe~ reduction• in the toll ratea would bave aa 
enor•oua impact on the tinancill atab111tJ of the Turap1ke 
Authority. Cban1• in claas1fieat1ona oa rates IIIJ be coaaldered 
•• lons •• the rollowlnl.three part teat 18 llet: (1) !t ia 
recommended by the traffic Enatneer; (2) it u111 aot affect 
trarrtc ot 1 cbaracter uh1ch constitutes 101 or 11ore of tbe 
revenues; and ()) it vill aot result lD a reductioa ot aet 
reveauea. 1911 lpnd Recpluttpa, 713, subaectlon 5. To coaplete 
theae requ1re•enta, tolla would bave to be raiaed across the 
board, to •alee-up for tbe aubataat1•1 loaa to taeoae (Pert 3). 
&a the reveaue frOB the co••uter buaea eoatr1bute to tbe 
tlaaoct•l welfare and atabllltr ot tbe turDplke lutborltr, end 
1oaa ot that 1aeae uould not also M aapport.ed ltr • reduettoa 
iD tbe ve8r aad te•r of tbe Turapilre IJat•, It ta 41aeatloaable 
wbetber •nr of tbese requlr•ea'ta could be aet. 

ttae t1aanc:1a1 atab11itJ of tbe Turaptke lut.bor1tr la •• 
l•J?ortant eonalder•t~cua ia deters1D1DI vbetber to allOM tbe tree 
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